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THE FASTEST, 
MOSTTHRILUNG 
3D DRIVING GAME YET! 

Take the wheel of your turbo¬ 
charged Porsche as you 

and your partner go in 
pursuit of danger- ^ 

, ous criminals all 
/-< driving an evil 

array of 
• ’ • * souped-up 1 

M roadsters. 

VOTED 
ARCADE GAME 
OF THE 
YEAR Jt)L 

TURBO 
BOOST! 

Need to catch up in a hurry? Well, 
just one press of yourTurbo Button will 

leave your eyes in the back of your head! 

InC vll 7 91 KCCI 3, along the roughest of 
dirt tracks and through busy tunnels —if you can hold 
the line! The low life can run, but they can’t hide ... 
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action sequences put you in control 
of Elliot Ness's elite squad of crime-busters 

ALLEYWAY SHOOTOUTS 
THE BORDER RAID, 
The Railway Station confrontation and 

Warehouse bust culminating in the 
thrilling denouement of a 

as you re-live the knife edge 9 j 
existence of Ness in his struggle 
against the retribution of Capone! 
THE UNTOUCHABLES - LIVE AN AMERICAN LEGEND 
"an absolute corker of a game as "a fine example of how to do the job 
smooth and polished as you can get, properly .. a cracking conversion ... 
animation is top notch ...a brilliant easily one of the most successful 
film conversion” Games Machine licences to date" Sinclair User 
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QjQHMiaraaiaDo 
NOW WITH TWICE TH E ACTION, J 

TWICE THE FUN, TWICE THE CHALLENGE .$ 

The Hi-jack report came from a DC10 leaving Paris for Boston -Arab 
guerillas Were in control of flight 102 and had turned the aircraft towards 
Africa.. .The plane lands in hostile territory and the terrorists begin 
their demands... V 

or the bulletproof vest but watch out for 

Operation Thunderbolt the incredible Taito coin-op conversion 
brought NOW to your home computer. 
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GOLD DISK 

PageSetter II 
High Matrix Quality 

Publishing Printers Low 
Desktop Dot For Cost 

No, you are not going crazy. What 

we mean to say is that Gold Disk 

PageSetter II gives you High Quality 
Low Cost Desktop Publishing For Dot 
Matrix Printers. Gold Disk PageSetter II 

will help you quickly and easily produce 

any kind of document: newsletters, fly¬ 

ers, resumes, ads, brochures, and more. 

Full Featured 
PageSetter II is easy to learn and 

simple to use. Import text from any 

Amiga word processor or type directly 

onto your page. Use multiple type faces 

and type sizes. You can even fill text 

with user specified patterns. 

Import bitmap graphics from any 

Amiga IFF paint program and structured 

graphics from Professional Draw. 

PageSetter II will automatically convert 

your graphics into high quality grey 

scaled images. 

Based on Professional Page 
Gold Disk PageSetter II is based on 

Professional Page - the leading DTP 

package on the Amiga - and features 

many of the same powerful capabilities 

and the same high level of reliability. 

High Quality Output 
Because PageSetter II uses the same 

AGFA Compugraphic Outline fonts as 

Professional Page, you can ouput 

your pages at the highest resolu¬ 

tion of any preference supported 

printer. This means you get 

smooth, jaggie-free, text and graphics 

regardless of the type of printer - dot 

matrix, inkjet, or laser. 

Key Features 
Layout: 

• Page sizes to 8-l/2M x 14M 

• 4 levels of Magnification 

• Rulers, grids, 

columns, 

margins 

Gold Disk's 

PageSetter II 

Text: 

Bold italic 
Underline 

,|SS| 

AGFA 
; You UfeHiehwt rwultoolhe Aaifi’ B 

Compugraphic Quickly combine text and 
pon^s graphics for dynamic results 

• Import text from most Amiga 

word processors. 

• Point sizes from 1 to 127 points 

• Bold, Italic, Underline, Outline, 

Superscript, 

Subscript, and 

user definable 

pattern fills 

• Search/replace, 

cut, copy, & 

paste. 

Graphics: 

• Import any IFF graphic. 

• Import Professional Draw Clips 

• Resize, rescale, crop, & move 

• Built-in tools for lines, rectangles, 

ellipses, and polygons. 

• User definable line weights and 

fill patterns. 

Requires Amiga w/1 MByte, 1 Drive 

PATTERN 
AGFA Compugraphic Fonts 

mean no more jaggies 

Gold Disk PageSetter II is 
available for £99.95. Current 
PageSetter owners can upgrade 
for £39.95. If you are a 
registered owner, please call 
0895 441964 to upgrade; 
otherwise, send payment with 
manual cover or program disk. 

Contact your nearest Amiga 
dealer or call HB Marketing Ltd. 
Brooklyn House, 22 The Green 
West Drayton, Middx. U37 7Pg. 
Tel: 0895 444433 

Gold Disk 
Advantage 

The Power Spreadsheet 
You Can Count On 
Gold Disk Advantage is 

the most powerful integrated 
spreadsheet, database, and 
business presentation package 
on the Amiga. 

It devastates its competi¬ 
tion in every category and of¬ 
fers unprecendented business 
graphic capabilities. 

Feature Comparison 

Gold Disk Maxi 
Advantage Plan 

Max size 65000 x 512 x 
65000 32760 

# of sheets Unlimited 3 

# of graphs Unlimited 8 

Max graph 
colors 16 8 

# of views Unlimited No 

Sideways 
Printing Yes No 

# of funcs 90+ 66 

ARexx Yes No 

Performance Comparison 

Redraw 0.87 2.35 

Save 2.23 5.33 

Load 3.84 6.69 

Recalc 

First 2.44 5.15 

2nd* 0.19 4.30 

2nd** 2.24 4.88 

Memory 43216 69832 
* With no changes in sheet;** With changes made to sheet 
Tests on 1 Mb Amiga; Spreadsheet: 9 rows x 44 columns 

GOLD DISK 
P.O. Box 789, Streetsville. Mississauga, Ontario 

CANADA L5M2C2 



NEWS 

F-16 SHOOTS 
DOWN QED 
The recent programme on 

computer addiction in the 

BBC’s QED series has 

already prompted a hostile 

reaction from Commodore 

UK boss Steve Franklin 

(AF Issue 8) and has also 

drawn a response from 

famed flight-simulation pro¬ 

ducers Digital Integration. 

They quote an article 

by David Oliver, editor of 

Airforces Monthly, in which 

he talks about flight sims 

in general and also Dl’s 

excellent F-16 Combat 

Pilot “Some of these prod¬ 

ucts provide a strong edu¬ 

cational basis on how to 

fly aircraft - and even give 

an excellent insight into 

the workload and complex¬ 

ities of flying something as 

sophisticated as the F-16, 

the world's leading fighter 

plane.” 

Dl say that feedback to 

their games and the level 

of sales achieved contra¬ 

dict the conclusions 

reached by QED that com¬ 

puter games are not men¬ 

tally stimulating. Dl's boss 

Dave Marshall reckons 

“the popularity of games 

such as F-16 will increase 

the number of people 

whose ambition it is to be 

a pilot and at the same 

time improve both their 

aptitude and understand¬ 

ing of what it is like to fly a 

fighter jet.” 

We are not convinced 

about flight sims as career 

motivators, but they are 

certainly mentally stimulat¬ 

ing. It's nice to see the 

industry uniting in its con¬ 

demnation of what was 

basically scare-mongering. 

Individual problems almost 

certainly do exist, but sen¬ 

sationalism is not going to 

help anyone. 

AMIGA A1500 LAUNCHED 
Lets face it, we'd all like to own an 

A2000, in preference to the more 

common Amiga 500. But, like all 

things in life, the 2000 costs trez 

mucho mazoolas - almost three 

times the cost of the Amiga 500, 

to be precise! 

However, the dream of every 

Amiga 500 owner could soon be 

realised with the release of 

Checkmate Systems' Amiga 

A1500 conversion kit. The kit is a 

replacement case for the Amiga 

500 that will give 500 users most 

of the extras present on the 2000, 

without having to pay a 2000-like 
price for the pleasure. 

The A1500 comes in various 

configurations, depending on your 

needs. The base unit consists of a 

completely new system unit for 

housing the A500 circuit board 

and a new keyboard case to pro¬ 

vide A500 users with something 

that they have been crying out for 

- a separate keyboard. To add to 

that ‘2000 feel', the A1500 moves 

the Amiga disk drive so that it 

faces the front and even provides 

space for the addition of either a 

second drive or any half-height 

3.5-inch hard drive internally. For 

use within the video and music 

industries, the whole system unit 

can be mounted in a standard 19- 

inch rack. According to 

Checkmate, many big names 

within the music industry have 

already expressed interest in the 

new machine on the strength of 

this feature alone. 

If looks aren’t enough for you, 

then many extras can be added on 

top of this basic base unit. 

Surprisingly, the first option that 

Checkmate offer is for the addition 

of a 2000-compatible video slot, 

allowing the 1500 to use devices 

such as NewTek's Video Toaster 

and MicroWay's Flicker Fixer 

board. Next up is a full-spec inter¬ 

nal MIDI interface, turning the 

1500 into a real alternative to the 

official 2000. 

If it’s true power computing 

you’re after, then Checkmate’s 

Expansion system is for you. The 

expansion unit simply plugs into 

the top of the base unit to provide 

the 1500 with three expansion 

slots which can be used to con¬ 

nect 2000 cards such as proces¬ 

sor accelerators to the 1500. Not 

only that, but Checkmate claim 

that their system can be taken a 

lot further than the 2000. If you 

ever get to a point where all three 

expansion slots are filled, just buy 

another expansion rack. 

For more details of the A1500 

kit, contact Checkmate Systems 

on 01 923 0658. As soon as 

our review model turns up, we'll be 

bringing you an in-depth look at 

the recased and expanded unit. 

File Moue Resolution Rltitude Layers Nations 12:20:06 Pill ^ 

RAINBIRD GET IT IN THE END 
After a lot of industry speculation and rumblings it looks likely that the 

much-awaited wargame Universal Military Simulator II will be appear¬ 

ing on the Rainbird label after all. The original UMS appeared on that 

label when it was owned by Telecomsoft and minor shock waves ran 

through the industry when it became apparent that rivals MicroProse 

had got the rights to the sequel. Just to make things simple, though, 

Microprose then went and bought out Telecomsoft last year. 

Bullish MicroProse spokesman Martin Moth describes the game 

as “the most comprehensive wargame ever to appear”. In the game 

the player will be able to fight campaigns across whole continents or 

zoom in on individual battles from time periods right across the scale 

from Roman times to the future. And, just like UMS, you’ll be able to 

define and design your own armies (and even your own worlds) and 

have them fight all manner of weird and wonderful opponents. From 

what we’ve seen of the game, Martin Moth could well be right. 

MIDI MUSIC 
SHOW 
MIDI musicians should make a note of the 7th 

and 8th of April in their diaries, because that’s 

when the first MIDI Music Show takes place at 

the Novotel in Hammersmith. As well as 

exhibitors showing keyboards, hardware, soft¬ 

ware and peripherals, there will be seminars, 

demonstrations and conferences on subjects 
such as sampling, creative editing and 

sequencing. More details can be gleaned by 

calling the organisers, Westminster 

Exhibitions, on 01 549 3444. 

CREDITABLE EXPANSION 
If you want to see just how small a 

0.5 Meg memory expansion board 

can be, then take a look at the lat¬ 

est from Memory Expansion 

Systems. It’s 4cm wide, and the 

smallest on the market, they 

claim. As you can see from the 

picture, it is little bigger than a 

credit card. It comes with a 1 Meg 

demo as well. For more details on 

this and other boards, phone MES 

on 051 236 0480. 

The MES expansion board that’s 

the size of a credit card. 

AMIGA FORMAT 7 



COMMODORE 1084S 
14" Stereo High Res. Colour 
COMMODORE 1084P 
Mono Sound Version of 1084S 
PHILIPS CM8833 
14" Medium Res. Colour 
Twin speakers, Green screen 
switch, with tliting stand. 

£269 
£225 
£249 

CHECK FOR 
LATEST PRICES & 
AVAILABILITY ON 

ALL MONITORS 

WSmmsm 
Now you can laugh as much as Joker and cash in with some 
GREAT QUALITY GAMES...The Amiga Batman Pack includes, 
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING... 

Amiga A500 with Modulator, Mouse, 
1 Meg Internal Disk Drive, 512KRAM 
All Connecting Leads, Kickstart 1.3, 
4096 Colours, Multi-Tasking, Built-in 
Speech Synthesis, Workbench 1.3 
System Disk, & Operation Manuals. 

AREAL 'BAT-BARGAIN'AT ONLY.. 

£369 
Inclusive of VAT and Postage! 

ft* . BATMAN THE MOVIE, F 18 INTERCEPTOR 
Pb*f -— NEW ZEALAND STORY & DELUXE PAINT II 

FREE...12 Months on site Maintenance with CM8833's 

i 
WEm 

:k 

A 590 20Mb Hard Disk £379 
VORTEX 40Mb Hard Disk £499 
CUMANA CAX 354 £89 £ f 
1 MEG. 3.5" Single § ° 
CUMANA CAX 1000 £129 H 
1 Meg. 5.25" Single 

335 /ncdudwff 

Af/rm leads/ 

£169 
£209 
£249 
£185 

5 STAR LC 10 Mono 
STAR LC 10 Colour 
STAR LC24 10 
STAR LC 10 Mkll_ 

10 - TDK 3.5" BLANK DISKS £14.95 
DISK STORAGE 40 Capacity £6.95 
BOXES... 80 Capacity £8.95 
MOUSE MATS £4.95 
MOUSE HOUSE £2.95 
AMIGA KEYBOARD DUST COVERS£5.95 
CM 8833 DUST COVERS £5.95 

CHOOSE ONE OF OUR 5 SORCERORS PACKS! 

AMEGIS 
WIZBALL 

BUGGY BOY 
BARBARIAN 

MERCENARY 
TERRORPODS 

ART OF CHESS 
THUNDERCATS 

INSANITY FIGHT 
IKARI WARRIORS 

TEN GREAT GAMES AND 
A FREE JOYSTICK 

Official - Commodore 
"Gift Shop" Products 

COMMODORE BARREL BAG & DISKETTI 
HOLDER, + COMMODORE KEYRING. 

12 MONTHS SUBCRIPTION TO AMIGA 
USER INTERNATIONAL FREE MAGAZINE 

BINDER AND A MOUSE MAT 
— 

4^ 

^A CHOICE OF 5 
GREAT NEW 

SORCERORS PACKS 
WHEN YOU BUY 
AN AMIGA, BUT 

ONLY FROM 
MERLIN EXPRESS! 

MOUSE MAT, DUST COVER, LOCKABLE 
80 CAPACITY DISK STORAGE BOX 

10 BLANK DISKS & JOYSTICK 

Official - Commodore 
"Gift Shop" Products 

... 
AMIGA Class of the 90's Pack £529 
AMIGA Batpack Pack+CM8833 £608 
AMIGA Batman Pack+CM8833 £809 
+Star LC10 Colour Printer 

AMIGA BATMAN PACK (asus..<i at top of page) 

Your choice of 1 Sorcerors Pack 
from the 5 listed above 

(IndividualSorcerors Pocks [ie without the A500]are available top , 
on our stocks, phone for prices and further details quoting the relevant SC number) 

COMMODORE - QUARTZ ANALOGUE SPORTS 
WATCH, MUG, KEYRING, BALLPEN AND 

SOLAR POWERED CALCULATOR 

£394 
Inclusive of VAT and Postage! 

ho^ 

0602424444 

°/lV^ 

all OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (UK Mainland) 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that the information shown on our advertisements is correct, 

you should ALWAYS confirm any Offers, Prices, Availability etc. prior to placing orders. 
Because our advertising is booked so far in advance, Merlin reserve the right to alter 

equiopment specifications, withdraw any product/offer or update prices (either up OR 
down), without prior notice. ALWAYS CHECK DETAILS PRIOR TO ORDER. 

Merlin will NOT supply anything that has been subject to change without 
_ the customers prior permission. 

ORDERING: Just phone our 24 hour order line using your Access/Visa card, 
OR, send a cheque/postal order with your requirement details. 
(Cheques need clearance prior to despatch) 

DELIVERY: You choose either, by post at no extra cost, or simply add £5 per 
large item for next working day courier service. (UK Mainland) 

WARRANTY: Goods that prove faulty within 30 days will be exchanged for NEW. 
After 30 days, & within 12 months, faults repaired at our expense. 

EXPRESS 
DEPARTMENT AMF/M4, 
SALISBURY STREET, NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BQ 
Telephone: 0602 424444 FAX: 0602 420813 

LIMITED 
5 REDWOOD COURT 

GREAT VALUE, THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN 
E&OE ALL our currently advertised offers supercede any previously advertised offer(s) 



NEWS 

LOONY TOONS 
They're no newcomers to 

licensing cartoon charac¬ 

ters, The Edge, what with 

a couple of Garfield 

games and a Snoopy 

game under their belt, so 

it's in keeping that they 

should be producing a 

new Asterix game based 

on the cartoon character. 

This is the first Edge 

Asterix game, but he has 

featured in several other 

games including one due 

soon from French house 

Coktel Vision called 

Asterix and the 

Enchanted Stone. 

The Edge have also 

started work on another 

cartoon character licence 

but this one is more 

vicious than Asterix or 

Snoopy could ever be. 

The Punisher is a Marvel 

Comics character who 

dedicates his life to taking 

the law into his own 

hands and killing anyone 

he considers 'guilty'. This 

usually means drug deal¬ 

ers and other criminals, 

which is a relief to the 

public at large. Later this 

year The Punisher - The 

Film will be showing on 

the big screen. This is a 

violent film staring ex 

Grace Jones lover and 

general huge person 

Dolph Lundgren. The first 

game, however, will be 

based on the comic 

rather than the film. 

A CAT MAY LOOK AT A LEARNING AID... 
Sourcing quality educa¬ 

tion software for the 

Amiga can be difficult 

unless you know where 

to look. To help you 

make the right choice, 

the Educational 

Software Club has been 

set up to serve the 
increasing demand for 

quality educational soft¬ 

ware for the Amiga. 

The Club stocks a 

full range of educational 

titles for the Amiga, 

covering pre-school to 

adult learning. Among 

their list of titles are 

My-Paint, Kid Talk and 

the popular Fun School 

range of programs. 

Although the club runs a 

membership scheme, 

their range of software 

is available to both 

members and non¬ 

members alike. Paying 

members recieve a reg¬ 

ular educational soft¬ 

ware bulletin as well as 

being able to buy soft¬ 

ware at special prices. 

Not only that, but mem¬ 

bers are able to 

exchange titles, which 

should help regular 

computer learners. 

For a full catalogue 

and additional informa¬ 

tion, contact the 

Educational Software 
Club on 0702 600557. 

COMMODORE MULTIMEDIA 
SYSTEM DUE SOON 
Just before going to press, we 

recieved information concerning 

the imminent launch of an official 

Commodore multimedia system 

for the Amiga. Commodore US 

obviously views the Amiga as a 

serious contender within the 

rapidly growing multimedia mar¬ 

ket, and this latest announcement 

backs up this view. 

The new system is a complete 

multimedia authoring environment 

that links all the elements of multi- 

media under the control of a com¬ 

pletely icon-driven user interface. 

The system uses the Amiga’s 

multi-tasking capabilities, and 

advanced A-Rexx message-passing 

to allow multimedia applications to 

be built up utilising various media 

devices and applications. All this 

power is built upon a powerful rela¬ 

tional database that is compatible 

with the popular PC dBASE 

database management system. 

Constructing a multimedia 

application should be simplicity 

itself. By simply drawing an icon- 

based flowchart and then setting 

up each element within the 

flowchart using a powerful BASIC- 

like programming language much 

like UltraCard’s UltraTalk, applica¬ 

tions can be constructed. These 

multimedia applications will then 

be automatically turned into a 

stand-alone form, thereby allowing 

the creation of multimedia applica¬ 

tions tailored to the needs of indi¬ 

vidual users. US sources close to 

Commodore view the system as a 

major advancement in multimedia 

which will almost certainly help to 

put the Amiga on the multimedia 

map. Watch out for the new 

A3000 which may be connected... 

• More information about the 
multimedia revolution can be 
gained by turning to Page 15 
of this issue of AF. 

RAINDOW DUREAU 
Do you need high quality printouts, scans and the like, but just can’t afford the 

hardware? Well, what you do is let a bureau take your files’n’stuff and output them 

for you. One such bureau is Rainbow Computers, who run a decidedly souped-up 

Amiga 2000, with a lot of other bits tacked on. Here’s their set-up: 

•Amiga 2000 with 17 Mb of RAM 

• Twin floppies and a 40 Mb hard disk 

• 68020 and 68881 co-processor with a 20 MHz chip 

• Flicker fixer 

• Sharp JX-300 A4 colour scanner, hooked up via ASDG’s ProScanLab 

• Sharp JX-100 Handy Scanner and ASDG’s software driver 

• Sharp JX-720 48 nozzle inkjet for A3 full colour output at 240 DPI 

• Panasonic camera and Digi-View for 3D scans 

• Xerox 4020 inkjet for the smaller job 

• QMS PS 810 Postscript laser printer, giving super output for DTP 

• Polaroid Palette for 35mm slides and photographic output of screens 

If that’s the sort of gear that you could use, then give Rainbow a call on 0455 

840106 and they should be able to help you. 

GREMLIN 
DO THE 
IMPOSSIMOLE 
Remember the glorious Eighties? 

When computer heroes were two- 

dimensional and spent most of 

their lives collecting gems and 

treasure? Gremlin certainly do, 

thanks to the huge popularity of 

one such Gremlin character that 

appeared in several games: 

Monty Mole. 
Sheffield-based Gremlin 

reckon the time is right to bring 

the character back to life in a new 

game called Impossimole and to 

ensure it gets the high profile it 

undoubtedly deserves Gremlin will 

be heavily promoting him with a 

veritable marketful of goodies 

including posters, mugs, shelf 

wobblers and sweatshirts. 

AMIGA FORMAT 9 



NEWS 

TITUS’S 
DARK 
ENTRY 
French software house Titus 

recently invited the cream of 

the British computer press 

over to their offices near Paris 

for the weekend to outline their 

future plans. Our man Andy 

Smith was on the scene. 

Titus was formed in April 

'85 by two brothers, Herve and 

Eric Caen. Five years on and 

the company has grown to 

employ almost 50 people and 

offices have been opened in 

Los Angeles, Tokyo and 

London. The company (who are 

the only company in the world 

to give their software a lifetime 

guarantee) plan to release 

seven titles this year including 

Fire and Forget II, which will 

appear first on the Sega 

console. Before we see that on 

the Amiga, though, well see 

Dark Century, their much- 

talked-about ray-traced game 

that offers simultaneous two 

player action as the players 

take control of up to six pro¬ 

grammable lunar assault 

vehicles in an attempt to appre¬ 

hend some escaped convicts. 

SMEIilTE’S EYE VIEW 
Storms need never catch you 

unawares again and weathermen 

need never ruin your day with inac¬ 

curate forecasts, because now 

you can get satellite weather pic¬ 

tures straight to your Amiga. With 

the Met-2 from ICS Electronics, 

you can receive pictures direct 

from the European Meteosat 4 

satellite. 
The system consists of a 

receiver/pre-amplifier, a three- 

metre Yagi antenna, mains power 

supply, 20 metres of antenna 

cable and a program for the 

Amiga, all for the price of 

£599.95. The satellite takes pic¬ 

tures of the whole of Europe and 

also relays pictures of North, 

South and Central America. They 

appear in 600x400 resolution with 

16 grey levels and colours, and 

are compatible with .ILBM and 

Pixmate. 
ICS also produce amateur 

radio software for the Amiga, for 

the transmission of faxes and 

slowscan TV pictures. More infor¬ 

mation on all ICS products can be 

obtained on 0903 731101. 

The Met-2 satellite receiver, with which you can get weather pic¬ 
tures on the Amiga. This picture from the Meteosat 4 satellite 
comes from a VGA PC, but the Amiga version has only a slightly 

reduced resolution by comparison. 

ill SYSTEMS ARE GREEN 
Digita International, 
producers of many 
programs for small 

Digita International’s 
range of programs 
that use ‘environ¬ 
ment friendly paper’: 

business and home 
use, have gone over 
to using ‘environ- 

System 3, is the new 
small business pro¬ 
gram from Digita 
International. 

ment friendly’ paper, 
that does not use 
chlorine and con¬ 
tains straw fibre. All 
their packaging, 
manuals and 
brochures are now 
produced this way. 

This includes 
their new program 
System 3, which is a 
small business 
accounting package 
that includes invoic¬ 
ing, stock control 
and a cashflow con¬ 
troller. The system 
operates on a modu¬ 
lar basis, with data 
transferable between 
the modules if 
required. It costs 
£49.95 from Digita 
International on 
0395 270273. 

MINER EARTHQUAKE 

The game that did for the Spectrum what The Juggler has done 
for the Amiga is due for release from its original publishers 
Software Projects. Manic Miner from Mathew Smith (no relation) 
helped turned the then-young programmer into a household name - 
but in recent years not much has been heard of this elusive char¬ 
acter. Manic Miner will retail for £9.99. 

GET MUGGED BY BLOODSTONE 
There’s a brand new multi-user game on the loose on the Microlink service for 

comms users. It’s called Bloodstone and has several outstanding or unique fea¬ 

tures for a MUG. 

It’s a full role-playing adventure, where your character has changeable char¬ 

acteristics. It has a huge map area made up of thousands of locations. It also has 

three dimensional access to locations, so that you can explore in and out of 

rooms, climb stairways and jump out of windows. There are commnds to allow 

the trading of items and communicate with other creatures by changing race. 

The game does not last a set period of time, but allows you to carry on 

where you left off. It certainly sounds like a good one and if you want more info 

on it or joining Microlink, then call 0527 28515 Ext 2697. 
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M / It has taken more than eight calendar years to create Knights of 
w / Legend, the crowning achievement in medieval fantasy and role 
/ playing. We've developed the most comprehensive combat system ever, 
/ surrounded by a meticulously crafted world of strategy, action and 

emotion. The lands are filled with hundreds of 
unique personalities and dozens of towns and 

hamlets - and the people are filled with spirit, V" 
conflict and honour. Mf'X 

1 

IBM/compatible version 

By 

Porfo 

BSbrbb* 

Available for: IBM/Tandy/compatibles, Commodore C-64/128, Amfle llserie/toming soon for Amiga and Macintosh.' 

I N D S X A P 
For further information on Mindscape ptopuct* and your local Dealer, contact: 

Mindscape International Limited, PO Box 1019, Lewes, East Sussex BR8 4DW. Tel. (044 486) 545/547. 

* C m 
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COMING AMCHONS 
With software standards rising all the time, 

will tomorrow’s games continue the trend? 

ACTIVISION 
Combining strategy and 

action and set in the 21st 

Century is Warhead. Earth 

has been attacked by a load of 

insect-like aliens and it’s left to you 

to save the world in the FOE '57 

fighter which has the ability to travel 

faster than light. Stand by to take 

on the 39 missions, and remember, 

we’re counting on you. If you like 

the action but don’t fancy the strat¬ 

egy there’s always Sonic Boom, a 
vertically-scrolling shoot-em-up con¬ 

verted from the Sega coin-op featur¬ 

ing everything you’d expect in a 

modern arcade game. 

Staying with coin-ops, this 

time from Irem, but get¬ 

ting away from the shoot¬ 

ing is Ninja Spirit. This is in the hori¬ 

zontally-scrolling beat-em-up mould 

as you take the role of a ninja out to 

destroy an evil warlock. Lob 

shuriken, wield your Samurai sword 

12 AMIGA FORMAT 

and take on wolves, flying kitemen 

and giant swordsmen. 

Hammerfist is no coin-op 

conversion. It’s set in the 

future where a corporate 

body has taken over the planet’s 

two main cities using ultra-powerful 

holograms. Two holograms (Ham¬ 

merfist and Metalisis) have fused 

together and are set on destroying 

the corporation and hopefully 

regaining their separate identities. 

GREMLIN OWhen man has killed off 

most of the environment, 

the world’s ecosystem will 

be in a state of confusion. Man 

could always try to develop his own 

species of plants - but he’d better 

be careful if he doesn’t want things 

like Venus - the Flytrap to evolve. 

The game's a five-level, multi-world 

horizontally-scrolling platform shoot- 

em-up in which the player controls 

the world’s only hope of salvation - a 

fly. No ordinary fly, but one that can 

seek out and shoot rogue plants. 

And just to keep 

you up to date, 

here’s how Skidz 

and Ramrod are coming along... 

ART OF DREAMS OThe French seem to be cre¬ 

ating a software house 

every month these days, 
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and this is the latest. The first game 
to appear will be Antago, a simple 

but addictive strategy game for one 

or two players. It’s a bit like the old 

Connect 4 game but you must con¬ 

nect five pieces and the other player 

can shove your pieces around. 

ELECTRONIC ARTS ©Submarine fans will soon 

be able to get to grips 

with 688 Attack Sub. You'll 

be in charge of a modern American 

or Russian submarine and there will 

be 10 different scenarios to play. 

This was an excellent PC game and 

should be even better on the Amiga. 

Another great PC game that's 

due soon is the official Indianapolis © 500 racing game. More 

news just as soon as we 

get it. Strategy fans will 

be pleased to learn that Imperium is 

on it's way. It’s a massive space 

strategy/conquest game that allows 

the player to control the economic, 

diplomatic and military aspects of 

his empire, or assign them to com¬ 

puter control. This is a biggie so 

don't expect to finish it quickly! 

GONZO GAMES 
Another new software 

m Tj 1 house and this one's 

British. The first game 

looks likely to be Wipe Out, which 

describes itself as “an intergalactic 

hoverboard challenge”. This one or 

two player game will have you flying 

around on a hover board leaving a 

trail of crystals. The idea is to 

ensnare your opponent in your trail, 

as a hover board can't cross a trail 

- a bit like the old Tron game. 

DOMARK 
Thanks to Domark’s Atari 

link, Domark have been in 

constant touch with the 

Big A while they develop their latest 

coin-op, Klax. It’s a simple but very 

addictive game in which the player 

has to collect tiles as they roll 
towards him and then flip them over 

onto a platform, the idea being to 

make coloured lines which then dis¬ 

appear leaving more room for more 

tiles. Simple really. 

INFOGRAMES 
Well, it's finally happened: 

mankind has been wiped 

out and a race of small 

purple rats called Toyottes has 

taken over. As a rat called Cyprian 

you must move through passages 

below the surface of the planet in 

search of the king rat’s son. This is 

actually an arcade game based on 

Belgian comic The Toyottes. 

US GOLD 
Next up from USG is going 

to be another Assembly 

Line game, this one called 

E-Motion. It's a 50-level challenge 

set in the world of atoms, 

molecules and particles. You control 

a single sphere spinning and float¬ 

ing through a kaleidoscope of 

moving puzzles, multi-coloured orbs 

and pulsating energy. 

LOGOTRON 
Cloud Kingdoms is another 

m Q m simple but addictive game 

whose lead sprite is a 

cutesy character from the Japanese 

coin-op school of design. There are 

32 levels to guide the little chap 

through as he bounces around col¬ 

lecting diamonds and fruit. 

Kid Gloves also features a 

m [j|cute lead sprite, this time 

in a five-stage platform 

game with its roots in Bombjack 

and Rick Dangerous. Kid has his 

work cut out if he hopes to return to 

his home, but those magic boxing 

gloves he wears may just save him. 
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Create Games 

Create Demos 

Create to Educate 4 

Create ANYTHING! 4 

Whether you want to write action-packed 
games, stunning demos, stimulating 
educational software or even a database, 
AMOS is the perfect package for your 
Amiga. 

AMOS has its own super-fast music 
module and comes with convert routines 
for Soundtracker, Sonix and GMC. There's 
even a command called VUMETER which 
allows you to link animation to sound. 
You can also substitute a new music routine 
at a later date if you want - AMOS is that 
flexible. 

Commands like Rainbow and Copper 
Move allow you to create incredible 
graphical effects - and they are so easy to 
use. 

You can display any of the hundreds of 
public domain fonts on screen, and AMOS 
sorts out the proportional spacing. 

Jump to and from Workbench with a 
single keypress, allowing you to multi¬ 
task. 

The menu commands have to be seen 
to be believed: Animated sprites in pull¬ 
down menus, the ability for the user to 
change the order of menu items while the 
program is running, multi-level menus 
and more. 

AMOS is the package that the Amiga has 
been waiting for - the first software to 
unleash the true power of the Amiga to 
everyone. 

But don't just believe what you see here 
- see for yourself. Send £2 for an exciting 
interactive demo in which you can try out 
many of AMOS's powerful commands for 
yourself! The text files on the disc are full 
of information too. 

AMOS will go on sale in May - later than 
we planned, but it'll be well worth the 

wa“ 
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AMOS could be the most 
successful games-related 

product everV 

— Muff Evans, 
New Computer Express 

Don't delay - send a £2 cheque or 
postal order and we will send you the 
AMOS demo disc by return of post. 

Send to: Mandarin Software, 
Europa House, Adlington Park, 
Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. 

'The power of AMOS is 
amazing, it's so easy to 
use and the commands 
are very straightfor¬ 
ward. It's got total con¬ 
trol over the Amiga' 
-A Kalim,London 

'We use STOS to write 
educational software 
for the ST- it's very good 
but AMOS is 10 times 
better!' 
-Jason Salisbury, 
Prisma Software 

\ 

'Good luck in produc¬ 
ing what looks to be the 
best utility released in a 
long while' 
— V. Pike, Swindon 

'A superb demo... After 
viewing the disc for 
nearly two hours solid I 
picked my chin up from 
the floor... AMOS is 
going to be an utter 
classic' 
- D. Chapman, East 
Sussex 

GFA BASIC 
“Compiled programs are both compact and 
fast in execution. Everyone knows that 
interpreted GFA is fast, but compiled GFA is 
blisteringly fast- rivalling languages such as 
C and Modula 2 with ease." 

Amiga Format review March 1990 

As we dont want to upset our competitors, we 
have not reprinted the benchmark results, but 
we suggest you refer to the Amiga Format 
review Issue 8 Page 127. 

GFA Data Media 

Box 121 

Wokingham 

Berkshire, RG11 9LP 

Tel: (0734) 794941 

Available from your Atari Dealer, and most software 
stockists or in case of difficulty by mail order: 

GFA Data Media (UK) Ltd, Box 121, Wokingham, 
Berkshire, RG11 9LP. Tel: (0734) 794941 

Credit card or cheque/postal orders payable to GFA 
Data Media (UK) Ltd accepted. Phone orders welcome. 

I wish to pay by Visa/Mastercard; please 
charge my account. 

GFA Basic Interpreter Amiga £49.95 Q 

GFA Basic Compiler Amiga £29.95 [ 
Card No: 

MasterCard 

Name (on card) 

Mi i—i— i i “T 
Signature 

8r 

£ Address 
2j 
£•- 
Si- 

Postcode 



COVER FEATURE 

HYPER-MEDIA? MULTIMEDIA? are they 

JUST A LOAD OF HYPE or WHAT? 

ANDY STORER reckons they’re THE BIZ 

and here’s why... 

THE THEORY 

You can look at the his¬ 

tory of computing as a 

search for the perfect 

I/O - put the material from any 

medium in there, throw it around, 

process and manipulate it, push it 

out again. One ultimate day we 

want to be able to hold intelligent 

conversations with our machines. 

In the meantime, they are now 

quite capable of handling text, 

graphics, digitised images, and 

MIDI code inputs with ease. 

Talking Als are still some way 

off but technology’s converging to 

the point where we've moved into 

controlling desktop publishing and 

video. The next logical extension is 

Multimedia - a whole new world of 

publishing and presentation. But 

what do we mean by this term? 

And why’s it set to take the 

Nineties by storm? 

Multi-Faceted 

Multimedia is used to denote appli¬ 

cations that mix text, graphics, 

sound and moving video, usually 

on one format, through controlling 

hardware that can read, write and 

drive a diverse range of machin¬ 

ery. CD players, CD-ROM units, 

Laserdisc devices, videotape 

recorders, synthesisers, slide pro¬ 

jectors - they’re all driveable! 

Maybe not on the Amiga yet but 

over in the Mac camp develop¬ 

ments are well in hand. Sorry to 

venture into the territory of the 

Amiga’s only real opposition, but 

the Apple Macintosh platform is 

one of the best barometers of 

advances in computing and Apple 

is investing millions in making sure 

it’s at the core of multimedia. 

For on the Mac, the future’s 

already here. At the recent Mac¬ 

world Expo in Boston, Apple chair¬ 

man John Sculley used a Macin¬ 

tosh IIX to demonstrate three dif¬ 

ferent live video images running in 

a word-processing document. He 

was able to scroll the contents of 

the document up and down and 

move its window around the 

screen. The operation took less 

than three Megabytes of memory 

and was an effective demonstra¬ 

tion of converging technologies. 

Applications that bring text, graph¬ 

ics, animation, sound and moving 

video to personal computers will, 

as with desktop publishing, bring 

far-reaching effects. 

Multiple Choice 

This is not simply a question of 

greater cost-effectiveness or the 

emergence of new markets and 

methods of distribution but more 

to do with a notion central to multi- 

media; that of interactivity. 

For multimedia technology 

allows a reader, viewer or listener 

to become a user; able to define, 

select and alter the material being 

perused. Whether it’s technical 

manuals or product databases, 

museum archives or training mate¬ 

rials, glossy advertising or home 

entertainment, a user can extract 

exactly what he needs, in any 

order he wishes and react to the 

publication as if a dialogue were 

taking place. 
The CD-ROM drive is the 

launch platform for this kind of 

interactive publishing initiative. CD- 

ROM disks are the the premier 

high-density, low-cost storage 

device; capable of holding over 

500 Mbytes of program data: in 

addition, most also double up as 

ordinary audio CD players. Master¬ 

ing and duplication costs are low 

and drives and interfaces relatively 

inexpensive. What’s more, the 

choice of multimedia products cur¬ 

rently on offer, ranging from edu¬ 

cational and training material to 

technical documentation and inter¬ 

active leisure products, retail for 

as little as $60 in the States. As 

such, the CD format is an ideal 

starting point for any machine to 

extend its interface. Applications 

are principally text and audio 

based. Although animation and 

photographic stills have recently 

appeared on CD-ROM format, 

video footage remains rare. 

Discotechnology 

You have to look at the more 

expensive storage technology of 

Laserdisc to find interactive appli¬ 

cations that incorporate moving 

video. High quality still and moving 

images can be stored and 

accessed quickly from the 12” 

laserdiscs: typically any one of 

55,000 frames can be retrieved in 

a couple of seconds. 
But both CD-ROM and 

Laserdisc players are read-only 

optical devices which require mas¬ 

ters to be pressed by third party 

suppliers before mass duplication 

can begin. They are ideal for appli¬ 

cations where the user is essen¬ 

tially passive and not invited to 

make any alteration to the material 

at hand. True multi-media is more 
than just consumer-orientated 

entertainment or education even 

though this may include interactive 

encyclo-paedias, clip video collec¬ 

tions and art tutorials. 
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GRAPHICS 

True multimedia would rely on low- 

cost, widely available media that 

can be easily packaged, dis¬ 

tributed, consumed and, ideally, 

customised. We're talking video¬ 

tape. Videotape running on 

recorders that can hook up to 

your machine via a standard inter¬ 

face code. Through this means, it 

will be possible to integrate video 

clips with CD audio, text and 

graphics and ‘print’ the outcome 

to the low-cost, widely available 

medium of videotape. 

But in the meantime, the 

medium term strategy for multi- 

media lies in support for erasable, 

high-density storage mediums 

able to support high-definition tele¬ 

vision on screen. The key devices 

here are rewriteable optical disks 

and Video 8. Both are capable of 

being written to directly and are 

able to contain text, graphics, 

audio and video. 

LOOKING FORWARD 
TO FAST FORWARD 
How might you go about working 

with your Amiga in a few years 

time if you had about fifteen 

grand’s worth of kit available? 

You could produce 24-bit 

colour photographic slides from 

your software and control a multi¬ 

monitor set-up or arc of overhead 

projectors to view them next to 

your own custom screens. 

These screens might include 

imported still and moving video 

and CD-quality sound and be 

organised as sequenced produc¬ 

tions edited on your desktop. You 

will have had the choice of using a 

multitude of image processors, 

video and audio digitizers and opti¬ 

cal recognition scanners to build 

up these sequences. 

You might have included clips 

of animation, video and audio from 

the growing bunch of mediabases 

available and treated them to 

titling and logos. 

You will have a software pack¬ 

age developed by the BBC’s Inter¬ 

active TV Unit that enables you to 

pull in images from Video 8 play¬ 

ers, sound and data from CD and 

CD ROM players, and ‘print’ the 

assembled results back to video¬ 

tape. A range of 24-bit graphics 

cards and colour overlay boards 

will have also allowed you to com¬ 

bine television quality images with 

your own graphics and text. 

You’ll just hit a button on your 

Amiga and screen recording soft¬ 

ware will run the whole show for 

you. If you want to interrupt the 

automated presentation you just 

speak into your Voice Navigator 

and jump to the next cue. And with 

the proceeds from your first 

broadcast-spec production you’ll 

be saving up for your first rewrite¬ 

able optical disk drive - or maybe 

you’ll be just paying off the costs 

of buying all that hardware! 

All very sci-fi. All very possible 

right now - if you own a Mac.So 

why’s Apple ahead and where is 

the Amiga in the race to catch up? 

CUTTING THE HYPE... 
The potential for multimedia appli¬ 

cations started with HyperCard on 

the Mac in late 87 - a multi-pur¬ 

pose program with endless possi¬ 

bilities that set the style of soft¬ 

ware to come. HyperCard pro¬ 

vided an even friendlier interface 

than the Mac desktop, a busy little 

‘home’ card acting as the centre of 

operations for everything from 

appointment diaries to spread¬ 

sheets to animation. Icons and but¬ 

tons battled it out for control over 

a bewildering variety of databases 

known as ‘stacks’. You could even 

load in all your favourite applica¬ 

tions from within HyperCard and 

return to base when you’d finished. 

The potential was enormous - 

bright, moving graphics side by 

side with dull, stolid business. 

HyperCard’s secret lies in its 

Hypertalk command language. 

Such is its simplicity that you can 

roam the program all day without 

ever needing to use the invisible 

language underpinning it. 

Apple recently stepped in to help 

matters along by announcing its 

Apple Media Control Architecture. 

The AMCA will provide a frame¬ 

work for all applications to access 

videodisc players, CD-audio play¬ 

ers, videotape recorders and other 

media devices via a standard inter¬ 

face code. As such, it’ll be possi¬ 

ble to integrate video clips with CD 

audio sound, manipulate the two 

elements and ‘print’ the outcome 

to videotape. ■ 

A FUTURE AMIGA MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 

A future Amiga multimedia publishing system would consist of three interconnected elements: control, input and output. 
Although any Amiga with a hard disk can run multimedia control software like UltraCard, souped-up A2000s will be ideal as 
they offer more memory and speed. 

▼ INPUT Source materials from CD-ROM, CD 
audio, Laserdisc and rewriteable optical 
disks will be imported via a common stan¬ 
dard based on A-Rexx interfaces and com¬ 
bine with digitized audio from sound sam¬ 
plers and MIDI instruments connected to 
serial ports and MIDI interfaces. 

▼ INPUT Live and recorded video, broadcast 
television and satellite transmissions will be 
incorporated into the Control device via a high- 
quality genlock card which effectively allows 
video sources to be synchronised with and 
overlaid on the Amiga’s screen display. 

▼ OUTPUT The resultant 
multimedia material can then 
be output in toto to monitors, 
overhead projectors and 
accompanying stereo sound 
systems for audio-visual 
presentation . 

CONTROL An UltraCard front-end’ manages the the 
input of these diverse source materials and controls 
editing and sequencing tasks. 

MONITORS 

OUTPUT Alternatively, the 
material can be remain in 

an UltraCard environment 
and be output to rewrite¬ 
able optical disks, video¬ 

tape and floppy disc or 
mastered as interactive 
CD-ROM or Laserdisc. 

LASER DISC CD ROM 

A. 

▲ OUTPUT Material could also 
be broken down into component 
parts to be generated as 
transparencies for projection or 
screen dumps for incorporation 
in desktop publishing. 
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1 ..AND UNDOING THE ULTRA 

The lack of interfacing standards hasn’t 
stopped certain companies going out and 
writing their own custom versions. One such 
developer is Ariadne Interactive. Ariadne’s 
background is well suited to the area of mul¬ 
timedia production since they've been sup¬ 
plying software for Rendale and Applied Sys¬ 
tems genlocks for years. 1988 saw Ariadne 
release its Ariadne Amiga Authoring Environ¬ 
ment (AAAE), a range of authoring tools for 
the creation of interactive trainig and pre- 
sentaion programmes. 

AAAE is a multi-tasking environment 
consisting of software tools, devices and 
independent programmes to interface and 
integrate the Amiga's graphics, sound and 

UttraCard is the first 
release for the 
Amiga that serves 
as a means of 
achieving the 
second key element 
outlined above. 
Since Jason Holborn 
gave it a full review 
last issue we don't 
need to go into too 
much detail here 
except to underline 
its role as a 'multi¬ 
tasking hyper-media 
information con¬ 
struction set'. 

So although it is 
a form of program¬ 
mable relational 
database it goes 
beyond this to pro¬ 
vide a system 
whereby previously 
incompatible pro¬ 
grams can be made 
to communicate to 
one another in such 
a way so as one can 
indirectly control the 
other. As such, com¬ 
plex linkings can be 
effected that cross 
media boundaries. 
UttraCard achieves 
this by using stacks 
composed of frames 
which can hold 
graphic, audio and 
textual information, 
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windows and WIMP capabilities as well as 
providing peripheral support for touch¬ 
screens, laser or tape players, modem links, 
genlock interfaces and printers. The system 
is used in Point of Sale and Information and 
Training applications. The National Physical 
Laboratory, British Aerospace and the Immi¬ 
gration Office are among the its users, as 
are GCHQ,( not much chance of us doing a 
feature on that one!). 

Ariadne is now working on an upgraded 
system that will allow multi-player support to 

all highlighted by 
activating 'buttons' 
that control linkages 
to other applications 
in the system. 

UltraTalk is the 
name of the under¬ 
lying scripting lan¬ 
guage and it utilises 
A-Rexx to call in and 
issue commands to 
external programs. 
Unlike HyperCard, 
UttraCard does not 
directly provide the 
drivers necessary to 
control external 
storage media since 
there are no such 
agreed standards 
for the Amiga. 
Instead it opts for 
the only thing that 
comes near, the A- 
Rexx system, which 
depends on the 
external devices 
being A-Rexx com¬ 
patible. 

While new soft¬ 
ware like DighPaint 
3 and Cygnus Ed 
are A-Rexx compati¬ 
ble and the standard 
itself will be built-in 
to Workbench 1.4, 
we really require 
hardware compati¬ 
bility as well. What's 
needed on the 

Amiga is a means of 
interfacing to the 
High Sierra and ISO 
file formats com¬ 
prising the bulk of 
CD-ROM players 
and hie information. 
In the meantime the 
only devices which 
will have A-Rexx 
compatibility built-in 
are likely to be 
Commodore-badged 
products. Not a very 
healthy state of 
affairs. 

In the mean¬ 
time, though, there's 
DDL's re-badged 
Sony erasable opti¬ 
cal disk which opens 
up the arena for the 
kind of mass stor¬ 
age required to con¬ 
tain digital video 
sequences. The DDL 
drive is completely 
AmigaDos compati¬ 
ble because a SCSI 
device is simply 
treated like a hard- 
dri ve. Also on the 
cards from an 
unnamed source is 
a CD-ROM drive for 
the Amiga though 
you'll have to wait 
for more details on 
that one to emerge. 4l*Jf 

interface Amigas to up to nine laser disc and 
VHS/U-Matic video decks. Using 3 meg 
2000s with 68020 cards and 40/60 Meg 
hard drives, the controlling hardware is ideal 
for multimedia applications since the multi¬ 
tasking capabiliites means there are no wait 
states while commanding external devices 
to find and load in video sequences. It's in its 
mutlirtasking that the Amiga's potential for 
multimedia lies - Apple and IBM can't touch 
it. Moreover, Ariadne go so far as to claim 
that their interactive Amiga authoring sys¬ 
tems allow information providers to get a 
product up and running for a third of the 
cost of competing formats. 
Ariadne are on 01 222 8866. 



SUMMER 1940, 

THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN. 
A battle fought not only by scientists, 
computers or space-age technology bat by 
ordinary men. Men who learned to live with 
fear and stared in the face of death in every 
waking hoar. Men who relied on each others 
skill, conrage and faith to keep them alive 
at a time when their physical and mental 
faculties were stretched to breaking point 
and beyond. 

Now you can relive this gut-wrenching, 
bloody confrontation in the most graphically 
stunning, historically accurate and 
thrillingly realistic war simulation ever 
available. 

/ “There isn’t much time to muck about in 
/ a head on attack. I gave a short burst then 

slid underneath his big black belly with 
only feet to spare, and flashed through the 

rest of the formation. Ihadn't meant to cut it so 
close, and instinctively ducked as I saw wings, 
engines, cockpits and black crosses go 
streaking through my hood. I had reached 
about 450 tnph in my dive, and heaved back 
on the stick. I blacked out completely as 1 went 
up and over in an enormous loop." 
RAF Pilot Officer Boggle Bodie 

“Even in the heat of the moment I 
well remember my amazement at 
the shattering effects of my fire. 
Pieces flew off his fuselage / 
and cockpit covering, a great / 
stream of smoke appeared / 
from the engine and a 
moment later a great / / 
sheet of flame licked / / 
out from the engine / / 
cowling and he dived 
vertically." 

RAF Pilot Officer 
David Crook. 

/ Available on: 
ATARI ST, IBM PC 

& CBM AMIGA 

Screen Shots from IBM PC 
..' ***a**»»»~j[' \ Version. 

‘There were about twelve Me 109s diving at 
me tom the sun and at least half of them must 
ha ve been firing deflection shots at me. There 
was a popping noise and my control column 
became useless. I found myself doing a vertical 
dive, getting faster and faster. 1 pulled the hood 
back I got my head out of the cockpit, and the 
slipstream tore the rest of me clean out of the 
machine"!'yj 
RAF Pilot Officer Stevenson, 

"A Battle of Britain game in 
which you can alter the 

outcome of the war. A welcome 
addition to the world of flight 
simulations!" ZERO HERO 

"Superbly packaged and 
presented combat simulation 

with immense depth." 
c. & v.c. 

U S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021625 3388. 

/ace \ 
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MAKING MULTIMEDIA 

Could this bo the sort of enabling software we’ll see on the Amiga? 

Controlling external devices 

and providing an easy-to-use 

front end for navigating their 

vast storage potential is one 

thing, but when it comes to 

actually producing a multi- 

media event you need more 

specialised software. Several 

diverse developers have 

already begun exploring the 

potential of multimedia 

enabling applications. Most 

prominent among them is the 

BBC with its Mediamaker pack¬ 

age. Could this be the sort of 

enabling software we ll see 

soon on the Amiga? 

Mediamaker is a software 

application based on the 

HyperCard clone Supercard 
and developed by the BBC’s 

interactive TV Unit and Apple. 

It’s described by its authors as 

a "Word processor for Multi¬ 

media” and is a visually-based 

editing system that can 

sequence still and moving 

3 DISCOVER DISCOVER 
Xebec's Discover is an interac¬ 

tive information system running 

on A2000s which can assemble 

thousands of pages of text, 

graphics, digitised pictures and 

sound, animation and video or 

any combination of these media. 

Like Ariadne’s system it's an 

easy-to-edit authoring environ¬ 

ment that allows information 

providers easy access to cus¬ 

tomising output as and when it 

needs upgrading. Authoring is 

achieved through pull-down 

menus and requesters allowing 

series of pages to be built 

around the modular environment 

so that differing media data can 

be easily added. Discovers 

mainly being used in tourist situ¬ 

ations; museums and leisure 

parks. One Discover system, 

based at the Barbican's Royal 

Britain Museum, 

combines photographs, graphics 

and text in a fifteen-minute pro¬ 

gramme simultaneously dis¬ 

played on ten monitors. This 

pictures and synchronise them 

with sounds. Thus, material 

from videodisc, Video 8 and 

compact disc can be combined 

with Mac graphics packages to 

produce stand-alone sequences 

which can be ‘printed’ to video¬ 

tape. To assemble a sequence, 

source materials are broken 

down into picture icons or 

‘picons’ which can be played 

and edited to length. Picons are 

then dragged into the ‘track’ 

window below the main display 

which has separate channels 

for video and audio output. 

With a minimum of 4 Mbytes of 

RAM it’s possible to create and 

view sequences of up to ten 

minutes duration. To accom¬ 

pany Mediamaker, the Beeb is 

also producing the Mediabank 

series of Video 8 tapes: collec¬ 

tions of clip video culled from 

various broadcast pro¬ 

grammes. 

exhibit is completely Amiga gen¬ 

erated and runs off hard-disk - 

replacing the existing laserdisc 

system. 

Discover normally utilises 

either touchscreen or keypad 

interfaces and includes two 

monitors - one for authoring, 

one for display - and either a 

videodisc player or VTR with 

Rendale genlock. The system is 

very low-cost compared to PC or 

Mac systems, making it ideal for 

public funded installations like 

the one at the Manchester 

Museum of Science which 
features animated digitise^ 

sequences. 

[ 
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MULTIMEDIA 
AMIGA 
So, is there any reason why multi- 

media should be confined to a 

Macintosh environment? The 

answer is a qualified no. Although 

machine architectures and I/O are 

sufficiently similar to support inter¬ 

faces for the range of media 

devices in question, what’s crucial 

is the operating environment on 

hand. Top priority must go to the 

amount of RAM you have on board 

plus the requisite masses of hard 

disk space. A ten-second video 

sequence can eat up 2 megs in no 

time at all. And then there’s the 

question of control of all that 

diverse data through some flexible 

front-end. The Mac’s always been 

streets ahead in terms of the way 

it provides a virtually idiot-proof 

environment. It’s fast, reliable and, 

above all, ridiculously easy to run 

any number of the packages 

released for it. They all conform to 

the same menu operations. With 

the Amiga the situation is less 

straightforward. But it’s develop¬ 

ment support that’s the key here - 

for at the end of the day, the chips 

in Macs and Amigas are identical - 

all that’s needed is the will to plot 

the way ahead. 

Since the Amiga is well 

catered for in terms of digitzers, 

genlocks and sound handling, this 

will undoubtedly open up the field 

of multimedia applications for 

Amiga owners. The machine is 

already being used for Desk Top 

Video and interactive training so 

the groundwork has already been 

prepared. The Amiga 2000’s open 

architecture and high RAM capac¬ 

ity make it the ideal contender. So 

the arrival of UltraCard is great 

news indeed as it opens up the 

possibilities for multimedia by pro¬ 

viding a common front-end for all 

future applications. 

Right: Beyond multimedia and 

into virtual reality: cyberspace. 

BEYOND 
MULTIMEDIA.... 
But if you want to go really sci-fi 

about the Amiga's potential then 

you need look no further than the 

field of virtual reality and the pio¬ 

neering work being conducted by 

AutoDesk and VPL in California 

where data-gloves and dual micro¬ 

monitor headsets transport users 

into computer-generated virtual 

worlds. Although these systems 

use banks of fast 386s and a mini¬ 

computer, the interface is by no 

means arcane. Fibre-optic sensors 

strung along the inside of the data- 

gloves relay hand movements and 

positions as digitial code that 

updates the stereoscopic images 

being output through the headset. 

The idea is to develop virtual envi¬ 

ronments with which users inter¬ 

act. One VPL simulator has a mini¬ 

computer connected upto a exer¬ 

cise bike which you pedal. The 

headset view creates a street 

scene in which you're steadlily 

cycling faster and faster until you 

reach 200 mph and leave the 

ground. You're then able to circle 
around leaning from side to side to 

effect turns. Not exactly 
cyberspace, but on the right lines. 

Obviously this kind of sim requires 

realism and that calls for a helluva 

lot of raw number crunching. 

...AND UN TO 
THE NEW HYPE 
Talk of cyberspace realities and 

the programming and hardware 

needed to realise them is all the 

rage at the moment. A new infor¬ 

mation resourceof interest to 

Amiga owners, The Cyber Times, 

has recently been set up in 

London for anyone interested in 

pushing the boundaries of the pos¬ 

sible. It's Europe's first news utility 

for multimedia and beyond and is 

available on annual subscription 

for £15 from 90A Devonshire 

Road, London SE23 3SX. Other¬ 

wise, even traditional retail outlets 

are beginning to venture into the 

possibilities which are afforded 

by the Amiga. 

"We're five years away from a 

multi-million dollar multimedia 

industry - the Cyberspace ind¬ 

ustry". So says Cyber Joe Caxton, 

one of the team based at Track, 

the well known Amiga mail order 

and retail firm, talking about the 

company's product-in-the-pipeline 

CyberPad. "It's a set of tools to 

allow people to build cyberspace 

realities - anything from games to 

sims to remote reconaissance." To 
this end, Track are working on a 

set of utiliites that will allow the 

Amiga to draw on multimedia 

material and incorporate it into vir- 

Left: The Simian, an intelligent 

assistant who can guide a user 

through the depths of mass 

storage devices. 

tual systems. At the moment a 

front-end is under development 

which is based on the concept of 

an 'agent'. 

Agent Simian 

Cyber Joe calls his agent Simian 

and describes the interactive char¬ 

acter as an intelligent assistant 

who can guide a user through the 

depths of mass storage devices - 

multitasking his/her way through 

folder upon folder to deliver a file, 

application or virtual environment 

to the user. 

Cyber Joe's been working on 

CyberPad for 8 months now, 

experimenting with the possibilities 

of A-Rexx, and reckons he'll need 

another year to crack it. But he 

remains undeterred by the fact 

that the likes of Autodesk and VPL 

have spent millions on developing 

their virtual systems and require 

mini-computers to run them. 

"That's not important, what's 

needed are the interafaces, the 

hardware will follow...and the Ami¬ 

ga's ideally suited to provide it." 

Why not Ultracard? 

So is UltraCard not the answer? 

"UltraCard needs to be scripted: 

what we want to do is provide a 

system that doesn't need any pro¬ 

gramming whatsoever. Simian will 

take care of all that". Joe's obvi¬ 

ously got a lot of work on his 

hands though. Working with C++ 

he has to produce a completely 

interactive computer personality. 

Not an easy task. So the project 

will be introduced in stages. 

First off the blocks is an intelli¬ 

gent clip art disk - the1' Lifestyles" 

disk - closely followed by a game, 

Void Comp. This takes the Blade 

Runner scenario of having to iden¬ 

tify replicants by interrogating 

characters and the programming 

is based on the work going into 

the Simian agent. The object is to 

identify replicants by asking them 

anything up to 100 questions and 

then blow them away. Wrongly 

'retire' a human and it's curtains 
for you. 

Lastly, Track will release the 

full Cyberpad utilities after a series 

of developer's disks. They wish to 

attract musicians, programmers 

and video producers to work with 

them on defining this form of the 

future. "People are becoming hard¬ 

ware obsessed", concludes Joe, 

"what we need now is an aware¬ 

ness of the ideas behind virtual 

reality now." So as with Autodesk, 

for Cyber Joe "Reality's not 

enough anymore". ■ 
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 A host of new features 
in Version t.os 

HiSoft BASIC on the Amiga has already proved its worth for 
thousands of people because of its speed, its compatibility 
with AmigaBASIC and QuickBASIC on the PC and its ease of 
use. Now we’ve added features that make HiSoft BASIC 
irresistible. Version 1.05 gives you: 

• Even more compatibility with AmigaBASIC making it 
simplicity itself to compile all your existing programs into 
super-fast, stand-alone machine code. 

• Linking with assembler and C programs. Now you can use 
external functions and sub-programs from either 
assembly-language or C programs, giving BASIC a power 
you will find hard to believe. 

• Extended editor for 1M users with automatic upper-casing of 
BASIC reserved words as you type them in, making for clear, 
easy-to-understand program listings. 

Remember that HiSoft BASIC is not just an incredibly fast 
compiler producing compact, very fast machine code but it is 
a complete programming environment - you create and edit 
your programs just like you do with an interpreter but then, 
when you run your program, it is automatically compiled to 
give the best of all worlds. One package, one price. 
HiSoft BASIC 1.05 still costs only £79.95 inclusive. Upgrades 
are available to existing registered users at £5. 

Invaluable libraries for 
HiSoft BASIC 

The Extend package is available at last! The Amiga is a 
difficult computer to program and AmigaBASIC offers little 
help in using the gadgets, menus and requesters that the 
operating system supports. Extend gives you an extensive 
library of sub-programs and functions that is available from 
both AmigaBASIC and HiSoft BASIC that fills these gaps. 

Extend allows full control over the system gadgets, menus 
and sub-menus, requesters, windows, IFF-format files and 
much more. It comes complete with over 50 pages of 
documentation packed with clear examples of the usage of 
the library and, of course, the library itself with examples) on 
disk. All for £19.95 inclusive. 

Now you can extend the power of your BASIC on the Amiga 
with this brand-new, value-for-money package. 

Also available for the Amiga are: HiSoft Devpac version 2 (£59.95), the 
most complete and reliable system for assembly language programming 
on the Amiga and it works on all Amigas (unlike some other assemblers 
we could argue about! ); Lattice C 5.04 (£229), the ultimate C package - 

very fast with everything you need including a global optimiser and 
extensive, 2-volume documentation. 

All software should be available from your local dealer. In case of 
difficulty, you can order directly from HiSoft by phone, using your Access 
or Visa card or by mail, using Access, Visa, a cheque or postal orders. Our 

prices include VAT and shipping within the UK. 

HiSoft'The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE. 
Tel: (0525) 718181, Fax: (0525) 713716 
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BRIAN LARKMAN s full review 

of Deluxe Video III follows last 

month’s brief look. 

The original version of 

Deluxe Video was one of 

the first animation pack¬ 

ages on the Amiga and right from 

the start it showed the potential of 

computer animation on a micro in 

a way that nothing had before. In 

spite of its easy interface it was 

quite complicated to work with and 

only used a maximum of 16 

colours in low res, but it was still 

wonderful in the most literal way. 

Now version 3 is here and though 

it still uses the same interface, it is 

an all new and much more power¬ 

ful package. It claims to be Deluxe 

Video - is it Deluxe and is it Video? 

This is where we find out! 

What It Does! 
Deluxe Video III is, in effect, a pow¬ 

erful animation sequencer. It has a 

simple, straightforward interface 

that allows the user - the 'director’ 

- to bring together bits of anima¬ 

tion from a variety of sources and 

paste them together. Full screen 

(or even larger) pictures and anima¬ 

tions can be wiped, faded or slid 

into view in a wide range of ways, 

providing opening and closing 

sequences and transitions from 

one scene to the next. Brushes 

and AnimBrushes (from Deluxe 

Paint III) can be directed to move 

on, off and about the screen along 

straight or irregular (and editable) 

paths, animating as they go. 

Brushes with their own looping 

paths can be attached to other 

brushes to create hierarchical 

object motion. 

Larger than full-screen pictures 

(super-bitmaps) can be scrolled to 

give a panning effect - especially 

convincing if a brush is animated in 

the foreground. All these transi¬ 

tions and effects are timed down 
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WHY VIDEO? 
In many ways the use of the 
word ‘video’ in the name 
Deluxe Video or even 
Desktop Video is just a 
metaphor, likening computer 
graphic images to those cre¬ 
ated by video techniques. 

The two media are 
nevertheless closely linked - 
video images or moving 
sequences of frames can 
be grabbed or digitised and 
used in computer anima¬ 
tions, and these animations 
can in turn be recorded 
back to video for storage, 
further editing and playback 
on the more widespread 
and universal medium, 
television. 

The video and TV indus¬ 
try is itself using computers 
and digital systems increas¬ 
ingly to add variation in the 
range of special effects 
available. At the top of the 
market, digital editing using 
systems like Quantel’s Harry 
has established itself 
because it is much more like 
film editing than the current 
video editing techniques and 
therefore gives back overall 
control of the final product 
to the designers and direc¬ 
tors. It is at this point that 
the metaphor breaks down, 
for video at this level is a 
computer medium. 

At the bottom end, 
Deluxe Video is also a 
means of editing. ‘Scenes’ 
and ‘Videos’ produced by 
Deluxe Video do not need to 
be recorded onto videotape: 
they are designed to be self- 
sufficient within a computer- 
based medium. By using 
tracks, time-lines and 
effects boxes, every 
sequence, transition and 
effect can be fine-tuned and 
varied to suit the director’s 
wishes exactly. In effect this 
is digital editing, or to use 
an analogy from computer 
music, ‘video sequencing’. 

Right: This is the first Scene 

Script of a two scene ‘video’. 

Scene 1 deals with wipes and 

fades. The first scriptline is the 

anim BeachDance. This is Faded 

in right at the beginning and the 

PlayAnim effect, also at the 

start, means that it will be ani¬ 

mating as it appears. Beneath 

the line are Option and FadePtrn 

effects. These operate with the 

second scriptline, WhitePALI, a 

Picture Track inserted just for 

its pure white palette. 

The FadePtrn effect on the 

line above ensures that the 

Anim will fade to the palette of 

the track with the Pattern 

effect, in this case all white. 

This is the only way to get any¬ 

thing to fade to a colour other 

than black. The Option is set to 

Restore Pattern. With this oper¬ 

ating, any brush or animbrush 

that passes over the background 

picture will wipe away the pix¬ 

els it passes over, revealing the 

picture that is the ‘pattern’. In 

this case it was just white but it 

could have been any image. 

The bottom track is an 

AnimBrush, BeachBird. This is 

positioned off left of the screen 

with a Position effect, ready to 

move across the viewport. A 

PlayAnim ensures that it will be 

animating. The MovePath effect 

beneath the line defines the 

path that the bird will take as it 

is buffeted by the wind. Setting 

this effect brings up a requestor 

that allows the path to be drawn 

as a series of linked points. 

DWaker :Beachdance&Hot‘se/Scene, 248784 C, 1613888 F 

|FadeIn 

iPlayAnin 

iFadePtrnl 
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(fhitePALl, 

to a 50th of a second and can be 

matched with sound effects and 

music to the same accuracy. 

What It Doesn’t! 

What Deluxe Video III does not do 

is create any of the artwork that it 

uses. All of the pictures, anims, 

brushes and animbrushes that you 

might need to build your video, 

must be created in the correct IFF 

format using other programs - 

with the one exception of anims 

created using the MakeAnim Effect 

- see below. The perfect combina¬ 

tion for most uses other than HAM 

mode is Deluxe Video III and 

Deluxe Paint III, but any paint pro¬ 

gram can be used for pictures and 

brushes, and any animation pro¬ 

gram for anims, provided they use 

the IFF standard for files and 

Sparta ANIM format for anima¬ 

tions. There are some serious limi¬ 

tations of compatibility even within 

the IFF and ANIM formats but 

these can usually be overcome 

with care. The problems of com¬ 

patibility are described in the box 

‘When is a Standard Not?' 

Into The Interface 

The least changing aspect of 

Deluxe Video is its interface. 

Anyone familiar with older versions 

will still be completely at home 

and pleasantly surprised at the 

few subtle changes. 

Two types of window or ‘script’ 

can be shown. The Video script 

displays a high-level description of 

the whole animation (known as a 

Video); the Scene script shows the 

detailed events in each section or 

Scene. All elements of the anima¬ 

tion are displayed as parallel time¬ 

lines known as Tracks running with 

time from left to right across the 

screen. A ruler showing approxi¬ 

mate times is provided across the 

top of each window and a gadget 

at top right can change the inter¬ 

vals displayed at a click. On the 

Video script, each scene is shown 

as a Scene Effect box, with two 

flagpoles attached to the timeline 

to mark its start and end. Double¬ 

clicking on this box opens the 

scene script where most of the 

work takes place. 

The simplest scene is just one 

track - usually a picture or anim - 

with one effect - perhaps a Fade- 

in or Wipe - to make the image 

visible. If an object, maybe a brush 

of some sort, is to be added, this 

will also require a track and sev¬ 

eral effects to position it at the 

start of the scene and then move 

it. When each of these tracks or 

effects is pulled down from the 

add area, a requester will appear 

to determine the type of effect 

and the way it will work. This hier¬ 

archical structure, video script 

leading to scene script leading to 

effect leading to requester, makes 

Deluxe Video easy to operate and 

straightforward to understand. At 

no time is the whole video struc¬ 

ture displayed, but this is an 

advantage: no good film director 

would try to visualise the whole 

film in all its detail at once. 

Timing 

Although the whole ethos of 

Deluxe Video III is that it should 

provide ‘real-time’ playback of its 

animations, effects and sounds, 

the speed of playback can be 

greatly affected by the size of the 

parts in use at any particular time 

and the mode they were created 

in. Large ANIM animations with big 

AnimBrushes operating in front of 

them can slow down the action 

considerably and if colour-cycling 

scrolling backgrounds are used as 

well things can almost stop, which 

plays havoc with the timing of 

music and sound effects. Moving 

any sort of brush in front of a HAM 

picture causes fringes to appear. 

These can be cured (in expert 

mode) using the HAMFixup effect, 

but once again real-time operation 

is slowed to a snail’s pace. 

All of these problems can be 

solved by one of a series of strate¬ 

gies described in the good, but 

not excellent, manual. The best 

solution to most timing and HAM 

fringing troubles is to convert the 
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action into one ANIM using the 

MakeANIM Effect. In simple terms 

this is just an effect that is 

stretched over the most complex 

part of the scene. When the scene 

is played, the difficult bit is saved 

to disk as a series of complete 

screens and compressed into an 

ANIM which can then replace it in 

the script. If the changes are large 

and/or a HAMFixup Effect is 

involved the MakeANIM process 

can be as slow as a tax refund but 

it is worth the wait because it 
often smooths the movement. 

Conclusion 

If a computer graphic system is to 

replace or even simulate true 

video at both the recording and 

editing stages, it must be able to 

do several basic things that are 

the foundation techniques of all 

video work. It must zoom and pan, 

pull focus, fade to black or any 

other colour, dissolve, and wipe 

with a range of effects. Deluxe 
Video III can achieve most to some 

degree and do several well. 

It cannot zoom except by 

changing the size of its viewport 

(the window that you view the 

images through). This is a bit of a 

cheat and nothing like a true video 

or film zoom. Only one software 

zoom is available at the moment 

and that is on Animation:Stand 
from Martin Hash. This is sup¬ 

HorsePAN is a much simpler sequence lifted direct from the excel¬ 

lent RealThings - Horses package (RGB Studios/Digipro). For anyone 

who has little artistic skill but wants to use Deluxe Video III to the 

full, this package is invaluable. Of course it was originally intended 

to be used with Deluxe Paint III, but it is ideal for other programs 

that also support anims and animbrushes. 

Having faded to white in the previous scene, this one needed to 

start with the same colour. Instead of another fade, a vertical pan is 

used. The picture was modified in Deluxe Paint III so as to be 512 

pixels high. The extra was added at the top with a gentle gradient 

from cyan at the horizon to white over the whole upper half. A 

Position effect on the picture track ensured that the top half was vis¬ 

ible in the viewport at the beginning of the scene. A Scroll effect is 

set so that the picture moves upwards, revealing the lower section in 

the viewport as a downward pan. The timing needs to be exact so 

that the scroll stops just as the picture comes to the bottom. Exactly 

at this point another Position effect locks the picture in place 

The horse animbrush was loaded early in the scene to avoid a 

hiccup in the scrolling. A Position effect places it just off screen to 

the left and a MoveTo effect moves it across and out of view, gallop¬ 

ing courtesy of Cecil Trew and a PlayAnim effect. With a larger back¬ 

ground picture it would have been possible to scroll across the 

screen, with the horse galloping on the spot but appearing to be 

moving in the centre of a ‘pan’. There is an UnScroll effect available 

to stop the brush following the picture as it scrolls past. 

posed to save in the ANIM format, 

so it should be easy to include a 

true zoom as one scene in a 

‘video’, but nothing is ever that 

easy. AnimatiomStand also pro¬ 

vides a means of panning around a 

picture once you are zoomed in, 

but Deluxe Video III achieves the 

same effect more convincingly 

simply by panning smoothly 

across a ‘super bitmap'. 

‘Pulling focus’ traditionally 

involves changing the focus from a 

near object to a far one or vice- 

versa and assumes a fairly shallow 

depth of focus. A similar effect 

can be achieved by hand using a 

stencil and the Smoothing mode in 

Deluxe Paint, as you can see with 

the foreground figure in 

“BeachDance&Bird”, but it is a 

laborious task. Fade to and from 

black or any other colour is easy 

and so is a range of wipes, slides 

and other effects. Even complex 

turns and 3D effects could be 

incorporated using the DVEs of 

AniMagic from Aegis. Dissolves 

from one picture to another are 

easy but not very effective 

because of the large pixel size. 

For this one effect a genlock.and 

videotape are essential. 

Remarkable as it is for the 

price, the Amiga is still far from 

perfect. Whatever high tech sys¬ 

tem you are using - Hi-Fi, photo¬ 

graphic, Midi - there is always 

something just a bit better: but 

with the Amiga just one more level 

of improvement in resolution and 

colour would provide a great 

reward in realism and quality. The 

Amiga cannot provide this without 

becoming a lot more expensive 

and sacrificing much of its speed 

and animation power. The same 

thing is true of most other micros, 

even the much-desired Macintosh 

which cannot animate as fast as 

the Amiga with just 8-bit colour, let 

alone 24-bit. Unfortunately it looks 

like we are still waiting for enough 

power to give us true, photo-realis¬ 

tic animation on a micro. Roll on 

the Amiga 4000! 

If the hardware cannot be 

improved much, then it is to soft¬ 

ware that we must look for higher 

quality and easier interfaces. 

Unfortunately these two ideals are 

mutually exclusive. Easy interfaces 

use up vital chip RAM and slow 

down the animation. Fast, smooth, 

efficient animation is best 

achieved by more formidable 

script based systems like The 
Director from The Right Answers 

Group. Nevertheless, Deluxe Video 
III goes a long way towards provid¬ 

ing the ideal interface for putting 

together sequences of animation 

without slowing things down too 

much. In combination with Deluxe 
Paint III it’s the best there is. 

Deluxe and Video! ■ 

WHEN IS A 

STANDARD NOT? 

Considering the basic standards of 

IFF for pictures and ANIM for anima¬ 

tions that have become common¬ 

place within the Amiga graphics 

world, it is sad to be forced to this: 

but you should be aware of problems 

with the programs you will be using. 

Deluxe Video III and Deluxe Paint III 
work well together, using common 

picture and anim files. Other pro¬ 

grams are not so accommodating. 

Sculpt3 and 4D (from Byte By 

Byte) have a completely different 

ANIM standard. It is more efficient, 

producing smaller, faster-running 

ANIMs, but they cannot be edited or 

used by any other program. 

Interchange from Syndesis can con¬ 

vert them but it is probably easier to 

take raw IFF renders and load them 

into Deluxe Paint to make a standard 

anim. (If they are HAM pictures use 

Photon Paint 2). This is a good prac¬ 

tice with any rendering system that 

produces IFF pictures before it com¬ 

presses them - once they have been 

compressed by Deluxe Paint you are 

sure they will work. 

Unfortunately there is one prob¬ 

lem to be overcome first if the pic¬ 

tures are overscan. Deluxe Paint will 

only accept overscanned pictures in 

an anim if they are in its own size lim¬ 

its, so make sure they are exactly 

right or don’t bother with overscan. 

Each frame can be loaded into the 

Scratch screen and the size changed 

and then re-saved, but its a long job 

on a 200 frame animation. 

There are many other compatibil¬ 

ity problems to be overcome but the 

most immediate ones are those men¬ 

tioned here. There are many more to 

be found I am sure. 

WIPES AND FADES, ANIMS 

AND ANIMBRUSHES 

It’s only when you start to use a pro¬ 

gram that you find its faults. Although 

the publicity gives the impression that 

almost any Anim or picture can be 

wiped or faded into any other, the 

truth is more complex. By trial and 

error some rules begin to emerge: 

• You cannot WIPE from one picture 

or anim to another in the same scene 

without a black gap between them. 

• You can WIPE from one anim or pic¬ 

ture to another in consecutive 

scenes. 

• you cannot WIPE in an animation 

that is moving. 

• you can SLIDE in a moving anim. 

• you can FADE a moving anim. 

• you can only FADE in or out, to and 

from black except in the case 
described below using FADEPTRN. 

This will all seem like gibberish 

until you start work but it means that 

it’s best to just use fadein and fade- 

out for anims and animbrushes and 

leave the fancy wipes for pictures. 

AMIGA FORMAT 25 



Mail Order Dept. Trading Hours 
Mon To Fri 9.00 am to 1.00 pm 
(Lunch 1-2) 2.00 pm to 5.00 pm 

Saturday: CLOSED 

COMMUNICATIONS TELEPHONES: 
Ashton-in-Makerfield 

(0942)720867 and 711821 
Facsimile: (0942) 271226 

SADDLER COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, 340 HAYDOCK LANE, HAYDOCK, ST. HELENS, LANCASHIRE WA11 9UY 

PERSONAL COMPUTER CENTRE of the NORTH WEST 

AMSTRAD CENTRE 
COMPUTERS 

1512-SD 

1512-DD 

1640-SD 

1640-DD 

1640-HD (30) 

2000 RANGE 

2066-SD 

2086-DD 

2086-HD SOM 

2286-DD 

2286-HD(40) 

2386-HD(65) 

MONO 

394 

481 

488 

557 

751 

12”VGA 
MONO 
579 

649 

833 

860 

1014 

1699 

COLOUR 

482 

562 

589 

659 

852 

14” COL 

674 

739 

923 

944 

1098 

1783 

ENH.COLOUR 

688 

758 

949 

12"HRC 

769 

839 

1024 

1037 

1191 

1876 

14"HRC 

863 

932 

1117 

1124 

1278 

1963 

PORTABLES WORD 
PROCESSORS 

PPC 512D 

PPC 64OS 

PPC 640D 

485 

457 

578 

FREE MOTOROLA 9500X CELLPHONE 

8256 
8512 
9512 

339 
429 
463 

ALL THf ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

DISC DRIVES VGA 
MONITORS FD4 2nd drive for Word proc 

FD7 3.5‘ 1.4m Int (for 2286) 

FD9 3.5* 1.4m Ext drive 

FD10 5.25’ 360K Ext drive 

FD115.25” 1.2MB Ext 2286/2386 

115 

139 

149 

139 

149 

12“ Mono 

14“ Coir 

12" HRC 

14“ HRC 

115 

199 

292 

379 

SOFTWARE PRINTERS 
Wordstor 76 

Super Calc 3.21 77 

Account* Master 115 

Pay Master 38 

Infomaster 55 

Dbase III 76 

DMP 3160 109 

DMP 3250 Dl 112 

DMP 4000 169 

LQ 3500 Dl 189 

LQ 5000 Dl 299 

AMSTRAD FX9600T 
FAX ONLY £525 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 
AND CARRIAGE 

ORGANISERS 
CM(11)2 line 

XP (11) 2 line 

LZ(11)4 line 

LZ 64 (11)4 line 

Printer Dot Matrix 

32K Rampak 

32K Rampak 

64K Rampak 

128K Rampak 

Mains Adaptor 

Travel Pack (Rom only) 

Formatter 

Portfolio (Rom) 

Spellchecker (Rom) 

Spreadsheet (Rom) 

Maths Pack (Rom) 

Finance Pack (Rom) 

Harv Data Org (Rom) 

Harv Finger Org (Rom) 

Harv Letter Org (Rom) 

Leather Carry Case 

Mobile Computer 128K 

Mobile Computer 258K 

Mobile Computer 768K 

Flash 128K S.State disk 

Flash 256K S. State disk 

Flash 512KS. State disk 

RAM 64 K 

RAM 128K 

3.5' Ext disk drive 

Mains Adaptor 

yNi Nicad Battery Cartridge 

65 

85 

107 

136 

159 

39 

25 

45 

73 

9.46 

29.50 

36.00 

29.50 

21.88 

29:00 

22.00 

22.00 

27.50 

27.50 

27.50 

8.83 

466 

726 

1275 

59 

99 

163 

49 

85 

164 

13.00 

<* 
COMMODORE > 
PC STARTER 

PACKS 
MODEL 

PC 10 
Single Drive 

PC 10 
Double Drive 

PC 10 20MB 
Hard Disk 

PC 10 20MB 
Hard disk AT' 

Mono 
1402 
12- 

489 

534 

685 

Col 
1084 
14“ 

625 

668 

799 

Mono 
VGA 
1403 
14* 

646 

685 

859 

996 

Col 
VGA 

30MG 
809 14* 

729 

773 

949 

1159 

ALL 
BUNDLES 
INCLUDE 

INTEGRATED BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

MS DOS TUTOR, TYPING TUTOR, 

A-X OF COMPUTER JARGON 

ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

STAR PRINTERS 

MODEL 

LC10P 

LC10IIP 

LC10PC 

LC15P 

FRI OP 

FR15P 

LC24-10P 

LC24-15P 

XB24-10P 

XB24- 154P 

Laser 8 

Laser 8 IIT 

PINS 

24 

24 

24 

24 

COLS 

80 

80 

80 

136 

80 

136 

80 

136 

80 

136 

SPEED 

144/36 

180/45 

144/36 

180/45 

300/76 

300/76 

170/57 

200/67 

240/80 

240/80 

8PPM 

8PPM 

COST 

129 

145 

168 

268 

299 

393 

199 

335 

395 

519 

1229 

1598 

SCHNEIDER PORTABLE AT' 

SADDLER PRICE ONLY £1595.00 

RRP 1834.24 

ARCHIMEDES A3000 

A3000 Base + Philips CM8833 

22 W ONLY £872 

E & OE ALL PRICES 

AND 

MANUFACTURERS 

SPECIFICATION 

SUBJECT TO 

^CHANGE WITHOUT 

NOTICE 

FULL RANGE OF 

SOFTWARE PRINTERS 

ACCESSORIES 

AVAILABLE. 

RING FOR DETAILS 

DELIVERY UK MAINLAND 

PRODUCT NEXT DAY 4DAYS 
Hardware £12 PER BOX £7 PER BOX 
Software £8 PER BOX £4 PER BOX 
Consumables £5 plus post and 
packing 

(FROM GOODS BEING IN STOCK) 

PAYMENT 

ACCESS, VISA 

BY CHEQUE: 

Goods 
despatched 

when cheque 
cleared, express 

clearance charge 

THE 

PEOPLE 

TO DO 

BUSINESS 

WITH 

SHOP TRADING HOURS:- MONDAY 2.00PM - 5PM, TUES TO FRI. 9.00AM TO 1.00 PM (LUNCH 1-2) 2.00 PM TO 5.00 PM. SATURDAY 9.00 AM TO 4.30PM 



VI DI-AM IGA SCREEN SHOT 

; Ivv ^ i g|g IrK '&SQ& 
.. 

lidil PAL VERSION 

£114.95 
, INC VAT. 

| VIDI FEATURES... 

VIDI- 
AMIGA 

# Take snapshots in 16 shades live 
from video. 

# Multiple frame store (will utilise all 
available memory). 

® Dynamic cut and paste. 

0 Full palette control. 

$ Hardware and software 
control of brightness and 
contrast. 

0 Compatible with all video 
standards (colour, black 
and white. YHS. Beta. 
PAL. NTSC etc.) 

£ Upgradable to full colour 
with additional 
MDICHROME' pack. 

VIDI ENABLES YOU TO... 
Have perfect freeze frame from 
any video. 

Incorporate real life objects into 
your favourite design. 

Grab real time 3-D images 
from TV. 

Enhance your graphics 
creativity. 

Capture and store 
action sequences. 

Desk top video. 

D.T.P. (Desk Top 
Publishing). VIDI-AMIGA SCREEN SHOT 

VIDI-AMIGA SCREEN SHOT 

AVAILABLE 

FROM ALL GOOD 

COMPUTER SHOPS 

COLOUR UPGRADE 
£19.95 inc VAT 

Rombo Ltd., 6 Fairbairn Road, Kirkton North, 

Limited Livingston, Scotland EH54 6TS. 

TEL: 0506-414631 

FAX: 0506-414634 



PACKS 

THE COMPLETE PACK FOR THE GAMES 
ENTHUSIAST AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW! 

Our ALL NEW Amiga Powerplay Pack 1 now includes some great up to the 
minute software and extras, just look at the savings you're going to make!!! 

Amiga A500 Computer •> Running Man m Tetris Microswitched Joystick 

» Batman the Movie * Hebuius ** Phobia Tailored Amiga Dust Cover 

* Hew Zealand Story ** Menace ** Voyager Tutorial Disk 

* FI 8 Interceptor * Chessmaster 2000 Archipelagos TV Modulator * ^1%^% 

* Commando Trivial Pursuit =«► W Mystery ??? Mouse Mat 

Sii WHAT W£ MIAN ^1 A 0% II 
ABOUT COMPLETE! 
You won*! need to buy anymore > 

Synthesis 

DEALIN' DIEGO YOUR AMIGA AMIGO 
ALWAYS SHOOTIN1 OUT THE BEST DEALS! 

games for ages and you'll be < 

to start using your Amiga the 
mAmaiit iinhnvorll 08 mW THE COST WITH 

OUR FINANCE FACILITIES 

Containing the Super Powerplay $&<n***9<i**A 
Pack 1, AND a Philips Stereo 
CM 8833 Monitor PLUS a Free 
Tailored Monitor Dust Cover... 

$***&* NEW AMIGA AND COLOUR PRINTER PACK NEW POWERPRO PACK 4 CONSISTS OF. 

Take our Powerplay Pack 2 and add Star's fantastic Amiga asoo Star lci0 Colour Printer 
LC10 COLOUR PRINTER, to give you the ultimate Phii^CM8833stereo (^Monitor 

colour home entertainment computer system!!! “Supe^Le^rDatabose^ °£85SOf 'kfe. M&a+t 
^ m ^ Or, if you prefer on alternative ~ * “Moxipbn 50(T Spreadsheet BuUueMJ 
PACK % printer from within our range, Value.., Wu\%. J Ten 3.5" Blank Disks & Library Case AiOnlu.... 
L?;} r just deduct £209.95 and odd the m 1 Computer, Monitor & Printer 1 #1 
PAftf 3 nrirfi nf the winter vou remrire. ril 1 Q PACK 4 TmWDusI Covers rfi4Q 

(Any printer can be 

ORDERING MADE EASY - COMPARE OUR SERVICE FINANCE FACILITIES 
Gordon Harwood Computers are licensed credit brokers and 
facilities to pay using our Budget Account Scheme 
are offered on most items. APR 36.8% (Variable) 

Hlf you wish to pay by Credit Giro Transfer at yoar own bonk this con be arranged, 

simply phone us for detoils (Normally takes 3-5 working days). 

Remember after yoa’ve purchased from Harwoods we’ll still be here... 

12 MONTH WARRANTY: If goods prove to be foufty within 30 days of f purchase they will he replaced with o NEW UNIT. For the remainder of the 
guarantee period, all warranty repairs will be mode FREE OF CHARGE! 

COLLECTION FACILITY: Any faulty computer or monitor can be collected 
from your home FREE OF CHARGE during guoraniee period {UK Mainland only) 

'DIEGO' TESTING PROCEDURE: All computers ore tested prior to despatch, 
and oil items ore supplied with mains plug ond leads os required. 

ORDER BY PHONE: Phone our 24Hr Order Hotline using your 
Access, Vise or Lombard Chorge Cards quoting number & expiry date. 
ORDER BY POST: Make cheques, bonkers-building society drafts 

or postol orders payable to GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS. 
(NB. Personal or business cheques require 7 days clearance from dole 
of receipt before goods con be despatched) 
Please send Nome, Address, and Daytime Telephone Number along 
with your order requirements. 

FREE POSTAL DELIVERY: Goods in UK Mainland {5-7 day delivery). 
OR COURIER SERVICE...Add £5 per major item for next working (fey 
delivery, UK Mainland. (Orders normally despatched on day of receipt 
of payment or cheque clearance)._ 

.... offered on most items. APR 36.8% (Variable) 

12-36 Month credit sale terms ore available to most odults, 
simply phone or write and we will send written details along 

with an application form. 
(HE. Applicate are required in advance and ore 
available to full time UK mainland residents only.) □ Credit terms with or without a deposit, 

can be tailored to suit your needs. 

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
AND STANDARD DELIVERY SERVICE 

DIEGO S EXTRA 

SPECIAL DEAL! 

Genuine A501 
Ram Pack... 

Strictly Limited 
Offer to First 

200 Customers! 

PLUS 14 GREAT 
GAMES TOO!!! 

(See Pack 1 [ ] for 
details of titles) 

HARWOODS 
YOUR FIRST CHOICE FOR AMIGA 

HARWOODS THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST 24 HO 



alio- 

MONITORS 
PHILIPS CM 8833 STEREO 
Full 14” Stereo High Resolution Colour Monitor 

□ SCART Euro-connector fitted as standard 
□ RG8/AI, TTL, Comp. Video & stereo audio inputs 
□ Can also be used as a TV with tuner or VCR 
□ Features fold down tilt-stand □ Twin Speakers 
□ FREE lead for computer of your choice 
□ ONLY FROM HARWOODS... 12 Month replacement 

warranty for major faults 

SJSiSfc-E 249 

COMMODORE 1084 S 
Full 14" Stereo High Resolution Colour Monitor 

□ RGB/AI, TTL, Composite 
Video & Audio Inputs 

J Can also be used as a TV 
with a tuner or VCR 

□ Features fold down tilt stand * " - 
Q Twin Speakers 
□ Supplied with cables for 

A500, CGA PC, Cl 6-64*128 

- 

£259 

GRAPHICS 
HARDWARE 
0KHVIEWC0UM.O 

Dkjifises stage images in FULL COLOUR and 
<$ resolute supported (memory permitting). 
Creates IFF and HAM files. Uses B&W or colour 
with B&W mode videa cameras, £139 95 

VIDEO TO RGB SPLITTER 
lakes standard video signal, separates rad 

grew and blue. Emiles stondard video recorder 
or colour camera to digitise in colour with 

Digtview Cold (requires dear picture parse 
wtHt recorder)_£109.05 

rindale GENLOCKS 
8802 SEMI PROFESSIONAL £189.95 

wwmwm 
8808 professional £749.00 

SUPER PK 
Red time frame grabber and Genlock 

composite video source such ® domestic 
video recorder or video camera in 50tb 
of a second. Includes Genlock to overlay 

Amiga gf ophres onto moving video. 

Sap€r Price..—£539.9 S 

COLOUR PIC 
Same os the SUPER PIC programrne 

but without the Genlock 

Greet! Value ... .£439,95 

STORAGE 
DEVICES 
-HARD DRIVES 

MMGENGiNLOCK 
Entry level Genlock for mixing moving vide 

picture with computer graphics. Ided for 
titling, no monitor required. <?m ftS j 

HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA 
Memo, 6SQ scon lines, £249.95 

COMMODORE A590 20Mb HARD DISK DRIVE 
FOR AMIGA A5O0, WITH FREE O.S Mb MEMORY 
Commodore’s own hard drive for the A500 
J Autoboot with Klckstart 1.3 
□ Sockets for up to 2Mb RAM expansion 
j Can be expanded in 512K blocks 
J DMA access 
J External SCSI port 
□ SUPPLIED WITH FREE 0.5Mb MEMORY EXPANSION 

(As detailed below "Hard Disk Upgrade") 
SUPER LOW PRICE ONLY...£399.00 

AS90 HARD DISK WITH 2Mb MEMORY 
□ Expansion fitted and Ready To Go! 

GREAT OFFER AT ONLY...£549.00 
AS90 HARD DISK 512K UPGRADE 
□ Onboard, fit up to 4, in stages, giving 2Mb total 
J Up to 3Mb when fitted with A501 

GREAT OFFER AT ONLY...£59.95 
40Mb VORTEX HARD DRIVE FOR BOTH 
AMIGA A500 AND AMIGA A1000 
J For both A500 and A1000 as supplied 
□ Autoboots on ANY Amiga 

GREAT VALUE AT ONLY...£499.00 
ILOPPY DRIVES- 

EXTERNAL FIOPPY DISK DRIVES 
The drives listed below hove the following features... 
□ Enable/Disable switch 
_j Throughport 
J LED Access light, super quiet 
_i Suitable for A500,At ODD, A2000 

CUMANA CAX 354 3.5" SECOND DRIVE 
J 25mm Super slimline 3.5" drive 

A REAL BARGAIN AT ONLY...E89.95 
CUMANA CAX 1000S 5.25" SECOND DRIVE 
J Amiga DOS and MS DOS compatible 

SAVE MORE THAN EVER—£129.95 
HARWOODS SUPERSLIM 3.5” SECOND DRIVE 
□ Extra storage and great value too! 

'SUPERLIM PRICE* ONLY...E69.95 

ACCESSORIES 
-COMMODORE 

A501 RAM RACK £1 
GENUINE CBM ram pack with real time battery bockecfclock. This 
add-on DOES NOT invalidate Commodore’s warranty. 
A520 TV MODULATOR £19.95 

-QUALITY ACCESSORIES 

QUALITY MICROSWITCHED MOUSE £34.95 

FLOPPY DISKETTES 
QUALITY CERTIFIED 3.5” BULK DISKS {suppled with labels^ 
Ten, with library case ■■■TirniJ.r m £9.49 
Ten, uncased IwMfffill £8.49 
Eighty, uncased £49.95 
Hundred, uncased RCwtittiS £59.95 

y with LOCKABLE storage case £54.95 

„ £209.95 

„ £249.95 

PRINTERS 
All winters in our range are Dot-Mc 
and include the following features.. 
Standard Centronics parallel port 
for direct connection to Amiga, 
PC’s, ST etc. and come with... 
FREE CONNECTOR CABLES! 
STAR LC10- 120/25 cps 
Our most popular Mono Dot-Matrix printer 
ond at a super low price_£{49 95 

STAR LClOMkll- 150/30 cps 
Brand new superfast Mkll version of the ever 
popular LC10 printer. 

J Multiple font options from front panel 
J Excellent paper handling 
J Simultaneous, continuous and single 

sheet stationery_£184.95 

STAR LC10 COLOUR- 120/25 cps 
Colour version of the LC10... 
□ Allows full colour dumps from Amiga 
-i Superb text quality 
□ Can use black LCIO ribbons 
J Our most popular colour printer! 

STAR LC 24 10 - 180/60 cps 
24 Pin version of the Star LC Series with 
□ Exceptional letter print quality 

STAR XB24 10 COLOUR 240/80 cps 
Very fast LQ 24 Pin Colour 
□ Includes FREE on-site maintenance 

for a FULL 12 MONTHS! £4/995 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 PIN COLOUR -160/50 cps 
The MOST competitive 24 Pin 
Colour Printer available Today!!!_£349.95 

CITIZEN 120D - 120/25 cps 2 YR WARRANTY 
Very reliable low cost printer, interchangeable interfaces 
available for Centronics RS 232 or Serial Type for 
CBM 64 etc._£149,95 

COMMODORE MPS 1550 - 120/25 cps 
NEW...NEW...NEW, 9 Pin Colour Printer 
□ Compatible with both Amiga and 

Commodore 64/128 Computers_£249.95 

Characters Per Second speeds quoted are Draft/LQ at lOcpi | 

All our Star printers ore genuine UK spec, which are specifically 
manufactured for sale in the UK only. European spec, versions are 
being unofficially imported against me wishes of MarMicronics UK. 
These printers DO NOT carry a Star UK warranty, and WILL NOT BE 
serviced by them should the need arise. UK specification printers may 
be recognised by their 3-Pin UK type moulded plug. 

SOFTWARE 
X-CAD DESIGNER £99.95 
Period choice in Compute Aided Design (1 Mb required) 

PUBLISHERS CHOICE £39.95 
Complete solution for DTP needs contains.... 
Kindwwls ¥2 WP Package, Pogesette ¥1,2 with Mists Choice tip art end Heodliner Fort Pock j 

AMAS £89,95 
Adyanced M Amigo Sampler, High Gwity Sound Sampler & Midi Interface 
induding all necessary Software 

AiGfS £49.95 
Graphics Slorter Kit me. Aegis Draw, Animate, Imoges, dp*Ari end 
Ariiock's Tomb (adventure gome) 

I? ORDER HOTLINE - 0773 836781 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
Please call to see us where our full range of advertised products, 
AND MORE, is on sale. Come and see for yourself the amazing Amiga 
and a whole host of peripherals, software and accessories. 

REMEMBER, WE ARE NOT JUST ANOTHER 
MAIL ORDER COMPANY. 

AH listed prices ore what YOU PAY, and there are NO HIDDEN EXTRAS! 
VAT and postage are included and prices are correct at time of going 
to press {Pack details may vary from time to time). E & 0 E. 

Offers are subject to availability and are currently advertised prices. 



Unit 1, Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, Glos. GL8 8LD. Tel: 0666 504326/504412 
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GRAPHICS 
Good graphics are an important part of 
any game: if the power is there, it should 
be used to the full. Both static and mov¬ 
ing graphics come under scrutiny in this 
rating, but remember, graphic wonders 
alone do not a great game make... 

SOUND 
With stereo capabilities the last thing 
you want to hear are Spectrumesque 
beeps, right? Title tunes and effects all 
add to the atmosphere of a game and 
good sound can greatly increase your 
enjoyment. 

INTELLECT 
How much real thought do you have to 
put in to play the game? Just because a 
game is mindless doesn’t necessarily 
mean it’s bad, but a game with a high 
intellect rating says immediately that 
you’ll need to think to gain maximum 
enjoyment. 

ADDICTION 
How easy is a game to pick up and play? 
How much sheer fun will you get from it? 

OVERALL 
A percentage mark that takes into 
account all the ratings, plus lasting inter¬ 
est, documentation and packaging. 

THE TEAM 
There are two main Amiga Format 
reviewers: Andy Smith is an ex Spectrum 



SCREENPLAY 

In this game you have chosen to play the 

part of the Americans and that German King 

Tiger is proving to be a real pain. 

While his attention’s drawn, you have a 

chance to take your Pershing round the 

back and hit his weaker rear armour. 

Klnt T1«m- KnoctaKl Out 

A side shot from another Pershing has 

knocked this one out before he could get a 

shot off at the fast moving Chaffee. 

Those of you who like to keep 

abreast of developments in 

the computing world in general - 

and not just what’s happening on 

the Amiga - might just remember 

a couple of Archimedes games 

that appeared a while ago: Zarch 

and Conqueror. Zarch has been 

available on the Amiga for some 

while under the pseudonym Virus 

and now here’s Amiga Conqueror. 

It’s a tank wargame simulation 

for one player that comprises 

three games. Just like in Virus, the 

player has a limited view of the 

total game area when actually con¬ 

trolling a tank, but can see the 

whole game map simply by hitting 

a key. In fact the game uses the 
very same landscaping routines 

that were first developed by David 

‘Elite’ Braben for Virus. 

Before starting a game you 

have to decide whether you wish 

to control American, German or 

Russian World War II tanks and 

who you’d like to fight against - it’ll 

always be Germans vs either 

Russians or Americans, but never 

CONQUEROR 
RAINBOW ARTS £24.99 ■ Joystick, 

Mouse and Keyboard 

Russians vs Americans since they 

were allies during the war. 

You also have to decide which 

control method you’d like to use, 

and here's where you can get a 

friend in on the action. To play 

you’ll have to both drive the tank 

and fire at enemies, so you can do 

both yourself or choose to let the 

computer (or a friend) take over 

one task while you concentrate on 

the other. For example, you can 

drive the tank from the keyboard 

and use the mouse to control the 

turret, or you can use two joy¬ 

sticks, either to just drive and 

leave the firing to the computer, or 

use them both to drive and fire. 

GRAPHICS 9 

SOUND 6 

INTELLECT 6 

ADDICTION 9 

OVERALL 93% 

Either way, controlling the thing is 

going to be pretty tough at first. 

The three games are arcade, 

attrition and strategy. In the 

arcade game you have three lives, 

start with the lightest tank and 

have to fend off wave after wave 

of enemy light tanks, scoring 

points for every tank killed. After a 

few kills you move on to a medium 

tank, as does the enemy, and if 

you’re still alive after a few more 

kills you move into a heavy tank 

and just keep going for as long as 

possible, always outnumbered by 

enemy heavy tanks. 

The attrition game is a mix of 

strategy and arcade where you 

start with a selection of tanks (one 

light, two medium and one heavy) 

and the computer starts with an 

inferior selection. The idea is to 

fend off the enemy waves for as 

long as possible - once you lose a 

tank, it's gone for good. Obviously 

you only control one tank at a time 

directly, but you can give your 

other tanks orders simply by 

selecting them on the map screen 

and putting a destination cross 

somewhere on the map. The 

remote-controlled tank will then 

head for the cross and will either 

stay there or pick a new destina¬ 

tion depending on whether you 

select auto or manual strategy 

from the map page. The last tank 

you position on the map screen 

The strategy game. First thing 

to do is place your tanks on the 

base line. Luckily the circle is 

nearer your side so you should 

be able to get to it first - then 

you only have to hold it!. 
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will be the one you’re controlling 
on the action screen. 

In the strategy game you buy 

whichever tanks you can afford 

from your points (up to a maxi¬ 

mum of 16). At first you only have 

a few points so you can only 

afford a couple of light tanks (gen¬ 

erally, the heavier the tank the 

more firepower it has and conse¬ 

quently the more it costs). Then 

you place your tanks at the bot¬ 

tom of the playing area while the 

computer places his at the top: 

the idea of the game is to control 

a randomly-designated area of the 
map, so you must allow no enemy 

tanks to enter the area, for a 

period of one minute. Every time 

an enemy tank enters the area the 

clock stops and will only restart 

once the enemy tank has been 
destroyed or left the area. 

With a squad of 16 Pershings, 

the next scenario seems likely 

to be a real firefight! 

Winning involves either holding the 

ground for a minute or wiping out 

all the opposition for that mission. 

Bonus points are awarded for 

knocking out the enemy and for 

completing the mission and these 

points can then be spent at the 

start of the next mission on more, 

better and bigger tanks. ■ 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Everything is well animated and 
smooth too. The tanks are a bit 
blocky, but at least they look like 
tanks. The landscaping, although 
not original, works extremely 
well and you really get the feel¬ 
ing you’re trundling over a real 
landscape. Nice touches include 
the track marks that gradually 
fade and the smoking hulls of 
knocked-out tanks. The sound is 
not so impressive being limited 
to some high pitched explosions 
and chugging engines. Looks 
excellent and sounds all right. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Getting to grips with the control 
is the first priority and once 
you’ve done that it’ll take you a 
while to learn just how to survive 
in a tank with inferior fire power 
to your enemies. After that you’ll 
be playing it for hours at a time 
and as often as you can. 

JUDGEMENT 
A corking game that’s very 
playable and surprisingly addic¬ 
tive. It’s also very tactical at 
times and will appeal to every¬ 
one who likes a good blast but 
also likes to think they can mas¬ 
ter a situation by good tactical 
planning as well. A first-class 
game that’s going to have you 
begging for a follow-up. 

Above: At the start of another game three Pershings move off 

together in search of some action with the enemy. 

Below: One of the Pershings lurks in a small village, waiting for 

any combat vehicles of the opposite persuasion to appear. 

THE GERMAN PANZER III 
The Panzerkampfwagen III (PzKpfw III) first 
entered production in 1936. Initially it was 
armed with an L/37 45mm gun, but like 
most of the tanks at the time it was 
upgraded throughout its life and ended up 
with a L/75 24mm in 1942. The version 
used in the game is based on the Ausf L 
which was equipped with an L/50 60mm 
anti-tank gun (like the one pictured here). 
At the start of the war the tank was equal to 
its adversaries, but it was soon left behind 
and even upgraded versions were unable to 
take on the Russian T34s and KVs. 

THE AMERICAN M24 CHAFFEE 
The Chaffee saw extensive action during 
the last few months of the war and it was 
well liked by the men that recieved them as 
an upgrade to the M5A1. It was roomier 
and had distinctly better firepower (75mm 
gun). It was still too lightly armoured to 
withstand anti-tank or tank gun fire but twin 
Cadillac engines gave it a maximum cross¬ 
country speed of around 40 KPH which 
enabled it to out-manouevre almost all 
German tanks, and it was especially effec¬ 
tive in support of infantry against enemy 
troops lacking anti-tank weapons. 

THE RUSSIAN IS II 
(IS = losef Stalin. The common translitera¬ 
tion JS’ is, strictly speaking, incorrect). 
The first IS lls were issued early in 1944. 
With a massive 122mm gun, this was the 
first Soviet tank to be able to take on Tigers 
and Panthers at long ranges and knock 
them out with ease. This gun offered 2.7 
times more kinetic energy on impact than 
the 85mm originally pencilled in. 
Unfortunately, the two-piece round with a 
separate brass cartridge slowed the firing 
rate to about two or three a minute and 
only 28 rounds could be carried. 
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featuring Flash Gordon and his friends in an epic battle 
against the evil forces of Ming The Merciless 

AVAILABLE FOR: C64, AMSTRAD CPC 
AMIGA, ATARI ST SPECTRUM 48/128K 

© 1990 King Features Entertainment Inc. 
King Features Syndicate Inc. All Rights Reserved 13 North Park Road, Harrogate HG15PD Sales: (0322) 92518 
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The start of a new game. Mahoon has been fortunate so far, grabbing most of Europe with little interest 

shown by the other players (in this game the players are choosing their own countries rather than letting 
the computer dish them out randomly). 

LEISURE GENIUS £19.99 

■ Mouse or Keyboard 

There's a streak of megalomaniac 

in each of us, so what could be 

better than playing a game that 

gives you a shot at world domina¬ 

tion? Up to six players, computer 

or human, can compete for control 

of the 50-odd countries that make 

up the world in this translation of 

the hugely popular board game. 

The game starts after all the 

countries have been divided up 

between the players (or the com¬ 

puter has dished the countries out 

at random depending on whether 

you’re playing using US or UK 

rules) and your initial batch of 

armies has been placed on those 
countries you own. 

The game is played in turns 

and whoever starts is awarded 

extra armies, the number depend¬ 

ing on how many countries the 

player owns. If later on in the 

game a player manages to gain 

control of all the countries making 

up a continent, then extra armies 

are awarded, in proportion to the 

size of the continent, on top of the 

normal number allocated. 

What happens next is what the 

whole game is about. The attacker 

tries to conquer a neighbouring 

territory by rolling up to three dice. 

The defending country can also 

roll dice and whichever side 

scores highest wins. 

For example, an attacker 

throws three dice and scores a 
six, four and two and the defender 

rolls a five and a three. Both the 

six and four of the attacker beat 

the defender, so in this instance 

the defender would lose two 

armies from his country. If that 

now means he has no more 

armies in that country then the 

attacker can invade and take con¬ 

trol of it. Defenders always win 

draws, so if a defender ever 

throws a six he knows the attacker 
will be losing at least one army. 

Attacks continue in this way 

until the attacker feels he has had 

enough and retires. If he has cap¬ 

tured at least one country he then 

receives a Risk card. There are 

three types of card: artillery, cav¬ 

alry and infantry. Three cards of 

the same ‘suit’ count as a set as 

do one of each type. Sets are 

handed in at the start of a player’s 

attack phase for extra armies. 

Playing successfully is a care¬ 

ful balance between conquering 

countries and not leaving any gaps 

that would allow the following 

player to walk right across you: 

there’s nothing more annoying that 

capturing seven countries on one 

turn to find you haven’t enough 

armies left to defend them and the 

next player goes and takes them 

all off you. The person who con¬ 

quers the world is the winner! ■ 

After one round Mahoon is still in a strong position in Europe, but 

the brown player has grabbed Africa, denied Mahoon the whole of 

Europe and denied the grey player the whole of South America. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Simple beeps are hardly any¬ 
thing to get excited about, but 
that’s all you’ll need to play the 
game. The graphics are basic 
but at least the scrolling is 
smooth. It doesn’t look or sound 
great, but then it doesn’t have to. 

LASTING INTEREST 
As well as the basic game there 
are a whole load of options which 
allow you to change the game’s 
parameters. Mission games can 
be played, where the computer 
gives you a mission card at the 
start of the game - for instance, 
‘Knock out player three’ - and 
you can then concentrate on try¬ 
ing to fulfil your objective. There 
are a load of other options 
including a cheat option and a 
fast option, all increasing the 
lasting interest of a game that’s 
already packed with it. You’ll be 
coming back to this for years. 

After several rounds. Having 

kicked brown out of Europe, 

Mahoon built up his forces while 

brown exhausted his armies in a 

pointless battle over South 

America with the grey player. 

That let Mahoon into Africa and 

it looks as if things are going his 

way - but things could change. 

JUDGEMENT 
If you’ve ever played the board 
game you’ll know just how com¬ 
pulsive it can become, and the 
computer version has everything 
the board game has (and more). 
Play with a few friends and you’ll 
be in for some long sessions of 
enjoyable play. It may not be the 
most complex strategy game in 
the world, but it’s certainly one 
of the most enjoyable. 

GRAPHICS 6 

SOUND 2 

INTELLECT 8 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 85% 
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GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
There's not too much animation 
because this not really an action 
game. The rest of the graphics - 
maps, portraits and so on - are 
all very good. The atmospheric 
background music compliments 
the stunning visuals. Excellent 
stuff, especially when you take 
into account the strategic nature 
of the game. 

You’re playing Ametrin, the 
Green Beast, in this game, and 

here’s a picture of your castle in 
the northwest corner of Anrea. 

DRAGONS BREATH 
PALACE £29.99 ■ Mouse and Joystick 

RMIGR 1 

LEJ 

□ lI 
GOLD 

Putting one of your eggs on the 
boil. Just sit back and wait sev¬ 
eral months and with reasonable 
care a dragon will hatch. 

The land of Anrea with Dwarf 
Mountain dominating the centre. 
That white square in the top left 
corner allows you to zoom in on 
a small section of land. 

In the spell room, which is 
where ingredients are mixed, 
cut or ground together to pro¬ 
duce potentially potent potions. 

In the land of Anrea stands a 

lofty peak known as Dwarf 

Mountain. Within the mountain 

hides a great castle and within the 

castle lies the secret of immortal¬ 

ity. Three people wish to know the 

secret and so the governors of 

Anrea, the Great Lords, have 

granted the honour of entering the 

castle to the first person to find 

three parts of a smashed talisman 

scattered around Anrea. 

That’s your objective in this 

one to three player fantasy strat¬ 

egy game: find the parts of the tal¬ 

isman before your opponents do. 

It’s not going to be too easy, 

though, because in order to find 

the pieces you’re going to have to 

enlist the aid of dragons. 

A close-up of the area which we 
are planning to inspect in detail. 
Click on the magnifying glass 
icon to zoom in on Kilop. 

And here we are in ‘zoom-in’ 
mode. A whole heap of different 
details about the towns and vil¬ 
lages can be called up here. 
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Each player starts the game with 

one dragon and a batch of twenty 

eggs and a few gelds (money in 

Anrea). Keeping a dragon and incu¬ 

bating the eggs costs money and 

your only way of making money is 

to become a tyrant, using your 

dragon to conquer the villages and 

towns of Anrea. Then you can 

impose a tax on the local popula¬ 
tion to fund your exploits. 

The game is played in monthly 

cycles, each player using the 

icons at the base of the screen to 

decide the month's actions, such 

as sending out a dragon or putting 

an egg on to hatch. Once every¬ 

thing's organised, the dragons go 

about their business and then a 
new turn starts. 

That’s the basic idea of the 

game, but things can get a lot 

more complicated. For example, 

the simple process of incubating 

an egg is really quite difficult. 

Every egg takes several months to 

hatch, but the process can be 

speeded up by increasing the tem¬ 

perature on the incubator. This, 

however, increases the cost and 

will also make the dragon that 

emerges weaker than one that's 

taken longer to hatch. Then there’s 

attacking the towns. The physical 

distance between the town and 

your castle affects your dragon’s 

strength and his effectiveness at 

wiping out a third of the popula¬ 

tion, a target of attrition which has 

to be achieved if you are to 

become controller of the town. 

Plus there are variable factors that 

come into play, like wandering bar¬ 

barians, the town’s defences and 

the amount of zeal you order your 

dragon to attack the town with. 

By far the biggest complica¬ 

tion, though, is the introduction of 

magic. Every player has the ability 

to cast spells at dragons, villages 
and towns and eggs, among other 

things, and the whole spell-casting 

process is a sub-game in itself. 

There are a couple of dozen 

magic ingredients divided into two 

major categories: directors and 

affecters. Directors direct power 

at the target whilst affecters affect 

an attribute of the target (popula¬ 

tion, strength, disease and so on). 

To cast a spell, a director needs to 

be mixed with an affecter to get 

either a positive or negative result 

depending on the ingredients used 

and the method of mixing, so 

there are several tables to consult 

to see how best to use and mix 

the ingredients to get the best 

possible result from your spell. 

The game is lost when you have 

no money or dragons and a game 

is won by the first person to find 

the three scattered parts of the 

broken talisman, and have a 
dragon guarding each piece. ■ 

LASTING INTEREST 
Heaps of it. Just playing a game 
will take a very long time - thank 
heavens for game save options - 
and if you can find a couple of 
friends to join in the fun you’re 
likely to be playing this an awful 
lot. The gameplay is such that 
you can come back to this time 
and time again and it won’t lose 
any appeal. 

Your library contains three 

books (which allow you to keep 

an eye on current affairs in 

Anrea), as well as your list of 

spell ingredients and a report on 

your character’s status. 

<S' 

Here’s one of your dragons. 

Check on his state of health 

simply by moving the mouse 

pointer over parts of his body. 

JUDGEMENT 
Dragons Breath is in serious dan¬ 
ger of becoming a cult computer 
game. People who are fans of 
the D&D series of games or fan¬ 
tasy role-playing games in gen¬ 
eral are going to find this almost 
impossible to resist. It’s very 
strategic, takes dedication to 
play well and will not appeal to 
those who just want to relax for 
half an hour or so. But if you 
have a couple of like-minded 
mates who you can invite round 
for an evening every week, then 
you’d better prepare yourself for 
some engrossing, entertaining 
and thoroughly enjoyable playing 
sessions. If you have to play solo, 
you’ll still find it excellent stuff: 
the computer players are no 
pushover by any stretch of the 
imagination. 

GRAPHICS 8 

SOUND 7 

INTELLECT 7 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 94% 

Once you’ve decided which village to attack, set the dragon’s 

zeal level and wait for the end of the turn... 

...and you can watch your dragon at work. 

You also get progress reports on the other players’ dragons. 

Luckily for you, your first attack was against a village at war 

with a neighbouring village, and they’re so pleased with your 

dragon’s efforts they’ve had a whip round for you. 

Esjor kills 329 people out o# 978. 
CulQor prepares for battle. 
Calgor kills 182 people out o# 426 
Estor returns. 
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PRATES! 
MICROPROSE £24.95 

■ Mouse 

After a battle with a pirate vessel, you have to sword-fight with the 

captain of the enemy ship to resolve the outcome. 

The start of your buccaneering 

career and already you’ve 

impressed a bunch of cut¬ 

throats with your swashbuckling! 

ver two years after the C64 

version first appeared 

comes the Amiga version of this 

swashbuckling adventure, that 

puts the player in the boots of a 

17th Century buccaneer. 

Out in the Caribbean, the gen¬ 

eral idea is to take command of a 

ship and sail around seeking fame 

and fortune. You start off at an 

English-owned port (usually the 

town of Port Royale in Jamaica) 

with a small sloop and a handful of 

men. Sailing around will soon have 

you coming face to face with an 

enemy ship (at the start of the 

game the English are at war with 

the Spanish and Dutch) and, as 

you’ve been charged to seek and 

destroy enemy ships and towns, 

it’s time to engage in combat. 
Combat involves moving your 

small ship around the screen and 

trying to get a shot off at the 

enemy while avoiding any of his 

salvos. Almost invariably, though, 

the two ships collide and combat 

is ultimately resolved by taking on 

the enemy captain in a duel, which 

is never too hard to win. Then 

you’re left with the option of either 

plundering and sinking her or 

sending a prize crew over and 

making her a part of your mini 

j- fleet - handy because you can 
always sell unwanted ships at a 

</> port. Either way you’ll be making 

-o money, which always impresses 

< the governors of English ports. 

Have at you! Your superior 

swordsmanship has put an end 

to this pirate’s cowardly ways... 

...leaving you with some more 

booty to add to your collection. 

While you spend your life sailing 

around plundering enemy ships 

and towns - or your own if you 

fancy becoming a real pirate - you 

can often be sent off on little sub¬ 

quests like delivering messages or 

searching for your long-lost sister. 

You can also sail around collecting 

pieces of a map to guide you in a 
treasure-hunting expedition. Once 

you’ve had enough of the sea¬ 

faring life you can always retire 

and take up another life depending 

on how successful you were and 

whether you found a wife. ■ 

GRAPHICS 7 

SOUND 5 

INTELLECT 4 

ADDICTION 7 

OVERALL 74% 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
The little tunes that play occa¬ 
sionally are nothing special, but 
fortunately the graphics are 
much better, even though most 
of them are just still portraits or 
pictures of towns and the like. 
During the action scenes - sea 
battles, or attacks on towns - the 
graphics are very simple and 
blocky, but at least you can see 
exactly what’s going on and 
whether you’ve hit or missed 
your target. 

Off the Spanish Main and it’s 

time to give those Spaniards a 

taste of your cutlass. 

LASTING INTEREST 
The game save option means 
you can keep one character 
going for a long time, which 
means you’ll be coming back to 
this whenever you feel in the 
right frame of mind. Which is 
surprisingly often, because the 
game has a strange sort of 
addictiveness about it. 

JUDGEMENT 
Microprose have a nerve to bill 
this as a simulation but it’s still 
lots of fun to play. After a while it 
becomes a bit repetitive but it 
certainly appeals to the greedy 
nature in most of us as it’s hard 
to resist going out and plunder¬ 
ing a bit more to make some 
extra money. If the gameplay 
had been deeper and more com¬ 
plex it could have been better. 

DR PLUMMET’S HOUSE Of FLUX 
MICROILLUSIONS £19.95 Keyboard or Joystick 

There aren’t too many 
Thrust clones on the 

Amiga, so American publishers 
Microillusions reckon it’s about 
time there were more. 

This one gives the player 28 
levels spread over four increas¬ 
ingly difficult missions, where the 
idea is to fly around the often 
bizarre and psychedelic levels 
and rescue a set number of 
highly animated astronauts by 
flying into them. Collect all of 
them and you move on to the 
next level. The levels vary in size 
and complexity, including 
extremely thin tunnels, gaps and 
gravity which have to be negoti¬ 
ated on some of the later levels. 

• A 

On Mission Two. That object on 

the left’s actually an astronaut 

who would appreciate a rescue. 

Just to complicate things more, 
there are enemy bases on later 
levels that fire at the ship when¬ 
ever it gets too close. 

Simple ideas are often the 
best and if you’re a fan of pre¬ 
cise control and gameplay, with 
just the right level of frustration, 
you’re going to be wowed by this. 
It’s tremendous fun but all that 
concentrating can give you a 

headache after a while. Everyone 
should have at least one game of 
this type in their collection. ■ 

GRAPHICS 6 

SOUND 4 

INTELLECT 6 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 7 7% 
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Capcoms universally popular 
Coln-op; GHOSTS 'N' GOBLINS tm. 

is now available for your 
16-blt home computer. 
Capturing all the features from 
the original coln-op 
GHOSTS‘N* GOBLINS tm 

captures every detail In true 
16-blt style: 

A ST 
£19.99 

tm © 1987 Atari Corporation, Sunnyvale. 
CA 94086. All rights reserved. 

^Jamica 
£19.99 W 
(available in v2mb or imb version) 

© 1990 Elite Systems Ltd. 
• Amiga & IBM PC versions 
contain all six levels of coin-op 

• Well over 100 screens to 
battle through 

• Choice of five weapons with 
which to fight 

• 28 enemy characters to 
overcome 

K3& .iMBlSfflH 
effect i _, 

£24.99 
(available in V/i" or 5%'', supports CCA, 
EGA and Tandy) 
tm © Copyright international Business 
Machines Corporation. 1981,1987 

RELEASE DATE 
Europe 16th April 1990 
U.K. 2nd May 1990 

*ms% 

|fcApccyyiJi 

«*»*•••* 999119^ 

• Amiga graphics taken directly 
fromcoin-op ROM's 

• 1 or 2 Player Section 

CAPCOM 
D1988 Capcom tm USA Inc. 

tm Amiga is a trademark of the 
Commodore Computer corporation 

ELITE SYSTEMS LTD. Anchor House, Anchor Road, Aldridge. Walsall, West Midlands WS9 8PW, England CONSUMER HOTLINE: (0922) 743408 
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ElfcOt-E, SEEKER. 
POJMR THE MySCXE^tES: OF • 
"kb tsimiThen.i - t*rxnk. 
you ARB KOR#», '*CE WXEX, 

LEKCi you A ,SUI!P;OF 
I OH ARMO • jR • • • f 

IT MICE SAUE yOUR LIFE 
3 TIMERS BE3F0RE IT LOSES 

ITS. CHARGE. 

Make sure to introduce yourself to the Keeper of the Tsimit before venturing into the Veils of his domain. This time he allows you to pass 

into the caverns, but entry depends on your contributions to the Keepers’ funds. 

KNIGHIS OF THE (MILLION 
US GOLD £29.99 ■ Mouse 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
It Is obvious right from the film- 
style intro that a great deal of 
effort has gone into making 
Knights of the Crystallion a truly 
impressive-looking game. The 
use of HAM mode gives the abil¬ 
ity to use more colours to create 
a subtle and suitably ‘mystic’ 
atmosphere. The shadowy cav¬ 
erns of the Tsimit and the flicker¬ 
ing candlelight of the Deketa 
game are a most impressive 
demonstation of what can be 
done to create a good feel with 
HAM graphics (rather than some 
more gaudy efforts such as 
Mandarin’s Pioneer Plague). 

The sonics department uses a 
blend of ethnffF and synthesizer 
sounds to heighten the mystic 
feel of the game and make a 
nice change to the Hip-House 
variations usually on offer. 

This is the main selection 

screen. Effectively, you must 

return to the city of bones each 

time to choose your next task. 

Long ago, when the huge rep¬ 

tiles roamed the Earth, a 

giant sea creature swam the 

oceans. This creature was the 

Orodrid, a beast so large that it 

had to eat constantly to stay alive: 

and it was this outrageous appetite 

that caused its demise. 

Once upon a time, the huge 

animal became wedged in a nar¬ 

row canyon while chasing a whale 

and because of its size it couldn’t 

turn around to escape. Time and 

the elements wore down the 

remains of the Orodrid so that all 

was left was its massive skeleton, 

lying lost and forgotten on the bed 

of the river Odruilen. 

Ages passed, and a wandering 

tribe discovered the skeleton. They 

discovered that no matter how far 

they walked, they couldn't leave 

the shadow of the beast (where 

have I heard that before?) so they 

decided to carve into the bones 

themselves to create shelters. 

Throughout the generations the 

tribe grew into a giant community 

- the Orodrim. 
In Knights of the Crystallion 

you take control of the Adreni fam¬ 

ily, part of an Orodrim Haresh (a 

type of clan). It is up to you to con¬ 

trol the budget of the Adreni 

family, keeping the other members 

of the Haresh happy and making 

sure that you don’t go under. The 

city of Orodrid doesn’t live in the 

way of normal beings, however: 

there is much more to Haresh life 

than balancing the books. 

Within the skull of the Orodrid 

skeleton, crystallised brain cells 

were found. The power from these 

cells flows though the whole city, 

giving its inhabftants telepathic 

powers. A few of the most gifted 

telepaths may even go as far as to 

ride their own Crystallion. 

You may just have the neces¬ 

sary power for this honour, but to 

prove it you will first have to 

undergo a series of tests during 

which you must prove yourself... 

-i 
THE TSIMIT 

This is where the Crystallions 

are born, deep within the fourth 

Veil of the Tsimit. You must 

negotiate the caves, collecting 

crystals and warding off the 

evil creatures that lurk in the 

dark. Sometimes, depending 

on your mental skills, your 

unborn Crystallion will help you. 

Green, lizard-like Crodas 

wander around the Tsimit 

attenpfting to strangle you. 
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This is the Haresh page, where you become involved in the business life off the community. Raise and 

lower prices to keep money coming in, and pay taxes to the Tsimit to ensure their continuing help. 

This is a game of ‘pairs' played with magical cards to help you hone 

your telepathic skills to the utmost effect. The shifting patterns on 

the cards give clues to those with a strong mind. 

The card game Deketa: keep turning over cards until you can 

match pairs without mistakes, giving you powers within the Tsimit. 

BOSU 

A board game to test those 

who are successful at battling 

through the Tsimit labyrinth. 

Bosu: a game rather like 

Nine Men’s Morris, but the 

idea is to capture junctions. 

At the end off a Veil you 

answer a question on the 

Tocanon then play a game of 

Bosu. Your score affects 

whether you keep crystals 

and move to the next veil. 

THE PRODA 

A strange room where the most adept crystal-wielders can charge their crystal suits. 

The Proda, where you lay your crystals in a shift¬ 

ing pattern. Power is transmitted to your crystal 

suit when the ‘Prods’ are close to your crystals 

The pink and blue are crystals, the orange blob 

is trying to nab your crystals, and the egg-cup- 

like affairs are the Prods, which move constantly. 

Below: The Haresh page'where 

you compare your progress with 

that of other families and judge 

the state of the markets. 

LASTING INTEREST 
As is the way with many adven¬ 
ture/role playing games, you 
may find yourself initially baffled 
by the sheer volume of things 
you have to learn to begin play¬ 
ing the game, but if you manage 
to overcome the initial confusion 
you will soon be drawn deep into 
a magical world with a lot more 
character and depth than many 
role-playing games. 

The complexities that seem 
rather off-putting at first soon 
become a way of life, with subtle 
shifts in the pattern of play mak¬ 
ing you bend your brain around 
the problems instead of just fol¬ 
lowing clues. It will take quite a 
few failed attempts before any¬ 
thing of note is accomplished, 
but soon things begin to fall in 
place like pieces in a jigsaw. 
Having said this, there is abso¬ 
lutely no way that you will finish 
Knights of the Crystallion inside 
a week, even though the 
hypnotic quality will keep you 
playing for hours at a time! 

JUDGEMENT 
Not many games use HAM mode 
to portray the action, so at first 
sight it may seem that US Gold 
are just going for a gimmick. 
Even if this is the case, Knights 

of the Crystallion has enough 
depth and gameplay to stand up 
as decent game in its own right. 
Sure, the beautiful graphics and 
haunting sound don’t hinder 
things any, but there is much 
more enjoyment tO"be had play¬ 
ing Crystallion than simply 
watching a demonstration of the 
Amiga’s capabilities, a fact that 
role-players, adventurers and 
even arcade adventure fans will 
appreciate once they play for 
themselves. 

GRAPHICS 9 

SOUND 8 

INTELLECT 8 

ADDICTION 7 

OVERALL 91% 
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SCREEN PLAY 

ARCANA £19.95 ■ 
Keyboard or Joystick 

A really tough mission this, especially since you’ve just exposed two 

mines and there’s nowhere to go to escape the blast! 

Arcana have been very quiet 

for the last year trying (and 

so far, failing) to get Mars Cops 
out. While we wait, here’s one to 

fill the gap. 

Set in the future, when most 

young adults have the choice of 

either working in slave-like condi¬ 

tions in Antarctic mines or joining 

the Roto-raiders attack force, this 

one-player game has its roots in 

classics like Thrust and Oids. 
As a member of the Roto- 

raiders (well, a game about mining 

in the Antarctic wouldn’t excite too 

many people) you have to infiltrate 

four enemy fortresses, destroy 

any hostile installations and collect 

any useful gadgets thoughtlessly 

left lying around by the enemy. 

Your ship, viewed side-on, is 

armed with a front-firing gun, a 

tractor beam for picking up cargo 

and a limited shield to protect you 

from enemy fire. 

Once you’ve proved proficient, 

first at handling your ship and then 

at firing and using the tractor 

beam! in the two simulators, 

you’re given a three-letter code 

which allows you access to the 

first three missions. 
Missions involve flying around 

the enclosed enemy fortress, tak¬ 

ing out the enemy and collecting 

containers. Inside the containers 

you'll find ammunition and fuel 

which your bosses want you to 

beam back to them using your on¬ 

board transporter. Other things to 

collect include energy crystals 

which can be converted into useful 

power-ups like extra hull armour 

and better weapons. As well as 

power-ups, collecting things (and 

destroying enemy installations) 

earns you Prestige Units and 

enough PUs have to be earned 

during your missions to allow you 

to progress to the next level - 

right up to Level Six (where things 

are really tough!) ■ 

GRAPHICS 8 

SOUND 5 

INTELLECT 6 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 84% 

THE GRAVITY OF THE SITUATION 

The manoeuvre simulator, in The combat simulator where On an actual mission, the star 

which you learn to fly and also you then learn how to deal shape top right is a sun crystal 

to collect objects. with things firing at you. you must collect to get home. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
There isn’t too much in the 
sound effects department, but 
the ones that are there are fine 
The graphics are much better, 
being very colourful and well 
animated. The graphics aren’t 
the most important thing in a 
game like this but obvious care 
and attention has been paid to 
them which is nice to see. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Getting to grips with the controls 
will take you a while, but once 
you do you’ll find the game will 
keep you playing for months. 

JUDGEMENT 
The idea may have already been 
done, but there are enough new 
features in Rotor to keep it excit¬ 
ing. Fans of precise control 
games will love it, and you’ll be 
surprised how addictive the thing 
can become thanks to the good 
difficulty tuning. It’s not varied 
enough to receive a Format Gold 
award, but then again we’re 
renowned for our hard marking. 

Who said there were only 
seven stories? Well, it’s 

looking more and more like there 
are only seven computer games. 
This five-stage, one-player game 
harks right back to those early 
days, the days of Defender. 
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You’re in control of a helicopter, 
viewed side-on, moving across a 
horizontally-scrolling landscape. 
The idea is to do good deeds on 
each of the five levels by 
destroying baddies who send 
jets, helicopters, tanks and so on 

against you. On the first level 
you’re trying to put a halt to drug 
trafficking in South America, 
before moving on to rescue 
some innocents in Beirut. 

It’s all very similar stuff and 
it’s all been seen before. 

Everything is well animated and 
colourful and it’s been well put 
together, but it’s very dull. 

Defender had something in it 
to get excited about ten years 
ago, and if a bit more thought 
had gone into the game design 
of this version it might have 
turned out a bit better. Which is 
not to say it’s complete rubbish 
by any means, but if you’re really 
after a new shoot-em-up there 
are plenty of better ones to 
choose from around now. ■ 

GRAPHICS 6 

SOUND 5 

INTELLECT 3 

ADDICTION 5 

OVERALL 4 3% 
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THE POWER 
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Power Computing and GVP, leaders in Amiga technology 
bring you the state-of-the-art Power 2000 for a similar price 
to other supplier's basic 2000 models. The Power 2000 fea¬ 
tures B2000 with 1MB Chip Ram (latest revision), a 16Mhz 
Impact 68030 processor board with optional 68882 co-pro- 
cessor socket, a super fast AT hard disk interface (Access 
11ms average, DT 706K/second!) and up to 8MB of 32 bit 0 
wait state dram! The package also includes the highly 
respected (68882 compatible) Hisoft Basic, Phillips CM8833 
Stereo Colour Monitor, 2nd internal 3.5" drive, mouse, key¬ 
board, 2000 system manual (English!) hi-tech mouse mat, all 
cables and 30 DS diskettes in a box. Price includes full 12 
month warranty! Price now includes XT Bridgeboard. 

Impact 68030 Technology - Available NOW! 

68030 Card 16Mhz...£699 68882.£199 4MB 32 bit dram..£1199 
68030 Card 25 Mhz...£899 68882.£299 4MB 32 bit dram..£1199 ' 
Quantum AT 40MB HD .£449 Quantum AT 80MB HD.£899 

* Special deals for complete 68030 cards 

HARDCARD 

These GVP autobooting* hardcards are the 
easiest way to add a fast (FFS, DMA) SCSI 
hard disk to your Amiga 2000. Each card 
comes with super easy installation software, 
a Mac pinout compatible SCSI port, internal 
SCSI bus and 12 months warranty from 
Power. GVP hardcards are one of the best 
selling hard disk units in the US and have an 
excellent pedigree of trouble free service. 
They are available in a range of sizes. 

SCSI CARD 

Using the same technology as the GVP hard- 
card this SCSI board has sockets for an 
optional 8MB of fast dram to expand your 
Amiga's memory. Specifications are the same 
as for the hard card but the hard disk must be 
fitted in one of the 2000's peripheral bays. Full 
instructions, installation software and cables 
are provided. See hard disk and memory 
prices below. 

► 
~ " TAPESTORE 
150MB Tape Streamer 

This SCSI 150MB tape streamer will work in 

conjunction with all GVP controllers and hard¬ 

cards. It features advanced backup and 

restore software and has an impressive data 

transfer rate of 5-7MB per minute. The soft¬ 

ware features wildcards and selective back¬ 

ups as well as future support for unix environ¬ 

ments. The unit is also available as a boxed 

unit with PSU for bridgeboard users. The 

streamer uses standard DC6150 tapes and 

comes supplied with one tape. 

MEMORY & ACCESSORIES 
SCSI 3.5” Hard Disks 

SYQUEST 44MB 
Removable Hard disk 

This state-of-the-art 44MB 25ms removable car¬ 
tridge based hard disk unit and GVP SCSI con¬ 
troller fits in the 5.25 bay and comes complete 
with 1 cartridge. Additional cartridges cost only 
£99 each, giving an impressive £2.25 per 
megabyte of storage! The controller has space 
for an additional 2MB of fast ram and features a 
special autoboot feature that allows cartridge 
swaps. Ideal for secure or shared environments. 

Microway Flicker Fixer.£299 
Seagate ST125N 20MB 28ms.£249 
Seagate ST157N 46MB 28ms.£329 
Seagate ST1096N 90MB 28ms.call 
Quantum Prodrive 40S 11ms 40MB.£429 
Quantum Prodrive 105S 11ms 100MB ...£799 

Memory (each) 
dram Imbit 256*4 80ns.£9.95 
dram Imbit 1MB*1 80ns.£9.95 
Imb Simm for GVP cards......£75.00 

16Mhz 68000 processor card.£129 
2 *RS232 port card.call 
8MB Memory card OK installed.£149 

JUST IN & HOT!! 

Vidtech Scanlock Broadcast PAL/S-VHS 
Genlock A500/2000 

This broadcast specification PAL & S-VHS 

genlock is aggressively priced for the video 

market. Attractively housed in a unit that sits 

under the monitor it features separate fade 

controls for both reference and Amiga 

videos, one touch select keys, remote 

operation and key out for video mixing decks. 

A must for the serious amateur and S-VHS 

professional 

WE ALSO STOCK BOTH XT £199! AND AT £799! BRIDGEBOARDS 
Power Computing Ltd • 44A Stanley Street • Bedford • MK41 7RW. Tel: 0234 273000. Orders only 0800-581-742. 

Fax: 0234 270133. Technical Support: 0234 273248 Mon-Fri 3-5pm 
Showroom & Telephone Sales open Mon-Sat 9.30am - 6.00pm and to 8pm Thursday & Fridays 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY. PLEASE USE THE COUPON ON THE NEXT PAGE. 

◄ 
◄ 
◄ 
◄ ▲▲▲▲▲▲▲A 
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0N Include*388 A selection of special deals only ava 

VAT AND DELIVERY 1 ' 

f 

A500, 

ONLY 

£4995 
NOW ANTI CLICK! 

A500 Internal Drive Kit 

£5900 

ONLY 

£6995 
J INC. VAT 

Power Drive PC880 

512K 

EXPANSION 

INC. VAT 

INCLUDING 
BATTERY BACKED CLOCK 

1.5MB 

EXPANSION ONLY 

£15995 
INC. VAT 

■ Now with anti-click that stops that annoying drive click when no disk are present! 
■ Fully compatible with A500,880K formatted 
■ Isolating on-off switch 
■ Through port for daisy chaining 
■ Colour matched and styled to Amiga 
■ Free utility diskette 
■ 12 month warranty 

SCSI 3.5' Hard Disk 
DMA direct to onboard 16KB buffer 
controller 
Snap orfPdge connector for reliability 
*fBWoting; FFS 
Up to 4MB of fast ram can be added 
internally 
External SCSI connector 
Dedicated power supply unit 
12 month warranty 

INCLUDING 
BATTERY BACKED CLOCK 

A500 Expansion ram PC501/PC502 40 Disks* and lockable 

I A500 Expansion Ram using low power 1 Mb chips 
I Two Models available 512K/1.5MB 
I Complete with clock and lithium battery 
I Fits in A500 expansion underneath computer 
i Comes complete with extra ram switch off software 
11.5MB model only requires simple cable to be fitted inside Amiga 
112 month warranty 

GVP IMPACT 
A500 Hard drive 

Now using SIMMS for a massive 4MB extra ram! 

15 Disks* and 

storage box Storage Box 

£2995 -HF £"5 
1C. VAT INC VAT 

Verbatim media - fully certified and guaranteed for life! 

BUY YOUR A500 SYSTEM FROM POWER 
AND GET A GREAT DEAL MORE! 

45MB 
80MB 
100MB 

OK 
£599.00 
£849.00 
£999.00 

2MB 
£749.00 
£999.00 

£1149.00 

4MB 
£899.00 

£1149.00 
£1299.00 

A500 

Ten 

Mouse 
5 diskettes 

BASIC PACK 
SUPER PACK 
ULTRAPACK 
MEGAPACK 
HYPER PACK 

as above £399 
with PC880 drive £459 

with PC880 + 512K £499 
with PC880 +1.5MB £599 

as Mega with A590 Hard Dr. £949 
Class of the 90's and other packs available 
Commodore A590 20MB Hard Disk £379 
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GO COLOUR AMIGO! Star LC10 Colour 
Complete Kit 

Includes 
■ LC10 Colour UK Model 
■ Parallel Cable 
■ 200 sheets microperf paper 
■ 200 address labels 
■ LC10 colour WB driver 
■ PHOTON PAINT V2M 
■ Delivery and vat 

Power Computing the Star Specialist 
has great deals on colour printers! 

Star LC10 Colour 
Star XB10-24 Colour 
HPPaintjet Colour 
HP Paintjet XL A3 Colour 

mmm 
■'* f •/ 

Call usforspecial prices on Mono,24pin printersand printersupplies! 

Videon ONLY 

Videon is a state of the art PAL video digitiser for 
A500 and B2000 systems* 
Videon digitises directly in colour from any still PAL 
source including cam corders and most modern 
VCR's 

■ Digitises in any Amiga resolution 
■ No filter wheels required 
■ Save at any point as IFF snapshot 
■ Extensive image processing 
■ Now with new version 3 software for 

enhanced performance 

Full details available 

mmm 
INC. VAT 

The One Stop Software Shop! 
Callers Welcome! 

£28 
£49 
£79 
£39 

Power Computing are the productivity software 
specialists. Scores of new titles every week! The 
following is a selection from our large range. We 
also stock most of the published Amiga books 
and magazines. 

RED HOT PRICES 
ART & GRAPHICS 
Typically 30-40% offrrp 

Animagic 
Amiga Clipart 
Comic Setter 
Deluxe Paint 3 
Deluxe Photolab 
Deluxe Video 3 
Digipaint 3 
Digiview Gold 4 

Fantavision 
Interchange 
Interfont 
Intro Cad 
Kara Screen Fonts 1 £49 
Kara Screen Fonts 2 £49 
Movie Setter 
Photon Paint 2 
Pixmate 

£48 
£69 
£35 

WORD PROCESSING, 
DTP & BUSINESS 
Digicalc £29 
Excellence £129 
Home Accounts £20 
Kind Words £39 
Maxiplan + £99 
Maxiplan 500 £79 
Pagestream £120 
Pro Draw £100 
Pro Draw Clip art £39 
Pro Page 1.3 £179 
Pro Page Templates £39 
Pro Text £72 
Pen Pal £99 
Superbase 2 £62 
Superbase Pro £160 
Superplan £62 

BAD £35 
BBC Emulator £39 
CLImate £20 
Dos 2 Dos £29 
Cross Dos £29 
Fine Print £39 
Quarterback £34 
RubyCom £69 
Transformer £29 
WB 1.3 £15 

Pen Pal 

Elan Performer 
Express Paint 3 

The Works Platinum £149 MUSIC 
Pro Video Plus PAL £169 Word Perfect £164 

Midi Interface £25 
Sculpt 3D XL £99 LANGUAGES ETC C64 Music Keyboard 
Sculpt 4D Junior £149 Devpac £38 Interface £49 
Sculpt 4D £329 Hisoft Basic £55 MM5000 Keyboard £79 
Turbo Silver £99 Lattice C v5 £160 DrT's Drums £25 
Video Magic £79 Lattice C+ + £250 Dr T's Midi Studio £49 
Video Page £99 Manx C Dev £163 KCS level 2 £229 
XCAD Designer £79 Manx Debugger £49 Music X £189 
XCAD Pro £325 Power Windows 2.5 £48 Pro Sound Gold £59 
Dozens of professional UTILITIES Amiga Music System £149 
Clipart disks now in! Arexx £39 Sonix £45 

Need Help? 
Power Technical Helpline Mon-Fri 3pm-5pm 0234-273248 Customers only! 

For sales information call our sales lines! All prices are subject to change 
Availability on most items is excellent due to large stocks. Please call first to avoid disappointment 



SCREEN PLAY 

ELITE £19.99 ■ Joystick 
Originally released a couple 

of years ago on just about 

every format except the Amiga, 

Overlander follows in the footsteps 

of games such as Roadblasters, 

and Fire and Forget - it’s a 3D 

driving game with a generous help¬ 

ing of the old blast-the-enemies-to- 

bits with your on-board weapons. 

The plot places you in the 

future as a driver in the year 

2025. CFCs have destroyed the 

ozone layer, so that the human 

race has had to take refuge away 

from the suns harmful ultraviolet 

radiation in huge underground 

cities. Because of the vast dis¬ 

tances between the cities, the only 

way of getting from one to another 

is via the old freeways. These 

roads are not the place for normal 

citizens, due to the radiation 

above ground and the violent 

mutant beings living on the sur¬ 

face. Whenever a trip is neces¬ 

sary, the government sanctions 

Superb ray-traced graphics serve to introduce the action. 

the use of the Overlanders - mer¬ 

cenaries with extremely powerful 

vehicles at their disposal. The rea¬ 

son for the trip doesn’t bother 

them - they only want the money 

so they can improve their cars. 

You are one of these drivers 

taking on a government funded 

mission. Half the money is given 

up-front to give you some cash to 

add some kit to your car. Add-ons 

range from $100 flame bombs to 

a $10,000 lean burn engine, but a 

stock of fuel is needed before you 

can go anywhere and that costs 

money too! Don’t worry too much 

though, since dosh can be topped 

up by blasting the overground 

mutants with your on board can¬ 

nons or any other weapons you 

may have bought. 

If you manage to reach the end of 

the level, the other half of your fee 

is paid and you are given another 

choice of missions. ■ 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Whereas the sound is the usual 
run-of-the-mill boppy bassline 
and drum machine effects, the 
graphics are much more impres¬ 
sive. The depth-cued shading 
gives the game a realistic quality 
and the nicely drawn open desert 
wastelands have a suitably deso¬ 
late feel, in fact the appearance 
in general is very atmospheric. 
Even the selection screens have 
been beautifully designed, with 
small but perfectly formed sym¬ 
bols to represent the options. 
One more thing - why don’t more 

Blast everything out of your way with the 

subtle ploy of firing a few firebombs. 

Destroy the truck, but watch out for the 

explosive canisters it drops in your way. 

Look out! That cyclist is far from being as 

innocent as he might first appear! 

Dnr FORCE 
DIGITAL MAGIC £24.95 ■ 
Joystick or Mouse 
Hurtling around race circuits 

in a high-powered racing car 

is all very well, but haven’t you 

ever fancied trying your hand at 

one of those huge American 

trucks? You now have the chance. 

There are trucks, Formula One 

racing cars, ordinary sports cars, 

buggies and motorbikes to race 

around in this one-player game. 

Which vehicle you race in depends 

on which of the four competitions 

you enter. For example, in the 
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league game you race in all the 

five vehicles, one after the other, 

over increasingly difficult courses 

(each vehicle has five different 

courses). If you start in the trucks, 

you race then move onto buggies 

on another course - get the idea? 

The knockout competition is 

similar in that you race in all the 

vehicles, but the tracks are in a 

random order: so you could race 

in the buggies over a difficult 

course, then cars over an easier 

one: to continue racing in the 

knockout competition you have to 

finish each race in the top three. 

Then there are mini versions of 

knockout and league: you choose 

the vehicle you want to drive or 

ride, but in the knockout you race 

that vehicle's courses in order of 

difficulty whereas in the league you 

race in a random order. 

Like most racing games, it’s 

best not to crash into roadside 

obstacles or the other road users. 

Actually, you simply bounce off of 

them, but it does lose you valuable 

time and more often than not a 

couple of places too. Far more 

serious, simply because it takes 

longer, is when you fall off of a 

section of the circuit that's sus¬ 

pended above the ground: you fall 

to the ground and have to wait 

until you’re re-positioned on the 

track before you set off again. ■ 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Boy, do those graphics shift! This 
is arguably the fastest race 
game to have appeared to date. 
The impression of speed is great, 
and the way it’s been done is by 
using a roadway system similar 
to that used in games like Power 

Drift: a roadway made up of log 
shapes that grow in size as you 
move towards them. This does 
tend to give everything a blocky 
appearance, especially roadside 
buildings and trees. The sound 
can be switched between a num¬ 
ber of jaunty tunes, which are all 
right, or sound effects (engine 
noises) which are also fine. 

LASTING INTEREST 
With 25 tracks to race round 
you’re bound to get wrist-ache. 
The different vehicles are differ¬ 
ent to drive and handle differ- 



SCREEN PLAY 

people use the Amiga’s overscan 
mode? As Overlander definitely 
benefits from its use. 

LASTING INTEREST 
The obstacles and enemies on 
every level fall into a definite 
pattern, so that you can learn 
just what lies ahead and remem¬ 
ber how to tackle it next time. 
Not that you’ll get through 
straight away though, it’s going 
to take a good few goes before 
you start beating the roads! 

JUDGEMENT 
This type of game was all the 
rage a couple of years ago, so 
why has it taken so long for Elite 
to get an Amiga conversion of it 
together? Probably because the 
programmers wanted to do it 
properly and to be honest they 
have produced a good looking 
and playable game. It’s not 
exactly an innovative idea and 
hardly breaks new ground in 
technical expertise, but it does 
provide the driving, shoot-em-up 
addict with a high quality fix of 
blasting action. Fans of 
Roadblasters should put aside 
their disappointment at the offi¬ 
cial conversion and try this for 
size, but casual players should 
check it out carefully before 
slapping the money on the 
counter. 

GRAPHICS 8 

SOUND 6 

INTELLECT 2 

ADDICTION 7 

OVERALL 81% 
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THE CYCLES 

The rear-view mirror is a nice 

idea and can be useful at times. 

The sound is nice, though not as 

throaty as you’d expect. 

LASTING INTEREST 
Biggest problem with other rid¬ 

ers is crashing into them as you 

overtake: otherwise they’re not 

difficult to beat even at Pro level. 

A shame, because you’re left to 

beat your own lap times. Still, 

there are plenty of circuits to 

race on and most of them take a 

lot of practice, which means 

you’ll be at it for a fair while. 

JUDGEMENT 
A classy racing game, fraction¬ 

ally better than its predecessor. 

If you’re a fan of racing sims 

(cars or bikes) you’ll find this well 

worth some shelf space. 

Following on from Grand Prix 
Circuit, which put the player in 

a Formula One racing car, comes 

The Cycles, which puts you astride 

a 125, 250 or 500cc motorcycle. 

There are fifteen international 

tracks to race round (thirteen on a 

125) and nine computer-controlled 

riders to beat. Pick your bike and 

spend a couple of laps practising 

before setting out on a real race. 

In this mode your competitors get 

out of your way, the gearbox is 

auto, you can't blow your engine 

through over-rewing and spin-outs 

are impossible. Step up a couple 

of difficulty levels, though, and 

you'll have to start changing gear 

yourself while ensuring you don't 

blow your engine. 

The number of laps per race 

can be set by the player (up to 99) 

but the default setting is three. 

High-score fans will be pleased to 

learn that the four top times for 

each circuit and for each bike 

class are saved to disk. 

In the real race you have one 

qualifying lap to determine grid 

position before starting. Then it’s a 

case of avoiding the other riders 

(crash into one and you’ll probably 

go flying across the track and out 

of the race) and also trying to stay 

on the raceway: on the higher 

culty levels your bike’s 

can be harmed by riding across 

the grass. Select the bike type, 

choose the circuit and go! I 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
It’s all viewed over the handle¬ 

bars, which works well, and it’s rfaster than Grand Prix Circuit, 

giving a good impression of 

speed. The animation is not out¬ 

standing but it’s more important 

to have that impression of speed. 

the tunnel Suzuka, Japan: 

after a bend can be a problem. 

Austria: end of the race for you. 

1 GRAPHICS 8 

SOUND 7 

INTELLECT 6 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 84% 

ently, but not vastly so. A good 
one to boot up whenever you feel 
like a race. 

JUDGEMENT 
The game’s biggest let-down is 
the completely unreal feel to 
your vehicle as you drive around. 
It swings from one side of the 
road to the other and through 
corners most unrealistically: but 
then it’s arguably not a sim. This 
does take something away from 
the gameplay, turning what could 
have been an excellent driving 
game into one that’s just good. 

GRAPHICS 8 

SOUND 6 

INTELLECT 2 

ADDICTION 7 

OVERALL 81% 

CARS ‘N’ TRUCKS ‘N’ BIKES 

More truck driving, and fortu¬ 

nately you’ve made it over the 

tricky raised section. 

One of the intermediate 

screens: the next race looks 

likely to be very slippery. 

Clonk! That rock is solid! Just 

as well you’ll bounce off and 

lose only time, not your wheels! 

The start of the truck-driving 

leg of the league. These are the 

big fellas of the circuits! 

On a motorbike this time, about 

to proceed onto an elevated 

section of the course. 

Formula One suspensions just 

weren’t really built to go over 

these kinds of bumpy tracks! 
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SCREENPLAY 

Right: The start off the game. 

You dive left to avoid the gun¬ 

fire, but there’s a tank ahead 

which could make life difficult. 

Ocean are fast becoming the 

industry specialists at 

Operation Wolf and Operation 
Thunderbolt type games, as evi¬ 

denced by the arrival of another 

one. Thi^ time, though, it’s a Tad 

coin-op conversion not a Taito one. 

The scenario is simple 

enough. You're behind enemy lines 

and have to fight through five lev¬ 

els, each with four stages, to get 

back to your own lines. It’s a simul¬ 

taneous one or two player game 

and the general idea is to move 

your character around the bottom 

of the screen shooting at all the 

enemy soldiers that come running 

on from the sides of the screen. 

Armament consists of a sub¬ 
machine gun, the direction of fire 

indicated by a large sight on the 

screen. With the fire button 

pressed you fire the gun and move 

the sight around. Release the fire 

button and control reverts to mov¬ 

ing around the hard-bitten warrior, 

who can move from side to side 

and even roll along the ground - 

which is handy because all the 

enemy soldiers are armed and tak¬ 

ing a hit from them removes one 

of the four lives. 

There are also things to hide 

behind at the start of each level 

but they can be destroyed if they 

get shot enough times. Buildings 

can also be removed in this fash¬ 

ion, making it easier to hit the ene¬ 

mies that would normally hide 

behind them. 

As well as soldiers there are 

also bigger things to shoot at 

including tanks, helicopters and 

trucks - all of which can be 

destroyed with machine gun fire, 

but you may find it easier to kill 

them by lobbing one of the limited 

supply of grenades at them. Extra 

grenades and extra weapons, 

including better machine guns, can 

be collected on each stage by 

picking up the symbols that come 

flying from the back of the screen 

to land at your feet. Unfortunately 

once a life is lost you also lose any 

extra weapons collected. 

There’s a fixed number of ene¬ 

mies to kill before progressing to 

the next stage and once the fourth 

stage is completed there’s an end 

of level guardian to defeat before 

moving onto the next, increasingly 

difficult, level. ■ 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
The main sprites are not very 

well drawn but the rest of them 

including the hardware are all 

right. It’s all well animated and 

the most crucial part, the gun 

sight, moves smoothly and 

swiftly. Sound is limited to a rat- 

a-tat machine gun rattle which is 

fine but a few explosions would 

have been nice. 

Below: Two players: collect that 

rifle for a mega-hard weapon 

and go on a killing spree. 

LASTING INTEREST 
The hardest things to overcome 

are the end-oMevel guardians 

which will pose a few problems, 

even for two players, so it will 

take a while to complete. With 

some 20 stages to survive it’s 

got a fair amount of lasting inter¬ 

est for a game of its type. 

JUDGEMENT 
Although it lacks the class and 

polish of the Operation games it’s 

still fun to play, especially in two 

player mode, and is addictive. 

It’s also been well converted from 

the coin-op (which also lacked 

the class and polish of the 

Operation games) so fans of that 

will not be disappointed. 

GRAPHICS 7 

SOUND 5 

INTELLECT 1 

ADDICTION 7 

OVERALL 71% 
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SCREENPLAY 

Your trusty but totally muddle- 

headed mongrel chum, Sam. He 

might look cute and useless but 

he has a nose for trouble too. 

What lies behind the gates? It 

might take an age to find out, by 

which time the world might be 

decimated by the demon. 

How did you do in the prologue? 

Did you hide the clues before 

getting fried? Your son will find 

out before long - so be sure! 

DEMON’S TOMB 
MELBOURNE HOUSE £19.99 ■ Mouse 

and Keyboard 

LASTING INTEREST 
This one should run and run. 

You, rather than the game, make 

the discoveries, solve the puz¬ 

zles and get irritated by Sam - 

the lovable mutt. The descriptive 

passages, which can make or 

break a game of this type, are 

evocative, witty and far from 

being intrusive. Demon's Tomb 

has a good, solid, no-mucking- 

about feel to it which doesn’t 

detract from the intelligence 

needed to play it or the excite¬ 

ment it generates. Not only are 

repellent demons, dead dads, 

windswept moors and impenetra¬ 

ble mansions in abundance, 

there are also innumerable 

strategies to cope with them. 

co 
3 
3" 

This demon - well Brian, he’s 

a demon. A terrier of quite 

extraterrestrial proportions. So 

vicious that he makes Vinny Jones 

look like a pacifist. Your job, in this 

text adventure, is simply to stop 

the hideous creature from wreak¬ 

ing violent vengeance on this poor 

planet of ours. 

It would appear that there was 

once this fellow Barfwyd who had 

two sons, Thai and Tzen. Both 

good boys, nice to their father and 

learned in the craft of high priest¬ 

hood. Unhappily the two lads 

argued about whether or not the 

Universe had an end, as one does. 

And as usual one of them, Tzen, 

turned to the bad. Not just smok¬ 

ing behind the bike sheds: the 

Forbidden God, Darsuggotha, got 

his claws into him. After a bit of 

openly worshipping the Forbidden 

one, Tzen was banished to the 

‘Unholy Island of Breton’. But he’s 

all set to rise again - a mere vehi¬ 

cle for the evil Darsuggotha. 

Unless, that is, you can stop him. 

The game begins with you 

playing archaeologist Prof Edward 

Lynton. You are exploring a burial 

mound and have realised that dark 

things are afoot. Why do you begin 

by playing your father? Easy. Pa 

gets it in the neck within the first 

few rounds. Burnt to a cinder. The 

point about this prologue is firstly 

to get a feel for the game and sec¬ 

ondly to allow the poor professor 

to save some clues from the 

flames. There’s no way you can 

save the sorry chap so don’t 

waste time trying to. You only have 

a precious few rounds in which to 

secrete the secrets. It must be 

said that this ‘straight-in-at-the- 

deep-end’ approach works a treat. 

All very turbo-charged, it forces 

you to think but provides some 

excitement too. 

Once you are happy that you 

have saved enough clues as well 

as leaving a few pointers too, you 

die and the game passes over to 

your 16-year-old son, Richard. 

Your dad’s never been too 

together but this year he even 

managed to miss your birthday. 

So, bereft of prezz'es and just a lit¬ 

tle worried about the old duffer 

you go out looking for him. Oh, 

there’s also your trusty though 

utterly brainless dog, Sam. 

What makes it easy to ‘feel 

good about yourself are the excel¬ 

lent documentation and numerous 

ways of playing the game available 

to you. Demon's Tomb can be 

played via a menu system, straight 

text entry, two column screen, dif¬ 

ferent colours and a whole host of 

other wonderments. If you get too 

lazy to bother thinking up verbs for 

yourself, use the menus. If you’re 

feeling a tad more adventurous 

you can define one word to mean 

another and define macros, which 

are multiple commands. ■ 

GRAPHICS 7 

SOUND N/A 

INTELLECT 9 

ADDICTION 6 

OVERALL 80% 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
For some strange reason, still 

beyond me, text adventures suf¬ 

fer in the sound department. 

Demon’s Tomb has no sound at 

all. While it doesn’t suffer by this, 

it might have been improved by 

the occasional screaming howl 

and spooky tune. 

The graphics are adequate. 

With Graphics mode on, a press 

of FI will bring up some well- 

crafted piccies, which might 

even hide some clues. F2 acts as 

a here-comes-the-boss button for 

those terrible people who play 

when they should be working. 

Happily then, the crucial atmo¬ 

sphere is not adversely affected 

and the pictures really add to the 

enjoyment of the game. 

Below: Demon’s Tomb can be 

played straight from the key¬ 

board or with a handy menu sys¬ 

tem. A combination of the two 

makes the going a little easier 

but the game just as hard. 

Above: You can run but you can’t 

hide. The opening sees you 

chasing against time to leave 

clues and defeat the demon. 

JUDGEMENT 
As a down-the-line text adven¬ 

ture, Demon’s Tomb has a great 

deal in its favour. The opening 

rounds, in which you play the 

dad, are an excellent way to get 

into the game. Scenes, plot and 

puzzles are provided with intelli¬ 

gence and not a little flare. 

Defeating the foe and aveng¬ 

ing your father’s death (and your 

lack of birthday goodies) are not 

easy tasks to complete with san¬ 

ity, body and dog intact. The 

help pages at the back of the 

manual provide hints and tips in 
an encoded form, so even when 

you’re attempting to cheat you 

still have to think. Lord knows 

what Demon’s Tomb - He’s 

Awakened and Wants his 

Breakfast - will be like, but we 

can only hope it will be as good. 
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Speedball - total action - total aggression - the 
ultimate sport from the Bitmap Brothers. 

Computer Gamesweek - 94% 
“Speedball is fast, furious and graphically very 
stylish” 

The One - 90% 
“Never in the field of reviewing has such an 
excellent game been played by so many for so 
long. A must buy!" 

ST/Amiga Format Gold Disk Award! - 90% 
This game is so visually brilliant and possesses 
those classic addictive qualities that once you’ve 
picked up your joystick you just won’t want to put 
it back down again”. 

C + VG Hit! 
“If you’re into missiles, bombs and explosions in 
large, classy quantities, Blood Money is a game 
you should try and buy without delay”. 

ZZAP-94% 
“Save every penny you can get your hands on and 
acquire Rocket Ranger”. 

Amiga Format - 90% 
Those who like a good puzzle and a bit of strategy 
will find Rocket Ranger compulsive”. 

Ace Rating - 814 
“Superb graphics with arcade action and strategy 
- probably the best Cinemaware game yet”. 

C&VG Hit - 
“Speedball is going to be a monster hit” 

New Computer Express 
“Break out a spare can of Buddy and pop up your 
PC for this one”. 

Distribution by: Mirrorsoft Ltd., Irwin House, 118 Southwark Street, London SE1 OSW AMIGA/ATARI ST/PC £29.99 



When you're talking 
AMIGA 

talk to Micro snips 

In fact, whatever your needs, 
we have over 3,600 different 
computers and accessories in stock 
- all backed by the knowledgeable, 
highly professional service that has 
made us one of the most respected 

w. 

computer dealers in Britain. 
So whether you’re looking 

for hardware, software or just 
some expert free advice, consult 
the Amiga specialists. 

Talk to Microsnips. 

AMIGA A500 BATMAN PACK 
Including ‘Extras’, work bench 1.3. Manuals. Modulator 
for TV use. Quality Mouse. Power Supply Unit. Plus 
Photon Paint, Buggy Boy, Terror Pods, Amegas, Ikari 
Warriors, Thundercats, Art of Chess, Insanity Fight, Wiz 
Ball, Barbarian & Mercenary. 
(Individually £729.34) NOW ONLY £399.00 
DISC DRIVES 
Cumana 31/2" 1 mg Amiga £89.95 
MGT Lifetime 1 mg Drive (suits all computers 
with suitable lead) £139.00 
Q-Tec 3W1 mg Amiga Drive £79.95 
Cumana 514" Amiga Drive £139.95 
A590 20mg Amiga Hard Disk £399.00 
MONITORS 
Philips CM8833 Stereo/Medium Res £249.00 
Commodore 1084 Colour £229.00 
Amiga-Scart Lead £10.95 
DISK MEDIA 
20 31/2" DSDD 100% Certified Disks £18.95 
30 514" DSDD 100% Certified Disks £9.95 
10 31/2" TDK DSDD Disks £14.50 
Lockable Disk Box Holds 50 - 5V4" £6.99 
Lockable Disk Box Holds 40 - 3V2" £6.99 
Lockable Disk Box Holds 100 - 3V2" £7.95 
Mouse Holders £2.99 
Vision 10 Storage Box 31/2" £1.95 
Vision 10 Storage Box 5V4" £1.95 
Mouse Mat 8mm Quality £3.99 
PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES 
Apollo RF/Anti Surge Trailing 4-Way Socket £24.95 
Amiga/Centronics Cable (2m) £9.95 
Citizen 120D £149.95 
Panasonic KX-P1124 Printer £299.00 
Panasonic KX-P1081 Printer £179.00 
Star LC10 Mono £179.00 
Star LC10 Colour £229.00 
2000 Sheets Fanfold/Microperf £15.95 
Star LC10 Colour Ribbons £7.95 
Panasonic/Star/Epson Ribbons £3.99 
80 Column Printer Stand £9.95 

ring 051-630 3013 to order 
or for FREE CATALOGUE 

Answerphone 6.00 p.m. - 9.00 a.m. 

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS NOTE 
Postgiro International accepted. NOT 
Postbank Postcheque. Books not taxable - 
Europe add £5. Non Europe add £10. We 
reserve the right to charge carriage at cost. 

UK POSTAGE AND PACKING. Items under £50 
add £2. Items under £100 add £5. Items over £100 
add £10 for Group 4 Courier ensuring delivery the 
day after the despatch. Overseas customers 
(Europe): Full price shown will normally cover 
carriage and free tax. Non Europe add 5% to total. 

7°rcpa. 
37 SEAVIEW ROAD, WALLASEY, MERSEYSIDE L45 4QN 

051-630 3013 051-630 5396 051-6912008 
FAX: 051 -639 2714 Personal Callers Welcomed 

01-803 0893 i VISA 

Computers 

Mail orders to:- Amiga Dept, 55 Harrow Drive, London N9 9EQ 

AMIGA AMIGA 
Batman Pack 

A500 + free 
modulator + 

Batman + £100 
worth of software 

£359.99 

Software 
Pack 

As Batman Pack 
+ £230 software 
+ Photon Paint 

£379.99 

Expansion 
Pack 

As Batman Pack 
+ v2 Meg RAM 
+ It came from Desert 

£449.99 

Music 
Pack 

As Batman Pack 
+ Music X 

+ Midi Interface 

£534.99 

ALL OUR AMIGAS INCLUDE: P&P, Mouse, power supply, Workbench 1.3. 

Competition Pro 5000 Extra.£12.99 
Competition Pro 5000.£10.99 
Konix Speedking (Auto).£8.99 

3-D Pool. ....16.25 1 
I Adidas Golden Shoe 16.25 1 
A.P.B. ....13.25 
Altered Beast. ....16.25 
Bad Company. ...16.25 
Barbarian II. ....16.25 

1 Batman (The Movie). 16.25 1 
Beach Volley. ...16.25 
Blade Warrior. ...16.25 
Blood Money. ...16.25 
Bloodwych. ...16.25 
Bomber. ...20.49 
Cabal. ...16.25 
Carrier Command. ...16.25 
Chicago 90. ...13.25 
Chase HQ. ...16.25 
Conflict Europe. ...16.25 
Continental Circus ...13.25 
Cyberball. ...13.25 
Damocles. ...16.25 
Day Of the Viper... ...16.25 

Miscellaneous 

Deluxe Paint III. ..£62.99 
Music X. £169.99 
Photon Paint II. ..£44.99 
Publishers Choice. ..£69.99 
Devpac Version 2.. ..£42.99 

v2 Meg Ram+ Free Game.£79.99 
Panasonic 1081.£149.99 
Monitors, Printers etc.Ephone 
External 3.5" drive.£74.99 

Demons Tomb.13.25 
Double Dragon II.13.25 

Dr Plummet.16.25 
Dragon's Breath.19.50 
Dragon's Lair.29.99 

Dragon Ninja.16.25 
Dragon Spirit.13.25 
Drakkhen.19.50 

Drivin Force.16.25 
Dungeon Master.16.25 
Dynamic Debugger...16.25 
Dynamite Dux.16.25 
E. Hughes Int Soccer16.25 
FI 6 Combat Pilot.16.25 
Falcon.19.50 
Falcon-Misson.13.25 
Fire Brigade.19.99 
First Contact.16.25 
Forgotten Worlds.13.25 
Future Wars.16.25 
F29 Retaliator.16.25 
Gemini Wings.13.25 
Ghostbusters II.16.25 
Ghosts & Ghouls.16.25 
Grand Prix Circuit.16.25 
Gravity.16.25 
It Came from Desert .19.50 
Hard Drivin'.13.25 

Highway Patrol.16.25 

Iron Tracker.13.25 

Indiana Jones.13.25 
Infestation.16.25 
Interceptor.16.25 

Interphase.16.25 
Ivanhoe.16.25 
Kick Off.13.25 
Licence to Kill.13.25 
Light Force.16.25 
Lords of Rising Sun .19.50 
Magnum 4.19.50 
Microprose Soccer....16.25 
Midwinter.16.25 
Millenium 2.2 ..16.25 
Mr Heli.16.25 
Moonwalker.16.25 
New Zealand Story ...16.25 
Nevermind.13.25 
North and South.16.25 
Operation Thunderbolt. .. 16.25 
P47.16.25 
Passing Shot.16.25 

Paul Gascoigne Soccer 16.25 
Populus.16.25 
Populus: Promise Land .. 7.99 
Powerdrome.16.25 
Powerdrift.16.25 
Pro Tennis Tour.16.25 
Rainbow Islands.16.25 

Red Heaf.16.25 
Renaissance.16.25 
Rick Dangerous.16.25 
Robocop.16.25 
Running Man.16.25 
R.V.F.16.25 

Shadow of the Beast 21.99 
Shinobi.13.25 
Silkworm.13.25 
Sim City.19.99 
Space Ace.29.99 
Star Wars Trilogy.16.25 
Strider.16.25 
STRYX.13.25 
Stunt Car.16.25 
Super Wonder Boy .. .16.25 
Switchblade.13.25 
Swords of Twilight.16.25 
Test Drive II.16.25 
The Lost Patrol.16.25 
Triad II.16.25 
The Untouchables.16.25 
Toobin.13.25 
Turbo Outrun.16.25 
TV Basketball.19.50 
War In Mid Earth.16.25 
World Class Leaderboard . . .7.99 
Xenomorph.16.25 
Xenon II.16.25 
X- Out.16.25 
Xybots.13.25 

TELEPHONE ORDERS: - 01-803 0893 NB. There is a 50p surcharge per game for 
orders placed by telephone. All prices are for mail order only and are subject to 
change without notice E&OE. Not all software titles available at time of going to 
press - new products sent when released. Hardware available at above prices, 

software at at 25% off RRP (eg F29 £18.50) on production of this advert at :- 
28A WESTERHAM AVENUE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N9 

T.C.COMPUTERS 
TEL (02357) 60177 

Amiga A500 
Amiga A500 Bat Pack.£359.00 

Amiga A500 10 Star Pack.£379.00 
Amiga A500 Apetizer Pack.£379.00 
Amiga A500 Batman with 2nd Disk Drive.£439-00 
Amiga A500 Batman with lmeg RAM.£449.00 
Amiga A500 Plus Colour Monitor from.£579.00 
Amiga A500 Class Of The 90's. £530.00 

Amiga 2000 
Amiga 2000 with 20meg Autoboot Hard Disk.£1239.00 
Amiga 2000 with 40meg Autoboot Hard Disk.£1500.00 
Amiga 2000 with 20meg Autoboot XT Bridgeboard .£1560.00 
Amiga 2000 with 20meg Autoboot AT Bridgeboard .£1695.00 

Peripherals 
A590 20MB Hard Disk.  i379.00 
512K RAM Expansion without clock including Dungeon Master..£79.00 
512K RAM. Expansion with Clock including Dungeon Master 189-00 
Philips Colour Monitor with Stereo.£249.00 
External Disk Drives from.£79.50 
Star LC10 Printer....£165.00 
Star LC10 Colour Printer.  £.209.00 
Citizen Swift 24.    £325.00 

3V2" Disks Lifetime Guarantee from £9 per 10 

All Prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice. Delivery extra. Cp— MM 
E Commodore ™ wantage, oxon. 

 DEALER 0X12 7EB. 



SCREENPLAY 

Level Five. That fish can’t be moved, so you’ll have to turn (head for the reservoir to gain more time). 

PIPE MANIA 
EMPIRE £24.99 ■ 

Joystick or Keyboard 
Simple ideas are often the 

best, they say, and here’s a 

case in point. Way back at the 

start of the Eighties one of the 

early ‘classics’ was a game (and 

its clones) based simply on build¬ 

ing a pipeline across the screen 

before the time limit and the slime 

caught you out. The longer you 

survived, the more points you got. 

Here we are in the Nineties 

and here we are with a pipe-laying 

game. This is a one or two player 

game with loads of improvements 

over the originals, but with a 

remarkably similar gameplan. 

You play on a 10x7 grid of tiles: 

a timer ticks down on the right of 

the screen and a tube of tile-sized 

pipe pieces is on the left. There’s 

a tile somewhere on the grid with 

a big S on it - that's the start tile. 

The idea is then to move a hashed 

line around the grid and press fire 

when you want the bottom piece 

of pipe from the tube to be 

dropped on to the selected tile. 

Once the timer reaches the bot¬ 

tom, ooze flows from the start tile 

through the pipe you've laid. 

Obviously, the more pipe tiles laid, 
the longer the ooze will flow and 

the more points you’ll get. 

But where's the catch? Firstly 

and most importantly, the pipe 

sections cannot be chosen: you 

have to take the bottom one every 

time. There are ways to get round 

this - pipe sections can be laid on 
top of other ones, so you can 

keep laying pipes until you get the 
right section. Then again you can 

can lay pipe sections all over the 

grid until you get to the right one. 

There is a drawback to this 

method though: every section 

costs points, so you can't go 

chucking them around everywhere. 

Once you’ve played a few times 

you’ll realise that you can start lay¬ 

ing unwanted pipes in anticipation 

of where you’re going to be run¬ 
ning the pipe. 

The other major problem is 

the introduction of hazards on 

later levels. Things like obstacles 

which won’t allow you to lay pipes 

on them, or one-way pipe sections 
and so on. 

There’s a plus side to the later 

levels, though, including reservoirs 

which buy you a little time if you 

can get the ooze into them and 

side-of-screen escape routes 

(holes in the side of the grid that 

allow you to escape to the other 

side of the screen). Work through 

the game and every four levels or 

so you get a bonus level and a 

password which means you don't 

have to work through early levels 

every time you boot up. ■ 

GRAPHICS 7 

SOUND 5 

INTELLECT 7 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 81% 
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The start of the game: with only five pieces laid 

it looks as if you’ll have to start all over again. 

Level Nine, and those awkward one-way pipes 

make an appearance - help! 

That’s better! Loads of pipes laid. 

You’ve just got the ooze through a bonus pipe 

which means big bonus points. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
It looks simple, but it’s very 
effective. What graphics it has 
are good, but you’ll be far too 
busy wondering where to put 
the next pipe to worry much 
about them. The tunes are all 
right but get on your nerves 
after a while: fortunately it 
plays just as well with the vol¬ 
ume turned down. 

LASTING INTEREST 
It has a fair amount: you’ll 
spend long sessions with it and 
come back to it often too. 

JUDGEMENT 
Unless you like games that 
stretch your mind and frantic, 
frustrating gameplay you’re 
not going to enjoy this. On the 
other hand it’s very addictive 
and playable and has heaps of 
the ‘one more go’ factor. Good 
stuff - not excellent, but good. 
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SCREEN PLAY 

Video-guided Maverick missiles are extremely effective against installations. 

FIGH1ER BOMBER 
ACTIVISION £29.99 ■ Mouse/Keyboard 

There are already a good few com¬ 

bat flight simulations around, so 

what makes Vektor Grafix, the 

people behind Fighter Bomber, 
think they've got more to offer? 

Well, for a start the game is 

apparently based on the annual 

Strategic Air Command Bombing 

Competition that's held in the heart 

of the American West. Several 

nations take part in this contest, 

including the Russians and British, 

which comprises a series of mis¬ 

sions designed to show off the air¬ 

craft. The nation which performs 

best is awarded the Curtis LeMay 

Using video-guided Mavericks, 
killing an enemy tank shouldn’t 
be too much of a problem. 

Bombing Trophy: America have 

won it most in the last 20 years 

using F-llls, but the Brits have 

pinched it twice using Tornados. 

The first thing to do, then, is 

decide who you'd like to fly for, the 

list comprising the USA, Russia, 

Germany,Sweden and Britain. The 

Americans have several planes to 

choose from including: F-15, F-4, 

and the F-lll. The Brits and 

Germans are offering the Tornado, 

the Swedes the Saab AJ37 and 

the Russians the MiG 27. Then you 

can select the sort of enemy plane 

you'll be likely to encounter, includ- 

The enemy? You have a side¬ 
winder locked on but the ‘bogey’ 
might be your own tanker. 

ing the brand-new MiG 31, the old 

F-14 and the sim writers' favourite 

of the moment, the F-16. 

As with all flight sims, the next 

thing to do is get to grips with the 

controls and learn to fly the thing. 

Once you’ve got that out of the 

way, you can start the game 

proper and start hitting targets. As 

your level of competence rises so 

does the complexity of the mis¬ 

sions until you end up trying to hit 

multiple targets: check them out 

on the mission briefing map before 

setting off or you could end up 

arming your plane with completely 

the wrong armaments! And once 

you get far enough into the game 

you'll have to attempt refuelling in 

mid air, by locking on with a jet 

tanker, and then continuing onto 

other targets (including non-mili¬ 

tary targets like bridges). 

Once you’ve completed the 

set missions there is also the facil¬ 

ity to design, test and fly your own 

missions - but remember, all your 

progress is saved to disk! ■ 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
It’s not the fastest or the most 
detailed flight sim to have 
appeared, but it moves fast 
enough and is detailed enough 
to be enjoyable. What it does 
have in its favour are the excel¬ 
lent out-of-cockpit views. There’s 
even a weapon view which allows 
you to watch a missile go wing¬ 
ing its way towards its target. 
These views and the great sound 
effects certainly make up for the 
slight loss of speed. 

The mission briefing. After many 
flying hours you’re ready to take 
on some tough jobs. 

LASTING INTEREST 
With 16 pre-designed missions 
and the ability to make up your 
own (and save them to disk, so 
you could swap them with a 
friend) there’s bags of lasting 
interest built in. 

Once you know what you’ll be 
up against it’s time to fit the 
plane out accordingly. 

JUDGEMENT 
The ability to fly several planes 
and fly your own missions adds 
greatly to the game, making it 
well worth looking at if you fancy 
a new flight sim. It’s not as good 
as some of the competition, but 
it’s still a great game and fans of 
the genre will be well pleased. 

GRAPHICS 8 

SOUND 7 

INTELLECT 7 

ADDICTION 8 

OVERALL 87% 

SELECT 

^ m 

...and do a recce. White planes 
are mid-air refuelling points. 

Then start the mission. Engines 
straight up to 100%... 

...and you’re away. Here’s a 
rear view of the runway. 
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Somewhere deep in the heart of the Amazonian jungle there beats a drum. Softly at first and then 
louder, the insistent beating awakens our hero, Kid, from a deep sleep. Last thing he can remember he was pulling 
on an old pair of boxing gloves he’d found in his uncle’s study... now, here he is, surrounded by trees and 

shrieking parrots. There’s something weird going on round here. 
Confused and uncertain, Kid’s troubles are just beginning - he’s yet to visit strange scenes in the Ice Age, the 
pyramids of Egypt, the psychedelic West Coast of the 60s and more - but he's still wearing the gloves and with 

your help he may yet find his way back home ! 

Five levels of play 
Collectables on every screen, including food, cash, keys, extra lives and smartbombs 
4 different weapons to buy as you can afford them, including mega laser and the death star 

Six unique magic spells - use with care! 
* Sampled sounds, great graphics and frantic gameplay 

AVAILABLE FOR ATARI ST AND COMMODORE AMIGA. PRICE 

10G0TR0N ENTERTAINMENT, CHANCERY HOUSE, 

107 $T PAtflS RD, ISLINGTON, LONDON. N1 2NA 

THE LOGOTRON NAME AND MARK ARE USED UNDER LICENSE FROM LOGOTRON LTD 



AMIGA EXTERNAL 
3.5" DISK DRIVE 
* 880K FORMATTED 
* THROUGH PORT 
* ON/OFF SWITCH 
* SLIMLINE STEEL CASE 
* LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 
* VERY QUIET OPERATION _ 

ONLY £74.99 POST FREE LH 
CUMANA W AMIGA DRIVE 

* 40/80 TRACK SWITCH 
* THROUGH PORT 
* ON/OFF SWITCH 
* AMIGA POWERED 

only £129.99 L J 
REPLACEMENT . 
INTERNAL DRIVE £79.99U 
(For the Chinon mechanism only) 

X. SUPERMARKET 

OUR TOP 10 AMIGA BOOKS 

AMIGA TRICKS & TIPS.... £14.95 

AMIGA DOS INSIDE OUT £18.45 

AMIGA BASIC INSIDE 0UT£18.95 

ADVANCED AMIGA BASIC£18.95 

AMIGA DOS MANUAL £22.95LJ 

AMIGA DISK DRIVES INSIDE .—. 
OUT.£27.95 LJ 

lj AMIGA INTUITION REF 
MANUAL.. £22 :.9sD 

£ f lf T i: nt&rt 
UIMIAUD A CTCDPO : 

MONO & STEREO DIGITISERS 
The best sounding (sample rates upto 70KHz), lowest priced 
(ready built & tested) AMIGA sound digitisers on the market AND 
compatible with a big range of sampler Software eg 
AUDIOMASTER I & II, PERFECT SOUND, SONIX, FUTURE 
SOUND & others. Complete with audio input lead for connection 
to personal stereos, radios, keyboards etc. 

FREE SOUND WORKSHOP’ DISK .—. 

A500/2000 MONO DIGITISER£27.99U 

A500/2000 STEREO DIGITISERE37.990 

MINIAMP 2 STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM 

The AMIGA has the best stereo sound around - hear it 
through our MINIAMP 2 stereo speaker system. Two neat self 
contained, speakers & built-in stereo amplifier + handy 
remote volume control. Powered for the AMIGA (mains power 
pack optional). Complete with all leads - just plug-in & 
switch on. 

MINIAMP 2 FOR A500/2000. £19.99 D 
MINIAMP 2 FOR A1000. £19.99 LH 
OPTIONAL MAINS POWER UNIT£5.99D 

MIDI INTERFACES - FREE MIDI LEAD 

Conned any Midi instrument to your A500 or 2000 with our low 
cost MIDI INTERFACES. Compatible with all AMIGA MIDI 
SOFTWARE. Just plugs-in - no extra software, batteries or power 
supplies needed. 
MIDI 1 has IN THRU & OUT sockets. MIDI 2 has IN THRU & 
OUT sockets + two unique separately switchable out or thru 
sockets for added versatility with additional Midi instruments & 
sound expanders. _ 

MIDI 1 + FREE LEAD .£29.99 LJ 
MIDI 2 + FREE LEAD .£34.99 LH 

EXTRA MIDI LEAD 5m.£4.99 EH 

MINIAMP 4 STEREO 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Offers more power & louder 
speakers, with mains pack 
included. Separate 4 watt per 
channel amplifier, speakers / 
headphone socket + 4' dia 
twin cone heavy duty speakers. 

ALSO FOR USE WITH 
ST, ARCHIMEDES, 
SPECTRUM + & 
SATELLITE TV 
RECEIVERS ETC. 
FOR A500/1000 i—i 

/2000 £34.991_I 
PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR 
OTHER APPLICATIONS. 

MINIAMP 5 STEREO 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 
The ultimate 3 way MINI HIFI 
BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS in solid 
alloy enclosure. Separate 5 watt 
per channel amplifier, speakers / 
headphone socket + Mains 
power unit & connecting lead. 

ALSO FOR USE WITH 
ST, ARCHIMEDES & 
SATELLITE TV 
RECEIVERS ETC. 

FOR A500/1000 i—i 
/2000 . £69.99 l_l 

(SPEAKERS ALONE SOLD 
ELSEWHERE FOR E59.99) 

_JASE ENQUIRE FOR 
OTHER APPLICATIONS. 

p Jolt 

LOW 
PRICES! 
FAST 

SERVICE! 

DUST COVERS - 
DON’T LEAVE IT 

• EXPOSED! 
! A500.£5.49 C 

A2000 - 2 COVERS £9.99 L_ 

3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE£4.99d 

CM8833/8852MONITOR£6.99 [H 

1084/S MONITOR.£6.9 

CITIZEN 120D.£5.S_ 

STAR LC10/LC10 C0LDURE5.99 EH 
retardant antistatic PVC 

BUY A DISK BOX 
>LUS ANY PACK OF DISKI 

AND DEDUCT £1 

AMIGA ROM KERNAL REF .—. 
EXEC.£22.95 l_l 

AMIGA ROM KERNAL .—. 
LIBRARY.£32.951 I 

AMIGA MACHINE 
LANGUAGE. £14.95 D 

AMIGA PROGRAMMERS GUIDE .—. 
(COMPUTE).£16.951_I 

AMIGA PROGRAMMERS HANDBOOK 

V0L1.£23.95 EH 
AMIGA PROGRAMMERS HANDBOOK 

V0L2.£23.95 EH 

AMIGA 
nr ware 

I SCOUNT 
PRICES 

TRILOGIC TV & MONITOR LEADS 

ALl - AMIGA TO SCARF TV OR MONITORS. £11.99 EE 
mono or stereo, inc Sony, Philips, Toshiba etc. i—i 
AL2 - AMIGA TO FERGUSON 7/8PIN DIN ... £11.99 LJ 
inc MC01, MC05. i—i 
AL4 - AMIGA TO HITACHI 7 PIN DIN.£11.991_I 
inc Granada with RGB input. i—i 
AL6 - AMIGA TO AMSTRAD CPC COLOUR.. £10.99|_I 
monitor with 6 pin socket. No audiolead. i—| 
ALII - AMIGA TO MULTISYNC MONITOR ... £10.991_J 
with 9w ‘D’ socket. No audio lead. ongfr l EADS 

MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE. TO ORDER J—, 
All tv/monitor leads include audio lead except £4.99 EXTRA I_I 
where stated, give all 4096 colours 4 are any LENGTH 
approx 1.5m long 

MONITOR SHARERS 

Want to use two computers (or 1 computer, 1 VCR) with one Iv or 
monitor? NO MORE lead swapping if you connect our MONITOR 
SHARER switch. Your existing leads ptug-in to Sharer, & lead from 
Sharer connects to tv or Monitor. Push button changeover switch can 
be used at anytime. _• 

FOR SCART TVs & MONITORS.£15.99 EH 

MOUSE JOYSTICK 
SWITCH - NEW 
IMPROVED MODEL 

A must for AMIGAS & Sis - no 
more groping round the back, 
wearing out the mouse port or 
risking damage by not powering 
down before unplugging. With our 
Mouse/Joystick switch connect both 
& just push a button anytime to 
select which ever is needed - even 
when powered up. 

MOUSE JOYSTICK r—. 

SWITCH.£14.99 L J 

PORT SHARER 
Our neat PORT SHARER switch has 
TWO Amiga compatible 25w female 
'D' sockets for printers, & 
audio/video digitisers Push-button 
changeover switch. Amiga cable 
included FREE CABLE 

FOR A500/2000 r—i 

& STs etc.. £21.99 L J 

DISK BOXES 
3.5" 40/50 DISK BOX £8.49 L_ 
3.5" 80 DISK BOX.£9.99 

3.5" 100 DISK BOX £11.99 _ 
Lockable, smoked lid, antistatic 

HOW TO ORDER 

1) To use this ad as an order form — tick the 
box next to the items you wish to order, add 
any carriage charges (see below), fill in 
coupon, send in the whole page with cheque 
or Postal Order or quote Access or Visa number 
& expiry date. A copy of our catalogue 
will be sent with your order. 

2) Or write out your order + name & address 
on a separate sheet if you wish. 

1) Orders under £15.00 — please add 75p 
2) Orders over £15.00 post free 
3) Optional express delivery — add £1.99 for small orders, 

or £5.00 for carrier delivery on computers, monitors, disk drives, printers. 
* FREE CARRIER DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £500 * 

4) Export orders despatched daily — add £1.99 extra for surface mail 
£3.99 for airmail. 

SONY DISKS 
10 for .. £12.99EE 

25 for £28.49 EE 
50 for £55.99 El 
100 for £99.99 EE 

abels. 

A500 BOOT 
SELECTOR. 
Enables DF1 to be 
used as boot drive. 
(Internal fitment 
which may invalidate 
your warranty) 

£13.99 □ 

HARDWARE 

A500 BATMAN PACK.£379.99 EH 
A590 HARD DRIVE.£379.99 EH 
RAM CHIPS FOR A590 |—| 
TO GIVE UPTO 2 megs E45.00/512K 1 1 

PHILIPS CM8833 STEREO I—I 
COLOUR MONITOR.£244.991 I 

PHILIPS 12” MONO MONITOR i—i 
FOR AMIGA.£84.99 I 

STAR LC 10 PRINTER .£169.99 EH 
STAR LC10 COLOUR PRINTER ..£214.99EH 
STAR LC24- 10 24 PIN r 
PRINTER.£249.99 _ 

CITIZEN 120D PRINTER.£139.99 _ 

DIGIVIEW GOLD V4.0.£139.95 _ 

MINIGEN GENLOCK i—i 
FOR A500.£109.991 I 

MARCONI TRACKERBALL I—I 
FOR AMIGA.£54.951_ 
FREE LEAD WITH ALL PRINTERS & MONITORS 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE 

A500 MEG UPGRADE 

LATEST LOW 
POWER CHIPS \ 
ON/OFF SWITCH^ 
EASY TO FIT 
FULLY COMPATIBLE ^ 
WITH A501 
WITH CLOCK & BATTERY 
ONLY £69.99 

LESS CLOCK & BATTERY _ r—| 
only.£64.99 l l 

□ 

USEFUL ODDS & ENDS 

REPLACEMENT MOUSE - FOR .—. 
AMIGA, ST, AND C64.£29.991_I 

MOUSE MAT - A4, NON SLIP, RED .—, 
OR BLUE.£4.991_I 

EXTERNAL DRIVE SWITCH FOR DFl r 
- NO EXPOSED PARTS.£8.99 L 

4 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR FOR 4 PLAYER—, 
GAMES.£8.99 J! 
MODULATOR SPLITTER - CONNECT—. 
RGB LEAD & MODULATOR... £15.99 JJ 

MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD .—. 
APPROX 6" LONG.£8.991_I 

PRINTER & MODEM LEADS 

AM Pi - A500 PARALLEL PRINTER .—. 
CABLE 1.5m.£7.99 LJ 
AMP2 - A500 PARALLEL PRINTER .—. 
CABLE 3.0m.£10.99l I 

NM1 -A500-A500 NUL MODEM |—. 

NM2 - A500 - A1000 NUL MODEM |—i 

ML1 - DEMON & DESIGNER A500 .—. 
MODEM LEAD.£10.991 I 

A1000 types also stocked.  

ENQUIRIES 

0274 • 678062 



COMPETITION 

BLUE ANGELS 

The Blue Angels are 
the US Navy’s aero¬ 
batic display team and 
in this soon-to-be- 
released simulation 
you can take part in 
the displays and 
learn all the tricks 
and thrills of wing- 
to-wing flying. 
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ou too can be the proud 
owner of a slave who will 

obey your every command 
without the slightest hesitation 
or word of complaint. No, we 
haven’t travelled back in time 
to the bad old days. The slave 
in question is a robot who loves 
doing this stuff - the Omnibot. 

This ingenious little fellow 
can perform many entertaining 
actions that may not revolu¬ 
tionise the household chores, 
but will certainly make life fun. 
He’ll trundle around carrying 
things, play tapes, talk to your 
friends, wake you up and be at 
your beck and call via radio 
remote control. 

He’s 39cm tall, house- 
trained and strobes his eyes. 
Accolade have two of these lov¬ 
able darlings to give away: a 
full Omnibot is the first prize 
and an Omni Jnr (which has 
less knobs on it) is second 
prize. Naturally we want them 
to go to a good home. If you 
want it to be your home, then 
just answer the three questions 
below and one of these techno¬ 
logical marvels could be yours. 

PRESENTING ACCOLADE 

Accolade is a US software 
house with an impressive track 
record on the Amiga, including 
Test Drive, Jack Nicklaus Golf, 
Grand Prix Circuit and many 
others. They’ve also got two 
big games out now and another 
on the way: 

DAY OF THE VIPER 

A game where altogether nas¬ 
tier robots battle for control of 
a vital defence base. Your sole 
Viper V has to take on the 
robotic hordes in a combina¬ 
tion of strategy, arcade and 
adventure game. 

HOW TO ENTER 

Write the answers to the follow¬ 
ing three questions on the back 
of a postcard or stuck-down 
envelope and send it to: 
Accolade Comp, Amiga 
Format, Beauford Court, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon 
BA1 2AP. The entries should 
reach us by April 13th and 
don’t forget to include your 
name, address and phone 
number on the postcard. 

QUESTIONS 

1. What was “hand-built by 
robots"? 
a) Ronald Reagan 
b) the Thames Barrier 
c) the Fiat Strada 

2. What is the name of the 
robot in Lost in Space? 
a) Robot 
b) Oi you! 
c) Neil 

3. Which of these are robotic 
enemies of Doctor Who? 
a) Robomen 
b) Cybermen 
c) Tinmen 

THE CYCLES 

The two-wheeled version of 
Grand Prix Circuit, reviewed 
on Page 46. High-speed 
mechanical action on 
tracks of the world. 

Win the superb Omnibot 

robot, courtesy of Accolade 

RULES 
Employees of Future 
Publishing, Accolade and all 
robots are not allowed to enter. 
The judges’ decision is final. No 
correspondence will be 
into. You have twenty sec¬ 
onds to comply with 
these rules. Thank 
you for your co¬ 
operation... 
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STEREO 
SAMPLING 

AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO + DATEL JAMMER 

III 
H !!! U 

V A top quality stereo sampling 
^ system at a realistic price. 

W 100% machine code software for 

realtime functions. 

^ HiRes sample editing. 

^ Realtime frequency display. 

^ Realtime level meters. 

^ Piles saved in IFF format. 

W Adjustable manual/automatic 

” record trig level. 

ONLY £79.99 please 

V 

W 

w 

Variable sample rate & playback 

speed. 

Separate scroll line waveform 
windows & zoom function with Edit 
windows for fine accurate editing. 

3D shot of sound waveform. Wave 

editor to design your own 
waveforms or adjust existing ones. 

Wf Microphone & line input 1/4" Jack 

& Din connections. 

^ Software files can be used within 

other music utilities. 

STATE A500/1000/2000 

TO COMPLEMENT THE SAMPLE 

STUDIO THE 
DATEL JAMMER GIVES YOU A 5 

OCTAVE 
KEYBOARD TO PLAY & RECORD YOUR 

SAMPLED SOUNDS 

FEATURES:- 
0 4 track sequencer up to 9999 events. 

^ Tempo & Beat controls. 

Mixer Controls on Instruments. 

£ Load & Save sequence. 

0 Works on standard IFF file sounds. 

MIDIMASTER 

M Full Midi Interface for A500/1000/ 

V 2000 (please state model). 

V Compatible with most leading Midi 

V packages (including D/Music). 

^ Midi In Midi Out x3 - Midi Thru. 

^ Fully Opto isolated. 

ONLY £34.99 

V 
w 

A simple low price Midi Interface 

for the A500. 

All the features found on more 
expensive units. Fully compatible. 

^ Midi In - Midi Out - Midi Thru. 

^ Fully Opto isolated. 

ONLY £24.99 

VIDEO 
DIGITISER 

V 
V 

w 

w 

256 x 256 display with 16 grey 

levels. 
Realtime frame grab l/50th 

second. 
Takes standard composite Video 

input from camera or Video 
recorder. 

Screen update 1 frame per second, 

single, continuous or buffered 

display. 

^ Load, Save facilities including IFF 

Save. 

Edit picture, cut, copy, paste and 

undo. 

^ Special effects, reverse, negative, 

mirror, compress, etc. 

^ Increase the width of the display 

to 320 x 256 automatically or 

manually. 

& Plugs into the parallel port of your 

Amiga 1000/500/2000. 

Comes complete with its own 

power pack. 

ONLY £89.99 

An easy to nan cue Handy scanner teatunng iud mm scanning wiam « upi 
resolution enables you to reproduce graphics & text on your computer screen. 

Adjustable switches for brightness & contrast levels, 
compatibles. 

A powerful partner for Desk Top Publishing that allows for cut & paste editing 

of images etc.. 

With Geniscan you have the ability to easily scan images, text & graphics into 

the AMIGA. 

Save images in suitable format for most leading packages including PHOTON 

PAINT, DELUXE PAINT, etc. 

V 

Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface & Scan Edit software. 

Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities simply not offered by other 

scanners at this unbeatable price. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
COMPLETE WITH PHOTON PAINT 

FOR ONLY £1 69.99 
INCLUDING HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

AMG 6 



Slimline extra low profile unit - 
very quiet! 

Top quality fully compatible drive 
mechanism. 

Throughport allows daisy-chaining 
other drives. 
A superbly styled case finished in 
Amiga colours. 
1 meg unformatted capacity. 

Good length cable for positioning 
on your desk etc. 

Comes complete with it's own On/ 
Off switch. 

NEW LOW 
PRICE ONLY 

£74.99 

^ If you own an A590 Hard Drive, 

then you can upgrade it to give up 
to an extra 2 Megs of Ram to your 
system. 

ONLY £69.99 for 512K (o.s meg) 

ONLY £134.99 for i meg 

ONLY £259.99 for 2 megs 

y Plugs straight into your computer. 

V All the features of the best selling 
Quickshot 11 plus:- 

\f Microswitch action for even longer 
V life. 
W Extra rugged construction. Superb 

styling. 

ONLY £9.99 COMPLETE 

AMIGA CENTRONICS 
PRINTER LEAD.£6.99 
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER 

.£3.99 
A/B/C PRINTER SWITCH 
BOX.£19.99 
6" LONG MOUSE/ 
JOYSTICK EXTENDER 
LEAD (DOUBLE) ....£4.99 
100 x 3.5 DISK STORAGE 
BOX.£8.99 
25 x 3.5" D.S.D.D. DISKS 

.ONLY £19.99 

^ Now with this superb 512K Expansion unit tyou can simply plug in more 
memory. Bring your Amiga up to 1 Meg Ram in seconds!! 

^ Featuring the latest 1 Meg Fast Ram chips. 

Wr Comes complete with dissable switch (not offered by some others, including 
A501 unit). 

^ Available with/without clock/calendar feature. Clock version has high 

capacity NiCad battery - never needs replacing! 

^ Low chip count means extra low consumption. 

^ High grade PCB with quality connector. 

^ Buy direct from the manufacturer and SAVE! 

^ Simply plugs into internal Ram extension slot - no knowledge at all required. 

^ A unique product to edit and 

produce your own individual icon 

^ Allows for multi-colour (up to 16) 
extra large icons for use when 

customising workbench, disk, 
icons, tools, programs, etc. 

V Advanced editing facilities make 
for fast and easy design. 

ONLY £84.99 
FOR VERSION WITH CLQCK/CALENPAR COMPLETE 

DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HRS 

HOW TO ORDER 
FAX 

0782 744292 

0782 744707 
24hr Credit 
Card Line 

Send cheques/POs made 
payable to 

"Datel Electronics" 

UK ORDERS POST FREE 

EUROPE ADD £1 
OVERSEAS ADD £3 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS 
AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

CALLERS WELCOME - Please reserve goods by telephone prior to visit. 
If you can obtain your own Ram 

chips, we can supply the card. 

^ Accepts 16 x 41256 D Rams. 

^ Available with/without clock 
option. 

Switch dissable feature. 

V Simply plugs into Ram expansion 
slot. 

^ Fitted in only minutes - no user 
knowledge required. 

ONLY £19.99 

High quality direct replacement for 
mouse on the Amiga. 

V Teflon glides for smoother 
movement. 

^ Rubber coated ball for minimum slip. 

Optical system counting - 500/mm. 

Special offer - free mouse b 
mat + mouse house | 

(worth £7.99). > 
ONLY £34.99 
FOR VERSION WITH CLOCK/ 
CALENDAR 
N.B. THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE 
RAM CHIPS 

SLIMLINE 

DRIVE EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE 

MORE MEMORY 
POWER 

A590 
UPGRADES 

QUICKSHOT TURBO 

\ 
512K ^MORY 

EXPANSION 

512K RAM 

EXTENSION CARD 

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND. 

SALES ONLY 

0782 744707 

TECHNICAL ONLY 

0782 744324 



y Unique fader control allows overlay to fade in or out. Ideal for fading captions ^ Comes complete with necessary leads etc - no more to buy. 

etc. 
This is a complete hardware solution - no software to load. ▼ Unbeatable price. 

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE? WHY NOT BUY ONE AND SEE - YOU WON'T BE DISSAPOINTED! 

?ilO-€EpLOCk 

sYpcuo 
E/P^ESS’ 

THE ANSWER TO 
YOUR DISK 

DUPLICATION 
PROBLEMS 

ON BOARD CUSTOM LSI CHIP 

MAKES THIS UNIT EXTREMELY 

SMALL & EFFICIENT. 

V SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED 
DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL 
PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN 
AROUND 60 SECONDS!! 

mt Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling 
Y it as a slave device & ignoring the AMIGA disk drive controller 

chip, high speeds fir great data accuracy are achieved. 

^ Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track - up to 81 

tracks. 1 side, 2 sides. 

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge. 

^ Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc. 

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks. 

No more waiting around for your disks to copy. 

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need! 

ONLY £34.99 
COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING 
Datel Electronics neither condones or authorises the use 

of it's products for the reproduction of copyright 

material. 

The back up facilities of this product are designed to 

reproduce only software such as public domain material, 

the users own programs or software where permission to 

make a back-up has been clearly given. 

It is illegal to make copies, even for your own use. of 

copyright material, without the permission of the 

copyright owner, or I heir licencee. 

If you don't have a second drive we can 
supply SYNCRO EXPRESS 

together with a drive for 

ONLY £104.99. 
^uttr 

QUALITY 
INTERFACE GENLOCK FEATURE 

REALISTIC THE 

PRO-GENLOCK 

ONLY £89.9 
Genlock is the latest "Buzzword" on the Amiga - it's a device that allows you to 
mix computer text/graphics with live video pictures from either a camera or 

VCR. "Desktop Video" as it's become is probably the fastest growing 

productivity application for the Amiga. 

With the Datel Pro-Genlock, you can do all the things previously only possible 

with units costing hundreds of pounds!! 

Perfect for video titling, captions or your own animation productions. 

COMPLETE 

Lock your Amiga to external colour or B/W video signal (camera/VCR etc.) - 

output is a composite combined picture. 
Plugs into RGB port of A500/1000/2000. Provides composite video output to 
monitor/VCR/suitable TV etc. 

Switch selectable to view video input/overlay graphic or both (combined 

signal). 

Top quality unit features VLSI Motorola chip as used on commercial devices. 

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL... 

AMG 6 



HOW TO GET YOUR AMIGA ACTION REPLAY... 

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs) - KWY+LZfFTl ■ CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY 
WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY & EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECIEVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS. 

ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48Hrs. 
ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO... 

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., 
GOVAN RD., FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND 

TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 

THE POWERMREAKS THROUGH 

ONLY 

THE WORLD'S 
MOST POWERFUL 
FREEZER-UTILITY 

CARTRIDGE IS HERE 
JUS T LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

■ AMIGA ACTION REPLAY SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT OF YOUR AMIGA 500 AND 
GIVES YOU THE POWER TO FREEZE MOST ANY PROGRAM, THEN YOU CAN:- 

■ SAVE THE ENTIRE PROGRAM IN MEMORY TO DISK ■ SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Special compacting techniques enable upto 3 programs to Pictures and sound samples can be saved to disk. Files 
fit on one disk. Unique FDOS power means that the pro- are IFF format suitable for use with all the major graphic 
grams reload at upto 4 TIMES FASTER than Amiga Dos - and music packages, 
even independantly of the cartridge. 

■ UNIQUE INFINITE LIFE/TRAINER MODE 
Allows you to generate more and even infinite lives, 
fuel, ammo etc. Perfect as a trainer mode to get you 
past that "impossible'' level. Very easy to use. 

■ SPRITE EDITOR 
The full sprite editor allows you to view/modify the 
whole sprite set including any attached' sprites. 

■ VIRUS DETECTION 
Comprehensive virus detection and removal features to ■ FULL STATUS REPORTING 
protect your software investment. Works with all At the press of a key now you can view the machine status 
presently known viruses. Including Fast Ram.Chip Ram, Ramdisk.Drive status,etc. 

■ SLOW MOTION MODE 

Now you can slow down the action to your own pace. Easily 
adjustable from full speed to 20% speed. Ideal to help you 
through the tricky parts! 

■ RESTART THE PROGRAM 
Simply press a key and the program will continue where 
you left off. 

0782 744707 



BYTEBACK 
Ring us now! 0636-79097 we’re programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

... and the keenest prices 

FIND OUT WHY MOST AMIGA USERS PREFER BYTEBACK! 

GAMES 

AMOS - Games Creator.. 
Aquanaut. 
Armada. 
Bad Company. 
Balance of Power 1990 ... 
Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis).. 
Bards Tale 2. 
Battle Chess. 
Battle Squadron. 
Shadow of the Beast. 
Bomber. 

ONLY! | GAMES (cont) ONLY! | HARDWARE ONLY! ■ CHILDRENS 

..39.90 

..15.90 

..18.90 

.18.90 

..15.90 

..15.90 

..18.90 
.18.90 

..15.90 

..24.90 

..19.90 

Barbarian 2 (Palace).9-90 

Cabal. 
Centrefold Squares. 
Chase HQ. 
Chesss Player 2150. 
Chicago 90. 
Chuckie Egg (1 or 2). 
Clown O'mania. 
Colosssus Chess X. 
Conflict Europe. 
Damocles. 

..18.90 

..13.90 

..18.90 

.15.90 

.13.90 

..13.90 

..13.90 

..15.90 

..15.90 

..18.90 

Bloodwych.9.90 

Demons Tomb. 
Demons Winter. 
Drakkhen. 
European Space Sim. 
Falcon. 

Mission Disk. 
Flight Sim 2 or Jet. 
‘Scenery 7, 9 or 11. 
‘Europe or Japan scenery.. 
Football Director 2. 

..18.90 

..19.90 
.18.90 
..22.90 
..18.90 
..15.90 
..29.90 
..13.90 
.13.90 
..13.90 

Ghostbusters II.9.90 

F-16 Combat Pilot. 
F-29 Retaliator. 
Games Summer Edition. 
Gettysberg. 
Ghouls and Ghosts. 
Gridiron. 
Gunship. 
Hillsfar. 
Honda RVF. 
Hound of Shadow. 

..18.90 

..18.90 

..18.90 

..18.90 

..15.90 

..15.90 

..15.90 

..18.90 

..15.90 

..18.90 

Drivin' Force.9.90 

Infestation. 
Interceptor. 
Iron Lord. 
It Came from the Desert.. 
‘Ant Heads data disk. 
Jack Nicklaus Golf. 
Journey.. 
Last Ninja 2. 
Leaderboard Birdie. 
Leisure Suit Larry 2. 
Lombard RAC Rally. 
Manic Mansion. 
Midwinter. 

..15.90 

..18.90 
.18.90 
..19.90 
....9.90 
..18.90 
..18.90 
..15.90 
..15.90 
..24.90 
..15.90 
.16.90 
..15.90 

Power Drift.18.90 
Pro Tennis Tour.18.90 
P47 Thunderbolt.15.90 
Renaissance.13.90 
Risk.15.90 
Robocop.15.90 
Rock 'n' Roll.15.90 
Scrapeghost.13.90 
Sim City.18.90 
Space Ace.29.90 
Scabble Deluxe.13.90 
Shoot em up Construction.18.90 
Space Quest III.24.90 
Strip Poker 2+.9.90 
Stryx.15.90 
Stunt Car.15.90 
Tower of Babel.15.90 
TV Sports Football.18.90 
Untouchables.18.90 
Waterloo.18.90 
Wild Streets.15.90 
Windwalker.18.90 
Xenomorph.18.90 
Xenon II - Megablast.17.90 
Zak McKracken.18.90 

COMPILATIONS ONLY! 

PREMIER COLLECTION (2).18.90 
Mercenary, Backlash, Eliminator, 
Custodian 
THRILL TIME (8 GAMES!).15.90 
Buggy Boy, Space Harrier, Live & Let Die, 
Thundercats, Battleships, Ikari Warriors, 
Beyond The Ice Palace, Bombjack 
INTERNATIONAL ARCADE ACTION 11.90 
Bouncer, Invaders, Swooper, Diablo, 
Backgammon & 6 others! 
TRIAD (Vol 2).15.90 
Menace, BAAL, Tetris 
MEGAPACK.15.90 
Plutos, Mouse Trap, Seconds Out, 
Winter Olympiad, Suicide Mission 
MEGAPACK II.15.90 
Elf, Circus Games, Summer Olympiad, 
Formula 1 GP, Man from Council 
THE LIGHT FORCE.18.90 
Bio Challenge, Vogager, R-Type, 
Int. Karate Plus 
ACTION AMIGA.21.90 
Artura, Deflector, Technocop, Cybernoid, 
Motor Massacre 
STAR WARS TRILOGY.15.90 
Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back, 
Revenge of the Jedi 
THE STORY SO FAR (1).13.90 
Ikari Warriors, Battleships, Buggy Boy, 
Beyond Ice Palace 
THE STORY SO FAR (3).13.90 
Space Harrier, Thundercats, Bomjack, 
Live and Let Die 
PRECIOUS METAL.18.90 
Xenon, Capt. Blood, Crazy Cars, 
Arkanoid II 

Deluxe Strip Poker.9.90 

North and South. 
Operation Thunderbolt. 
Paperboy. 
Personal Nightmare. 
Police Quest. 
Populous. 
‘Promised Lands. 

AMIGA A500 Batpack. 
+10 games and joystick! 
AMIGA A500. 
Philips CM8833 monitor.. 
512K RAM expansion. 
A501 RAM/CLOCK. 

..15.90 

.18.90 

..13.90 

..18.90 

..15.90 

..18.90 

...8.90 

HIT DISKS (Vol 1) 
Goldrunner, Karate Kid II, 

Jupiter Probe, Slaygon 

.9.90 

HIT DISKS (Vol 2). .9.90 

Major Motion, Time Bandit, 

Leatherneck, Tanglewood 

..399.90 

.359.90 
..259.00 
....84.90 
...99.90 

STAR LC10 Printer (Mono). .179.00 

STAR LC10 Printer (Col). .219.00 

(Printers include lead!) 

Cumana 3.5" Disk Drive . 
Senator 3.5" Disk Drive. 
Mono Video Camera + lens.. 
8802 GENLOCK. 
Pro GENLOCK (8806). 

...89.00 

..229.90 

..269.90 

..749.90 

AB Zoo (Alphabet Tutor). 
Distant Suns. 
Fun School 2 (Under 6). 
Fun School 2 (6 to 8). 
Fun School 2 (Over 8)./.. 
Three Little Pigs. 
Three Bears. 
The Ugly Duckling. 
Postman Pat. 
Match-it. 
Micro English (GCSE). 
Micro Maths (GCSE). 
Micro French (GCSE). 
My Paint. 
Things to do with Words. 
Things to do with Numbers.. 

ONLY! 

....9.50 

..52.90 

..13.90 

..13.90 

..13.90 

..19.90 

..19.90 

..19.90 
.8.90 
..27.50 
.18.90 
.18.90 
...18.90 
...29.90 
...15.90 
...15.90 

DISKS (DS/DD 3.5") ONLY! g UTILITIES 

Bulk -100% Guaranteed! 
10 = 7.90 50 = 34.90 100 = 64.90 

SONY Boxed - 100% Guaranteed! 
10 =12.90 50 = 59.90 100 = 99.90 

Amiga DOS Toolbox... 
Aztec C Professional.. 
BBC Emulator. 
Cashbook controller... 
Devpac 2. 
DigiCalc. 

....39.95 

..109.90 

...39.90 

...54.90 

...44.90 

...29.90 

TV Text. 
TV Show (NEW). 
Comic or Movie Setter.. 
Deluxe Paint 2. 

..52.50 

..69.90 

..59.90 

.49.90 

PUBLISHERS CHOICE 
Includes: Page Setter 1.2, 

Kind Words 2, Headline Fontspack, 

Artists Choice Artpack 

..79.90 

DELUXE PAINT 3.59.90 

Deluxe Print 2. 
Deluxe PhotoLab.. 
Design 3D. 
Director (The) .... 

>r Toolkit. ‘Director 1 

.34.90 

.49.90 

.59.90 
.42.90 
..29.90 

DOS to DOS. 
Excellence. 
Home Accounts. 
Pagesetter (2). 
Pen Pal. 
Personal Tax Planner. 
Pro Data. 

....39.90 

..139.90 

...22.90 

...69.90 

...99.90 

...29.90 

...64.90 

IDIGIVIEW GOLD (v.4).199.90 

Fantavision. 
Modeler 3D. 
Photon Paint 2. 
Pixmate. 
Professional Draw . 
Sculpt 3D (PAL). 
Sculpt 4D Junior.... 
Trip A Tron. 
Vidi Amiga. 
X-Cad Designer. 

...29.90 
...59.90 
...69.90 
....37.90 
..109.90 
....59.90 
...99.90 
...24.90 
..109.90 
....89.90 

X-COPY 2 (+hardware). 
The BEST Backup utility! 

.34.90 

Professional Page (1.3).. 
Scribble Platinum. 
Virus Killer. 
Workbench 1.3. 
Works Platinum. 

..179.90 

...42.90 

.9.90 

....14.90 

..139.90 

ACCESSORIES ONLY! 

MUSIC ONLY! 

amas . .84.90 
A-Drum . .29.90 
Audiomaster 2. .59.90 
Deluxe Music Con Set. 
Instant Music. 
Mastersound. 

.49.90 

.18.90 

.39.90 

Imii^ip.y __ .149.90 1 
- _-1 
Pro Sound Designer. 
Sonix. 

.59.90 

.49.90 

BOOKS (Abacus) ONLY! 

Diskette Box (10+). 
Locking Disk Box (50+)... 
Locking Disk Box (100+). 
Media Box (holds 150) .... 

....2.90 

....7.90 
...9.90 

..22.90 

FURRY MOUSE COVER!.... 
(with eyes, ears and nose!) 

..6.90 

KINGS QUEST TRIPLE PACK 24.90 
Kings Quest I, II & III 
SUPER 6.15.90 
Thai Boxing, Kart GP, Las Vegas, 
Grid Start, Flight Path 737, XR35 

Amiga for Beginners.12.90 
Amiga Basic Inside and Out.18.90 
Machine Language.14.90 
Tricks and Tips.14.90 
More Tricks and Tips.14.90 
System programs.32.90 
Amiga DOS Inside and Out.18.90 
Disk Drives Inside and Out.27.90 

Disks for above books.13.90 

ROM Kernal manual.28.90 
Hardware Reference manual.19.90 

Mouse Bracket... 
Mouse Mat. 
Keyboard Cover. 
Monitor Cover. 
Monitor Stand. 
Printer Stand. 
Copy Holder. 
Nashka Mouse ... 
Midi Master. 

....3.90 

....5.90 

....5.90 

....5.90 

..14.95 

....9.90 

....5.90 

..34.90 

..34.90 

JOYSTICKS 

Joysticks & Mouse extension. 
Joystick lead - 3 metres!. 
Quickshot II. 
Quickshot II Turbo. 
Cobra (NEW). 
Cruiser (CLEAR). 
Competition Pro 5000. 
Competition Pro Extra. 
Arcade joystick. 
Electroboard. 
Racemaker. 

ONLY! 

....4.90 

...4.90 

....7.90 

....9.90 

..12.90 

..13.90 

..14.90 

..15.90 

.16.90 

..19.90 

..27.50 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS POSTAGE! 
QUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS! 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 

orders or credit 
card facilities 

are available 



GAMES 

§S 
PROGRAMMING 

DESIGNING 
THE MAIN 

SHIP 

Top programmer 

DAVE JONES, 

author of 

Psygnosis’ hits 

Menace and 

Blood Money, 

reveals more 

secrets of the art. 

This month: 

One of the most important 

things about an arcade- 

style game is the look 

and feel of the object the player is 

controlling. Ninety-nine percent of 

the player’s attention will be 

focussed on controlling and watch¬ 

ing this object, so any problems in 

the control method or any dire¬ 

looking graphics will soon put peo¬ 

ple off playing the game: so it’s 

wise to put an awful lot of effort 

into movement and definition of the 
main character. 

With Menace, we tried a few 

different spaceships before we 

found one that most people liked. 

The control method for moving a 

ship about the screen was, of 

course, to be a nice, simple eight- 

direction affair, because you can’t 

really ask for too much variation in 

a scrolling shooter. 

However, because we wanted 

to control the ship with the mouse 

as well as with the joystick, some 

inertia was added to the ship. This 

makes the mouse-controlled ship 

move more like a cursor would 

under mouse control. 

The inertia is simply a snippet 

of code that prevents you instantly 

switching direction, and instead 

forces the ship to slow down in the 

direction it was going, stop, and 

then accelerate to its maximum 

speed in the chosen direction. It is 

not so noticeable on the initial 

speed of your ship, two pixels per 

frame, but try changing the speed 

in the source to, say, six pixels and 

then give the ship a test run. > 



GAMES PROGRAMMING 

Shaping the Ship 
This month’s source adds the main 

ship and weapon code to last 

month’s scrolling background. It 

was decided right at the start of 

writing Menace that the main ship 

should make use of the Amiga's 

hardware sprites. There are nor¬ 

mally eight sprites available, each 

of which can be 16 pixels wide by 

any height in three colours. 

However, the wider-than-normal 

screen on Menace steals some 

DMA cycles from the sprite hard¬ 

ware allowing only six sprites to 

be displayed. This would seem to 

be enough for the main ship, if we 

allocated two sprites for the out¬ 

riders, leaving four sprites for the 

main ship. So take a quick look at 

Figure 1. This shows the first ship 

we used in Menace, which, you 

have to admit, does look pretty 

dire! The restriction of three 

colours was detracting far too 

much from the main ship, making 

it look pale compared to the rest 

of the graphics. 
The next step, then, was to 

use the sprite overlay technique 

that the Amiga allows, which basi¬ 

cally means that two sprites can 

be combined as one but with 16 

colours. This chopped us down to 

only three sprites maximum. By 

combining the outriders with the 

back of the ship as one sprite, and 

the front, of the ship as another 

sprite, this left us with one free for 

use if we needed it (which in the 

end we did not). The result was 

the ship in Figure 3, which is the 

ship that appears in Menace. 

Figure 2 was another ship we 

tried, which was my favourite but 

the big publishers in the sky 

plumped for the other one, so I 

gave in... 

Adding up the Anims 
The boxes around the ship outline 

the actual size of the sprite that 

had to be stored in the game. At 

the back of the ships you will 

notice the spaces at the top and 

bottom of the box. This is where 

the outriders appear, attached to 

the ship. The ship can be viewed 

straight on, or tilting up or down. 

Each weapon added therefore 

required another three animations 

to be drawn. 
There are also two extra 

weapons in the form of cannons 

and lasers, making a total of nine 

animations, plus the ship with both 

weapons attached bring us to the 

total shown of twelve animations. 

The outriders have a possible five 

directions but rather than store the 

animation for every possible com¬ 

bination (12x6 = 72 animations) of 

ship with outrider, the outriders 

are stored seperately and drawn 

into the extra space left at the 

back of the ship every frame in the 

game. This is provoked by the 

usual speed to memory trade-off. 

Creating the Code 
Now on to this month’s source 

code from the Coverdisk. The 

source has the following functions 

implemented since last month: 

• Inertia ship movement 

• Overlayed hardware sprites 

• Joystick read 

• Mouse read 

• x,y to hardware sprite 

coordinate conversion 

• ship animation 

The ship is 32 pixels wide, and will 

therefore need two hardware 

sprites as a hardware sprite is a 

maximum of 16 pixels wide. The 

ship, however, contains 16 

colours which is only possible by 

overlaying hardware sprites, which 

brings the number used to four. 

Figure 3 shows the Menace ship 

with the size box drawn around it. 

The back of the ship is 44 pixels 

high to accomodate the outriders: 

the front of the ship is 22 pixels 

high. The file ships.s on the disk 

contains the hardware sprites in 

source format. In this file you will 

see labels named shipl up to 
ship4. These correspond to the 

following basic designs: 

shipl - basic ship, no weapons 

ship2 - ship with cannons 

ship3 - ship with lasers 

ship4 - ship with cannons & lasers 

Each ship also has three sets of 

data: shipN.l, shipN.2 and 

shipN.3, where the .1 is the ship 

tilting up, .2 is the ship side on 

and .3 is the ship tilting down. In 

the source you will see a DC.L 0 

statement at the begining and the 

end of each piece of data for a 

hardware sprite. The one at the 

beginning will contain the two con¬ 

trol words defined in the hardware 

manual that describe the sprite’s 

x,y position along with overlay 

information. The long word 0 at 

the end signifies the end of the 

sprite. The way the control words 

are layed out is quite messy, with 

bits and bytes in awkard places. 

The routine in the source called ‘xy 

to sprite' takes a normal x,y pixel 

position in a couple of registers 

and returns the long control word 

in the correct format. A small rou¬ 

tine like this will always come in 

handy from project to project. 

We can work out how many 

bytes a ship animation takes with 

the following method: 

back of ship = 2 bytes wide * 44 

high * 2 planes = 176 bytes + 2 

long words (control) = 184 bytes 

front of ship = 2 bytes wide * 22 

high * 2 planes = 88 bytes + 2 

long words (control) = 96 bytes 

ship animation = (184+96)*2 (due 

to overlaying) = 560 bytes > 

PAINTING PROBLEMS 
Many questions programmers receive are of the form How do you get 
graphics from DPaint (which most people use) into the game?’ A lot of 
a project’s time is devoted to writing programs that grab the graphics 
and store them in the desired format. For Menace, programs were writ¬ 
ten that converted brushes to hardware sprite format, blitter format 

! and raw screen format. These programs all involved a common IFF 
! reader, along with code to save out the graphics to a DOS file. 

These type of utilities are essential in writing a game, and luckily 
they are appearing in many different guises in the public domain, 

j which should help you to start. Eventually you should sit down and 
write a flexible conversion program that can generate ST or PC format 
graphics for any other versions of a game that may be required. For 
example, here is the menu for our own conversion program (written in 
C) that has been developed over the years: 

PC-ilbm2raw vl.2 (c)1989 DMA Design 

Usage: ilbm2raw [options] filename [output filename] 

Options available are 

-A Sets machine type to AMIGA 
-b Sets Bit Plane(s) Ignore for any of the bit planes 

Followed by numbers between 0 & 7 to select which bit 
plane(s) 

-B Switches OFF Body generation 
—c Switches OFF Color generation 
~C Switches ON CBM64 bit-mapped image generation 
-d Switches ON diagnostics 
-E Sets machine type to EGA 16 colour 
-g Sets grid pick up operations, 16x16 graphics picked up 
-G Sets machine type to CGA 
-i Switches mask Inversion ON, masks become the NOT OR of 

all the planes 
-m Switches on mask as an extra (last) plane 
-M Followed by width (in pixels) for grid operation 
-N Followed by height (in pixels) for grid operation 
~r Switches On ROW major order for grid, 

(default is column major order) 
-S Sets machine type to ST 
~s Switches ON source generation 
-V Sets machine type to VGA 256 colour 
-Z Switches OFF the Zero Check for grid operations 

ie. All zero blocks are saved out in grid operations 

As you can see, the list is quite comprehensive: this took a while to 
write, but now means we very rarely have to write graphic utilities, 
because working from IFF screens means we can convert to most 
machine graphic types. 



STAR PREFERRED CORPORATE DEALERS 

FREE HYPERDRAW/ 
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c 
"JANUARY SUPER BUY" 

FREE Pocket Calculator with every AMIGA 

AMIGA 

A500 BAT-PACK 
INCLUDES: 
• Batman The Movie • New Zealand 
Story •FIS Interceptor • "D" Paint II 
• Workbench 1.3 • Kickstart 1.3 
• Amiga Basic • Desktop Utilities 
• New Tutorial Pack • TV Modulator 

j 

£357.00 
J 

WITH TENSTAR PACK 
£385.00 

33HJ 9 XS AU3A3 HXIM 

STAR 
STAR APPROVED CORPORATE DEALERS 

HOME AND BUSINESS SERIES £ 
INC VAT 

COMMENT: EXCELLENT NEAR LETTER QUALITY EVEN IN ITALICS MODE 

Q] BO@WO.................£17S.08 
COMMENT: 25% FASTER. VERY ACCURATE LINEFEED FOR GRAPHICS 

LC-10 COLOUR.................£197.00 
COMMENT: LC-10 SPECS., COLOUR FEATURES NOW WELL SUPPORTED 

LC-15 i PIN MONO ...........£306.00 
COMMENT: IDEAL FOR LONG PRINT RUNS AND LABEL PRINTING 

LC24-10 24 PIN IQ...........£229.00 
COMMENT: LETTER QUALITY EXTENSIVE FONT RANGE INCLUDING SCRIPT 

LC24-15 24 PIN LQ ...........£383.00 

SOFTWARE 
ST AMIGA 

Chambers of Shaolin. .£12.50.. .£12.50 
Soldier 2000. .£12.50... 
Fast Lane. .£12.50... .£12.50 
Take 'em Out. — .£12.50 
Borodino. .£10.00... 
Hard Drivin'. .£12.50... 
Rick Dangerous. .£16.95... ....£16.95 
Onslaught. .£17.95... ....£17.95 
Ghostbusters II. .£17.95... ....£17.95 
Chase HQ. .£16.95... ....£17.95 
Cluedo. .£17.95... ....£17.95 
Untouchables. .£12.50... 

Many other titles in stock. 

All titles are tried and tested for gameplay. 

MONITORS 
SONY 

KV14 Monitor TV.£199 

KV14 Monitor/TV with remote.£229 

KV14 Monitor/TV/Teletext with remote.£269 
AMIGA/PHILIPS 

1084P 14" Monitor..£229 
8833 Stereo Monitor.  ....£249 

(U.K. version 1 year on site maintenance) 

FREE! 16 DAY HOLIDAY FOR TWO WITH EVERY AMIGA 
FROM A CHOICE OF 300 HOTELS OR ANY COMBINATION OF 

CE.ASS, 
of the 90's 

FREE 
F18 

^INTERCEPTORS 
worth 
£24.9 

EDUCATION 
PACK 

PiWliiiil 
mmwM 

HARDWARE £ 
INC VAT 

Amiga A500 Computer.399.99 
Midi Master Interface.34.99 
TV Modulator. 24.99 

SOFTWARE 
Tutorial Pack. 
Deluxe Paint II.49.95 
Publishers Choice.99.95 
Maxiplan 500.99.95 
Superbase Personal.59.95 
Dr. T's Recording Studio.49.95 
Workbench 1.3. 
Kickstart 1.3. 
Desktop Utilities.14.99 
BBC Software Emulator.49.95 
Amiga Basic Language. 
Amiga Logo Language.82.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse Mat.4.39 
10 Blank 3.5" Diskettes.9.99 
Disk Wallet.12.95 
1 yr. Sub to Amiga User.23.00 
Education support file 
(after 1 yr sub to Amiga User) 

TOTAL RRP = 1016.99 

PACK DISCOUNT = 437.00 

;> PROMOTION PRICE = 579.99 

OUR PRICE = £509.00 

BUSINESS, SCIENTIFIC, EDUCATION 
AND VIDEO GRAPHIC SOFTWARE 

ST PC Speed.£255.00 
(IBM PC Emulator) 

ST Mega Co-processor.£125.00 

ST Macintosh Emulator.£229.00 
(Runs 20% faster than a Mac Computer) 

Amiga Macintosh Emulator.£229.00 
Cameron A4 Scanner (AM/ST) £459.00 
Amiga Flicker Master.£12.00 

Amiga DOS to DOS.£39.95 
(MS DOS File Converter) 

LC10 Mono ribbons.£3.50 
LC10 Colour ribbons.£6.00 

LC24-10 Mono ribbons.£4.50 
FR/XB Mono ribbons.£12.00 

Atari 1029 Mono ribbons.£4.95 
100 x 3.5" disc box.£7.95 

10 x 3.5" DS/DD discs.£7.35 

60 gsm x 2000 sheet paper.£16.95 

85 gsm x 1000 sheet paper.£12.95 

520 STE 
EXPLORER PACK 

£279.00 

520 STE 
POWER PACK PLUS 

£365.00 

1040 STE 
HYPER PACK 

£459.00 

MEGA 1 ST 
HYPER PACK 

£489.00 

PORTFOLIO PORTABLE PC 

£235 

_ AMIGA \ £59.95 
®TMTTIIf3 50 

Includes 
KINDWORDS WORD-PROCESSOR 

with 100,000 online Spell Checker, 470,000 Word 
Thesaurus, Colour Graphics and Professional Typefaces 

supports LC10 Colour Printer 
FUSION PAINT 

An advanced feature packed Art Package 
CRAZY CARS/MINIATURE GOLF/SUPER SKI 

Three top quality arcade games 
** All packed in one presentation box ** 

AMKiA ADDITIONS 

A500 3 1/2" 1 Meg Drive 

£75.00 

1/2 Meg A500 RAM Upgrade 
with switch & clock....£84.00 

without clock.£69.95 

FREE!! Utilities and tools pack with every ST purchase. Software Blitter, ST Diagnostics 
Disk Editor/Custom Formatter, Disk Boot Construction Set, Alarm Clock, Quick Formatter 
Calculator, Custom Format Disk Duplicator, Printer Customiser Tool, Desktop Games, ARC 
Construction Set, System Selector, 50/60 HZ Switcher and Synchronizer, Snapshot 

Dumper, RAM/Print Spooler, 
Word-processor COMPUTERHOUSE UK 

TEL: (01)-731 -1276 

1UCH MUCH MORE!! 

276 r™ — — — — — — ““1 
■ __ I All prices include VAT 
I, ROMILY COURT, LANDRIDGE ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON SW6 4LL 



SpeciaC Reserve 
Can you 
afford not 
to join? 

serious 
gamer! 

Bi-monthly Buyer's Guides, each with reviews of 40 games 
Release Schedules, issued with each Buyers 

Guide, with up-to-the-minute release information. 
Catalogue, Membership Card and Folder 
Fast despatch of stock items, normally the 

day after receipt of order. Most lines in stock. 
• Games sent individually by 1st class post 
Most fit through your letter-box. 
• 7-day hotline, until 8pm weekdays, 10 to 5.30 
Saturdays, 11 to 5 Sundays. 
• Written confirmation of order (with receipt). 
• Instant refunds on request, if there is a delay. 
• No commitment, no obligation to buy. 
• The best games, carefully selected, 
available at extraordinary prices. 

All for just 
Annual membership. £5.00 
We're miles cheaper than elsewhere. Below are 
a selection of offers at prices you might not 
believe. You can buy games at the same time 
as joining - or join now and select from our full 
catalogue. All items advertised are only for 
sale to members and are subject to availability. 
Note: Upgrade to Official Secrets is offered to 
members of Special Reserve 

Amiga Software 
3D POOL.15.49 
APB .12 99 
ALTERED BEAST.15 99 
AQUANAUT 14 49 
ARKANOID.12.99 
ARTHUR (INFOCOM) 19.99 
BACKGAMMON PR012.99 
BAD COMPANY.15 99 
BALANCE OF POWER 1990 15 49 
BALLYHOO (INFOCOM) .16.49 
BARBARIAN 2 (PALACE) 18.49 
BARDS TALE 1 .7.99 
BARDS TALE 2 .16.49 
BATMAN THE MOVIE .15.99 
BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ .16.49 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN .19.49 
BATTLE SQUADRON 15.99 
BATTLECHESS.16 49 
BATTLEHAWKS 1942 16.49 
BATTLETECH (INFOCOM) 16.49 
BEACH VOLLEY .15 99 
BLACK TIGER .16.49 
BLADE WARRIOR 15.99 
BLOOD MONEY 14 49 
BLOODWYCH .15 49 
BLOODWYCH DATA DISK .9.99 
BOMBER.18 49 
BUGGY BOY 8 99 
C-LIGHT (3-D ANIMATION).31.49 
CABAL.15 49 
CHAMBERS OF SHAOLIN 14 99 
CHASE H.Q .15.99 
CHESS PLAYER 2150 15.99 
CHESSMASTER 2000.15.49 
COLLOSUS CHESS X.15.49 
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS.12.99 
CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) 13.99 
CUTTHROATS .16.49 
CYCLES .15.99 
DAMOCLES .15.49 
DATA STORM .12.49 
DAY OF THE VIPER.16.49 
DEBUT (PLANET SIM).15.49 
DEJA VU 2.15 49 
DELUXE MUSIC CONST SET 46.47 
DELUXE PAINT III.51.49 
DEMONS WINTER (SSI).17.49 
DOUBLE DRAGON .12.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2 13.49 
DRAGON'S LAIR (1 MEG) 28.49 
DRAGONS BREATH.18.99 
DRAGONS OF FLAME (SSI) .17.49 
DRAKKHEN .16.99 
DRIVING FORCE .16.49 
DUNGEON MASTER (1 MEG) 15.49 
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR 7 49 
DUNGEON QUEST .16.49 
DYNAMITE DUX 15.99 
ELITE .15.49 
ELVIRA - MISTRESS 
OF THE DARK .19.49 
ENCHANTER (INFOCOM) .18.49 
EYE OF HORUS 15.99 
FI 6 COMBAT PILOT .15.99 
F16 FALCON 18.49 
F29 RETALIATOR.15.99 
FED OF FREE TRADERS 19.49 
FERRARI FORMULA 1 16.49 
FIENDISH FRED'S BIG TOP FUN17.49 

FIRE BRIGADE (1 MEG).16.99 
FISH! (M/SCROLLS).13.99 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2 25.49 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2 .12.99 
FULL METAL PLANETE .15.49 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6) .12.49 
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8) .12.49 

.15.99 

.16 49 

.17 49 
.9.99 

15.99 
12.99 

.15 49 
17.49 

.19.49 

.15.49 

FUN SCHOOL 2 (8+) 
FUTURE WARS 
GALDREGON'S DOMAIN . 
GAUNTLET 2 . 
GHOSTBUSTERS 2. 
GHOULS N' GHOSTS. 
GIN AND CRIBBAGE 
GNOME RANGER (LEVEL 9) 
GO PLAYER PROFESSIONAL 
(ORIENTAL CHESS).18 49 
GOLD RUSH! (SIERRA) 16.49 
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT .16.49 
GREG NORMAN'SGOLF 16.99 
GRIDIRON (U S FOOTBALL) 15.49 
GUILD OF THIEVES. -- 
GUNSHIP . 
HARDDRIVIN' 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 
HILLSFAR (SSI). 
HOLLYWOOD HIJINX 
HONDA RVF 750 
HOUND OF SHADOW 16.99 
INDIANA JONES ACTION .11.99 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE 16.99 
INFESTATION .14.99 
INFIDEL (INFOCOM) .17 49 
INTERPHASE .15.99 
IRON LORD .15.99 
IT CAME FROM THE 
DESERT (1 MEG).18.49 
I.C.F.T.D. DATA DISK (1 MEG) 10.49 
IVANHOE .15.99 
JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 16.49 
JINXTER (M/SCROLLS) 13.99 
JOURNEY (INFOCOM) .19.99 
KEEFTHE THIEF .17.49 
KENNY DALGLISH SOCCER .12.49 
KICK OFF .12 99 
KICK OFF EXPANSION DISK . 7 49 
KIND WORDS 2.0 (W/P) .29.99 
KINGS QUEST 1,2 & 3 2149 
KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) 21.49 
LANCELOT (LEVEL 9).13.49 
LASER SQUAD.12.99 
LEADERBOARD BIRDIE 16.49 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1.18.99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2.21.49 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3.21.99 
LIFE AND DEATH .15.49 
LIGHT FORCE (R-TYPE. 
VOYAGER. BIO-CHALL, IK+) ...15.99 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 14 99 
LURKING HORROR 19 99 
MAGNUM 4 (COMPILATION) .18.99 
MANIAC MANSION .16.99 
MAVIS BEACON TYPING .17.99 
MICROPROSE SOCCER .15.49 
MOONMIST (INFOCOM) 19.99 
NEVERMIND.12.49 
NEW ZEALAND STORY .15.99 
NINJA WARRIORS .16.49 
OIL IMPERIUM .16.49 

For the official 

Secrets 
Members of Official Secrets get all the benefits of 
Special Reserve plus: 
. Confidential. Our 32 page bi-monthly magazine is 
essential reading for those interested in adventures or 
role playing games. Written by experts, Confidential 
has covered everything from How to Host a Murder to 

Which FI6 Flight Simulator? Our agents, led by the 
Master Spy known as "The Boss Upstairs", seek out 

the secrets of RPG's, FRP's, MUG'S, PBM's, Leisure 
Suit Larry, The Russians, Elvira.and more. 
• Myth. Written by Magnetic Scrolls, authors of The 
Pawn, exclusively for members of Official Secrets. Myth 

is a small adventure set in Ancient Greece. In it you'll 
meet The Ferryman, cheat Death and face the nine¬ 

headed Hydra. Myth includes the famous 
Magnetic Scrolls parser and graphics and is 
included in the price of membership. 
• Help-Line. Manned weekdays until 8pm 
and Sundays. The Help-Line can help you 
solve most problems on most adventures. 

• Gnome Ranger. Level 9's brilliant 3-part 
adventure or a Surprise Alternative. 

UK Annual Membership £22.00 
including six issues of Confidential, Myth, the Help-Line, Gnome 
Ranger or alternative and membership of Special Reserve. 

.12.49 
16.49 

.12.49 

OMEGA .17.49 
OMNI-PLAY BASKETBALL.15.49 
OMNI-PLAY HORSE RACING 15.49 
ONSLAUGHT.15.49 
OOZE .15.99 
OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 15.99 
P47 THUNDERBOLT 16.49 
PAPERBOY .12.99 
PAWN (M/SCROLLS) 13.99 
PERSONAL NIGHTMARE .18.99 
PHANTASIE 3 (SSI) 17 49 
PHOBIA 12 49 
PIRATES 15 99 
PLANET BUSTERS 15.49 
PLANETFALL 19 99 
PLAYER MANAGER 12.99 
POLICE QUEST 1 (SIERRA) 15 99 
POPULOUS .16.49 
POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS 7.99 
POWER DRIFT .15.99 
POWERDROME .16.49 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 16.49 
PROTEXT W/P .64.99 
PUBLISHERS CHOICE (1 MEG) 59.99 
QUEST FOR THE TIMEBIRD 16.99 
QUESTRON 2 (SSI) .17.49 
RAINBOW ISLAND .15.99 
RED LIGHTNING (SSI) .19 99 
RED STORM RISING 16.49 
RICK DANGEROUS 15.49 
ROBOCOP.15 49 
ROCK N' ROLL.12.99 
SCAPEGHOST (LEVEL 9) .12 49 
SCRABBLE DE LUXE 12.99 
SEASTALKER (INFOCOM).19.99 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 19 99 
SHINOBI.1299 
SHOOT EM-UP CONSTR' KIT 18.49 
SIDEWINDER .7.49 
SILKWORM .12.99 
SPACE ACE .27 49 
SPACE HARRIER 2 12.49 
SPACE QUEST 1 (SIERRA) .16.49 

Myth Quotes 
"An excellent adventure... witty, cunning and just plain 
good fun! If you liked Fish! you'll probably like this, 
because they're very similar in style: you may even 
prefer Myth, it's that good!" 

"Myth is destined to become a classic." 
Amiga Format 

Crash Magazine 

Myth Reviews 
Crash Smash 91%, CU 90%, Amiga Format 87%, TGM 85% 

SONY 3.5" 
DS/DD DISK 69p 

SWORDS OF TWILIGHT 16.49 
THE LOST PATROL .15.99 
TIME .18 99 
TOWER OF BABEL .16.49 
TRIAD VOL2 (MENACE, 
BAAL, TETRIS) .14.99 
TURBO OUTRUN .16.49 
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL . 15.99 
TYPHOON THOMPSON .12.99 
UMS - UNIVERSAL MIL SIM 15.99 
UNINVITED .15.49 
UNTOUCHABLES 15 99 
VETTE (CORVETTE) 18 49 
VIRUS . 12.49 
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH 15.49 
WARHEAD 15 99 
WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY 15.99 
WEIRD DREAMS 15.49 
WILD STREETS 15.99 
WINDWALKER 17.49 
WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM) 19 99 
WITNESS (INFOCOM) 19 49 
X-OUT.13 49 
XENOMORPH 15.49 
XENON II, MEGABLAST .15.49 
ZORK ZERO (INFOCOM) 19 99 

Amjga Specials 
BAAL . 

CAPTAIN BLOOD.. 

CONFLICT EUROPE 
DEFENDER OF THEC 
DRAGON NINJA . 

SPACE QUEST 2 (SIERRA) 16.49 
SPACE QUEST 3 (SIERRA) .2149 
SPACE ROGUE.17 49 
SPELL BOOK (4-6 YEARS) 13.49 
SPELL BOOK (7+ YEARS) 13.49 
SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM) 18 49 
STAR BLAZE .16.49 
STAR COMMAND (SSI) 19.99 
STAR WARS TRILOGY 15.99 
STARCROSS (INFOCOM) 18.49 
STARFLIGHT 16.99 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 12.49 
STRIDER 16.99 
STRYX.12 49 
STUNT CAR RACER .15.99 
SUPER CARS .13.49 
SUPER LEAGUE SOCCER.15 49 
SUPER WONDERBOY 15.99 
SWITCHBLADE 13.49 

Solution Books 
BARDS TALE 1 3.99 
CORRUPTION .2.50 
DUNGN MASTER 2 50 
FISH! SOLUTION 2 50 
GOLDRUSH .6.99 
GUILD OF THIEVES.2.50 
HILLSFAR 799 
HITCHIKERS GUIDE 7 99 
JINXTER.2 50 
KINGS QUEST 1,2,3 &4 10 99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1 6 99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2 6 99 
MANHUNTER NEW YORK 6 99 
PAWN 2.50 
POLICE QUEST 1 6 99 
POLICE QUEST 2 6 99 
SHADOWGATE .2.50 
SPACE QUEST 1 6 99 
SPACE QUEST 2 6 99 
SPACE QUEST 3 .6.99 

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 
PLUS EXPANSION. 
HIT DISKS VOLUME 2 .... 

HYPERFORCE & 
ARTIFICIAL DREAMS. 
INGRID’S BACK (LEVEL 9) 

KRISTAL.. 
KULT . 

...6.99 MILLENIUM 2.2. .6.99 

...6.99 MIND FOREVER VOYAGING 19.99 

...9.99 NIGEL MANSELL’S G.P..... .4.99 

...8.49 NORTH AND SOUTH . ...10.49 
799 PACLAND . .7.49 

...4.99 PASSING SHOT (TENNIS). .8.99 

...7.49 PHOTON PAINT . .6.49 

...9.49 PURPLE SATURN DAY .... .7.49 

...9.99 REAL GHOSTBUSTERS . .7.49 
1 8.49 RUNNING MAN. .8.49 

9 49 SHADOWGATE . ,...10.49 
...6.49 SHOGUN (INFOCOM) . ....15.49 
...5.49 SIM CITY . ....11.99 
...8.99 SKYCHASE . .5.99 

SPEEDBALL. .8.99 
.10.99 STARGLIDER . .5.49 
...8.49 STARGLIDER 2. .6.99 
...7.49 SWORD OF SODAN . .8.49 
...7.49 TEENAGE QUEEN . .8.49 

TETRIS . .4.49 
7 99 THREE STOOGES . .6.99 

...7.99 THUNDERBIRDS. .7.49 

...4.49 TIME & MAGIK (LEVEL 9). .6.49 

...8.49 TURBO CUP. .6.49 

...6.99 TV SPORTS FOOTBALL .. ....11.99 

9 99 VIXEN. .4.49 
7 99 VOYAGER . .9.49 

5 99 WATERLOO. ....10.49 

1 9.99 WHO FRAMED 
...6.99 ROGER RABBIT (1 MEG) .7.49 

SWORD OF SODAN 8.49 
INNEVITABLY SOME OF THE ABOVE GAMES MAY NOT YET BE RELEASED. ALL GAMES ARE DESPATCHED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

SALES LINE S0279^600204: _P L EASENOTE THAT THERE | S A S U RC H ARG E OF 50P PER GAME, FO R .ORDERS P LAC EDB Y T E L EPH ONE. 

Existing members please enter your membership number 
Special Reserve membership £5 UK, £6 EEC, £7 World or 
Official Secrets membership £22 UK, £25 EEC or £30 World 
with Gnome Ranger and Myth | | or with Surprise Alternative and Myth | | 

AMFORM [£ 

Order Form Non-members please add the membership fee 

Name___— 
Address _ 

Post Code 
Computer^ 

Phone No.- 
*5.257*3.57*3.0'7*TAPE 

Item 

Item 

Payable to: Special Reserve or Official Secrets 
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 

Special Reserve and Official Secrets are trading names of Inter-Mediates Ltd. 
Reg. Office: 2 South Block, The Mattings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG. 

Registered in England Number 2054713. VAT reg. no. 424 8532 51 

TOTAL 

Credit card expiry date__ 

*CHEQUE/*POSTAL ORDER/* ACCESS/*VISA 
(Including Connect, Mastercard, Eurocard, Switch etc) 

* Delete where applicable 

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card 
Prices include UK Postage and Packing 

EEC orders please add 70p per item 
World orders please add £1.50 per item 



GAMES PROGRAMMING 
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This figure of 560 bytes will crop 

up quite often in the source to cal¬ 

culate where a certain ship anima¬ 

tion is. The ship animation routine 

for tilting the ship up and down 

works by storing the animation 

address for a particular ship’s 

side-on view: when the joystick is 

pushed up or down another vari¬ 

able is set to either -560 or +560 

(normally 0 for the side-on view) 

which automatically adjusts the 

animation that is viewed. Changing 

the animation address to the ship 

with cannons for example, will still 

tilt the canons up & down as the 

offset from the side-on view to tilt¬ 

ing up or down is still +/- 560. 

Reading the Input 
The joystick/mouse is read every 

frame, and the ship moved at this 

rate. Using hardware sprites 

makes this very simple no matter 

what speed the game runs at. 

Blood Money runs every three 

frames, but the players’ ships are 

updated every frame. This has the 

advantage that even if a game 

slows down occasionally the 

player can still zip about at the 

same speed, so the slow-down is 

much less noticeable. This is 

accomplished by making the ship 

movement integrated into a verti¬ 

cal blank interrupt routine. Menace 

does not require this -as the game 

runs in a frame anyway. 

The joystick read routine is 

quite simple, the basics being 

explained in the hardware manual. 

The mouse routine was included to 

emulate the joystick if a joystick 

was not available. It is not a true 

mouse read routine as it only 

checks if the mouse is being 

moved up/down/left/right. If so, it 

modifies the results the joystick 

routine returns, making it look as 

though the joystick had been 

pressed in a certain direction. This 

method does away with having a 

mouse/joystick option in the game 

as you can use either at any time. 

A full-blown mouse routine would 

return information on the direction 

and speed of the mouse, and it is 

not too difficult to modify the rou¬ 

tine to do this if you require this in 
your own game. 

Making Motion 
The ‘moveship’ routine is the main 

part of the ship code. Its main 

dealings are with the inertia on the 

ship. If, for example, you are mov¬ 

ing right at three pixels at a time, 

you cannot simply press left and 

go left at three pixels at a time. A 

vector is used to gradually reduce 

and then increase your speed in 

the form +3,+2,+1,0,-1,-2,-3. This 

leads to a much more realistic feel 

to the movement on the ship. 

Small touches like this often make 

the game that bit more playable. 

Tricks and Treats 
Although only eight hardware 

sprites are usually available on the 

Amiga there are some tricks worth 

mentioning that can stretch this 

amount a little bit. 

After a hardware sprite has 

been displayed it can be used to 

display some new data one scan 

line after the end of the last. For 

example, if the ship in Menace was 

at the top of the screen, then 45 

pixels down (height + one scan 

line) we could draw the ship again 

if required on a different x position 

(or any y position > 45). This we 

could repeat all the way down until 

we ran out of space. The obvious 

drawback with this is that objects 

would always be in rows across 

the screen: they could not pass 

over each other vertically. 

Other hardware sprites can 

cross over each other, though, so 

if you had some clever code that 

manipulated all eight sprites and 

sorted out sprites by saying This 

object here is further down the 

screen than this one, so I can re¬ 

use the same hardware sprite to 

display it, but this object has the 

same Y so it will require a different 

hardware sprite’ you can in effect 

‘multiplex’ sprites. In some 

instances you can multiplex 64 

sprites down to the Amiga’s eight 

depending on the restrictions you 

apply to their movement. This 

technique was extremely well used 

on the C64 and is now being used 

to some good effect on the 

Amiga. Battle Squadron, for exam¬ 

ple, uses hardware sprites for all 

the enemies’ bullets and the play¬ 

ers’ firepower, which looks in 

excess of 32 sprites being dis¬ 

played at once. ■ 

■ That’s my ramblings over for this 
month. Back next month with some 
more juicy source. 
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(Courier £5.oS) 
AMIGA PACK 1: 
AMIGA A500 BATPACK Inc. TV 
modulator, Batman, Interceptor, New 
Zealand Story, Deluxe Paint II, 
23 P.D. Games.375.00 
AMIGA PACK 2. 
As in 1 with 10 STAR PACK.399.00 
AMIGA A500 & STEREO MONITOR..619.00 
PHILIPS 8833 STEREO MONITOR.. 255.00 
A590 HARD DRIVE.379.00 
A501 1/2 Meg Expansion/Clock.. 119.00 
1/2 Meg Expansion/Clock.79.00 
Cumana 3.5' Drive, Port+Switch.85.00 
STAR LC10 Mono.175.00 
STAR LC10 Colour Printer.225.00 
STAR 24 Pin Printer.259.00 
SOFTWARE BEST SELLERS .AMIGA 
Altered Beast.16.50 

17.50 
20.99 
17.50 
16.90 
17.50 

.16.90 

.26.90 

.17.50 

.17.50 
.8.99 

Batman the Movie 
Bomber. 
Chase HQ. 
Driving Force. 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg) 
F ib Combat Pilot. 
Flight Sim. II. 
Ghouls & Ghosts. 
Hard Driving. 
Hollywood Poker. 
It Came from the Desert 1 Meg .20.99 
Kick Off.13.90 
Lords of the Rising Sun.20.99 
Music X- Official UK Version.169.95 
Outrun.8.99 
Populous.17.50 
Promised Lands data disk.8.99 
Robocop.17.50 
RVF Honda.16.90 
Shadow of the Beast + T-Shirt ...24.90 
Sim City 
‘ iA( Space Ace . 
Stunt Car Racer. 
Sword of Sodan!!. 
Triad II. 
Untouchables. 
Xenon II Megablast... 
LEISURE 
Aquanaut. 
Barbarian II. 
BATTLE CHESS. 
Blade Warrior. 
Cabal. 
Continental Circus .... 
Cyberball. 
Damocles. 
DOUBLE DRAGON II.. 
Dragon Ninja. 

19.90 
....34.90 
....16.90 
....16.90 
....17.90 
...16.99 
....17.50 

....17.50 

....17.50 

....17.50 

....17.50 
...17.50 
....14.50 
..*14.50 
..*16.90 
....14.50 
...16.99 

Dragon's Lair.(1 MEG) 34.90 
Elite.16.90 
First Contact.16.90 
Infestation.16.90 
Interphase.17.50 
Laser Squad.13.99 
Light Force (4 pack).17.50 
Magnum 4 (4 pack).20.99 
Moonwalker.16.99 
Ninja Warriors.14.50 
OPERATION THUNDERBOLT.17.50 
PAPERBOY.13.90 
Pro Tennis Tour.16.90 
Space Harrier II.14.50 
Speedball.17.50 
Strider.17.50 
Stryx.13.90 
TARGHAN.16.50 
Tower of Babel.16.90 
Virus Killer Utility.8.99 
Weird Dreams.16.90 
Xenomorph.16.90 
ADVENTURE & SIMULATION.AMIGA 
Austerlitz.17.50 
BLOODWYCH.15.90 
Bloodwych Data Disk.11.99 
BOMBER.20.99 
Dragons Breath.*20.99 
Dragons of Flame.17.50 
Drakkhen.19.90 
DUNGEON MASTER (1 MEG).17.50 
DUNGEON QUEST.17.50 
Faery Tale Adventure.14.50 
F-l6 COMBAT PILOT.16.90 
F-l6 FALCON (1 MEG).20.99 
FALCON MISSION DISK.13.99 
F-29 RETALIATOR.17.50 
FISH.16.90 
Flight Sim. II.27.90 
Japan or Europe Scenery Disk... 13.90 
FUTURE WARS.17.50 
HOUND OF SHADOW.17.50 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE.17.50 
JOURNEY.21.50 
KEEF THE THIEF.17.50 
Red Lightning.20.99 
Scrabble Deluxe.14.50 
Starflight.17.50 
SWORDS OF TWILIGHT.17.50 
WATERLOO.17.50 
GRAPHICS.AMIGA 
Cameron B/W Scanner+S/W.95.90 
Cameron Colour Scanner+S/W..499.00 
Deluxe Paint II (PAL) .39.90 
Deluxe Paint III.(PAL). (1 MB) 59.90 
Deluxe Video III.(PALUl MB) 59 90 
Digipaint III.(PAL).59 90 
Digiview 4.0.(PAL).129.90 

Fantavision.(PAL).29.90 
Photon Paint.(PAL).19.00 
Photon Paint II .(PALUl MB) 49.90 
Professional Draw.(1 MB) 99.90 
Pro Video Plus.179.00 
Sculpt 3D XL.(PAL).119.00 
Sculpt 4D Jnr.(1 MB) 89.90 
Sculpt 4D Animate.(1MB) 369.00 
Trip-a-Tron.21.99 
Turbo Silver.98.90 
TV Show II .(PALUl MB) 58.90 
TV Text Pro.(PAL).109.90 
Vidi frame grabber(PAL) ..(B&W) 99.00 
Vidi Colour Upgrade.17.50 
X Cad Designer.79.90 
MUSIC APPLICATIONS 
Aegis Sonix 2.0.48.90 
Mastersound Digitizer.35.90 
Deluxe Music.50.90 
FutureSound Digitizer.79.90 
Music X UK Version 2 !!.169.95 
Midi Master Interface.32.95 
Midi Lead.2.99 
BUSINESS & EDUCATION 
Advantage.Phone 
Arena Accounts.119.00 
Excellence.159.90 
FUN SCHOOL 2 
Under 6 s, 6-8's or over 8's.14.90 
Home Accounts.20.99 
Home Office Kit.126.90 
Kindwords 2.39.90 
PENPAL.(PAL).(l MB) 99.90 
Prodata.59.90 
PROTEXT V4.2.(rec. 1 MB) 66.90 
Pagesetter V2 .(PAL).(l MB) 79.90 
Professional Page 1.3(1 MEG) 173.90 
PUBLISHERS CHOICE.74.90 
Starter Kit: Kindwords, Fusion Paint, 
Crazy Cars, Ski & Mini Golf.59.00 
SYSTEM 3.45.00 
Word Perfect 4.1 Current Vers. 159.90 
WORKS PLATINUM.139.00 
QUALITY JOYSTICKS & ACCESSORIES 
Cheetah Mach 1.(autofire) 13.90 
Comp Pro 5000.13.90 
Comp Pro Extra ......(clear auto) 14.90 
Super Professional.(autofire) 13.90 
Micro Blaster.(autofire) 13.90 
Control Centre.49.00 
Naksha Hi-Res Mouse Upgrade..39.00 
A500 Dust Cover.4.95 
Mouse Mat.5.95 
Disk Box Lockable 100 Cap.11.95 
Disk Box Lockable 40 Cap.7.50 
10 x 3.5" Sony Branded + Iabelsl4.90 
10 x 3.5" DSDD Disks + labels ....9.95 

Please Send Cheques/Postal Orders to: Titles Available on 
HAMMERSOFT, (DEPT F) Request! 
47 MILL ROAD, 
HETHERSETT, NORWICH, tel (0603) 8i2416— 

NORFOLK NR9 3DS 
Access, Visa, Eurocard & Mastercard Accepted 
Cheques Subject to clearance 

• = Available on Release 
Prices all include VAT & 1st 

Class Postage in U.K. 
(Europe please add £2.00 

per item) 
Return ot Post Service on 

Stock Items 

WANTED 
FREELANCE 

GRAPHIC 
ARTISTS 
(IFF FORMAT) 

AND 

MUSICIANS 
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Send 3 1/2" Demo Disks 
TO 

ANIMATIX VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
(AF) 

Unit 36 
Brampton Centre 

Wath-upon-Dearne 
S636BB 

or contact 
Mike Parr on 0709 760151 

LOOK! 
Amiga Books 

Advanced Amiga BASIC. 
Amiga 3D Graphics Prog BASIC. 
Amiga Applications.. 
Amiga Assembly Lang Prog. 
Amiga BASIC Inside & Out. 
Amiga C Advanced Programmers... 
Amiga C For Beginners. 
Amiga DOS. 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out.«... 
Amiga DOS Manual. 
Amiga DOS Quick Reference.-. 
Amiga DOS Ref Guide. 
Amiga DOS Inside & Out. 
Amiga For Beginners. 
Amiga Gd Graphics Sound Teleco 
Amiga Handbook. 
Amiga Hardware Ref Manual.. 
Amiga Machine Lang Guide. 
Amiga Machine Language.. 
Amiga Microsoft BASIC Prog Gde.. 
Amiga Prog Handbook Vol 1. 
Amiga Prog Handbook Vol 2. 
Amiga Progammers Guide. 
Amiga Prgrammers Guide.i-it5.40 
Amiga ROM Kernel Ref Man Autod£28.95 
Amiga ROM Kernel Ref Man Lib.£32.95 
Amiga Systems Programmers Guide£32.95 
Amiga Tricks «Sr Tips.£14.95 
Becoming an Amiga Artist.£18.45 
Beginners Guide to the Amiga.£16.95 
Compute's 1st Book of Amiga.£16.95 
Compute's 2nd Book of Amiga.£16.95 
Elementary Amiga BASIC.£14.95 
Inside Amiga Graphics.£16.95 
Inside the Amiga with C 2nd Ed.£20.95 
Kickstart Guide to the Amiga.£13.95 
Kids & The Amiga.£15.95 
More Tips & Triclts For Amiga.£18.45 
Programmers Guide To The Amiga....£23.95 
Amiga Graphics Inside & Out.£32.45 

£18.95 
£18.45 
£16.95 
£14.45 
.£18.95 
£32.45 
£18.45 
£14.95 
£27.95 
£22.95 
£ 8.95 
£14.95 
£27.95 
£12.95 
£17.45 
£15.95 
£21.95 
£21.95 
£14.95 
£18.45 
£23.95 
£23.95 
£17.45 
£18.45 

All Prices Include VAT & 1st Class Delivery 
® 01-744 3087/1834 (Mon-Sat 10-6) S3 E 

Ribbons Highest Quality Guaranteed C-Carbon Multi-Strike 

AMSTRAD 1 + 3+ 
PCW8256/8512 (F). .£3.45 £3.00 PW1080/PW1156 
PCW8256/8512 (C). .£3.75 £3.50 CENTRONIC 
PCW9512 (F). .£3.75 £3.50 GLP, HP80, 156(F).! 

PCW9512 (C). .£2.85 £2.75 CITIZEN 
DMP(F). .£3.95 £3.50 1200(F).! 

DMP2000/3000 (F). .£3.50 £3.00 180E (F).! 
DMP3160/3250 (F). .£3.50 £3.00 COMMODORE 

DMP4000 (F). .£5.45 £5.00 MPS801 (F).! 
LQ3600 (F). .£3.45 £3.50 MPS802, 2022 (F). 

LQ3600 (C). .£3.75 £3.50 MPS803 (F). 

LQ5000 (F). 
B\ROTHER 

.£8.95 £8.50 DIABLO 
HTII, 1345, 1355(F). 

HR15/20/10/25/35 (F). .£3.95 £3.50 HTII, 3000, 3200 (C). 

HR15/20/10/25/35 (O). .£3.95 £3.50 EPSON 

Ml009/1109 (F). .£3.95 £3.50 LX80/86/90 (F). 

Ml409 (F). .£4.95 £4.50 LX800/LQ600/800/850(F). 
MX80/FX80/85/86/90 (F). 
MX100/FX100/LX1000(F) .... 
LQ1000/1050/ERC-20(F). 

Ml609/1709/1724 (F). 
CANON 

.£4.95 £4.50 

A1250/40/API 200(F). .£3.95 £3.50 

LQ2500/EX800/3X1000 
(13mm) (F). 
LQ1500/LP1500 (F). 

JUKI 
6100(C). 
6200.6300. 6500(C). 

M.TALLY 
M180/Spirit (F). 
MT80/Spirit (C). 
MT88/88 (F). 

NEC 
P2200 (F). 
PC8023 (F). 
Pinwriter P3/P7. 
Pinwriter P5/9XL (F). 
P6 + P7 (F). 

PANASONIC 
KXP109/108/1124/159(F).. 
KXP3131/3151 (F). 

1 + 3+ QUENDATA 1 + 3+ 
DMP310/DP80/100 (F). ....£4.50 £4.00 

.£5.45 £5.00 QUME 

.£5.45 £5.00 Sprint 3/5 1,11,111 (F). ....£4.95 £4.50 
Sprint 3/5 1,11,111 (C). ....£4.95 £4.50 

£2.95 £2.50 Sprint 7/9 10/11/14.IV(F)... ....£4.95 £4.50 
£3.95 £3.50 Sprint 7/9 10/11/14.1 V(C)... ....£4.95 £4.50 

£3 95 £3.50 
OCI^UOnM 

CP80 (F). ....£3.95 £3.50 
£3.95 £3.50 CP100/250X (F). ....£3.95 £3.50 
.£5.45 £5.00 SHINWA 

CP80/808/CTI (F). ....£3.95 £3.50 
£4.45 £4.00 CP80/808/CTI (C). ....£3.95 £3.50 
£4.45 £4.00 STAR 
£5.95 £5.50 LC10 (F). ....£3.95 £3.50 
£5.95 £5.50 LC24.10(F). ....£4.45 £4.00 
£5.95 £5.50 NB15/24-16 (F). ....£4.45 £4.00 

NB24.10/ND10/NL10 (F)... ....£4.45 £4.00 
£3.95 £3.50 TAXANKAGA 
.£3.95 £3.50 810/815/910/915 (F). ....£3.95 £3.50 

Dust Covers 
Keyboard.£4.95 
Monitor (Philips).£9.95 
CM8833 (Commodore 1084) 

Commodore Amiga 
TV Modulator £17.95 

3l/2m Disc Drive 
Head Cleaning Kit 

£4.95 

Amiga A501 ram £99.00 
Commodore Original 
Clock & Calendar 

Cable & Connectors n _. . ne 
Monitor Lead (D23F - scart).~~~.£J4.95 
Printer Cable Parallel (D25M CEN36M)....LI.95 
Null Modem Cable (D25 mm, mf, ff).£14.95 
D23 M or F with Cover...£3 95 
7 Core Screened Cable (perM).£2.00 
Scart 21 Plugs.^...£2.00 
Twin Phone Plug with Cable (1M).£2.00 

Amiga Mouse . ..£24.95 Lockable Disc 

Mouse Mat soft . .£3.95 Boxes 
THICK RUBBER. .£4.95 31/2" 50(caps).£7.95 

3V2" 
(Prices inc labels) 

STORAGE BOX 
50 CAP 100 CAP 
£7.95 £9.95 
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10 £11.95 £18.95 £20.95 

20 £23.00 £29.50 £31.50 
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10 £24.95 £31.95 £33.95 

20 £48.50 £55.00 £57.00 
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20 £15.00 £19.50 £21.50 

50 £35.50 £38.50 £40.00 

100 £66.50 £71.50 £74.00 
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 20 £24.50 £31.50 £33.50 

50 £58.50 £64.50 £66.50 

100 £112.50 £116.50 £118.50 

lorders to: SL to Z Computer Services * Prices are for mail order only and 
subject to change without notice. 

* Education, Govt. Authority Official 
49 Heath Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW14AZ Fax: 01-8916260 Orders welcome (min £50) 



THE NEXT DIMENSION 
Bored with the flat world? Why not 

enter the third dimension with 

Third Coast’s X-Specs 3D? JASON 

HOLBORN spec -ulates speciously 

on the spec-tacular. 

Developers have been try¬ 

ing for years to produce 

holographic 3D on a flat 
computer screen, with little luck: 

but now Amiga owners can now 

explore the world of 3D graphics 

with Haitex’s X-Specs 3D. The pur¬ 

pose of X-Specs is to allow any 

Amiga to produce true stereo¬ 

scopic images and display them 

on a standard Amiga monitor. The 

X-Specs package consists of a sin¬ 

gle pair of glasses, an interface to 

connect two pairs to Joystick Port 

2, and a single disk containing a 

selection of programs to show 

what the X-Specs are capable of. 

How They Work 
Human vision works by combining 

what each eye sees into a single 

image. Because each eye sees 

the outside world from a different 

position, the images viewed are 

not identical and the brain can 

combine them into a stereoscopic 

image, complete with 3D depth. 

So if you shut one eye, the image 

you see is only in 2D. 

The brain therefore needs two 

separate views of the same 

object, the first offset slightly from 

the second. The lenses of the X- 

Specs are a pair of transparent 

LCD shutters which can be turned 

on or off by the Amiga. When the 

shutter is turned on, the liquid 

crystal darkens, blocking the pas¬ 

sage of light. All this activity is 

controlled by the computer, there¬ 

fore allowing the specs to be syn¬ 

chronised with the video display. 

On every odd fiftieth of a second, 

the computer displays the image 

for the left eye, and simultane¬ 

ously, the left shutter in X-Specs 

clears while the right shutter dark¬ 

ens. Then the right eye shutter 

clears, the left shutter darkens 

and the image for the right eye is 

displayed, and so on. Simple? 

Software Support 
The X-Specs package comes com¬ 

plete with a single disk filled with 

programs. Most immediate of all 

these is Space Spud, a Star 
Raiders-like arcade game set in 

deepest space. Meteorites fly 

towards you at fantastic speeds 

as your ship ducks and dives: the 

3D effect is breathtaking. 

Also on the X-Specs disk is a 

utility program called Make3D, 
which attempts to convert any 

standard IFF picture into a stereo¬ 

scopic image. To give you an idea 

of what the program is capable of, 

the disk also includes a selection 

of impressive demo pictures. 

Third party software support 

is limited at the moment, but 

Haitex (the American producers) 

claim that many more packages 

are promised. Probably the most 

major of all applications that sup¬ 

port X-Specs is NewTek's excellent 

Digi-Paint 3 HAM paint system. 

With Digi-Paint 3, your HAM paint¬ 

ings can enter the third dimension. 

Several top ray-tracing pack¬ 

ages have been modified to sup¬ 

port X-Specs. Among them are C- 

L/ght, PageRender 3D and the 

popular Turbo Silver program from 

Impulse. These will automatically 

render two separate views of the 

same image which can be com¬ 

bined into a stereoscopic image 

using the Make3D tool. 

X-Spec Uses 
Haitex claim that the applications 

for such a device are unlimited. 

Already X-Specs are being used 

professionally for a host of appli¬ 

cations, ranging from illustrating 

human anatomy at the UCLA 

School of Medicine, to art, archi¬ 

tectural design and space flight! 

The potential within games 

software is phenomenal - just 

think how a device such as X- 

Specs could revolutionise simula¬ 

tions software such as flight simu¬ 

lators and car games. Several top 

games houses in the States are 

rumoured to be planning X-Specs- 

compatible software... 

Conclusion 
Although your eyes can take a 

while to adapt to X-Specs, the 3D 

effect works surprisingly well. A 

word of warning, however. 

Continued use of X-Specs can 

cause considerable strain on the 

eyes. Unless you own shares in a 

company producing headache 

tablets, you’re strongly advised to 

restrict your use of X-Specs 

to small doses! 

The key to the success of the 

X-Specs is dependant on one sin¬ 

gle factor - software support. If 

the promised software from both 

Haitex and third party developers 

does arrive, then the X-Specs are 

well worth investigating - other¬ 

wise, they could become just an 

expensive novelty. 

X-SPECS 3D 
£149.95 ■ All Amigas ■ 

Third Coast Technologies 

0257 472444 

AMIGA FORMAT 69 



HardFrame/2000: 

There is no competition. 

Dealers can order from: 
MicroBotics (01) 298 0060 
SDL (01) 300 3399 
ZCL 0543 414817 

When it comes to choosing a hard 

drive for your Amiga 2000, there’s 

no real alternative to MicroBotics 

HardFrame/2000. It’s the fastest 

Amiga SCSI controller available, 

and our 5-year warranty says it’s 

also the most reliable. Coupled 

with a fast Seagate (28 ms access 

time) or Quantum ProDrive (19/11 

ms access) it’s also surprisingly 

affordable. Try it yourself on 

thirty days approval (we don’t 

think we’ll get too many coming 

back.). Unmatched by any other 

controller (Amiga World July ’89). 

Since then, nothing has changed. 

HardFrame is fastest. Prices start 

at £499 for a HardFrame with 

32MB Seagate, 28ms. HardFrames 

fitted with Quantums start at £599 

for the 42MB. 

Prices exclude VAT. 



Dowling 
MAIL ORDER DIVISION COMPUTERS 

ALL PRICES Inc VAT PLUS A FULL 1 YEAR GUARANTEE 

HEAD OFFICE: 
Unit 48 
Tyne Road 
Sandy, Beds, SGI9 1RB 
Tel: 0767 81750/60 
Fax: 0767 81730 

O AMIGA COMPUTERS & 
ACCESSORIES 

FULL 1 YEAR GUARANTEE RRP OUR 
PRICE 

AMIGA 500 + Mouse, modulator, 
Workbench 1.3, manuals etc £379.99 £339.99 
AMIGA 500 BATMAN PACK, inc 
DPaint II, Batman the Movie, etc 
AMIGA 500 BUSINESS PACK, inc 

£399.99 £349.99 

Protext, Superbase & Maxiplan 
AMIGA 500 CLASS OF THE 90'S PACK, 

£679.99 £449.99 

inc Publishers Choice, BBC Emulator 
DOWLING AMIGA PLUS PACK - 

£573.85 £499.99 

available only with above 
TENSTAR Games Pack +10 3 1/2" disks 
mouse mat + Dustcover + Joystick £249.99 £39.99 
PHILIPS 8833 Stereo Colour monitor £309.99 £249.99 
CUMANA 1 meg quality drive - The Best! £89.99 £79.99 
AMIGA 500 Power Supply Unit £69.95 £59.95 
AMIGA A520 TV Modulator £24.99 £19.99 

Mm 
I ( OMI’l il R PRIM I KS/ 
1-/ 1 1 ** 
89 = Registered Dealer = 

Being Star 
registered 
dealers we only 
sell official UK 
machines which 
come with a full 
1 year guarantee. 
Beware of 
inferior imported 
products Y 

OFFICIAL U.K VERSIONS RRP OUR 
PRICE 

STAR LC10 mono 144/36 C.P.S 
STAR LC10 II 25% faster version 
STAR LC10 Colour, 7 colours 
STAR LC24-10- 24 pin multifont 
STAR LC10 Sheet Feeder (auto) 
STAR LC10 Mono Ribbons 
STAR LC10 Colour Ribbons 
STAR LC24-10 Ribbons 
STAR LC10 Quality Dust Cover 

£229.95 
£263.35 
£297.85 
£343.85 
£74.75 

£5.95 
£7.95 
£7.95 
£7.95 

£149.95 
£169.95 
£189.95 
£229.95 

£49.95 
£3.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 

THE MEGABOARP 
RAM EXPANSION 500 UP-GRADES 

YOUR 
AMIGA A500 

FROM 
512K 
TO 1 

MEGABYTE! 

FEATURES 
■ Only top quality components 

used 
■ Real Time clock with NICAD 

battery backup 
■ Memory disable switch to 

revert back to original 512K 
■ 12 months guarantee. Fully 

tested prior to despatch 

Purpose designed for the 

AMMA A500 

4' . 

mW 

ONLY 
£59.95 

ART, BUSINESS AND MUSIC 
PACKAGES 

FOR THE MORE DISCERNING 
COMPUTER USER 

RRP OUR 
PRICE 

ART 
Photon Paint II £69.95 £19.99 
Deluxe Paint II £49.95 £9.99 
Vidi- Amiga £99.95 £89.95 
BUSINESS 
Protext version 4.2 £99.95 £49.95 
Superbase 2 £99.95 £49.95 
Maxiplan Spreadsheet 
MUSIC 

£99.95 £49.95 
Ivlvwlv 

Aegis Sonix version 2.0 £69.99 £34.99 
Music - x 'state of the art music package' £229.95 £169.99 

★ 3 1/2" DISKS ★ 3 1/2" DISKS* 
_★ 3 1/2" DISKS ★_ 
All our disks are of the highest quality, are 100% certified and 
have 'made in Japan' stamped on each disk. We guarantee 

each disk is either Sony, TDK or JVC unbranded. 

50.£29.99 
100.£57.99 
200 .£99.99 
400 .£179.99 
Roll of 1000 labels .£9.99 

NEW - CLASS OF THE 90 s 
UPGRADE PACK 

PACK COMPRISES OF THE FOLLOWING:- 
Midi Master Interface (£34.99), DPaint II (£49.95), Publisher's 
Choice (£99.95), Maxiplan 500 (£99.95), Superbase Personal 

(£59.95), Dr T's Recording Studio (£49.95), BBC Software 
Emulator (£49.95), Amiga Logo (£82.00), Mouse Mat (£4.39), 10 

Blank Disks (£9.99), 1 years subscription to Amiga User (£23.00). 

RRP £564.07 OUR PRICE £199.99 

* THIS MONTH S SOFTWARE 
 BARGAINS ★ 

HURRY - LIMITED STOCKS 

Batman The Movie 
FI 8 Interceptor 
New Zealand Story 

RRP 

£24.99 
£24.99 
£24.99 

OUR 
PRICE 
£6.99 
£6.99 
£6.99 

ORDERING 
MADE EASY 

£ 

Order by phone by 
calling our Head Office 

quoting your Access/Visa Number 

Add £6.00 courier delivery for all orders over £100.00 

Order by Post - make Cheques, 
Building Society Drafts or Postal 

Orders payable to 
Dowling Computers 



BYTE-N-BACK™ 
The latest and best hard disk back-uputility.- Get 1 meg on 
each floppy and fill it at the rate of 36 secs a floppy. A 
very easy to use interface with many features you will not find 
on other programs twice the price. As specialists in Hard 
Drives we know that a user does not want to sit down for 2 
hours to back-up a drive. Now it takes minutes! Get it FREE 
on systems over 42 meg Launch price £19.95 all inclusive 

2000 ‘SLOT MACHINE*™ 
For the 2000 with auto-booting and driver software. Ready 
formatted. Can be a hard card or with drive mounted in a 
drive bay or in an external case. Your choice. ( We can 
provide just the interface if you provide the ST506 drive). 
Uses the OMTI cache memory card that is RAPID! Read 
speeds near to 500K a second are possible. We can sell 
you a 40 meg system for £450 plus carrage but for the 
serious user we recommend the very latest drive, a 64 meg 
3.5 inch 24 mill/sec access drive that you can hardly hear 
running and at £599 it is a steal. Don't forget, with our 
systems you double the capacity by the purchase of a 
second drive only! Highly recommended by AMIGA USER 
INTERNATIONAL and 17 BIT SOFTWARE 

A500/A1000 HARD DRIVES 
Exactly the same specification as above but obviously 
external mounted in a fan cooled case that can take two 
half-height drives or one high-tec full height drive. These 
drives are not a toy 20 meg but for the serious user/hobbyist. 
Even 40 megs is sometimes not enough but one will cost you 
£499 plus carrage but try to start with the 64 meg at £625 for 
rapid mass storage. We have a large stock of full height 
72 meg drives; 102 meg drives; a few 130 meg ones and a 
couple of 240 meg sizes to suit all Amigas. 

SOUND TRAP™ 3 
Fits ALL Amiga models for superior sound sampling 
exclusively from us at £37.50 all inclusive 
WHAT THEY SAID. 
AMIGA USER INTERNATIONAL '...REMARKABLE 
PERFORMANCE. 
AMIGA FORMAT '...THERE IS REALLY NOTHING TO 
TOUCH SOUNDTRAP....’ 
Microphone unit for ST3 £29.00 all inclusive 

2MEG BOARD 
A500 memory board uses low power CMOS chips as 512k, 
1 meg or 2 meg. Transparent auto-configure. No leads or 
jumpers, multi-layered board, buffered at £299 for 2 megs 

1.5MEG BOARD 
A1000 memory board with clock, can autoconfigure 512k 
1 meg & 1.5 meg software ram test disk 1.5 megs £240 

OCTOBYT£" 8MEG - 2000 
For the 2000 and the new AX-S expansion system. No 
jumpers and with a ram controller chip for contiguous ram not 
fragmented! Software support disk tests ram. The latest 
technology, not a board a few years old. 2 megs £325 

X-RAM™ 8MEG • A500-A1000 
The same as 'OCTOBYTE' but in a slimline case with it's own 
power supply.. ^ ^ ^ X-RAM can be 

used in your 2000 
when you upgrade 

iHH 

£375 for 
2 megs 

■IT CAME FROM THE 
I 1 I 

DESERT‘~oni meg game 

MM SPIRIT RAM BOAR 
IWfTHjcLOGK 

£79.99 
• ALL INCLUSIVE 

INTERLOCK* GENLOCK 
X-COPY 2.1 inclusive of postage £17.50 

HARDWARE £15 Upgrades £3.50 (Send your disk) 

ODDS ‘N ENDS 
PRINTERS 9pin; friction and tractor; 120 cps and NLQ; cut 
sheet feeder and with cable £139 £7 courier 
NEC 24 pin; 168 cps and NLQ; friction-tractor; 8k buffer and 
cable supplied FEW ONLY LEFT at £250 £7 courier 
Full range of EPSONS available-call for prices 
HEWLETT PACKARD HPIIP Desktop Laser; HPII laser; 
HPIID laser; postscript cartridges; 80 col and 136 col colour 
inkjets and more. Call for quote. 
FATTER AGNUS 1 meg conversion-fitting service available 
A500 ‘beefy1 FAN COOLED power supplies £59 
MORE DETAILS ARE AVAILABLE IN OUR BROCHURE AS WELL 
AS A COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON ALL YOU NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT HARD DRIVES & MEMORY. REQUEST IT NOWII 

ACCESS 37 CECIL STREET, LYTHAM, LANCS, FY8 5NN, UK VISA 

Tel 0253-734218 Fax 0253-714141 ON-LINE Support number available 

Callers by appointment please. Open 11 am to 6pm Monday to Saturday Prices include VAT 

We are the Official Spirit Technology distributors and manufacturers. 
Dealer enquiries welcome from the UK, Scandinavia and Northern Europe. 

Contact SPIRIT TECHNOLOGY (UK) Ltd at the above address. 



DISK EXTRA 

ON YOUR DISK 
PIPE MANIA 
Tremendous pipe-building 
action in Empire s riveting 
playable demo of this 
highly-rated Assembly 
Line game. Frustrating yet 
fabulously addictive. 

DEVPAC 2 
Produce pulsating power- 
packed code with HiSoft’s 
combination assembler, 
editor and debugger. 
Here’s your chance to find 
out why so many program¬ 
ming and development 
teams give Devpac 2 the 
thumbs up. 

VIRUSX 4 
Banish those viral blues 
forever with the latest and 
greatest virus killer. As 
always Amiga Format puts 
your Amiga’s health first. 

SLEEPY 
Fed up of seeing the zz’ 
cloud every time you open 
a folder, access a disk or 
perform an operation that 
requires the Amiga’s full 
attention? Well, now you 
can create an alternative 
sleepy sprite. 

DJ’S LOCKER 
Programmer extraordinaire 
Dave Jones guides you 
once more through the 
murky depths of Menace. 

WORKBENCH HACKS 
Another selection of the 
tempting, tremendous and 
plain trivial. No clues, no 
blues, no ruse. Well, per¬ 
haps just a teensy-weensy 
bit of all three. 

GAME BUSTERS 
Justin Garvanovic comes 
up with three shocking 
underhand pokes to give 
you the upperhand in Op 
Thunderbolt, Stryx and 
Ghouls 7?’ Ghosts. 

£800 UP FOR GRABS! 
Think you’ve got what it takes to write for the Amiga 

Format Coverdisk? Get your programming tools out and 
prove what you can do, and earn yourself some cash in 
the process. We re after Workbench hacks, demos, utili¬ 
ties, games, game cheats... You could gain up to £800! 

Turn to Page 80 for details. 

BACK UP YOUR COVERDISK 
IMMEDIATELY 

DON T KNOW HOW? SEE PAGE 80 FAST! 

DISK EXTRA 
Where else can you get a magazine and a disk containing 

almost 900K of programs for under £3? RICHARD MONTEIRO 

guides you through the Coverdisk’s stunning offerings. 

PIPE 
MANIA 

PROGRAM: EMPIRE 
FILES: PIPELINE, PIPELINE. 

DOC, PIPELINE.BIN 
You’re on no ego trip: you're not 

the Earth's sole survivor out to 

prove that you can wipe out seven 

trillion mad-as-Damien aliens when 

everyone else failed; you’re not 

about to go into a pulsating pit 

and battle obscenities from the 

grave because no one else dared; 

and you sure as hell aren't about 

to pilot an F99999 Deathdealer 

because no-one else knows how. 

So what are you about to do? 

Would you believe construct pipes? 

Sure, it's a job. But why did 

you have to get picked? Well, 

frankly, someone’s got to do it. 

And now that you’ve got yourself in 

this mess, you’d better find out 

how to survive without flooding the 

whole of Wales. On second 

thoughts, you don’t need any 

tuition - you’re perfectly qualified. 

You've a few seconds to lay 
down as much piping as possible 

before the sluices are opened. 

The flooz is flowing and you’re 

not laying pipes fast enough. 

Someone’s going to get soaked. 

Even when the water flows, you 

can still lay down more pipes. The 

idea is to lay down enough piping 

to keep yourself from a soaking. 

In principle this sounds sim¬ 

ple. Unfortunately all manner of dif¬ 

ferently-shaped pipes are handed 

to you. It’s your job to fit the pipes 

together and make one long 

Pipes are picked from the left 

hand side of the screen and 

plonked down on the main area. 

throughway for the water. Pipes 

needn’t be laid out sequentially - 

and, indeed, the way in which 

pipes are given to you means that 

it is often prohibitive to attempt 

sequential pipe laying. Forward 

thinking is what’s needed. Objects 

dotted around the play area are 

there to help and hinder. It’s for 

you to discover which do what. 

That, in a paragraph, is all there is 

to Pipe Mania. It is a childishly sim¬ 

ple concept, but - like the great 

Tetris - is a game that will hook 

you from the start. 

Pipe Mania has 36 increasing 

complex levels; the playable demo 

on the disk comprises three levels 

for you to attempt within a limited 

time. The full version has no time 

limit, a level being completed 

when the flooz stops flowing. 

Getting Going 
Pipe Mania can only be run by 

resetting the computer and insert¬ 

ing the Coverdisk into the drive. A 

menu will appear asking you what 

you wish to run. Pipe Mania is the 

first option on the list. Simply 

press FI on the keyboard to start 

the game. Don't try to run Pipe 
Mania from the Workbench - it 

simply won't work. 

Leaving Pipe Mania to its own 

devices will result in a help screen 

appearing. Extra information can 

be gleaned by reading this. If you 

can’t wait that long, simply press 

the fire button on the joystick 

plugged into Port 2 a few times. 

You do have a joystick, don’t you? 

And it is plugged into Port 2? 
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Fantastic flooz flowing fun is to 

be had in two player mode. 

Ever had that sinkin’ feelin’... 
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VIRUSX 4.0 WORKBENCH HACKS 
Grin at the genius, groan at the grotesque, grimace at the disgrace - whatever you do when you enter the 

WB Hack zone you can be sure it will come as a surprise. You can only run the Workbench Hacks from... the 

CLI... err, no, from the Workbench. 

Lookin’ at you, Workbench. 

QUICKLENS 
PROGRAM: MIKE BERRO 

FILES: QUICKLENS, 

QUICKLENS.DOC 

Take a good look at your 

Workbench screen. Isn’t it 

astounding? Okay, putting your 

nose on the screen isn’t practical 

- use QuickLens to magnify any 

part of the Workbench screen by 

two or four times. The window 

displaying the magnified image 

can be any size. An invisible gad¬ 

get towards the bottom left of 

the window can be dragged in 

any direction by the mouse 

pointer. Change magnification 

level by clicking with the right 

mouse button when the pointer is 

on the QuickLens window. 

Watch out for explosions! 

EXPLODING WINDOWS 
PROGRAM: ED SCHERER 

FILES: EW, EW.DOC 

The concept is ridiculous of 

course - mind boggling, in fact. 

You just don’t have exploding win¬ 

dows. True, the program makes 

windows open and close in a 

more exciting fashion, but 

explode... that's going too far. 

Judge for yourself. 

STRIPES 
PROGRAM: PD 

FILES: STRIPES, 

STRIPES.DOC 

You’ve probably seen the effects 

of Copper lists before, although 

you may not have realised what 

they were. Essentially the Copper 

Stripes will add, erm, stripes... 

chip can produce wonderful 

colour banding. Stripes can only 

be run from the CLI. Double-click 

on the CLI icon in the Sleepy 

folder and type: 

CD DFO: 

CD "WB HACKS" 

CD STRIPES 

RUNBACK STRIPES 0 2 

The parameters following Stripes 

are fully explained in the supplied 

documentation file. 

BUBBLES 
PROGRAM: PD 

FILES: BUBBLES 

You’re getting no clues as to 

what this one does. None at all. 

Except for the fact that it's not a 

jacuzzi simulator... 

PROGRAM:PUBLIC DOMAIN 

FILES: VIRUSX, 

VIRUSX. DOC 

As ever, Amiga Format is first not 

only to provide you with exclusive 

details of the latest virus killer but 

also to hand you the complete 

virus busting utility on the 

Coverdisk. VirusX 4.0 is the most 

up-to-date and powerful package 

of its genre. 
Viruses fall into two cate¬ 

gories: boot block and other. Boot 

block viruses are so called 

because they live on the first two 

sectors of a disk (the boot block). 

When a disk is bootable (like 

Workbench and the Coverdisk), 

these sectors tell the operating 

system where to go to load 

AmigaDOS code. A boot block 

virus will intercept these pointers 

and install itself into memory 

before allowing the system to con¬ 

tinue looking for AmigaDOS code. 

The other viruses (often called 

link viruses) are much less com¬ 

mon, but trickier to deal with. 

These viruses will attach them¬ 

selves to, and sometimes com¬ 

pletely replace, the existing pro¬ 

grams on a disk. 

VirusX will deal with all cur¬ 

rently known viruses. 
SCA, Byte Bandit, Revenge, 

Byte Warrior, North Star, Obelisk 

Softworks Crew, IRQ, Pentagon 

Circle, SystemZ Virus Protector, 

Lamer Exterminator, Graffitti, Old 

Northstar, 16 Bit Crew, DiskDoktor 

and the Australian Parasite have 

no chance against VirusX. 

Live safely, install VirusX now! 

Getting Started 
From the selection menu press 

key F3. The documentation file will 

appear before the virus killer runs. 

Press the Esc key to continue. 

VirusX will install itself and immedi¬ 

ately get to work checking the 

disks in all connected drives. Don’t 

worry if VirusX reports your 

Coverdisk as having a non-stan¬ 

dard boot block. This is perfectly 

normal. See the warning which is 

printed on the following page. 
Whenever a disk is placed in a 

drive, VirusX will check the boot 

block and report back to you on 

any unusual findings. 

Please note that you can run 

VirusX from the Workbench simply 

by entering the VIRUSX 4.0 folder 

and double-clicking on the VIRUSX 

program icon. Ensure you read the 

documentation file provided before 

you try running VirusX. 

SLEEPY 
PROGRAM: MARK SMIDDY 

FILES: SLEEPY, 

SLEEPY.DOC, EDITSLEEPY, 

SLEEPY SPRITE, TEAPOT 

SPRITE, CLI 

That’s the last snore you’ll see 

from your Amiga in a while. 

The idea behind Sleepy is to allow 

you to create alternative sleepy 

sprites to the ‘zz’ cloud that 

appears whenever the Amiga 

fancies a quick kip. 

Two programs are provided: 

SLEEPY and EDITSLEEPY. The for¬ 

mer lets you install a new sleepy 

sprite while the latter lets you 

design new sprites. 

A couple of demonstration 

files are also present on the disk. 

EditSleepy requires no expla¬ 

nation as all the gadgets that 

appear when you run the program 

are perfectly straightforward. 

Simply design your new sprite by 

holding down the left mouse but¬ 

ton while moving the mouse 

pointer inside the edit box. 

Getting Started 
Pressing F4 from the menu screen 

will install the demonstration sprite 

called Sleepy Sprite and plonk you 

into EditSleepy. A better idea is to 

load the Workbench, open the 

SLEEPY drawer and run EDIT¬ 

SLEEPY by double-clicking on its 

associated icon. 
After designing a few sprites 

and saving them, quit out of 

EditSleepy and double-click on the 

CLI icon provided in the SLEEPY 

drawer. Type the following when 

the CLI prompt appears: 

CD DFO: 

CD SLEEPY 

RUNBACK SLEEPY filename 

ENDCLI 

Please note filename is the name 

of a sleepy sprite. For instance, 

line three could read runback 

SLEEPY "TEAPOT SPRITE". 

A gadget will appear towards 

the top of the screen once Sleepy 

can been run from the CLI. This 

means the new sleepy sprite is up 
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AATARf ST and C- amiga 
Sixteen Bit Superdeals from the Sixteen Bit Specialists ! 

CUSTOMERS PLEASE NOTE! When comparing prices remember ours include fast delivery by courier. 

520 STE Power Pack 
£359.00 

Inc. VAT and Next Day Delivery 
Power Pack includes: 

k 520 STE 512K Keyboard with Built-in 1 Megabyte disk drive and TV 
Modulator 

k 4096 Colour Palette 
k 8 Channel digital stereo sound 
k 4 Joystick Ports 
k Over £550 worth of games software, including OutRun, Gauntlet 2, 

R-Type, Space Harrier, Super HangOn and 16 more Top Games 
k Organiser Business Software including WORDPROCESSOR, 

SPREADSHEET and DATABASE. 
k First BASIC and First Music Utility Software 
k FREE JOYSTICK AND FREE MOUSE MAT WORTH £4.95 
k All leads, manuals PLUS MOUSE and free mains plug! 
REMEMBER! Many ST's do not come with BASIC - ours come with ST 

BASIC REV D by Metacomco. 

520STE Explorer Pack 

£279.00 
rf▼???> ★ Explorer Pack Includes 520STE 512K Keyboard with built-in 1 

Megabyte Disk Drive and TV Modulator 
★ 1 FREE Game, ST Tutorial and METACOMCO Basic worth £25.00 
★ All Leads, Manuals PLUS MOUSE and FREE Mains Plug! ★ Free mouse mat worth £4.95 

1040STE Super Pack 

£479.00 
★ Includes the new 1 megabyte 1040STE keyboard plus £450 worth of software. 

Comprising 21 games and Organiser Business Software. Also includes 
Metacomco BASIC, Mouse Pad, all Leads, Manuals and Mouse. 

★ 1040 STE keyboard without software £439.00 

MEGA 1 BUSINESS PACK 
£529.00 

Features: 
★ Separate Keyboard and System Unit 
★ £385 worth of Business Software including MICROSOFT WRITE word processor (£150), 

SUPERBASE PERSONAL Database (£60) and VIP PROFESSIONAL Lotus 123 
Spreadsheet clone (£150). Metacomco Basic (£25.00) 

★ Blitter chip installed for faster graphics 
Inc SMI24 Mono Monitor.£628.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Quickshot II Turbo Joystick.£9.95 

Competition Pro 5000 Joystick ....£13.95 

Competition Pro with Autofire.£14.95 

Konix Speedking Joystick.£11.95 

Red Mouse Mat with Amiga logo...£5.95 

Plain blue Mouse Mat.£4.95 
Contriver Amiga and ST Mouse with 

Branded Memorex 3.5" DS DD Disks 

Box of 10.£13.95 

Memorex Disk Box 

For 40 3.5" Disks.£8.95 

Amiga 1/2 Meg Expansion.£119.95 

Control Centre Atari or Amiga.£44.95 
\EE Holder and Mouse Pad £20.95 

PRINTERS 
Star LC24-10 24 pin incl. lead ST/Amiga.£249.00 
Star LC10 including interface lead for ST/Amiga.£169.00 
Star LC10 colour including interface lead for ST/Amiga.£219.00 
Citizen 120D including interface lead for ST/Amiga.£159.00 

SEIKOSHA 80 COLUMN PRINTERS - AMAZING PRICES 
Seikosha 9 pin NLQ including interface lead for ST/Amiga.£139.00 
Seikosha 24 pin LQ including interface lead for ST/Amiga.£239.00 

AMIGA A500 
BAT GAMES PACK 

£399.00 
Inc VAT and Next Day Delivery 

BAT Games Pack includes: 
★ Amiga A500 512K Keyboard with Built-in 1 Megabyte disk drive. 
★ Free TV modulator worth £24.99 allowing you to use the Amiga with 

a normal TV. 
★ DELUXE PAINT II GRAPHICS PACKAGE 
★ PHOTON PAINT II graphics package with animation worth £70.00 
★ FREE, only-just-released BATMAN - THE MOVIE games software. 
★ NEW ZEALAND STORY arcade games software. 
★ FI 6 - INTERCEPTOR - amazing 3D flight simulator software. 
★ A further £230 worth of Games Software, including BUGGY 

BOY, MERCENARY, BARBARIAN, WIZBALL & six more games. 
★ FREE JOYSTICK, MOUSE MAT AND 10 BLANK DISKS 
★ Amiga BASIC, Amiga EXTRAS 1.3, Workbench 1.3 PLUS the 

Amiga Step by Step Tutorial. 
★ All leads, manuals PLUS MOUSE and mains plug! 

AMIGA 1 MEG 
BAT GAME PACK 

£529.00 
1 Meg Bat Games Pack includes: 
★ Fitted 1 Megabyte Memory Expansion + Real Time Clock Card 
★ Everything listed for the A500 Bat Game Pack 
★ DRAGON’S LAIR 1 MEG MEGAGAME! 

AMIGA A500 
CLASS OF THE 1990'S 

BUSINESS + EDUCATIONAL PACK 
£549.00 

FEATURES' 

★ Amiga A500 + TV Modulator 
★ Midi Interface + Software 
★ Kind Words II word processor 
★ Page Setter DTP 
★ Super Base Personal 

Database 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 
Atari SF314 1 Megabyte.£139.00 
Amiga A1010 1 Megabyte.£109.00 
Cumana 1 Megabyte Atari or Amiga.«.£89.95 
NEC 1 Megabyte Atari or Amiga.£79.95 
Atari Megafile 30 Hard Disk.£439.00 
New! Commodore A590 20 meg hard disk.£369.00 
A590 Hard Disk + Memory Upgrade installed.Phone 

★ Maxiplan 500 Spreadsheet 
★ Amiga Logo, BBC Emulator, 

Deluxe Paint II 
★ Mouse mat, 10 blank disks 

and disk wallet 

MONITORS 
Commodore Amiga A1084 colour Monitor inc lead.£229.00 
Atari SCI224 Colour Monitor inc lead.£259.00 
Atari SMI 24 Mono Monitor including lead.£119.00 
Philips CM8833 stereo colour monitor inc. lead for ST or Amiga.£259.00 

if We Accept 
.1 EXPRESS 

VOUCHERS 

CREDIT CARD ORDERLINE b 0908 378008 (Mon - Sat 9am - 6pm) 
To order either call the orderline above with your Credit Card details OR make a cheque or P.O. payable to 
Digicom Computer Services and send it with your order to the address below. Callers are also most welcome at the address below 

DIGICOM 
Unit 36, Wharfside, Fenny Stratford, MILTON KEYNES MK2 2AZ 

All prices include VAT and delivery by courier 
*Written details on request APR 34.5% Variable 



TWO YEAR BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION 
40 FREE GAMES 

Club 68000 offers to everyone who owns an Amiga 
computer, Software & Hardware Accessories at huge savings 
off Recommended Retail Prices. Your only commitment is 
to pay £20 for one year’s membership. You will receive 40 
FREE games and a free catalogue five times a year. 

RAM EXPANSIONS 
AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 

Special Offer on 
DISK DRIVES 

X-COPY 2.10 
Hardware & Software- 

I A500 512K Ram + Clock + on/off switch.£59.99 
A500 1.8 Mbyte card with 512K Ram.£ 129.99 

I A500 1.8 Mbyte card with 1 Mbyte.£189.99 
I A500 1.8 Mbyte card with 1.8 Mbyte.£299.99 
I A500/1000 2 Mbyte External.£299.99 
I A2000 8 Mbyte card 2 Mbyte Ram.£299.99 

• 400 DPI 
• Includes text recognition software 
• Ability to scan images and text 
• Use with well known paint packages 

RRP £399 

Members RRP 
Batman the Movie.£15.99.£24.99 
Blade Warrior.£15.99.£24.99 
Bomber.£19.99.£29.99 
Beach Volley.£15.99.£24.99 
Cabal.£15.99.£24.99 
Carthage.£15.99.£24.99 
Chess Player 2150.£15.99.£24.99 
Chaos Strikes Back.£12.99.£19.99 
Chase HQ.£15.99.£24.99 
Damocles.£15.99.£24.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker.£12.99.£19.99 
Double Dragon II.£12.99.£19.99 
Drivin Force.£15.99.£24.99 
Dungeon Master.£15.99.£24.99 
Falcon F16.£19.99.£29.99 
Falcon Mission Disk.£12.99.£19.99 
F16 Combat Pilot.£ 15.99.£24.99 
F29 Retaliator.£19.99.£29.99 
Future Wars.£15.99.£24.99 
Ghostbusters II.£15.99.£24.99 
Ghosts 'n' Ghouls.£15.99.£24.99 
Grand Prix Circuit.£15.99.£24.99 
Hard Drivin.£15.99.£24.99 
Honda RVF.£19.99.£29.99 
Indiana Jones Last Crusade ..£12.99.£19.99 
Infestation.£15.99.£24.99 
Interphase.£ 15.99.£24.99 
It Came from the Desert.£19.99.£29.99 
Knightforce.£ 15.99.£24.99 
Laser Squad.£ 11.99.£ 19.99 
Leisure Suit Larry II.£19.99.£29.99 
Midwinter.£15.99.£24.99 
Moonwalker.£ 15.99.£24.99 
North & South.£15.99.£24.99 
Onslaught.£15.99.£24.99 
Operation Thunderbolt.£ 15.99.£24.99 
Paul Gascoigne.£15.99.£24.99 
Populous.£15.99.£24.99 
Power Drift.£15.99.£24.99 
Pro Tennis Tour.£15.99.£24.99 
Red Storm Rising.£15.99.£24.99 
Shadow of the Beast.£24.99.£34.99 
Space Ace.£31.49.£44.99 
Stunt Car.£15.99.£24.99 
Stryx.£12.99.£19.99 
Test Drive II.£15.99.£24.99 
Turbo Outrun.£ 12.99.£ 19.99 
Untouchables.£15.99.£24.99 
Wild Street.£15.99.£24.99 
Xenon II.£15.99.£24.99 

3.5 A2000 Internal.£59.99 
3.5 External.£64.99 
3.5” with Digital Track Display.£84.99 
5.25" External 40/80 Tracks.£94.99 
5.25" with Digital Track Display.£109.99 

★ All drives with on/off switch & Through Port ★ 

NEW 
► VERSION 

b'aiiiiTi’r 
• Ultimate backup utility 
• Copies up to 4 disks in 48 seconds 
• Formats disk in 36 seconds 
• Speeds up disk loading 
• Qued: Superfast Text Editor 
• CV Parameter: with toolkit options 
• Update service 

RRP £39.99 Members £29.99 | 
Hardware only.£19.99 
Software only.£19.99 
Upgrade 1.0 - 2.0 (send back old disk).£7.50 

MEMBERS £249.99 

1 • For Amiga 500/2000 
] • Includes original 1.3 Rom 
1 • Allows you to switch between Kickstart 1.2 & 1.3 
1 • Easy to use 
1 • No soldering 

1 RRP £69.99 Members £49.99 
I Kickstart Card without Roms. .£29.99 
j Kickstart 1.2 or 1.3 Rom. .£29.99 

_J 

HARDWARE/ 
ACCESSORIES 

NEW 

• Mini Gen Genlock A500.£94.99 
• Rendale Genlock 8802..£189.99 
• Midi Interface A500/2000 or A1000 

(including cable/software).£39.99 
• Boot Selector Boot from External Drive.£9.99 
• Amas - Midi/Sound Digitizer.£84.99 
• Naksha Mouse.£34.99 
• Colourpic - Real Time video digitiser 

and Frame Grabber.£429.99 
• Digiview Gold Video Digitizer 4.0.£109.99 
• Golem Professional Stereo Sound Digitizer 

and Supersound software.£89.99 
• Vidi Amiga video digitizer.£89.99 
• Virus Protector.£19.99 

• For A500/1000/2000 

Provides an easy to use natural 
alternative to the mouse 

- Super Light Weight 

- Perfect for painting, drawing, animation etc 

- Compatible with most software programs. Deluxe 
Paint III, Photon Paint II, Digipaint 3 etc. 

RRP £69.99 Members £49.99 

W.I.m.I.I.liflTil.HSl 
20 Mbyte, 40 msec. Autoboot.£369.99 
30 Mbyte, 28 msec. Autoboot.£449.00 
40 Mbyte, 24 msec. Autoboot.£519.99 
60 Mbyte, 18 msec. Autoboot.£599.99 

XI NEC A2000 File Cards 
I 20 Mbyte, 40 msec. Autoboot.£349.99 
I 30 Mbyte, 28 msec. Autoboot.£399.99 
140 Mbyte, 24 msec. Autoboot.£449.99 
I 60 Mbyte, 18 msec. Autoboot.£548.99 

H3S 
TOP 50 PROFESSIONAL SOFTWAR E 

1 

Aegis Animagic Animation 
Member RRP 
£59.99 £79.99 K Seka Assembler 

Member RRP 1 
£37.99 £49.99 

Aegis Modeller 3D » CAD £59.99 £79.99 Kind Words II Wordprocessor £37.49 £49.99 
Aegis Sonix 2.0 Music £52.49 £69.99 Lattice 5.0 Prog Language £199.99 £249.99 
Aegis Audiomaster II Music/Midi £59.99 £79.99 Lights, Camera Action Desktop Video £52.49 £69.99 
Aegis Videotitler Desktop/video £82.49 £109.99 Mailshot Plus Mailmerge £37.49 £49.99 
Appetizer 8 Business programs £24.99 £39.99 Movie Setter Desktop Video £52.49 69.99 
Butcher 2.0 Utility £29.99 £39.99 Music X Music £172.49 £229.99 
Comic Setter DTP Comic £37.49 £49.99 Pagesetter 2.0 DTP £59.99 £79.99 
DOS Toolbox Utility £37.49 £49.99 Professional Page 1.3 DTP £187.49 £249.99 
Deluxe Paint III Graphics/Animation £59.99 £79.99 Photon Paint 2.0 Anim/Graphics £59.99 £89.99 
Deluxe Music Music £52.49 £69.99 Photon Video Desktop Video £69.99 £99.99 
Deluxe VideoIII 3D Videoanimation £59.99 £79.99 Professional Draw CAD Graphics £99.99 £139.99 
Deluxe Photolab Animation-Ham £52.49 £69.99 Quarterback Hardisk/Utility £44.99 £59.99 
Deluxe Print II Print/Utility £37.49 £49.99 Synthia Music/Midi £59.99 £79.99 
Digicalc Spreadsheet £29.99 £39.99 Starter Kit Kindwords 2.0/Paint/3 games £49.99 £69.99 
DOS to DOS Utility £37.49 £49.99 Superbase Personal II Database £69.99 £99.99 
Digipaint 3.0 Graphics £52.49 £69.99 Superbase Professional Database £174.99 £249.99 
Director Desktop Video £42.99 £59.99 Sculpt 3D XL 3D Animation £112.49 £149.99 
Design 3D Cad elec/technic £59.99 £79.99 Sculpt 4D Junior 4D Animation £89.99 £119.99 
Devpac II Prog.language £44.99 £59.99 Sculpt 4D 4D Animation £374.99 £499.99 
Fantavision Animation £37.49 £49.99 Scribble Platinum Wordprocessor £37.49 £49.99 
Funschool 2 Education £12.99 £19.99 Turbo Silver 3D 3D Animation £104.99 £139.99 
Home Accounts Financial £22.49 £29.99 Word Perfect 4.2 Wordprocessor £172.49 £229.99 
Home Office Kit Wordp/Spread/DBase/DTP £119.99 £149.99 Workbench 1.3 1.3 + Manual £12.99 £19.99 
KComm 2.0 Communications £22.49 £29.99 XCad Designer Cad Cam £84.99 £114.99 

_A 

Phone for free catalogue, more than 200 different items. 
HOW TO ORDER: Bv phone: 01 977 9596 Visa /Access. By Fax 
01 977 5354, By post: Club 68000, Wickham House, 2 Upper 
Teddington Road, Hampton Wick, Kingston, Surrey KT1 4DP 

POST AND PACKAGING: 
Software UK + EEC £1, Non EEC £3. 

HARDWARE: Courier service £6. 
Prices subject to change without notice 
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and running. Try performing some 

disk operation (because disk 

operating tasks require a consid¬ 

erable amount of processing time 

to get anywhere) to see it in 

action. Clicking on the close-gad- 

get icon will return everything to 

normal once again. 

Two Brief Notes... 

It's not possible to run SLEEPY, 

SLEEPY SPRITE or TEAPOT 

SPRITE from the Workbench. 

When copying Sleepy to 

another disk, ensure you copy 

ARP. LIBRARY from the LIBS 

drawer on the Coverdisk to the 

LIBS drawer of the new disk. 

DEVPAC V2 
PROGRAM: HISOFT 

FILES: DEVPAC2.DOC, 

GENAM2, GENAM2.INF, 

GENIM2, MONAM2, LIB- 

FILE.MONAM, 

HELLOWORLD.S 

Here it is! The development tool 

for the Amiga used by program¬ 

ming teams worldwide. HiSoft’s 

Devpac 2 combines a full 68000 

macro assembler, complete 

screen editor, powerful disassem¬ 

bler and debugger, and fast linker. 

In this fantastic useable demo you 

can see and use almost all the fea¬ 

tures that developers rave about. 

Programs are typed in using an 

intuition-based editor and assem¬ 

bled from the very same environ¬ 

ment. And, to top it all, your com¬ 

piled programs can be executed 

and subsequently debugged from 

within Devpac. It’s this unique 

friendly development environment 

that makes Hisoft’s package such 

an instant attraction. 

On the disk you’ll find the a 

fantastic useable demo of the 

Devpac editor and assembler 

together with a stripped-down ver¬ 

sion of MonAM (the debugging tool 

that forms part of the package). 

There is so much to this pack¬ 

age that the entire disk pages 

DAVE JONES’ LOCKER 
PROGRAM: DAVE JONES 

FILES: MOVESHIP, README.DOC 

Yet more of Dave Jones’ program¬ 

ming tricks revealed. See the arti¬ 

cle on Page 63 for full details. This 

month Dave explains how to cre¬ 

ate sprites and overlay them on 

the scenery given away last issue. 

You’ll find all the source you need 

to do the same on the disk. 

Source isn’t much good if you 

haven’t got an assembler, which is 

why there’s a compiled version of 

the scrolling level plus the ani¬ 

mated sprite on the disk. Please 

note you will need last month’s 

source and this month’s source to 

create the demo on this disk. 

Getting Started 

From the main menu strike func¬ 

tion key F5. The demo showing off 

the scrolling landscape and sprite 

will appear. Moving the mouse will 

move the sprite. Pressing the left 

mouse button will exit the demo. 

You can, if you wish run the 

demo from the Workbench by dou¬ 

ble clicking on the file MOVESHIP 

from within the DAVE JONES’ 

LOCKER drawer. The other two 

source files, SHIPS and MOVE- 

SHIPS, can be loaded into an 

assembler like Devpac 2 or 

Argasm and compiled. 

could easily be filled with informa¬ 

tion about it. Instead, there’s a 

comprehensive help file which 

must be read before starting. 

Getting Started 

To load Devpac, reset the com¬ 

puter and press key F2 when the 

selection menu appears. You will 

thrown into the Devpac editor. 

From here you can edit source 

files or load the demo file, 

HELLOWORLD.S, from disk. You 

can also compile, debug and run 

programs from within the same 

environment. See the documenta¬ 

tion file for full details. 

WARNING! 

VirusX will inform you that the 

Amiga Format Coverdisk has a 

non-standard boot block. Ignore 

the warning; the Coverdisk uses a 

custom boot block which you can 

see in action as a scrolling mes¬ 

sage when the disk boots. Don’t 

under any circumstances let 

VirusX destroy the Coverdisk boot 

block. Also, take extreme care 

when using VirusX on commercial 

software - many games have cus¬ 

tom boot blocks which VirusX will 

treat as suspicious. If you let 

VirusX to destroy a boot block on 

a commercial piece of software, 

you may never be able to run the 

software again. Failure to comply 

with these instructions, and the 

extensive documentation on disk, 

can lead to destruction of valuable 

software. Amiga Format will not be 

held responsible for your mistakes! 

GAMEBUSTERS SPECIAL 
What a treat! More monstrous game hacks from master pokester Justin Garvanovic. And what a selection; three of the latest raves laid bare. The 

pokes can either be run by pressing the appropriate key from the main menu or by loading the Workbench and entering the GAMEBUSTERS 

SPECIAL drawer. Although none of the hacks write to disk, play safe and keep all your disks write protected. 

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 
FILES: OPERATION THUNDER POKE 

It’s infinite everythings all round with this 

stunning cheat: bullets, clips, rockets, energy. 

Just press Y or N to answer the questions that 

appear and insert the original game disk in 

the drive when requested. 

STRYX 
FILES: STRYX POKE 

If you can't win with all the cheat options avail¬ 

able in this poke, you’re doomed to a life of 

misery. Answer Y or N to infinite energy, bul¬ 

lets, speeder bike fuel, jet pack fuel and min¬ 

ing craft fuel. Phew! What a way to win. 

GHOULS (N’ GHOSTS 
FILES: GHOULS W GHOSTS POKE 

There's infinite time, infinite credits and infinite 

lives to be had with this poke. Also available is 

the ability to switch off collision detection, 

which is handy for survival in US Gold’s con¬ 

version of the classic Capcom coin-op. 
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AMIGA 500 BATMAN PACK 
Batman (The movie) Interceptor, NZ Story, Deluxe 

Paint II, mouse, modulator and manuals. 
£369.95 

PHILIPS 8833 COLOUR MONITOR 
£299.95 

Cl 900 Monochrome monitor 
£99.95 AMIGA 500 + PHILIPS 8833 

As above with Batman pack and Philips 
colour monitor, Photon Paint and 10 free games 

£649.95 
EXTERNAL DRIVE 

Power Drive 1 meg 
£79.95 

AMIGA 500 CLASS OF 90 PACK 
Deluxe Paint II, Superbase Personal, Maxiplan 

A500, Doctor Midi Recording Studio, Datel Midi 
Interface, BBC emulator, "Publishers Choice", 
Amiga logo, "Interceptor" 10 3.5*’ disc box and 

education support files from Commodore 
£529.95 

A590 HARD DRIVE 20 meg hard drive 
£369.95 

VIDI VIDEO DIGITISER 
£99.95 

MINI-GEN 
Merge computer graphics with live video 

£113.85 
DATEL MIDI 
Midi interface 

£34.95 

PRO DESIGNER GOLD 
Sound Sampler 

£79.95 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE 
16 bit games machine 

£199.95 

PC ENGINE PLUS 
Games machine 

£199.95 

512K MEMORY EXPANSION 
Plus Clock Card 

£99.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Cheetah 125. 
Cheetah Starprobe. 
Pro 5000 extra glo green 
Pro 5000 extra glo red .... 

QS Turbo. 
Euromax Racemaker 
Euromax prof 9000. 
Konix Navigator. 

DISC BOXES 
3.5 40 holder lockable... 
5.25 50 holder lockable. 

3.5 80 holder lockable.... 
5.25 120 holder lockable 

DISC BOXES AND DISCS 
3.5 40 holder lockable with 10 3.5 DSDD discs 
3.5 40 holder lockable with 20 3.5 DSDD discs 
3.5 40 holder lockable with 40 3.5 DSDD discs 

3.5 80 holder lockable with 10 3.5 DSDD discs 
3.5 80 holder lockable with 40 3.5 DSDD discs 
3.5 80 holder lockable with 80 3.5 DSDD discs 

DISCS 
3.5 DSDD. 
3.5 DSDD SONY 

PERIPHERALS 
Replacement mouse + mouse holder + mouse mat...£29.95 
Four player Adaptor...£5.95 

Mouse Mat. 
Joystick Extender, 
Dust Cover. 

AMOS 
£34.95 

ALL OUR HARDWARE INCLUDES VAT AND FREE DELIVERY. 
UK MAINLAND ONLY. NEXT DAY DELIVERY BY ARRANGEMENT MOST WORKING DAYS 

UBLISHERS 
CHOICE 
£99.95 

5A DOG S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL) 36A OSBORNE STREET, COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL) 

24hr MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/ (0473) 210605 FAX: 0473 213457 



MAIL 
ORDER 

MAIL £59.95 

ORDER 

5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL) 

6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH SUFFOLK IP4 1JE 
36A OSBORNE STREET, COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL) 

fAA/y^ 

24hr MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/ (0473) 210605 FAX: 0473 213457 

5th Gear. .£13 .99 
3D Pool. .£15 .99 
Adidas Golden Shoe. .£16 .99 
Altered Beast. .£16 .99 
A.P.B. .£13: .99 
Action Fighter. .£15 .99 
Ancient Art of War. .£16 .99 
Ancient Art of War At Sea... .£16 .99 
Aquaventura. .£24 .99 
Axels Majic Hammer. .£13 .99 
Asterix. .£16 .99 
Balance of Power 1990. .£15 .99 
Barbarian II (Palace). .£16 .99 
Barbarian II (Psygnosis). .£16 .99 
Bankok Knights. .£16 .99 
Battlechess. .£16 .99 
Batman (the movie). .£16 .99 
Bloodwych. .£16 .99 
Blood Money. .£16 .99 
Bloodwych Data Disks. .£12 .99 
Beach Volley. .£16 .99 
Battlevalley. .£13 .99 
Blade Warrior. .£15 .99 
Bad Company. .£15 .99 
Battle of Australitz. .£15 .99 
Bobo. .£12 .99 
Battle Squadron. .£15 .99 
Black Tiger. .£16 .99 
Battle of Britain. .£16 .99 
Beverley Hills Cop. .£15 .99 
Chase HQ. .£16 .99 
Chaos Strikes Back. .£16 .99. 
California Games. .£13, .99 
Cabal. .£16 .99 
Conflict Europe. .£16 .99 
Continental Circuit. .£13 .99 
Chariots of Wrath. .£16 .99 
Carthage. .£15 .99 
Corvette. .£19, .99 
Chicago 90. .£12 .99 
Commando. .£12 .99 
Commandos Compilation.... .£15 .99 
Chambers of Shaolin. .£15, .99 
Cyberball. .£13, .99 
Dragon Ninja. .£16, .99 
Dungeon Master. .£16, .99 
Dungeon Master Editor. .£9, .99 
Dreadnought. .£13, .99 
Demons Tomb. .£13, .99 
Dragon Spirit. .£13, .99 
Drakken. .£19, .99 
Dynamite Dux. .£16, .99 
Double Dragon II. .£13, .99 
Dogs of War. .£12, .99. 
Dragons of Flame. .£16, .99 
Dynamite Debugger. .£15, .99 
Die Hard. .£16, .99 
Day of the Pharoah. .£16, .99. 
Dragons Breath. .£19, .99 
Dan Dare 3. .£13, .99 
Damocles. .£15, .99 
Elite. .£15, .99 
Epoch. .£15, .99 

Escape from the Planet of 
Robot Monsters.£13.99 
Eye of Hercules.£16.99 
Eye of Horus.£15.99. 
Flash Dragon.£13.99 
F29 Retaliator.£16.99 
FI 9 Stealth Fighter.£15.99 
FI 6 Combat Pilot.£15.99 
Falcon.£19.99 
Falcon Mission Disks .£13.99 
Ferrari Formula One.£16.99 
Forgotten Worlds.£13.99 
Fast Lane.£12.99 
Frankenstein.£12.99 
Future Wars.£16.99 
Fighting Soccer.£16.99 
Fiendish Freddy.£19.99 
Fighter Bomber.£19.99 
Footballer of The Year.£13.99 
Full Metal Planet.£12.99 
Final Battle.£16.99 
Giants (compilation).£19.99 
Galdregons Domain.£12.99 
Ghostbusters II.£16.99 
Gunship.£15.99 
Games Summer Edition.£13.99 
Greenpeace.£15.99 
Gore.£16.99 
Galaxy Force.£16.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts.£16.99 
Gravity.£16.99 
Gazza’s Super Soccer.£16.99 
Highway Patrol.£15.99 
Hillsfar.£16.99 
Hard Driving.£13.99 
H.A.T.E.£13.99 
Heavy Metal.£16.99 
Hound of Shadow.£16.99 
Hot Shot.£13.99 
Indiana Jones (Lucas Films) ....£16.99 
Indiana Jones (US Gold).£13.99 
Ivanhoe.£16.99 
Iron Tracker.£12.99 
Infestation.£16.99 
Interphase.£15.99 
International Athletics.£12.99 
It Came from the Desert.£19.99 
Iron Lord.£16.99 
Jack Boot.£16.99 
Jack The Ripper.£12.99 
Jumping Jackson.£12.99 
Kult.£15.99 
Kick Off.£12.99 
Kick Off Extra Time.£9.99 
Krystal.£19.99 
Keef the Thief.£16.99 
Killing Game Show.£13.99 
Knightforce.£15.99 
Krypton X.£12.99 
Kenny Dalglish Soccer Match ..£13.99 
Laser Squad.£12.99 
Leisure Suit Larry II.£19.99 
Lightforce (compilation).£16.99 

Lombard R.A.C Rally.£16.99 
Lords of the Rising Sun.£19.99 
Last Ninja II.£16.99 
Lost Patrol.£16.99 
Liverpool.£15.99 
Last Stuntman.£12.99 
Legend of Djel.£16.99 
Manic Mansion.£16.99 
Microprose Soccer.£15.99 
Majic Johnson.£12.99 
Murder in Venice.£15.99 
Matrix Marauders.£16.99 
Moonwalker.£16.99 
Magnum 4 compilation.£19.99 
Manchester United.£16.99 
Ninja Warrior.£13.99 
Ninja Spirits.£16.99 
New Zealand Story.£16.99 
North and South.£15.99 
Neuromancer.£16.99 
Nevermind.£13.99 
Operation Thunderbolt.£16.99 
Oriental.£15.99 
Onslaught.£13.99 
Ooze.£15.99 
Overlander.£12.99 
Omega.£24.99 
Planet Busters.£13.99 
Paperboy.£12.99 
Pinball Majic.£16.99 
Police Quest II.£16.99 
Pools of Radiance.£16.99 
Populous Data Disks.£9.99 
Precious Metal (compilation)....£16.99 
Premier Collection (1,2 or 3) ...£19.99 
Predator.£16.99 
Player Manager.£12.99 
P47.£15.99 
Powerdrift.  £16.99 
Passing Shot.£16.99 
Pictionary.£16.99 
Panic Station.£13.99 
Pro Tournament Tennis.£16.99 
Quartz.£15.99 
Quarterback.£13.99 
Quest for Time Bird.£19.99 
Red Heat.£16.99 
Renegade.£16.99 
Rick Dangerous.£15.99 
Robocop.£16.99 
Rocket Ranger.£19.99 
Run The Gauntlet.£16.99 
R. V.F Honda..!.£15.99 
Red Storm Rising.£15.99 
Risk.£13.99 
Rally Cross.£12.99 
Roadwars.£13.99 
Rock and Roll.£13.99 
Scramble Spirits.£13.99 
S. E.U.C.K. £19.99 
Space Savage.£13.99 
(NEW) Space Harrier.£12.99 
Space Harrier II.£13.99 

Stryx.£13.99 
Strider.£16.99 
Skweek.£13.99 
Space Quest III.£19.99 
Speedball.£16.99 
Steve Davis Snooker.£12.99 
Story So Far 1 (compilation) ....£12.99 
Story So Far 3 (compilation) ....£12.99 
Stunt Car.£15.99 
Shinobi.£13.99 
Street Fighting Man.£13.99 
Scroll.£12.99 
Sword of Twilight.£16.99 
Starwars Compilation.£16.99 
Shufflepuck Cafe.£13.99 
Super Scramble Simulator.£13.99 
Super Wonderboy.£16.99 
Silpheed.£19.99 
Sleeping Gods Lie.£15.99 
Slayer.£13.99 
Stormlord.£13.99 
Shadow of the Beast.£24.99 
Star Blaze.£13.99 
Super Quintet.£15.99 
Sim City.£19.99 
Saint and Greavsie.£13.99 
Seven Gates of Jambala.£15.99 
Star Command.£19.99 
Stellar Crusade.£24.99 
Skidz.£13.99 
Switchblade.£13.99 
Super Cars.£13.99 
Star Trek 5.£24.99 
Space Ace.£29.99 
Triad II (compilation).£16.99 
Test Drive II.£16.99 
TV Sports Football.£19.99 
Trivial Pursuit (family edition)...£16.99 
Take em Out.£12.99 
Tintin.£12.99 
Thrill Time Platinum (comp).£15.99 
Trivia.£15.99 
Track Attack.£16.99 
Turbo Outrun.£16.99 
Tower of Babel..£15.99 
Turbo Buggies.£13.99 
TV Sports Basketball.£19.99 
Theme Park.£16.99 
Ultimate Golf.£16.99 
Ultimate Darts.£13.99 
Untouchables.£16.99 
UMS II.£15.99 
Ultima V.£15.99 
War in Middle Earth.£13.99 
Waterloo.£15.99 
W.E.C Le Mans.£16.99 
Warp.£12.99 
Winners (compilation).£19.99 
World Cup Soccer 90.£13.99 
Wings of Fury.£13.99 
Wild Streets.£15.99 
Xenophobe.£15.99 
Xenon II.£16.99 

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO SOFTSELLERS. POST & PACKAGING FREE IN UK.OVERSEAS £1.50 PER ITEM. 
Subject to availability and price changes without notice. Not all titles released at time of going to press. 
Shop prices may vary, but personal callers can claim advertised discounts on production of cut-off slip. 

TITLE COMP PRICE 
Have you ordered from us before? YES/ NO 

Name . 

Address: 

Tel No: 

K/VVv Partners M James and L.K Mitchell 

MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

£99.95 

TOTAL COST £ 

AMF MARCH 

DELUXE i 
MUSIC < 
£49.95 i 



DISK EXTRA 

USING YOUR 
FORMAT DISK 
IMPORTANT! Before using your Amiga Format 

disk, you should make a back-up of the mas¬ 

ter disk as soon as possible. 

BACKING UP YOUR DISK 
For many reasons, it is important to make a backup 

of the Coverdisk as soon as possible. Copying the 

disk may sound like a complicated task suitable for 

techno-buffs only, but it is surprisingly simple provided 

you read the following instructions carefully: 

1. First, turn on your machine and load 

Workbench. Once the Workbench screen appears and 

the disk-drive light goes out, remove your Workbench 

disk and insert our Coverdisk. 

2. Next, click once on the Coverdisk icon and 

then press the right mouse-button and the Workbench 

menus will appear. Now, while keeping the right 

mouse-button depressed, move the mouse pointer 

over to the 'Workbench' heading and a menu will drop 

down. Move the mouse pointer over the 'duplicate' 

menu option and then press the left mouse-button. 

3. After a few seconds’ disk access, the 

Workbench DiskCopy tool will be loaded and run. Now 

just follow the on-screen prompts and your Amiga 

Format Coverdisk will be copied to a backup disk. 

When the machine asks for the destination, insert 

your blank disk into the drive. Further instructions are 

in the user’s guide that comes with your Amiga. 

USING THE PROGRAMS 
All programs on the Amiga Format disk are specially 

set up to make them as easy to use as possible. If 

you can use the Amiga’s Workbench then you can use 

our Coverdisk! If you do have problems with a pro¬ 

gram, full instructions on loading and using the pro¬ 

grams are included in Disk Extra and these should get 

you up and running. If you still have problems, you 

should read the documentation file (.DOC) that is 

included with every program. To run any of the pro¬ 

grams on this month’s Coverdisk, follow a simple pro¬ 

cedure: unless specified differently within Disk Extra, 

just double-click on the program’s icon on the 

Workbench and it will load and run. Full details on how 

to use the programs once they have loaded are inc¬ 

luded as a documentation (text) file with the program. 

To display a documentation file, just double-click 

on the appropriate .DOC file and a window will open 

containing the file’s contents. Pressing the space bar 

will advance a page at a time. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
Unless specifically stated, the programs on the 

Coverdisk are not in the public domain and the copy¬ 

right remains with the author. Selling or distributing 

these programs without the author’s permission is 

against the laws of copyright. 

DISK EXTRA HOTLINE 
0225 765086 

Between 4pm and 6pm on weekdays only 

Flummoxed by files? Dumfounded by disks? 
Paranoid about programs? If you have a problem 
with the disk - and you’re sure the disk is in full 
working order - phone 0225 765086 with your 
query. State the model of your machine and any¬ 
thing you’ve got attached to (or plugged inside) the 
computer. For problems with disks before Issue 5 
phone Amiga Format on 0225 442244. 

EARN YOURSELF £800 
Name. Brief description. 

Address 

Telephone (Daytime). 

(Evenings). 

My program name is 

Approximate total size of files in kilobytes.K 
(we cannot use programs longer than 200K; shorter sub¬ 
missions, under 100K, stand the best chance of publica¬ 
tion). It is a: 

□ Game □ Technical tool 

□ Business utility 

□ Music program 

□ Novelty 

□ Art program 

□ Educational 

□ Other 

Checklist (please tick): 

□ Stamped, addressed envelope for return 

□ README.DOC explanation file on disk 

□ Printout of README.DOC file (if possible) 

□ Name, address, machine type written on label 

□ Disk certified virus free 

IMPORTANT Please sign this declaration: 
This program is submitted for publication by Amiga Format. It is 

wholly my own work and I agree to indemnify Future Publishing 

against any possible legal action should copyright problems arise. 

Signed 

Date 

IS YOUR 
DISK 
FAULTY? 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Format Coverdisk are simple to 
use, error-free and have no 
known viruses. However, we 
cannot normally answer tele¬ 
phone queries on using the soft¬ 
ware, and we do not accept lia¬ 
bility for any consequences of 
using the programs on the disk. 

If your Amiga Format disk is 
faulty - and out of the tens of 
thousands duplicated, some are 
unfortunately bound to be - you 
should send it back for a free 
replacement within a month of 
the cover date to: 

Amiga Format 
April Disk 
Discopy Labs 
Unit A, West March, 
London Road, Daventry 
Northants NN11 4SA. 

If your Amiga refuses to accept 
the disk, try using the DISK- 
DOCTOR utility on your 
Workbench disk to rescue it 
before sending it off for a 
replacement. Full details of 
DiskDoctor can be found in the 
user’s manual that came with 
your machine. 

WARNING! 
The game cheats on this 
month’s Coverdisk are straight¬ 
forward to use, but please read 
the instructions in the magazine, 
and on the disk. Just do it! If you 
screw up your game disks - or 
indeed, any other disk - 
because you failed to read any 
documentation, it’s your fault. 
You’re on your own. And you’re 
getting diddly-squat from Amiga 
Format. You’ve been warned. 

WE WANT 
YOUR 
PROGRAM 
If you’ve got any programs for 
the Amiga which you think other 
readers would find useful, inter¬ 
esting or amusing, we’d like to 
know about them. 
1. Make sure your program is 
foolproof to use. 2. Create a file 
called README.DOC on the 
disk which explains exactly how 
to use your program. 3. Fill in 
this form, sign it, and send it 
without delay to: CoverDisk 
Software, Amiga Format, 4 
Queen Street, BATH BA1 1EJ 
You could win a share of £800 
prize money for the best pro¬ 
grams each month. 
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All prices and manufacturers 
specifications subject to 
change without notice. 
All offers subject to 
availability. Offers subject to 
change in price without notice. 

Delivery Charges 
24 hour Courier Service 
£10.00 
4 Day Courier Service £5.00 
Consumables Free Post 
Overseas Orders Phone 

SPECIALISTS IN MAIL ORDER 
WHY MEGALAND 

24 HOUR DELIVERY • 12 MONTHS WARRANTY ON ALL HARDWARE • ON SITE 
MAINTENANCE OPTIONAL • TECHNICAL SUPPORT • HELPFUL FRIENDLY SERVICE 

SPECIAL PRICE OFFERS • MEGASOFT CLUB MEMBERSHIP FOR EXTRA SPECIAL 
OFFERS • EXPORT SPECIALISTS (ASK FOR DETAILS 0703 332225) 

WE ACCEPT ACCESS & VISA 

HOTLINE 
RETURNS SERVICE 

AND TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT 

TELEPHONE 

0703 330544 

◄ MEGALAND 5-N-A-K-TS & LADDERS ► 
-THERE’S NO DOWN WITH MEGALAND-- 

36 

Satisfied 
Customer 

35 
AMIGA 3.5 EXTERNAL DRIVE 
WITH ON/OFF SWITCH AND 

STEEL SLIM CASE 

PRICE 

£65 

34 

AF880 3.5 EXTERNAL DRIVE 
ON/OFF SWITCH 

PRICE 

£65 

33 32 

MEGALAND SUPERPACK FOUR PLUS AMIGA A500 
(SEE STANDARD FEATURES) 

BATMAN THE MOVIE (GAME), F18 INTERCEPTOR, NEW ZEALAND 
STORY, DELUXE PAINT II, QUICK SHOT II JOYSTICK, 

A501 RAM EXPANSION 

-"'=£422 

PANASONIC KXP 1081 
9 PIN PRINTER 

PLUS FREE IBM CABLE 

PRICE 

£130 

25 
PSION ORGANISER 

WE STOCK THE FULL RANGE 

PRICES FROM 

£69 

AN,26 FERROTEC 
AMIGA DRIVE 

ATARI DRIVE 

ONLY 

w!56 

MEGALAND SUPERPACK THREE PLUS AMIGA A500 
(SEE STANDARD FEATURES) 

BATMAN THE MOVIE (GAME), F18 INTERCEPTOR, NEW ZEALAND 
STORY, DELUXE PAINT II, ZYNAPS, BATTLE VALLEY, EXOLON, 

SLAYER, CYBERNOID II, CRUNCHER FACTORY, KARTING GRAND 
PRIX, ICE HOCKEY, MEGA-BLASTER JOYSTICK, 10 BLANK DISKS. 

TO£34Tc„ 

29 
SEGA 

MASTER SYSTEM 

PRICE 

£69 
i 

30 

ATARI 520 
EXPLORER PACKS 

PRICE 

£232 

24 

EPSON LQ550 24 PIN PRINTER 
PLUS FREE IBM CABLE 

PRICE 

£269 

23 

EPSON LX850 9 PIN 
PLUS FREE IBM CABLE 

PRICE 

£173 

20 
PANASONIC KXP1124 / 

24 PIN PRINTER /A 
VERY POPULAR 
PLUS IBM CABLE // ] 

E24/0 

|THE NEW LIGHT FANTASTIC PACK COMMODORE 64 
// The Pack includes C64 computer, power supply, cassette 

unit, light gun, 3D glasses, Robocop, Rambo III, Platoon, L // Hypersports, Combat School, Batman the caped crusader, 
Mike Reids pop quiz, 3D action pack Army Days, Gangster // and Time Traveller. Plus arts package, music creator, typing y/ tutor and Shootem Up construction kit. 

r^£i3i 

19 

WE SUPPLY DISK BOXES, 
CABLES, GAMES, DISKS, 

PAPER, DUST COVERS AND 
MUCH MORE 

MEGALAND SUPERPACK ONE PLUS AMIGA A500 
(SEE STANDARD FEATURES) 

BATMAN THE MOVIE (GAME), F18 INTERCEPTOR, NEW ZEALAND 
STORY, DELUXE PAINT II, BLASTEROIDS, WICKED 

THUNDERBIRDS, THAI BOXING, DEFCON 5, SAINT & GREAVSEY, 
THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING, A500 DUSTCOVER, MOUSEPAD, 

QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICK. 

'"“£347 
Jmmm 

16 \y A590 20MB HARD DISK 
A500 AMIGA \\ 

AUTO BOOT (1.3 KS ONLY) 

PRICE V 

£326 

W MEGALAND SUPERPACK TWO PLUS AMIGA A500 
(SEE STANDARD FEATURES) 

BATMAN THE MOVIE (GAME), FI8 INTERCEPTOR, NEW 
ZEALAND STORY, DELUXE PAINT II, ESPIONAGE, 

FLINTSTONES, PACLAND, CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL, 
FROSTBYTE, MOUSETRAP, ICE HOCKEY, MOUSE PAD, 

QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICK, DUSTCOVER. 

jv\ ""“£347 
12 STAR LC10 MONO PRINTER 

9 PIN DOT MATRIX 
NLQ STILL A VERY POPULAR 

PRINTER PLUS FREE 
IBM CABLE 

PRICE 

£130 

u ) 
AMIGA A501 RAM EXPANSIOn/1 

WITH CLOCK & CALENDAR/^] 

PRICE 

£100/y 

AMIGA A1010 3.5 DRIVE 

PRICE 

' £74 

9 

STAR LC10 COLOUR PRINTER 
NLQ 9 PIN PLUS FREE 

IBM CABLE 

PRICE 

£169 
SEs 

STAR LC24-10 PRINTER 
NLQ 24 PIN PLUS FREE 

IBM CABLE 

PRICE 

£209 
i 

Start,. . Dissatisfied 
BATMAN PACK 

WITH JOYSTICK 

ONLY 

£325 

3 

PHILIPS 8833 
COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

PLUS CABLES 

PRICE 

£205 

4 

WE ALSO STOCK FULL 
RANGES OFAMSTRAD, 

COMMODORE, OLIVETTE 
AND HYUNDI PCs 

sV 
MEGALAND NOW OFFER THE BEST GAMES PACKS THIS SIDE OF 

THE PLANET. ALSO ALL OUR PACKS CONTAIN AMIGAS WITH THE 
FOLLOWING STANDARD FEATURES. 

★ ALL UK SPECIFICATION ★ 
AMIGA A500, 512K RAM, 1 MB 3.5 DRIVE, MOUSE, THREE 
OPERATING MANUALS, 4096 COLOURS, KICKSTART1.3, 

TUTORIAL DISK, UTILITIES DISK, WORKBENCH 1.3 DISK, POWER 
SUPPLY, TV MODULAR, MULTI TASKING SCREENS, BUILT IN 

VARIABLE SPEECH SYNTHESIZER, PLUS ALL CONNECTING CABLES. 

TELEPHONE 0703 332225 OR 0865 512599 
MEGALAND SOUTHAMPTON 
42-44 Millbrook Road East 

Southampton, Hants., SOI OHY 
TELEPHONE 0703 332225 

MEGALAND OXFORD 
Islip Road, Off Hemes Road 

Oxford. TEL 0865 512599 
OR 0865 512633 

OFFICIAL ORDERS 
Welcomed from 

Corporates, 
Government, 
Educational, 

Health & M.o.D. 
Establishments. 

OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
9.00am to 5.30pm 

ALL PRICES 
EX VAT 

To: 42-44 Millbrook Road East, Southampton. 

I wish to order_ 

I enclose cheque/PO for £_ 

Or charge my Access/Visa No. 

Inc. VAT 

Exp. date 

Name 

Address _ 

Postcode 

Signature 

Tel. No: 

PRICES CORRECT ON DATE GOING TO PRESS 



PHONE ANYTIME FOR FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE 
AMIGA A500 BASIC PACK 

512K RAM Computer - Built-in 1 Mb Disk 
Drive. Workbench 1.3. Mouse. A520TV 

Modulator. Speech Synthesis. Basic 1.3 Disk. 
Extras and Tutorial Disk. Introduction to the 

A500. All leads and manuals 
even a 13A plug! 

£345.99 (subject to availability) 

AMIGA A500 - BATMAN PACK 1 

512K RAM Computer - Built-in 1 Mb Disk 
Drive. Workbench 1.3. Mouse. A520TV 

Modulator. Speech Synthesis. Deluxe Paint II 
Art Package. New Zealand Story Game. 
Interceptor Flight Sim. & BATMAN the 

Movie, BASIC 1.3 Disk. Extras and Tutorial 
Disk. Introduction to the A500. All leads and 

manuals even a 13A plug! 
£359.99 

|amig A A500 BATMAN PACK 2 

all as PACK ONE 
PLUS TEN MORE TOP SOFTWARE 

TITLES 
Insanity Flight. Mercenary. Amegas. Wizball. 
Buggy Boy. Barbarian. Terropods. Mercenary 
I. Art of Chess, Ikari Warriors, plus Photon 2 

Art Package with Animation 
TOTAL VALUE OF EXTRA SOFTWARE 

£229 
£379.99 

PRINTERS 

STAR LCIO.£155.99 
STAR LCIO COLOUR.£199.99 
STAR LCIO/2 NEW MODEL.£189.99 
STAR LC24/I0 24 PIN.£259.99 
STAR LC15.£327.99 
STAR LC 24-15 24 PIN.£389.99 
CITIZEN I20D.£149.99 
PANASONIC KXP 1081.£159.99 
PANASONIC KXP 1180.£189.99 
PANASONIC KXP 1124 24 PIN.£289.99 

All our printers are UK Specification not 
converted grey imports. Fully guaranteed by the 
Manufacturers and include lead, cable and plug. 

RIBBONS 
LCIO Black - Branded.£3.50 
LCIO Coloured - Branded.£8.90 

CASPELL Ribbon Refresh Ink in 
Aerosol - Simple to use .£8.95 

THERMAL RIBBON - Prints your designs to 
paper then Iron on TeeShirt etc. 
-CIO Black.£13.80 
LCIO Colour.£19.55 

Getting the Most from Your Printer by 
BAB AN I - 84 Pages.£2.95 

RING FOR DETAILS OF PRINTER PAPER 
AND LABEL PRICES 

SPECIALS 
EXPAND YOUR AMIGA WITH GENUINE 

COMMODORE PERIPHERALS 
A50I 5I2K RAM Pack with Clock.£109.99 
AMIGA A1010 External Disk Drive.£85.99 
ROM Version 1.3 Kickstart ROM 
with Fitting Instructions.£28.99 
ENHANCER - Consists of Workbench 
1.3 and Extras 1.3.£ 13.99 

IMB - 3.5” DISK DRIVES 

CUMANA CAX354 Disk Drive....£89.99 
AMIGA A1010 Disk Drive.£85.99 
POWER DRIVE Disk Drive.£76.99 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

AMIGA A590 20Mb Plug In Drive..£359.99 

MIDI EQUIPMENT 

DATEL Midi Master Interface.£28.79 
Midi Leads Per Pair.£5.98 

MONITORS 

COMMODORE I084S 14" Stereo Col. 
PHILIPS CM8833 14" Stereo Col. 

Ring for Price and Availability. 

MODEMS 

PACE Linnet Modem.£123.99 
PACE Linnet 1200 Modem.£207.99 
DATAPHONE Demon 2 Modem ..£89.99 
DATAPHONE Designer Modem...£99.99 
AMIGA to MODEM Cable.£14.95 

MOUSE/TRACKBALL 

KEMPSTON 2 Button Mouse.£26.49 
AMIGA 1352 Mouse.£32.49 
MARCONI RB2 PC9 Trackball...£51.99 

JOYSTICKS 

KONIX Speedking. .£12.95 
KONIX Navigator. .£14.95 
CHEETAH 125+. .£8.99 
ZIPSTICK Super Pro. .£13.95 
COMPETITION Pro 5000. .£10.79 
CHEETAH Star Probe. .£14.99 
CHEETAH Mach 1. .£10.99 

ACCESSORIES 

AMIGA Monitor Dust Cover.£5.99 
AMIGA 500 Keyboard Dust Cover ...£5.99 
STAR Printer Dust Covers.£5.99 
14" Mon. Anti Glare Screen Cover.£22.99 
Monitor Tilt & Swivel Stand.£19.99 
Mouse Mat.£4.99 
Mouse Bracket (to Hold Mouse).£2.99 
Furry Mouse House.£7.25 
Joystick Ext. Lead 2.5 Metres.£4.95 
Printer Cable AMIGA to Printer.£5.99 
Twin Joystick/Mouse Ext 6" Lead ..£5.99 
3.5" Disk Drive Cleaning Kits.£5.99 
Copyholders A4 Document Holder ....£15.99 
Control Centre - Sits over Amiga as 
Monitor Stand & Store - Metal.£49.95 
40 Disk Holder Lockable, top qual ....£5.99 
80 Disk Holder Lockable. 
top qual.£10.99 

DISKS - FULLY GUARANTEED 
BULK DISKS 3.5"all with LABELS. 

Pack of 10.£6.99 
Pack of 10 in plastic case.£7.99 
Pack of 20.£12.99 
Pack of 50.£29.99 
Pack of 20 in Our Top Quality Lockable 
40 Disk Holder.£18.49 
Spare Labels Asstd. Colours 60 for £ 1.00 

BATMAN GAMES PACKS 

Batman - The Movie 
New Zealand Story 
FI 8 Flight Interceptor 
DeLuxe Paint II } 

Special 
Pack 
Price 
£34 

SPECIAL 
512k MEMORY EXPANSION RAM 

PACK 
Plus free Dungeon Master 1 Meg 

Game. Game worth £24.99 and all 
packed in a library case together 

making a great package. 
SPECIAL PRICE.£89.99 

AMIGA BOOKS 

Advanced Amiga Basic.£17.99 
3D Graphics Programming in Basic .£17.49 
Amiga Assembly Language Program ..£10.49 
Amiga Basic - Inside and Out.£17.49 
Amiga C for Advanced Programmers..£30.99 
Amiga C for Beginners.£ 17.49 
Amiga Disk Drives - Inside and Out.£25.99 
Amiga DOS - Inside and Out.£17.49 
Amiga DOS Manual 1.2 - 2nd Ed.£21.99 
Amiga DOS Quick Reference Guide£12.99 
Amiga DOS Reference Guide.£14.39 
Amiga for Beginners.£12.49 
Amiga Handbook.£15.39 
Amiga Machine Language - New Ed. ..£14.39 
Amiga Machine Lang. Program Guide £20.99 
Amiga Programmers Handbook.£22.99 
Amiga Programmers Handbook Vol. 2 £22.99 
Amiga Tricks and Tips.£ 14.39 
Amiga More Tricks and Tips.£17.49 
Amiea Users Guide.£ 17.95 
Amiea DOS Manual. £31 95 
Amiga DOS Express & Disk.£29.99 
Computes First Book of the Amiga ..£16.29 
Computes Amiga Programmers Guide.!’16.29 
Amiga System Programmers Guide..£29.99 
Beginners Guide to the Amiga.£16.29 
Elementarv Amiea Basic.£14 39 
Inside Amiga Graphics. 
Inside the Amiga with C - 2nd Ed... 
Kickstart Guide to the Amiga. 
Kids and the Amiga -Kids 8 to 80... 
Programmers Guide to the Amiga... 
Using Deluxe Paint II. 
Becoming an Amiga Artist. 

..£16.29 

..£19.99 

..£13.39 

..£15.39 

..£22.99 

..£17.95 

..£17.49 

EDUCATIONAL & CHILDRENS 

Fun School 2 - Under 6. 
Fun School 2-6-8 years. 
Fun School 2 - 8 and over. 
Discover Maths 10 yrs+. 
Discover Numbers 6 yrs+. 
Discover the Alphabet 6 yrs+. 
Puzzle Book. 

..£13.49 

..£13.49 

..£13.49 

..£15.49 

..£15.49 

..£15.49 

..£15.99 
Spell Book. ..£15.99 
Things to do with Numbers. ..£15.99 
Things to do with Words. ..£15.99 
BBC Emulator. ..£39.99 
Amiga Logo. ..£19.99 

All prices INCLUDE VAT and DELIVERY - All items despatched within 24 hours of cleared payment subject to availability. 
Ring for details of Next Day Delivery Service. Ring or write for prices and details of any item not listed. 

O 
AUDITION COMPACT SERVICES, 

IS Timbergate, Ketton, Stamford, Lines PE9 3SW 
Telephone 0780 55888 Shop Hours - 0780 720531 Out of Hours. 

ROBOT READERS 
Chicken Little.£24.99 
Three Little Pigs.£24.99 
The Ugly Duckling.£24.99 
Little Red Hen.£24.99 
Aesop's Fables.£24.99 
The Three Bears.£24.99 
Noah's Ark.£24.99 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

Kind Words V2.0. .£34.99 
Scribble Platinum. .£35.99 
Pen Pal. .£99.99 
Word Perfect 4.1 . .£159.99 
Word Perfect Library. 
K-Data. 

.£84.99 

Superbase Personal. .£41.99 
Superbase Personal 2. .£69.99 
Superbase Professional. .£164.99 
K-Spread 2. .£41.99 

Superplan. .£67.99 
VIP Professional. .£69.99 
Home Accounts. .£20.49 
Cashbook for the Small Business. .£35.99 
Personal Accounts Plus. .£21.95 
Personal Tax Planner. .£27.99 
On Line. .£35.99 
Page Setter. .£69.99 
Publishers Choice. .£72.99 
Starter Kit. .£49.99 
Home Office Kit. .£104 99 
Assem. Pro. .£49.99 
Aztec C - 68K Professional. .£103.99 
BBC Emulator. .£39.99 
Transformer - PC Emulator. .£24.75 
r.PA R.jci/' i'Af. OO 
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HiSoft Basic Amiga with Free Abacus Book. 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out. .£59.99 
Lattice C V5.0. .£156.99 
AMOS the Game Creator. .£37.99 
Trip-A-Tron. .£22.99 
DeLuxe Paint III. .£55.99 
DeLuxe Print II. .£14.99 
DeLuxe Video III. .£49.99 
Director. The. .£41.99 
Movie Setter. .£49.99 
Photon Paint 2.0. .£35.99 
Photon Video Cell Animation. .£67.99 
Pixmate.... .£34.99 
Print Master Plus. .£35.99 
Adrum. .£27.99 
Aegis Audiomaster II. .£49.99 
Instant Music. .£17.99 
DeLuxe Music Construction Set. .£50.99 
Dr Ts Midi Recording Studio. .£39.99 
Music X... .£169.99 
KCS. .£145.99 
Disc 2 Disc....... .£25.99 
Disk Master. .£34.99 
DOS 2 DOS.. £76 99 

KICK OFF* CHAlL^E CUP 
WILL YOU BE THE U.K.'s No. 1? 

THOUSANDS OF £££££££'s HUNDREDS OF PRIZES 
INCLUDING:.£2,500 in cash.Cup Final Tickets.Weekends in 

London.Commodore Monitors.Cumana Disk Drives.RAM 
Expansions.Boxes of Disks.Games. 

+ MANY OTHER PRIZES 
N.B. The Kick Off Challenge Cup is run by the Computer Football Association, with the 
full support of Anco Software Ltd. The competition is open to all association members. 
*Kick Off is a copyright product of Anco Software Ltd. 

Please register me as a member of the COMPUTER FOOTBALL 1 would like to play my first game in: (Please tick appropriate box) 

ASSOCIATION, 

Send me my membership card and competitors pack to: BIRMINGHAM LONDON 
NAME:. 

BRIGHTON MANCHESTER 

ADDRESS:. 
CAMBRIDGE NORWICH 

CARDIFF 

CARLISLE 

NOTTINGHAM 

OXFORD 

EDINBURGH PLYMOUTH 

1 enclose my membership fee of £5.00. GLASGOW SOUTHAMPTON 

(Cheques payable to The Computer Football Association) LEEDS TAUNTON 

SEND YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION FORM TO: 

C.F.A. 475 STAINES ROAD, BEDFONT, FELTHAM, MIDDLESEX, TW14 8BL 



PREVIEW SPECIAL 

The Amiga 500 is soon to 

gain its first hardware- 

based PC emulator in the 

compact form of the Power PC 

Board from Dutch developers 

KCS. Best known for their Power 

Cartridge RAM freezer for the 

C64, KCS are a small Dordrecht- 

based company comprising pro¬ 

grammer Peter Verhey and 

Managing Director Krijn Kolff. 

Between them they are set to 

launch a complete PC on a card 

that comes with 1MByte of RAM 

and nearly £150 worth of PC soft¬ 

ware for just under £300. 

While the price might seem 

somewhat amazing - perhaps indi¬ 

cating they expect huge volume 

sales - the means of achieving PC 

emulation adopted is equally sur¬ 

prising. For the Power PC board 

plugs directly into the Amiga's 
RAM expansion slot, a port previ¬ 

ously thought unuseable for any¬ 

thing other than dynamic memory 

chips. Understandably, the team 

are reluctant to disclose how they 

managed to utilise the port in this 

way, only admitting that 

Commodore US were amazed. 

Whatever the means 

employed, the reasons are simple. 

At the heart of the move is a wish 

to offer the Amiga owner fast PC 

emulation at an affordable price 

and in the process combine the 

reliability of MS-DOS with the com¬ 

pany's ‘plug in and run' philosophy. 

As Verhey points out, “There's still 

a feeling that the A500 can’t be 

used for serious work - there’s a 

view it’s too unstable. If users want 

the reliability of a PC system then 

they need look no further.” 

At the heart of the hardware is 

a custom chip that transmits all 

PC data from the on-board 8086 

to the Amiga’s 68000. This data is 

then in turn sent to the desired 

channels - disk drives, serial and 

parallel ports and display screen. 

The trick in optimising speed 

is to transmit data directly to the 

screen rather than through the 

usual means of BIOS routines. The 

68000 translates this memory 

directly and puts the information 

on the monitor. 

Since the PC Power Board 

treats all screen handling as direct 

screen I/O, it even promises full 

compatibility with PC programs 

that bypass the BIOS and hit the 

screen hardware directly. 

Card Tricks 

The neat 6”x3” card has been 

some fifteen months in develop¬ 

ment and holds a NEC V30 pro¬ 

cessor, a custom chip, a clock 

and 1Mbyte of RAM chips. The 

V30 is a 16-bit 8086 clone running 

at 7.14Mhz and the BIOS opted 

for is Phoenix, the world standard 

BLUE AMIGAS 
Thought you had to splash 

out the Earth for an A2000 

and Bridgeboard to run all 

those PC programs? Well 

think again. ANDY STORER 

previews KCS’s Power PC 

Board for the A500... 

for MS-DOS computers. The on¬ 

board RAM chips included are to 

supply both the PC and Amiga with 
an extra 1/2 MByte. If you don’t 
want to use the PC emulation you 

can configure its associated mem¬ 

ory as a RAM disk device the 

Amiga can address. This, too, is 

quite ingenious as the normal 

Amiga operating system isn’t 

capable of switching between 

RAMs in this way. 
To get up and running in PC 

mode first requires a simple menu- 
driven configuration program to be 

run which determines the video 

mode, disk drives and attached 

peripherals to be used. This is 

achieved via a short GFABasic 

installation program which allows 

the hardware to address all the 

necessary devices. Because the 

PC card can’t be connected to 

dedicated PC cards you can’t use 

the special cards needed for PC 

scanners, fax and custom mouse 

cards. But Microsoft mice, joy¬ 

sticks, modems and printers are 

all supported. 

Configure it Out 

So, the configuration program pre¬ 

pares the Amiga to handle all I/O 

functions, data being streamed out 

of the board and to the 68000 

which then sends data on to the 

desired channel. First of all you 

need to specify which drives will 

be employed as PC devices. Here 

you can use the Amiga’s own inter¬ 

nal drive as a double-sided PC 

drive - an essential but tricky fea¬ 

ture that took around 40K of 

assembler to implement. 

In the meantime, you’re able 

to plug any PC 5.25 or 3.5 inch 

drive straight into the Amiga’s 

external disk drive port and read 

and write to it immediately after 

it’s been installed. For that matter 

any old disk drive will do, but KCS 

is still in the process of writing a 

disk-formatting routine which 

should soon be completed. But 

although you can configure your 

internal Amiga drive to read and 

write to PC format, you can't do 

this from within Amiga mode or 

vice versa. If you want your Amiga 

program to read/write PC data 

files then you’ll still need Dos to 

Dos or CrossDos to convert the 

files. As Verhey points out, 

“There’s no reason "to re-invent 

the wheel.” 
As soon as you’ve decided on 

your disk drive set-up, you move 
on to determining the PC video 

mode you wish to emulate. 

Currently CGA and MDA modes 
are possible. The configuration for 

CGA mode, though, allows you to 

choose from all 4096 colours to 

make up the four that constitute 

CGA. Although EGA and VGA 
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modes are in the planning stage, 

KCS are quick to point out the 

problem here will be memory. In a 

nutshell, the more colours you 

have on screen the slower the 

refresh rate. This is the trade-off 

against direct screen I/O: the PC 

processor isn’t accompanied by 

its usual PC video chip, so the 

Amiga is handling all colour and in 

tests KCS have concluded that 16- 

colour EGA emulation will slow the 

68000 to around 10% of its 

normal operating speed. 

The only way to counter this is 

by providing extra RAM. Currently 

it's thought that around 2MBytes 

will be needed to handle the extra 

colours at the same speed as in 

CGA. And in CGA mode the Power 

PC board is fast. By comparison, 

Transformer, the software-only PC 

emulator, is a joke. Perhaps an 

A2000 with a Bridgeboard is 

almost one too, since PC emula¬ 

tion is painfully slow in a multitask¬ 

ing environment. KCS opted to 

ditch all notion of providing a 

board to run in a multitasking envi¬ 

ronment. If you want to run several 

programs at once while in PC 

mode there are several PC utilities 

to let you do that. It may not be 

true multitasking but it will suffice. 

KCS’s priority is speed and conve¬ 

nience so they’ve gone for a 

simple single-tasking machine. 

Video configuration also 

allows you to alter character size, 

cursor speed and colour and turn 

interlacing on and off. This latter 

feature enables PAL-compatible 

display output so you can record 

PC output to video, a capability 

not available on PCs. 

PC mouse users will be 

pleased to hear they can configure 

mouse installation to both 

Microsoft and Mouse Systems 

standards and specify the number 

of buttons they wish to be opera¬ 

tive. Both Amiga joystick ports can 

be configured as PC Comm 1 and 

2 while serial communications can 

be set to go all the way up to 

9600 baud. Interestingly, printers 

can be set up with 128K buffers, 

reset without a full Amiga reset. 

The delay and repeat speed of the 

Amiga keyboard can also altered 

to suit the PC user's needs. 

It’s No PC Plod! 

Once each of the various menu 

options have been determined a 

small file is written to enable you 

to boot directly into PC mode. The 

resultant file can either be saved 

as a normal boot file, runnable 

from Workbench, or as six sectors 

that are stored in the boot sector 

of a PC disk. This latter option is 

ideal since it means that once 

you’ve set up your everday config¬ 

uration you can simply copy the 

parameters to all your PC program 

disks - on whatever format - and 

boot directly into them without 

even catching sight of the Amiga 

system acting host to the PC card. 

Obviously it would be best to 

have an MS-Dos partition on your 

hard disk but this hasn’t been 

implemented yet. That way you 

could boot up fast into PC mode 

but as yet there’s no hard disk 

drivers written. A driver for the 

A590 will be KCS’s first upgrade, 

with others to come as and when 

the respective drivers are avail¬ 

able. The company are also very 

open to customer feedback lead¬ 

ing to new developments. 

For those users who don’t 

have a hard drive but want super¬ 

fast loading of MS-DOS and Amiga 

programs, KCS are also working 

on utility that will let you 

load/dump RAM to floppy and vice 

versa as one batch file. 

Once in MS-DOS, you have 
704K at your disposal - enough to 

run all standard AT/XT software. 

But because there is no means of 

adding extra RAM to the 

Powerboard, PC programs requir¬ 

ing more RAM aren’t supported. A 

Landmark benchmark utility 

revealed the PC emulation to run 

at a respectable 6.4 MHz, over 

three-and-a-half times faster than a 

standard PC XT. The emulation is 

so complete that all the Amiga 

function keys can emulate their 

respective PC functions automati¬ 

cally. As you might expect, then, 

the key combination controls so 

beloved of the PC world are also 

activated so that to all intents and 

purposes you have a fully-function¬ 

ing PC at your control. Scrolling is 

fast and a good deal quicker than 

a lot of ATs. 

Verdict 

We have to stress that we were 

shown a ‘work in progress’ system 

that couldn’t as yet handle PC 

graphics. Anything text-based 

worked fine: our copy of WordStar 

ran perfectly well and behaved 

admirably. But these guys cer¬ 

tainly seem to know what they’re 

doing. To get the emulator work¬ 

ing at all via the RAM expansion 

slot is a technical tour de force in 

any case, so the rest should be a 

little more straightforward. 

At the price and performance 
and with the bundle offered it must 

be a bargain. Then all you have to 

decide is whether you want a PC. 

Believe it or not, nearly a million 

PCs are installed each month, so it 

would seem you wouldn't be alone 

in wanting one. Whether they’ll get 

one as cheaply as you can is quite 
another matter... 

PC POWERBOARD ■ Bitcon 

Devices, 88 Bewick Rd, 

Gateshead NE8 1RS ■ £299 for 

the board, RAM-resident Phoenix 

DOS Help (worth £55), 

Microsoft’s MS-DOS version 4.01 

(worth £80), and PC GWBasic. 

Pictures: Nigel Streeter 
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AMIGA SOUNDBLASTER 

Everyone knows that the Amiga has excellent sound capabilities. Televisions and monitors do not produce hi-fi sound 
output, so until now it has been impossible to connect your Amiga to an amplifier to appreciate the sound quality. 

The Amiga SOUNDBLASTER is a small amplifier that comes complete with two high quality 50 watt 3-way 
speakers. It is easily connected to your Amiga and adds a new dimension to all your games. 

The Amplifier 
This unit has been designed and built in the UK specifically for use with the Amiga. It uses the 
latest microchip technology to produce a hefty 5 watt per channel of high quality sound. Twin 
volume controls allow both volume and balance to be set and a LED indicates that the unit is in 
operation The amplifier connects to the Amiga via the monitor socket. It also has a through 
connector to allow the amplifier and a monitor to be plugged in together. 

The Speakers 
The speakers that come with the SOUNDBLASTER are 50 watt 3 way speakers and are contained 
in an attractive hi-tec enclosure. The speakers sound as superb as they look thanks to a powerful 
3‘ woofer for all the low tones, a 2‘ mid-range speaker for all the middle notes and a tiny V tweeter 
for all the top of the scale tones. The speakers connect to the amplifier via 2.5M of cable. 

AVAILABLE NOW ONLY £44.99 ♦ £2 for postage 

FREE STEREO HEADPHONES 
We are giving away a pair of stereo headphones free with every SOUNDBLASTER for a limited 
period. These headphones plug into the SOUNDBLASTER allowing you to listen without 
disturbing the neighbours! 

The SOUNDBLASTER package is completed with a mams adaptor to power the amplifier and 
full instructions. 

Payment is accepted over the telephone with VISA & ACCESS cards or through the post by 
cheque, postal order, eurocheque, bank drafts etc. 

Send to:- 
SIREN SOFTWARE, 84-86 PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER Ml 6NG 

Athene Computers 0705 511439 
Dept AF 16 Stoke Road Gosport Hampshire P012 1JB 

AMIGA PACK 1 AMIGA 
Amiga A500 computer mouse, TV 

mod, WB 1.3 manuals 

£349 inc 

AMIGA PACK 2 
Amiga Pack 1 with 10 games, 

(worth over £250) 

£379 inc 

AMIGA PACK 3 
Amiga A500 with 1084 monitor, and 

Plinth 5 blank discs 

£599 inc 

AMIGA PACK 4 
Amiga A500, Philips 8833 monitor, 

Plinth & 5 blank discs. 

Only £579 inc 

AMIGA BUSINESS PACK 
A500,1084 or 8833 mon, second 3.5" 

drive, plinth, Platinum Scribbler software, 

STAR LC10 Printer. 

£839 inc 

AH our products 
UK spec. Say No to 

Grey imports 

£399.99 
INC VAT RRP 

INCLUDES 
•D' PAINT II 

BATMAN THE MOVIE 

FI 8 INTERCEPTOR 

NEW ZEALAND STORY 

TV MODULATOR 

BATMAN POSTER 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE 

COMMODORE AMIGA 500 
BATMAN MOVIE PACK 

Commodore Amiga A500. Mouse, 
Workbench 1.3, Workbench Extras, Very 
First Tutorial Disk, Owners Handbook. 
Basic Handbook. TV Modulator. Mouse 

Mat. Plus !! Deluxe Paint 2, FI8 
Interceptor, New Zealand Story. Batman 

ONLY 
£369.95 

Including VAT, delivery and plug. 

NEW! THE MOVIE + PACK 
Commodore Amiga A500, Mouse. 

Workbench 1.3, Workbench Extras. Very 
First Tutorial Disk. Owners Handbook. 
Basic Handbook, TV Modulator. Mouse 

Mat, Plus!! Deluxe Paint 2, F18 
Interceptor, New Zealand Story, Batman 
Plus!! Ten Blank Disks. Disk Storage Box 

holds 80 Disks. Microswitch Joystick, 
Vinyl Cover. 

ONLY 
£389.95 

Including Vat, delivery and plug. 

MOVIE MONITOR PACK 
Comprises all items as listed in the movie 

pack above. Plus!! A Philips CM8833 
colour stereo monitor with connecting 

lead. 
£599.95 

PERIPHERALS 

Philips CM8833 Monitor.£239.95 
Star LC10 Printer.£169.95 
Star LC10 Colour Printer.£209.95 
Star LC24/10.£259.95 
Panasonic KXP1081.£169.95 
Panasonic KXP1180.£189.95 
Panasonic KXP1124.£269.95 
Citizen 120D.£138.00 
Citizen 180E.£158.00 
Citizen HQP45.£369.95 
Cumana CAX354 Disk Drive.£89.95 
Amiga Mouse.£29.95 
Contriver Mouse + Mat.£29.95 
Amiga Modulator.£14.95 

Peripheral Prices Include Necessary 
Connection Leads 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Nebulus.£6.95 
Custodian.£6.95 
Roger Rabbit.£6.95 
No Excuses.£6.95 
Powerplay.£8.95 
Quaser.£2.95 
Thunderbirds.£9.95 
Gee Bee Air Rally.£4.95 
Romantic Encounters.£4.95 
GFL Football.£4.95 
GFL Baseball.£4.95 
Police Quest.£9.95 
Manhunter In New York.£9.95 
Wicked.£6.95 
Milenium 2.2.£8.95 
Batman The Movie.£12.95 
New Zealand Story.£9.95 
F18 Interceptor.£9.95 
Deluxe Paint 2.  £19.95 
Zynaps.£4.95 
Goldrunner.£6.95 
HURRY LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE AT THESE 

PRICES 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 

Flight Simulators 
Fighter Bomber.£21.95 
Flight Simualtor 2.£24.95 
Jet.£24.95 
Hawaiian Scenery.£10.95 
Japanese Scenery.£10.95 
European Scenery.£10.95 
Falcon.  £20.95 
Falcon Mission Disk 1.£14.95 
F16 Combat Pilot.£16.95 
War Games 
Waterloo.£17.95 
Austerlitz.£17.95 
Borodino.£20.95 
Armarda.£20.95 
Role Playing 
Poplulous.£17.95 
Populous Promised Lands.£8.95 
Sim City.£20.95 
Prince.£16.95 
Faery Tale Adventure.£13.95 
Dragons Of Flame.£17.95 
Swords Of Twilight.£17.95 
Starflight.£17.95 
Stellar Crusade.£26.95 
Bloodwych.£17.95 
Bloodwych Data Disk.£10.95 
Dungeon Master (1Mb).£16.95 
Iron Lord.. ..£16.95 

r~n MAIL-CENTA 
17. Campbell Street, Belper. Derby. DE5 1AP. | 

Tel: 0773 826830. __ 
All prices include VAT and delivery in UK. however for orders under £10.00 please 
add a 50p handling charge. Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please 

bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched 
same day whenever possible. Cheques may require a seven day clearance period. 

Proprietor: Martin Bridges. 



AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN 
LOOK!! 

‘HUNDREDS OF TITLES* 
‘STARTER PACKS* 

‘FAST, RELIABLE SERVICE* 

NOW ONLY 
£1.80 each or £16.50/10 

STARTER PACK A 
SABRINA DEMO EVERY INCH 

A LADY SAM FOX DEMO 
ONLY £5.00 

STARTER PACK B 
MADONNA DEMO DEBBIE 

GIBSON DEMO KYLIE DEMO 
ONLY £5.00 

SPECIAL OFFER: ALL 4 DELIRIOUS DISKS ONLY £6.50 

MANY MORE OFFERS & STARTER PACKS SEND SAE FOR FULL LIST. 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO: 

MAGNETIC MEDIA 
VICTORIA ARCADE, ALDERGATE 
TAMWORTH, STAFFS B79 7DL 
TEL: 0827 59566 

PRICES INCLUDES VAT 
1st CLASS POST IN UK 

(Airmail Postage: Europe/Scandinavia £3.50/10 
Other countries £6.50/10) 

AMIGA 500 REPAIRS & SPARES 
SPARES: 
68000 MPU. 
8362 Denise. 
8371 Fat Agnus. 
ROM VI.2. 

.£23.00 

.£19.00 

.£45.00 

.£21.00 

5719 Gary. 
8364 Paula. 
8520. 
MSM6242 Clock. 

.£12.00 

.£29.00 

.£10.00 

.£8.00 

Service Manual... .£22.00 

ACCESSORIES 
A520 Modulator. 
A501 1/2 Meg. 
A1010 D-Drive. 

.£26.00 

.£140.00 

.£140.00 

SCART Lead. 
Serial Lead. 
Parallel Lead. 

.£16.00 

.£13.00 

.£13.00 

A500 Fixed Price repair.£40.00 

All prices include postage. 
3 months warranty. Sinclair & Amstrad also repaired._ 

ACE Repairs, AF2, Outways Farm, Pelynt, Looe, 
Cornwall PL13 2NW 

© (0503) 20282 

MISTRAL COMPUTER 
^rnin, supplies 

0705 453814 
AMIGA SOFTWARE 

F29 Retaliator.16.99 
Pool of Radiance.16.99 
Damocles.16.99 
Untouchables.16.99 
Iron Lord.19.99 
Chaos Strikes Back.16.99 
Dragon Spirit.13.99 
Drakkhen.19.99 
Fast Lane.13.99 
Last Ninja II.16.99 
Rainbow Island.16.99 
Cabal.16.99 
Barbarian II (psygnosis).16.99 
Keef the Thief.16.99 
Ninja Warriors.13.99 
Ghostbuster II.16.99 
Operation Thunderbolt.16.99 
Chase H.Q.16.99 
Power Drift.16.99 
Ghouls & Ghosts.16.99 
Stunt Car Racer.15.99 
Continental Circus.16.99 
Shadow of the Beast.24.99 
It Came from the Desert (1 meg).19.99 
Kenny Dalglish II.19.99 
Sim City.19.99 

Turbo Outrun.16.99 
Interphase.15.99 
Space Ace.29.99 
Altered Beast.16.99 
Beach Volley.16.99 
Super Wonderboy.16.99 
Dragon of Flame.16.99 
Fiendish Freddy.19.99 
Xenon II.16.99 
Double Dragon II.13.99 
Gazza's Soccer.16.99 
P47.15.99 
F16 Falcon.19.99 
Falcon Mission Disk.13.99 
Predator.16.99 
Pin Ball Majic.16.99 
Robocop.16.99 
Storm Lord.13.99 
Switch Blade.13.99 
Test Drive II.16.99 
Ultimate Golf.16.99 
Vigilante.10.99 
Verminator.— 
Waterloo.15.99 
Wings of Fury.13.99 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ AMIGA HARDWARE ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
Amiga 500 Bat Pack * SPECIAL OFFER*.Phone 
A590 Hard Drive 20 M.B. *SPECIAL OFFER*.£352.99 
Vortex 40 meg hard drive *SPECIAL OFFER*.£505.99 
Cumana Second Drive Amiga & ST.£87.00 
Amiga 500 4- 1084 monitor.£607.00 
A501 512K RAM exp.£125.99 
A520 Modulator.£27.99 
1084 Monitor.£272.00 

3.5" Disks unbranded, boxed and fully guaranteed. 
10.£6.90 50.£31.00 
25.£16.25 100.£59.00 

Send Cheque IPO to: Mistral Computer Supplies, 42 Park 
Way, Havant, Hants, P09 1HH. 

All Prices include P & P and VAT. new titles dispatched on day of release. Send for full 

soft & hardware list. All formats available. Please add £2.00 per item outside UK. 

Amiga Amiga Amiga Amiga Amiga Amiga 
The U.% Amiga Users Qroup is the Largest Amiga 
only user qroup in the zvorld. We are ncno in our 
fourth year and are the most established and 
experienced Amiga user group in the U.% ‘We have 
over 1,500 members and are able to offer an unrivalled 
level of support. Our members receive a 60+ page 
bi-monthly newsletter packed zvith articles of interest 
at all levels, zve have a massive library of public 
domain softzoare and run an A.miga only bulletin 
board We offer our members superb discounts on all 
hardzvare,scftzvare and books. ‘The U.5QA.U.Q. is the 
group to belong to regardless of your age or level of 
experience, our aim being to provide support and 
encouragement to everyone. Why not join us and start 
to appreciate zvhat Amiga computing is all about. 

HOW DO WE DO IT? 
LATEST SOFTWARE FROM....E14.00 

ALL HARDWARE AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES 

Why pay more for your Hardware & Software? 
Phone or write for price lists and see 
for yourself our amazing low prices 

and extensive range of goods. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. 

MLE7TEK 
-mail-order 

3 BELL CLOSE, CALL US 
OLD HEATH, TODAY 
COLCHESTER, 
ESSEX, (020b) 
C02 8ep. 572028 

B SPEEDY SOFT SI 
INTERNATIONAL 

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER SERVICE AVAILABLE 

Fast Lane. .£12.99 Espionage. .£9.99 
CARRIER COMMAND. .£12.99 Techno Cop. .£8.99 
Continental Circus. .£12.99 Pacmania. .£9.99 
Ghouls & Ghosts. .£16.99 Peter Beardsley. .£10.99 
THUNDERBIRDS. .£9.99 Blasteroids. .£9.99 
Winners (4 games). .£19.99 Scorpio. .£7.50 
Sporting Triangles. .£12.99 Strip Poker 11 +. .£9.99 
Saint & Greavsie. .£9.99 Face Off. .£7.50 
Predator. .£9.99 Phantom Fighter. .£9.99 
New Zealand Story. .£13.99 Highway Hawks. .£9.99 

Send s.a.e for free catalogue. Mail order only 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TEL: 021-706 2255 

SEND YOUR CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO 

SPEEDYSOFT INTERNATIONAL, 
SOMERFIELD HOUSE, 296 WARWICK ROAD, 

SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 7AF 



REVIEW UPDATE 

Microillusions’ Music-X has 

probably done more to 

promote the Amiga as a 

serious musician’s tool than any 

other single item of software. 

Since the program’s release last 

year, musicians across the world 

have finally realised the Amiga’s 

obvious potential as a complete 

music workstation. However, 

Music-X certainly isn’t cheap. In 

terms of what it offers, it’s very 

competitively priced: but for most 

of us, £225 is still one hell of a lot 

of dosh to hand over for one piece 

of software! 

After the PC Show last 

September, Microlllusions 

announced that they were to pro¬ 

duce a cut-down version of Music- 

X. After many months of waiting, 

Music-X Junior is finally with us. 

Selling at a few pence under the 

magic 100 pound notes, could 

Music-X Jnr be the answer to every 

amateur musician’s dream? 

Like Father, Like Son? 

To all intents and purposes, the 

majority of Music-X Jnr looks and 

feels identical to the original 

Music-X program. Like its big bro- 

her, Junior boots into the 

sequencer page. First impressions 

are that things look very similar. 
However, on further inspection it 

becomes obvious that a few things 

have been chopped. For starters, 

the external synchronising options 

(SMPTE etc) that did so much to 

promote Music-X have been 

removed - Junior's master sup¬ 

ports internal and MIDI clocks only. 

The only other major change 

to the sequencer page is the 

removal of most of the recording 

options. Recording is now 

restricted to straight starf/stop 

real-time operation: gone are 

punch in, loop mode, target 

sequence muting and the like. It 

seems a little harsh on the part of 

Microlllusions to cut the record 

function down so much, but then 

you are saving yourself £125. 

Apart from these omissions, 

the core of the Music-X sequencer 

is still there and as good as ever. 

With 250 tracks of recording and 

high resolution absolute and rela¬ 

tive timing (192 PPQN), most 

musicians will still find Junior's 

sequencer page more than ade¬ 

quate for the vast majority of 

sequencing tasks. 

The original Music-X program 

featured not one, but two separate 

sequence editors: a traditional 

Event editor and a graphic-based 

Bar editor. The good news is that 

the best of the two, the Bar editor, 

has been kept in, which is sure to 

earn Microlllusions a few new 

friends. In a way, it's a shame that 

the event editor has been 

MUSICAL YOUTH 
The music program that every Amiga-owning 

amateur musician has been waiting for has 

finally arrived. JASON HOLBORN looks at 

Microlllusions’ cut-down Music-X Junior. 

BEGIN END CUE1 CUE2 CUE3 CUE4 

[ ) « [ ) ►► RECORD I 

]| [Bar Seq Bar Seq 

3 Gane Introdu 

Clock: 0003.03. 172 STORE 

00:00:05:17 EDIT 

1—1—1—.~-=ni| ! DELETE 

Henory: 47543 Events J |_ 4 PREVIEW 

Seq Hen Bars Channels CST Tine Sequence Nane Out « » 
661 3732 25 1-4 C-T Rel Gane Introduction Exl 
002 5312 28 1-4 C-T Rel Daytine Travel Thene Exl Off 
> ; C-T Nighttine Travel Thene Exl Off 
004 4312 12 1-4 C-T Rel Encounter Thene Exl Off 
005 5432 26 1-4 C-T Rel Indoor Thene Exl Off 
006 3172 18 1-4 C-T Rel Finale Exl Off 
007 - — - - - # — 

008 - — - - - * — 

009 - — - - - * — 

IMusic-X Jr Perf: FaeryTaleThenes.Perf SEQUENCER MO 

Above: The Sequencer page. 

Apart from the lack of SMPTE 

time code support, things look 

almost identical. 

Left: The Filters page has cer¬ 

tainly changed. 

Below: The Keymaps page has 

been cut down somewhat. 

removed, since it allowed precise 

control over individual MIDI events. 

Filtered Options 

One of the most highly-acclaimed 

features of the original Music-X 

was its Filters page, which acted 
as a software-controlled MIDI 

patchbay. Unfortunately, Micro- 

Illusions have stripped Junior's 

Filters page down to a minimum, 

making it rather less useful. For 

starters, individual MIDI events can 

no longer be mapped onto individ¬ 

ual MIDI channels. Being able to 

map program changes onto one 

channel, note data onto another 

and system exclusive to another 

proved to be very useful in the 

original. Junior's patchbay is little 

more than an extension of the 

Channeliser function that can be 

found within the Sequencer page. 

Surprisingly, the Keymap edi¬ 

tor has survived the chop, but 

once again, has been stripped 

down to stop Music-X owners from 

grumbling about the price that 

KEYMAPS MG Music-X Jr File: Overlap.Knap 

• H RANGE 

.. 

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 

Range: C2 - B3 MIDI Key#: 048-071 Pivot Value: B3 

Play Note No Cut 
CD Play Sequence Cut Sequence 

Control Change Cut Notes 
Progran Change 

O 
001 Gane Introduction 
002 Daytine Travel Thene 

Nighttine Travel Thene 
004 Encounter Thene 
005 Indoor Thene 
006 Finale 

they had to pay. Junior's keymap 

editor allows you to use only one 

keymap at any one time: others 

can be loaded in, but only one can 

be held in memory at any time. 

The range of events that can 

be mapped onto keys has also 

been reduced. Only notes, Play 

Sequence, Control and Program 

Change messages can be assigned. 

Sample City 

Thankfully, the Amiga samples 

page has remained intact. Up to 

sixteen samples can be assigned 

to individual MIDI channels, 

thereby allowing even the most 

basic of MIDI set-ups to sound 

great. Combine Music-X Jnr with a 

sampler such as Master Sound, 

and you'll never need to invest in a 

dedicated sound sampler! 

Conclusion 

Although this review might sound 

rather negative because it only 

deals in what’s lacking, my overall 

impressions are far from this. The 

problem is that we have all 

become spoilt with the features 

that the original program provided. 

If Junior had been released before 

Music-X, then no doubt the pro¬ 

gram would have still been hailed 

as a breakthrough in Amiga music 

software, even without the extra 

options that Music-X provides. 

Music-X Junior provides every¬ 

thing that the average amateur 

musician could possibly require. 

Options such as SMPTE time code 

aren't really of great use to the 

average home user, unless he or 

sheb just happens to have picked 

up a cheap 24-track recorder at 

the local car boot sale! 

All in all, for the intended audi¬ 

ence Music-X Junior still manages 

to provide the most complete MIDI 

studio for under £100. 

Music-X Junior 

£99 ■ All Amigas ■ 

Microlllusions 0480 496497 
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AMIGA A500 
512K RAM 

EXPANSION 
ONLY £49.95 
★ On/Off switch 
★ High, tech 1MB Drams 
★ High Reliability 
★ With Clock £54.95 

Wcro midi"'interface"' 
ONLY £19.95 

★ Low price interface for A500 
★ Midi-in, Midi-out, Midi-through 
★ Fully opto-coupled, fully compatible 

L.-r----I 

All prices include VAT, delivery and warranty 
Fast, efficient service. Send cheques/P.Cs to:-.. 

SPEED COMPUTERS LTD, Dept AF, 
41 WEYMEDE, BYFLEE£ 
WEYBRIDGE KT14 7DQ 
09323 52277 (24 hours) 

HAVE YOU BEEN RIPPED OFF LATELY? 
Are you paying too much for public domain software on your Amiga? 

Did you know that companies selling PD are not supposed to make any 
profit from it? Crazy Joe says "KEEP PD FREE!" 

We only cover our costs and overheads. Check this out: 

★ NO MEMBERSHIP FEE ★ FREE CATALOGUE ★ PD EXCHANGE^ 
★ ALL OUR DISKS ARE £2 EACH OR £15 FOR TEN ★ 

★ WIDE RANGE OF DISKS WHICH IS ALWAYS INCREASING ★ 
★ UTILITIES, DEMOS, GAMES, ART, MUSIC, CLIP-ART ★ 

★ OWN LABEL EXCLUSIVE DISKS^ BLANK 3.5" DS/DD £7 FOR 10+ 
+ COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE AT HUGE DISCOUNTS ★ 

Send large stamped addressed envelope for our free catalogue. 
If you don't, you won't know what you're missing! 

CRAZY JOE S PD 
145 EFFINGHAM STREET, ROTHERHAM 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE S65 1BL. TEL: (0709) 829286 

We supply the best 
at the best prices! JTS ED. 

Send a blank disk 
or an S.A.E. for 

our free catalogue 

ONLY £1.75 per disk! 
Here is a small sample of the Public Domain software in our library: 

JTS Intro Disk: full of games, utilities, animations, demos and a virus killer.£1.25! 
JTS Utils Disk #1: Cruncher, virus killer, file editor, disk copier and more!.£1.75 
Space Ace Demo: Incredible animation and digitised soundtrack, brilliant.£1.75 
Showering Girls Demo: Brilliant digitised animation (needs 1 Meg of RAM).£1.75 
Walker Demos 1 & 2: These are the classic 1 Meg animations for the Amiga.£3.50 
Fish 196: A disk full of the best HAM pictures available for the Amiga. Cool!.£1.75 
Zee's Hip Hop Music: Some of the deepest music tracks about, 6 mental songs.£1.75 
'Stay': A sampled version of this song from the film. Over 1 min 20 secs long!.£1.75 
Blizzard: The best shoot' em up game in the RD. Very addictive to play.£1.75 
The Home Business Pack: A database (RIM), wordprocessor (UEDIT) and a very 
good spreadsheet (VisiCalc). Comes on 3 disks, great value package for only ->.£4.50 

 OR WHY NOT BUY 10 DISKS FOR £12.50!! (fully inclusive) 

To order: please make cheques or postal orders payable to JTS P.D and then send 
your order to: 
2, ASHFIELD, 
WETHERBY. LS22 4TF 

Foreign orders please add 20% for the extra postage. 
Enquiries: Tel. 0937-63834 (outside office hours) 

17 BIT SOFTWARE 
"THAT BIT BETTER THAN THE REST" 

THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL OFFERS 
ARE AVAILABLE TO CLUB MEMBERS ONLY! 

©IF TBE®©® TPI1PIL]$© 

WAS £24.99, OUR PRICE £15.99 EACH!! 
F-29 RETALIATOR*, DRIV1N' FORCE, DUNGEON 

MASTER( 1 MEG ONLY), FI6 COMBAT PILOT, 
FUTURE WARS, X-OUT*, DRAGONS BREATH*, 

BATTLE SQUADRON, AUSTERLITZ*, P-47*, 
CONQUEROR*, GHOULS ’N’ GHOSTS, 
NORTH AND SOUTH, STORMLORD, 

BATTLECHESS, STRYX, TURBO OUTRUN, 
BEVERLY HILLS COP, LAZER SQUAD 

WAS £29.99, OUR PRICE £18.99 EACH!! 
MIDWINTER*, IT CAME FROM THE 

DESERT (1 MEG), BOMBER, TV SPORTS 
BASKETBALL* 

* DENOTES - NOT AVAILABLE AT TIME OF GOING TO PRISS. 

NOT A MEMBER??? JOIN HERE 

17 BIT SOFTWARE’S LATEST ISSUE OF THEIR EVER 
POPULAR DISK UPDATE IS AVAILABLE NOW TO AMIGA 

OWNERS EVERYWHERE FOR JUST 

ii£LOOi!V 
YES, FOR £1.00, YOU CAN SAMPLE THE DISK THAT HAS MADE 
17 BIT BRITAIN'S LEADING AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SUPPLIERS. 
ON RECEIPT OF YOUR CHEQUE. WE WILL SEND YOU - 17 BIT 

UPDATE II - CONTAINING: 
A 3 PIECES OF AMAZING MUSIC ,V 

> STUNNING ARTWORK ,Y 
* THE LATEST IN VIRUS KILLERS -V 

> SKY FIGHT - 2 PLAYER SHOOT-EM-UP if 
> SOFTWARE NEWS AND REVIEWS -V 

PLUS FULL DETAILS OF 17 BIT PUBLIC DOMAIN 
SOFTWARE (OVER 555 DISKS!!) 

YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE DETAILS OF OUR USER GROUP (THE 
BIGGEST IN THE UK. OVER 10,000 MEMBERS), AND A LIST OF 

SOME STUNNING SPECIAL OFFERS ON COMMERCIAL 
SOFTWARE + FREE LIFE MEMBERSHIP! PLEASE NOTE, 

MEMBERS ARE UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO BUY!! 
SEND ONE POUND TODAY - YOU WON'T REGRET IT!! 

PLEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUE/PO/ACCESS/VISA DETAILS TO 

17 BIT SOFTWARE, 
(DEPT AMF) PO BOX 97, WAKEFIELD, WEST YORKS, WF1 1XX 

TEL: 0924 366982 



PUBLIC DOMAIN 

TOP TEN DEMOS 
17Bit Disk Numbers 

1 FLEET MANEUVER ANIMATION (542) 
2 MAGITIAN ANIMATION (500) 
3 ACIIIED MUSIC DISK (526) 
4 WERNER GAME (492) 
5 SPACE ACE (514) 
6 AMIGA CHART MUSIC (495) 
7 JOE SLIDESHOW (502) 
8 PUGGS IN SPACE (515) 
9 APPROACHING (541) 
10 SHOWERING GIRLS (475) 

LEVEL 4 UTILITY DISK 
Ray Burt-Frost Disk 418 

Here’s a disk that’s well worth get¬ 

ting hold of - it's a collection of 

often-used utilities by those infa¬ 

mous demo masters, Level 4. 

DATAGEN 

Converts ASCII files into source 

code which is suitable for loading 

into an assembler. The assembler 

directive dc.b is placed in front of 

every line of the original text. 

FASTMON 

What an amazing memory monitor! 

When Level 4 say it’s fast, they’re 

not kidding. The contents - in 

either ASCII, hexadecimal or dis¬ 

assembled 68000 - whizzes by at 

unbelievable speeds. It’s possible 

to search for specific bytes, ASCII 

messages and even screens. You 

can look at memory in screen for¬ 

mat and save what you see in any 

IFF image format - you have to 

admit, it really is incredible. 

Here’s looking at you, FastMon. 

SQUEEZER 

It doesn’t take a brain the size of a 

planet to work out that this little 

number will crunch your program 

files and save you lots of that 

all-too-valuable disk space. 

FONTMASTER 

You can create new font sets with 

this nifty utility. It’s possible to 

rotate and move the character 

being edited. The font file can then 

be saved in data, Seka hex or 

Seka binary format. 

Right: Points are set or removed 

in Fontmaster’s eight-by-eight 

character matrix simply by 

pressing the space bar. 

PD UPDATE 
The Public Domain is packed with helpful 

utilities and stunning demos. RICHARD 

MONTEIRO checks out the best of what’s on 

offer for little more than the price of a disk. 

JAZZBENCH 
Nova 

Yes, in a previous edition of PD 

Update there has been mention of 

this excellent Workbench replace¬ 

ment. Unfortunately too little 

space was devoted to this truly 

remarkable program. 

Nova have, very sensibly, now 

put David Navas’ creation onto a 

single bootable disk. There’s no 

need to fiddle around with count¬ 

less CLI commands to get a 

bootable version of Jazzbench. If 

you’ve tried creating such a disk 

from the numerous files that make 

Above: All the icons down the 

left of the screen are miniature 

representations of windows 

while the ones down the right 

show you all current devices. 

up Jazzbench, you will know what 

a performance it is. With this ver¬ 

sion, you simply insert and go. 

Okay, so there doesn't appear to 

be much that’s changed when the 

Jazzbench main screen flicks into 

view. Indeed, at a cosmetic level 

very little has been altered. But 

just try opening a window... 

The busy cloud icon never 

appears when you perform an 

operation because Jazzbench is 

fully multitasking. No matter what 

the machine is doing, you can 

quite happily ask it to do some¬ 

thing else at the same time. 

Windows have an extra icon 

attached to them in the top right 

corner of their border. Clicking on 

the new icon reduces the window 

to a small icon which sits on the 

Jazzbench screen. Clicking on the 

small icon representation will 

return the window to its proper 

size. The operation works bril¬ 

liantly and it’s very fast. 

All the options in the menu bar 

have been changed. While you can 

still perform the functions offered 

by Workbench, numerous others 

have been added to make the sys¬ 
tem much more powerful. For 

instance, there’s a User menu bar 

heading which allows you to have 

accessories like those the Atari ST 

and Apple Macintosh provide. 

Among other things it's possible to 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

Hidden files can have default icons assigned to them with 
Jazzbench, so you can see everything that lies on a disk. 
Alternatively, you can view files in text format. 

use a clipboard, edit libraries, 

show all devices, show files with 

no icons, show files in text format 

rather than icon format, arrange 

icons in alphabetical order, cycle 

screen colours, edit text, show IFF 

images, edit IFF images, play IFF 

sounds and edit IFF sounds. And 

all these powerful procedures 

come straight from Jazzbench. 
There’s so much to Jazzbench 

that it would be easy to fill all of 

PD Update with details about it. If 

you feel you’ve outgrown 

Workbench, then you should try 

Jazzbench for size. 

SCENERY 
TBAG 26 

This program generates realistic 

fractal images of mountains and 

landscapes. Scenery is a doddle 

to use and yet produces such 

good results - just take a look at 

the image here. 

With Scenery you can spend 
many a happy hour generating 
realistic fractal landscapes. 

CLIXECUTE 
TBAG 31 

It’s possible to run a specified pro¬ 

gram at boot-up by using this 

handy utility. You can force 

Clixecute to run a pre-selected file 

simply by holding down the left 

mouse button when you insert a 

disk into the drive. Simple! 

VGAD 
FAUG 83 

Creating gadgets quickly is virtu¬ 

ally impossible. Vgad reckons dif¬ 

ferently. The program takes two 

IFF images - one with all the gad¬ 

gets in their normal state and one 

with them in their highlighted state 

- and converts then into C source 

with all the necessary control and 

data structures. Vgad really does 

make gadget-creating that easy. 

VIEWBOOT 
FAUG 81 

It’s hard for any virus-killing pro¬ 

gram to keep up-to-date as so 

many new virus strains appear all 

the time. What might be the ulti¬ 

mate virus killer one month may 

well be obsolete the next. 

ViewBoot doesn't pretend to be a 

virus killer in the general sense, 

although it will spot many viruses 

and warn you of dodgy cases. 

Instead of attempting the full 

virus-buster routine, ViewBoot lets 

you inspect all the likely areas that 

might contain something sinister. 

For instance, you can view the 

boot block and memory area 

which are where viruses tend to 

hang out. It’s then up to you to 

decide what to do if you spot 

something irregular. 

THE HOLY GRAIL 
17Bit Disk 556 

Wow! This is good enough to be a 

commercial product. The Holy 
Grail is a massive text-only adven¬ 

ture with an incredibly powerful 

parser, hundreds of locations and 

reams of descriptive text. 

Text-only adventures are not 

common in the commercial sector, 

and might appear to have had 

their day now that 16-bit machines 

are blessed with so much memory 

and such fantastic graphic capabil¬ 

ities, Jim MacBrayne demon¬ 

strates that there’s still no beating 

an epic text-only adventure. 

TBAG DISK OF THE MONTH 34 
Ray Burt-Frost 

Crammed onto the latest disk from the Tampa Bay Amiga Group 
is a collection of fantastic utilities. Here are details of some of the 
best from what, as usual, is a rather fine crop: 

QED uses a neat little something called 
FastText, which speeds up the rendering 
of fonts of any height, and means they can 
be anything from four to 16 pixels wide. 

QED 
Revision 0.19 of 
Darren Greenwald’s 
great text editor, 
QED, can be found 
on the new TBAG 
disk. A bug fix 
means line edits 
are now recognised 
properly. QED, if 
you’re new to it, is 
a general-purpose 
file editor which 
allows unlimited 
editing windows of 
unlimited length to 
appear on screen. 
In other words, the 
number of files you 
can have opened is 
restricted only by 
memory. Similarly, 
maximum file size 
is determined by 
storage space. 
Along with a very 
comprehensive 
range of editing 
features, QED is 
blindingly fast com¬ 
pared to other text 
editors. 

XIV 
A simple IFF picture 
slideshow utility 
which can display a 
series of IFF ILBM 
images. Each pic¬ 
ture is displayed for 
10 seconds or until 
a mouse button is 
pressed. Simple, 
but effective. 

ATRTERM 
This is a comms 
terminal program 
which supports X, Y 
and ZMODEM, up 
and downloading, 
ASCII file transmis¬ 
sion and SkyPix. 
With SkyPix it’s 
possible to send 
Amiga images, 
fonts and brushes 
over the phone. 
Music transmission 
will soon be 
offered. Numerous 
Amiga BBS offer 
SkyPix; ATRTerm 
comes with a large 
list of phone num¬ 
bers of bulletin 

boards featuring 
the service. 

XIP 
Another IFF 
slideshow utility. 
But unlike XIV, XIP 
will fade between 
one image and 
another. Over 1000 
different slide 
styles are available. 
All IFF pictures - 
including HAM, 
halfbrite and over¬ 
scan - can be 
viewed by XIP. 

DISKOPTI 
The purpose of this 
program is to copy 
an entire disk in a 
way that enables 
files on the copied 
disk to be read 
back faster. 
DiskOpti does this 

by rearranging file 
data blocks so they 
lie in sequence. As 
a disk is used, files 
become more and 
more fragmented. 
This nifty utility will 
ensure that all data 
blocks belonging to 
a file are contigu¬ 
ous (touching, 
adjoining, near). 
Two disk drives are 
required. 

SKYPLAY 
SkyPix is a graph¬ 
ics protocol that 
allows you to 
receive and send 
Amiga images over 
the phone line via a 
modem. Sky Play 
simply allows you 
to view images in 
SkyPix format. 

SkyPix are unlike ordinary IFF images in 
that every line, circle and so on is treated 
as an object. Images will appear on 
screen as if being drawn in real time. 
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When was the last time your mail order 
put a smile on your face? 

Why is it our many customers praise our excellent service and continue to shop with us? 
Probably because our great prices help. We offer the best in mail order with a service that is 
beyond comprehension. We will beat our competitors. 
High grade Verbatim/Sony bulk disks: £15.80 - 20, £23.80 - 30, £36.80 - 50, £70.00 - 100. 
Std 3.5 720k (Kao) bulk disks: £6.90 - 10, £13.50 - 20, £20.10 - 30, £31.40 - 50, £55.99 - 100. 
10 Sony/Verbatim/ Tdk (with a free disk)/Dysan DS/DD Branded boxed: £11.50 Inc. Soft 
mouse mats: £3.60. Mouse houses: £2.90. Twin joystick extenders: £4.80. Dust covers 
(state make): £3.90. Midi (10ft) cables: £3.60. Epson (92454fn) ribbons: £2.70. Amiga A500 
Batman pack: £368.00. M.E.S 512k ram switchable upgrade: £77.00. Cumana 3.5 1Mb 
external drive: £87.95. Oceanic 3.5 1Mb external: £85.95. Trilogic Midi interface: £34.95. 
Music X: £190.00. Mastertracks Pro: £280.00. Amiga 20 Mb Hard Disk: £366.00. Vortex 
40 Mb: £499.00. Star LC10 Printer: £168.00. 
All above prices include VAT and P&P with 3 day delivery and come complete with our no 
nonsense warranties. All trade and government welcome. Best ever prices on all your 
hardware/software requirements not listed above. Send large SAE for prices. Phone Paul now or 
send in your order with cheque/PO or Access/Visa/Connect (usual details) for immediate despatch to: 

joy of life arts, (AMF4), 45 elswick, skelmersdale. 
lancashire, wn8 6bx. 

tel /fax: 0695 32382 (24 hrs) l"™! 

512K EXPANSION FOR 
THE AMIGA A500 

£57.00 
Inclusive of VAT and p&p 

Only £66 with real time clock 

The Expansion board uses the 

latest 1 Mbit DRAMS to provide 

high reliability and a memory 

disable switch is included. 

COMING SOON: 2 meg board 

★ SAME DAY DESPATCH 
Send cheques to: DS & K Designs Ltd 

Dept:AF, 66 Lime St, Liverpool LI 1JN. 

mi 
^■i °51.„ Kj 

709-4412 
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»»»»»> Sonix Songs, player/graphic screen 
USON1 Duelling, Electric Dream, Wonderful + 
USON10 Human Power; Mindbreakei; Robocop + 

»»»»»> Slideshows with background music 
USLID1 ’Heroes’ tune + 16 hi-res pictures 
USLID4 Fantasy pictures by The Dark Lord 

»»»»»» Music at it's best, with graphix 
UMUS1 Ten original tunes, brilliant! 
UMUS13 Metromania, Sahara, Lonely + 3 others 

These are brief descriptions, disks may contain much more 

»»»»»» Utilities you cant get elsewhere 
UUTIL1 SinusCreatoc, BootcontroL, CLIWizard, 

Iconlab, CRLoad, Mandlevroom, Bootune 
UUTIL3 Tetrapack, Showfont, Boothack, Disksalv, 

TrackerX, Iconi zee, SceneryMaker etc. etc. 
UUTIL9 KickSavei; Terrainsculpt, StarEditoc, Bootext, 

Sonixpeek, Flowrippei; Linkiller etc. etc. 

»»»»»» We stock over 90 of these fabulous UGA 
disks, all easy to use, menu driven and 
exclusive to us! 

»»»»»» Intro's and Demo's, the best 
UINT1 O.GX), PARTY!, EUROPE + 7 others 
UINT4 TEARDROPS, MAGIC FIELD + 5 others 
UINT14 COMBINATION, SUBWAY, WEAPON + 4 

»»»»»» Great GAMES to play at home! 
UGAM1 COSMOROIDS, ROLLERBALL, LADYB 
UGAM2 FLASCHIBER - The game, brilliant 
UGAM3 LINGO, BALLY, NIGHTWORKS & YOUPI 

»»»»»» Some of the best ANIMATIONS 
UANIM1 SPACE animation - needs lmeg RAM 
UANIM2 UGA and STAMP animations, good! 
UANIM3 RUNNING MAN, TURNING MAN, UGA 
UANIM5 HAPPY GUY, WINDOW, F15 MIRROR 

»»»»»» SPECIAL disks - a special collection 
USPEC1 ZOUNDMONITOR, like ST but better 
USPEC4 GHOSTWRITER, make your own screens 
USPEC11 GAME MUSIC CREATOR, brilliant! 
USPEC13 QL EMULATOR, just what it says! 

phis 2 support disks available 

Britafris 

No.1 

official UK distributor for the 
range of quality disks 

UGA 
NEWSFLASH 

Produced by NUK and UGA 
This disk magazine is distributed 

around the world and is 
acknowledged as the BEST Packed 
with information, these great disks, 
along with the SUPPORT DISKS, 

are now available monthly from 
Softville. We carry the full range 

and Issues start at No6, phone for the 
very latest version. 

£2:99 each or £5:50 a set 

PLUS we have the complete FRED 
FISH collection. Currently over 290 

disks, with more added monthly 

PLUS the A.P.D.C collection 
PLUS the PANORAMA collection 

PLUS the AMICUS collection 
PLUS the SLIPPED DISK collection 

PLUS the T.RAG collection 

And of course our own ’SOF’ 
collection of Utilities and the very 
BEST demo disks, now numbering 

well over 450 in all! 

STARTER PACK 
Choose any 5 disks, get 5 blank disks + 
labels &. a Library case for only £18:50 

VIRUS KILLER DISK 
loads of killers inc. VIRUSX v4.0 
ONLY £1:50 each (state Amiga) 

Send an A5 size envelope 
(28p stam$ for a FREE 

copy of our 80 page 
catalogue. State 

CLEARLY the make of 
your computer 

Over 1000 
disks FULL of great programs. 

1-5 disks - £3 each 
6-9 disks - £2:75 each 

10 and over - £2:50 each 
Buy 10 - get another FREE 

Callers SOFTViLLE Welcome 

Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Ave, Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN 
Ring for advice or to order 24hrs on 

0705 266509 VISA 

Fax 0705 251884 



FREE 
PD CATALOGUE ON DISK 

(please slate Atari ST or Amiga) 
When you send a blank disk and S.A.E. to: 

RIVERDENE PDL 
63 Wintringham Way, 
Purley on Thames, 

Reading, Berkshire RG8 8BH 
Telephone: (0734) 438493 

Fax: (0734) 451339 

MWLkC SOFTMII FU 
14 OAKLEA CLOSE, OLD ROAR ROAD, ST LEONARDS ON SEA, 

EAST SUSSEX TN37 7HB TELEPHONE: 0424 753070 
CHEQUES & POSTAL ORDERS TO ABOVE ADDRESS 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS DESPATCHED SAME DAY 

DISK PRICES 
ORDER 1-10 DISKS 2.00 EACH, 

10-20 DISKS £1.75 EACH, 
OVER 25 DISKS £1.50 EACH 

OVERSEAS ORDERS EUROPE ADD 
£1.00 POSTAGE. AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND 

CARRIAGE CHARGED AIRMAIL, UK POSTAGE 
AND PACKING INCLUDED 

GRAPHICS 
SEN 123 FANTASY PIXS 1 
SEN65 IMAGE PROCESSOR 
SEN 114 KARIS CARTOONS 
SEN 142 DIGIPIXS SLIDESHOW 
SEN 159 DELUXE PHOTOLAB (2*) 
SEN 190 APDC9 GRAPHICS 
SEN2I5 CALIG DEMO 
SEN274 ROGER DEAN PIXS 
SEN285 PARADISE SLIDESHOW 
SEN299 ROT (FISH71) 
SEN307 PHOTOFILE PIXS 
SEN308 PHOTOFILE PIXS II (2) 
SEN3I0 HI-TEK SLIDESHOW 
SEN303 HAM PIXS 

GLAMOUR DISKS 
SEN 115 UTOPIA 
SEN121 SAMFOX SLIDESHOW 
SNE367 SABRINA/SAM FOX 
SEN366 PLAYBOY SLIDESHOW 

GAMES DISKS 
SEN286 FLASCHBIER 
SEN287RETALIATOR/PACMAN87 
SEN296 PDCHESS. TILES, 
TETRISII 
SEN312 CASINO CRAPS 
SEN259 CLUEDO, MONOPOLY 
SEN 100 BATTLEMECH 

SEN2 STARTREK (3*DF1:) 
SEN29 PDGAMES I 
SEN30 PDGAMES II 
SEN31 PDGAMES III 
SEN234 LARN 
SEN238 MORIA 1.3 

ANIMATION 
SENS NOTBOINGAGAIN ★ (Sculpt) 
SEN 13 PROBE SEQUENCE 
(director) 
SEN 17 WALKER II DEMO 
SEN42 ROSES FLOWERSHOP 
SEN46 COKEMAN-SMURF 
SEN51 WARHAMMER (DVideo) 
SEN72 ROTATINGWOMEN 
SEN88 CAR DEMO# 
SEN 108 ZEUS BUST# 
SEN118 DRAGONS LAIR# 
SEN 122 KILLER DEMO# 
SEN 126 GHOSTPOOL 
SEN 129 COYOTE# 
SEN 131 CHARON# 
SEN 137 FRP STARTREKDOCK# 
SEN 138 FRP ROADRUNNER# 
SEN 145 FRP KARNSATTACK# 
SEN 123 BOINGMACHINE 
SEN212 ALICE 
SEN 114 LUXO TEENAGER# 
SEN317 WAVESAILING #2 

DEMO DISKS 
SEN332 ACU COLLECTION 
AUSTRALIA 
SEN336 ANNIE JONES 
SEN345 TETRAGONS DEMO DISK 
SEN346 IT MEGADEMO 
SEN354 JCS DEMO 
SEN355 RED SECTOR (2) 
SEN358 ALCATRAZ DEMOS III 
SEN359 SAE DEMOS DISK I 
SEN 361 SPACE ACE DEMO£ 
SEN362 TRIANGLES DEMO 
SEN368 PUGGS IN SPACE (brill) 
SEN 100 ROBOCOP FX 
SEN 106 DEATH WARP 
SEN7 NEWTEK DEMO (2 dfl :★) 
SEN 14 MAASE DEMO + OTHERS 
SEN31 KEFRENS7UPCREW 
SEN36 PAN DEMO 
SEN99 VISION MEGADEMOS 

UTILITIES 
SEN333 ESA UTILITIES 
SEN334 ULTIMATE UTILITY DISK 
SEN339 FULLFORCE UTILITIES 
SEN374 8 CHANNEL 
SOUNDTRACKER 
SEN222 GHOSTWRITER 
SEN 189 GAMES MUSIC CREATOR 
SEN200 LE. COPIERS 
SEN5 NIB COPIER (dfl:) 
SEN2I2 SOUNDTRACKERS (2) 
SEN 188 PIXS TO EXECUTABLE 
SEN209 BOOTBLOCK PROGS (2) 
SEN400 VIRUS UTILS VIRUSX4.0 
SEN401 JRCOMM 9.4 
SEN 197 RAYTRACING 
SEN 132 MYMENUS 
SEN66 BUSINESS PACK (6) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
SEN68 SAFESEX DEMO 
SEN690H OBSCENE I 
SEN70OH OBSCENE II 
SEN 111 LOADSAMONEY 
SEN 112 MILLERLITE 
SEN94 MIKE TYSON DEMO 
SEN376 INSANITY II 
SEN275 HOLSTEN PILS 
SEN278 M.CAD 

MUSIC 
SEN348 JUNGLE MANIA 
SEN349 JUNGLE COMMAND (2) 
SEN351 BYTE RAPPERS 
SEN353 SOUND EXPLOSION 
SEN357 BATDANCE REMIX 
SEN364 COMPACT DISK PLAYER 
SEN371 FLASHTEAM MUSIC DISK 
SEN37I D-MOB MUSIC I 
SEN374 REBELS MEGA DEMOS 
SEN375 RIPE ERUPTIONS MUSIC 
SEN353 SOUND EXPLOSION 

BRACKETTED FIGURES INDICATE No DISKS IN SET *DENOTES REQUIRING 1 MEG 
TO RUN DF1: INDICATES EXTERNAL DRIVE 

THE COMPUTER STORE 
DISKS LOW LOW PRICES and HIGH HIGH QUALITY 

3 ^ 59p 3 U>" 
DSDD eacPi DSDD 

Our disks are packed in boxes of 10 and come complete 
with labels. They are of the highest quality and come with a 

no quibble replacement guarantee. Order any quantity of 
disks you want at only 59p each post free. 

25 Disks + 80 Capacity Lockable Box.£19.95 
40 Capacity Lockable Disk Box.£5.99 
80 Capacity Lockable Disk Box.£6.99 
100 Capacity Lockable Disk Box.£7.99 

Call in and visit The Computer Store, produce this 
advert and we will give you a FREE 3.5" disk. We are in 

the In Shops Complex in Chelmsley Wood 
Shopping Centre 

THE COMPUTER STORE 
Unit 82 In Shops, 

2-8 Greenwood Way, 
Chelmsley Wood, 

Birmingham, B37 5TL 
Tel: 021 770 0468 

Near Junction 4 M6. Park across the 
road in the open air car park in 

Chelmsley Circle. 
Parking is free. 

Commodore MPS 1230 Printer.£149 
STAR LC24-10 Printer.£249 
STAR LC-10 Mono Printer.£159 
STAR LC-10 Colour Printer.£219 

All printers come with free lead 
Cumana 1 meg 2nd 31/2" Drive....£84.95 
Commodore A1010 31/2" 2nd Drive £84.95 
Ashcom Half Meg + Clock.£69.95 
Ashcom Half Meg no Clock.£59.95 
Quality Mouse Pad (10"x8"x1/4")....£3.99 

A590 Hard Drive.£379.00 
A590 + 1 Meg Fitted.£499.00 
A590 + 2 Meg Fitted.£599.00 
1 Meg of Memory for A590.£119.00 
2 Meg of Memory for A590.£229.00 

Courier Delivery £5.00 
C.O.D. by Courier only £10.00 

THE PRICE YOU SEE 
IS THE PRICE YOU PAY 

NO EXTRAS 

Amiga A500 Package 
Containing 

The Batman Pack 
A500 Computer, Mouse, 

Modulator, Workbench 1.3, 
Extras 1.3 The Very First Tutorial, 

Batman the Movie, 
The New Zealand Story, F/A-18 

Interceptor, Deluxe Paint II. 

PLUS 
The Computer Store Pack 

Consisting of Quality Mouse Pad, 
Mouse Bracket, 

10 Best Quality Blank Disks, 
Disk Box to Hold 40 Disks. 

PLUS 
The Addons Pack 

Consisting of Exolon, Zynaps, 
Slayer, Battle Tank, Xybernoid II, 

Megablaster Joystick. 

FREE COURIER DELIVERY 
This package is available 

ONLY from 

THE COMPUTER STORE 

ONLY £399 



PUBLIC DOMAIN 

INTROS DISK 26 
17Bit Disk 564 

Yet another in 17Bit’s selection of 

mini demos and intros. The latest 

disk features work by Slipstream, 

Street Tuff, Escape, Dtect, 

Arcadia, THR and Legend. Most 

impressive is Dtect's offering 

which does away with the usual, 

and now very cliched, scrolling 

star background and replaces it 

with a superb moving spiral of 

stars - the effect achieved is both 

excellent and original. 

Dtack’s original spiral starfield 
can be seen on Intros Disk 26. 

THE AMIGA CHART 5 
17Bit Disk 557 

Two incredible mixes, Touch Me by 

the 49ers and Before the War (the 

Ben Liebrand remix), are all that 

make up the this music disk. You 

can just about get away with hear¬ 

ing the tunes on a 512K machine, 

but you miss out on a pretty pic¬ 

ture. Still, it’s the music that's 

most important on this disk. 

HACK PACK III 
Nova 

Five of the latest and greatest 

demos to appear on the Amiga 

can be found on Hack Pack III. 

Strider, Hurricane, Pyschoball, Pan 

and Xenomorphs all contribute. 

There are some strange sprites 
infesting Xenomorphs’ Hack 
Pack III demo. 

DEMOS CORNED 
The programs that show what 

your Amiga can really do. 

STARFLIGHT 
Ray Burt-Frost disk 454 

After all the fuss made when 

SEUCK (Shoot-Em-Up Construction 

Kit) was released, you would 

expect the PD to be littered with 

SEUCK demos and games. Not 

so. What has happened? Who 

knows. But Dominic Beadle is one 

chap who’s got to grips with 

Palace’s game creator and 

devised a... yep, you guessed, a 

shoot-em-up. The range of objects 

that attacks you is interesting, but 

there’s no explanation why balls, 

eyes, bricks, houses and an 

assortment of alien craft should 

club together to clobber you. 

AGATRON SLIDESHOW 3 
Nova 

A collection of some of the best ray-traced HAM images are to be found 

on this disk. You’ll find fascinating images ranging from reflective.spheres 

to the rings of Saturn. Tobias Richter of West Germany is the man 

responsible for the pictures. 

SUPPLIERS 

The following companies are responsible for the distribution of Amiga 

public domain software in this country. For their full address check 

the advertisements in this issue of Amiga Format, or give them a ring 

on the numbers listed below. 

17 Bit Software: 0924 366982, Softville PD: 0705 266509, Amiga 

PD Library: 0742 588429, Purple PD: 0279 757692, Ray Burt- 

Frost: 0703 785680, Blitsoft PD: no phone number, Seniac PD: 

0424 753070: Deeper Domain: 01 204 3954, Crazy Joe’s: 0709 

829286, Nova: 0295 262029, WCA PD: 0792 772745, George 

Thomson: 0770 82234. 

NEWTEK DEMO REEL 
3 

17Bit Disks 559/560 

Remember the wonderful 
Newtek demo with the Art of 

Noise’s Paromania track and 

the monitors showing a 

woman screeching New-New- 

Newtek? Well, Newtek have 

done it again. And you thought 

the last one was good. You 

ain’t seen nothing... 

LINK MEGADEMO 
Nova 

Strictly for demo collectors, 

this one. Lots of big scrolling 

messages, speeding sprites 

and sampled music tracks. 

Some clever blitter tricks are 

employed to make certain 

parts of the screen shimmer, 

squeeze and stretch. The 

fourth demo on the disk shows 

these clever tricks off to par¬ 

ticularly good effect. 

Cartoon-quality graphics are 
to be found in the third demo 
on Link’s Megademo disk. 
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★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ * ★★★ 

PUBLIC APOLOGY 
, M.D. Office Supplies would like to take this opportunity to apologise to all 

its competitors. As always we will supply the highest standard Discs, 
^ Storage Boxes, etc, at the, LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. 
★ IN FACT WE GUARANTEE IT _ 

JUST LOOK AT THESE PHENOMINAL OFFERS ★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
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★ 
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★ 

Trade Accounts Welcome 

★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
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★ 
★ 
★ 
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★ 
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★ 
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★ 
★ 
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31/2 3-5" DISCS & BOXES 31/2 
25 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£21.95 
35 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£29.95 
45 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£34.95 
55 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.  “9.95 
65 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£44.95 
75 3 5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box. 
150 3 5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 2, 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Boxes.£89.95 
200 3.5" DS-DD 135 TPI with 2, 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Boxes. £99.95 

OUR 3 5" DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULLY SELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100% ERROR FREE 
PERFORMANCE EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE AND IS 

SUPPLIED WITH LABELS 

51/4 5.25" DISCS & BOXES 5^4 
25 5 25” DS-DD 96 TPI With 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£12.50 
50 5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI With 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£16.50 
75 5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI With 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£22.50 
100 5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI With 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Box.£28.50 
200 5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI With 100 Capacity Lockable Storage Boxes. . . . ..£52.99 

OUR 5.25” DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULLY SELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100% ERROR FREE 
PERFORMANCE EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE AND IS 

SUPPLIED WITH LABELS__ 
DISCS HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS 

10 DS HD 3.5" Discs.£14.99 
30 DS HD 3.5" Discs with 50 Capacity Box.£49.99 
50 DS HD 3.5" Discs with 100 Capacity Box £64.99 
100 DS HD 3.5" Discs with 100 Capacity Box..£110.00 
150 DS HD 3.5" Discs with 100 Capacity Box..£149.95 

HIGH DENSITY 5.25" 
25 5.25" DS HD 1,6Mb plus 50 Box.£16.99 
50 5.25" DS HD 1.6Mb plus 100 Box.£34.99 
75 5.25" DS HD 1.6Mb plus 100 Box.£47.99 
100 5.25" DS HD 1.6Mb plus 100 Box.£59.99 
150 5.25" DS HD 1,6Mb plus 2,100 Box.£79.99 
200 5.25" DS HD 1.6Mb plus 2,100 Box.£99.99 

BULK BUYERS BULK BUYERS BULK BUYERS 
For all you large users we have some excellent bulk rates on our superb diskettes - 

250 DS DD 135tpi.£120.00 600 DS DD 135tpi.£258.00 
350 DS DD 135tpi.£160.00 750 DS DD 135tpi.Sir‘22 
500 DS DD 135tpi.£220.00 1000 DS DD 135tpi.£395.00 

As always Lifetime Guaranteed and 100% reliability 

NEW EXCITING PRODUCTS 

3.5 Stackable 150 Capacity Lock Box....£19.95 
5.25 Stackable 180 Capacity Lock Box ..£19.95 
Ultra quiet, reliable, excellent value 
Universal Printer Stands, 80 column.£7.95 

PRICE & QUALITY GUARANTEE 
We pride ourselves on offering you the very Highest 
Quality products at the best possible prices. If you 

should ever see a comparable product offered cheaper 
in this magazine DO NOT HESITATE give us a call 

because we won't match it: 

WE WILL BEAT IT - GUARANTEED 

.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES 
18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS 

TELESALES HOTLINES: 0689-61400 

★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ VISA 

All prices include VAT and Delivery UK only E/OE Education Orders Welcome 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 



HOBBYTEBUSEYTE 

10 MARKET PLACE 
ST. ALBANS 
HERTS AL1 3DG 
TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

CO VIPJTER CENTRE 

COMPUT I NG 

THE GALLERY 
ARNDALE CENTRE 
LUTON. BEDS LU1 2PG 
TEL (0582) 457195/411281 

AMIGA 500 inc vat 
warranty 
Basic, 
24 gamma 

up games. 

BATMAN PACK 
BATMAN the Movie, Interceptor, New Zealand Story, Deluxe Paint II £355 
Batman upgrade - software as above, without computsr £50 
Also with 10840/8833 monitor £565 

BATMAN PACK PLUS 

Ks&sif*10 ewe 
Also with 1064D/8833 monitor £500 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
Superbase II, Maxiplan spreadsheet. Protext word processor £430 

A500 'CLASS OF THE 90s’ PACK 

Midi Interface. DPalnt II Superbase Personal, Publishers Choice. Maxiplan 500 
spreadsheetTbr. Ts Midi Recording Studio, Amiga LOGO, BBCEmulator, 5 
BBC programmes, 10 Blank Discs, Mouse Mat, Disc Wallet £520 
Class of 90s upgrade pack for A500 users £190 

SCHOOLS' COLLEGES AND GOVERNMENTDEPTS - BUY20 GET 1 
FREE 7 DAY GUARANTEED REPAIR TURNAROUND 

AMIGA HARD DISCS & RAM Inc vat 
A2058 8 MB Ram Expansion, populated To 2 MB for 2000 
8-UP 8MB Ram Expansion, populated To 2 MB, for 2000 
Extra chips for above, for each 2MB 
Commodore A501 RAM EXPANSION for A500 
M501 0.5 MB RAM for A500 
M501 RAM + clock/battery lor A500 
2MB RAM Expansion (Internal) for A500 
A500 Autoboot Drive for A500 
Extra 2MB RAM for A500 
30MB Amdrlve A500 with SCSI 
50MB Amdrlve A500 with SCSI 
Hardframe disc controller wllh 48MB drive for A2000 
A2090A/2092 20 MB Auto boot HardDIsc 
A2000A/20B4 40 MB Auto boot Hard Disc 

£517.44 

£17905 
£10600 
£6000 
£7900 

£33605 

£18005 
£330.00 
£449.00 
£54909 
£199.99 
£499*9 

AMIGA 2000 ex vat 
All B2000s are full UK 1.3 versions, with 30 day replacement warranty 

plus 12 months guarantee and include Mouse, workbench, Basic, 
Utilities, Manuals, Tutorial. We will price match any genuine offer. 

B2000 = 
B2000 plus 1084D/ 8833 monitor, Inc lead 

'* “>**•*»*» *u<ofxm, ho 
As above, but with 40MB Autoboot HD 
Any pack, with Publishers Choice 

Acce6Gorie6 - phone lor Ml List 
A2286 AT BRIDGEBOARD WITH 5.25" 1.2MB DRIVE 
A2300 INTERNAL GENLOCK 
A2350 BROADCAST QUALITY GENLOCK/FRAMEGRABBER 
A2032 PAL COMPOSITE VIDEO CARO 
A2620 68020 CO-PROCESSOR 
14" HIGH RES COLOUR MONITOR (Needs video Card & Cables) 
CABLES FOR HRCM 
VIDEO CARD FOR HRCM (FUCKER RXER) 
CHERRY DtGmSING PAD AND DRIVER 

£769 
£079 

£1595 
£1795 

£550 
£187 
£545 

£60 
£1045 
£579 
£29 

£299 

COMMODORE PC/ATs ex vat 
What Micro, October 1989 rates PC20 top big-name PC, based on value 

and performance. The PC40 is one of the only AT machines which can be ' 
fitted internally with both a 5.25’ and 3.5" floppy. , 

pEW^-COMMODORE PC STARTER PACK, including: 
• MS DOS Tutor 
• Typing Tutor 

Secretary Bird Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database 
• Free one year on-site maintenance 

PC10 5.25" single drive 
PCI05.25" Double drive 
PC10 5.25" and 3.5" drive 
PC20 5.25" with 20MB hard disc 
PC20 5.25", 20MB hard disc + 3.5" 
PC 30 3.5" EGA 

UP TO £520 OFF PLUS FREE 24 HR ON SITE MAINTENANCE ON A Ts 

VGA Ho no VGA Col 
499 639 699 799 
549 669 729 839 
579 759 799 899 
699 849 899 999 
779 929 979 1079 
1149 1199 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES me vat 
BBC EMULATOR 
A500 MODULATOR 
MINIGEN 
MO USE MAT 
DELUXE MOUSE MAT 

39 95 DIGITISING PACK with £32905 
£23.95 Camera, Digiview Gold 3.0, cables 

£119.95 PRO SOUND DESIGNER GOLD £60.95 
£4.95 MIDI INTERFACE MM3000 £24.95 
£7.90 CASIO MT 240 KEYBOARD £119.95 

PRINTERS ex vat 
£119.98 
£138.95 
£178.95 
£189.95 
£198.95 
£228.95 

CITIZEN 120D 
STAR LC10 

STAR LC10COLOUR 
AMSTRAD 3250 dl 

STAR LC 24-10 mpw 
AMSTRAD LQ 3500 

£178.95 AMSTRAD DMP 4000 mot 

£249 PANASONIC 1124 mhn 
£296 STAR LC 15 wmim 
£298 AMSTRAD LQ 5000 imcolmnn 
£399 STAR LC 24-25m.«m^aM* 
£895 QUMECRYSTALPRINTwplmsr 
1114 QUMECRYSTALPRINT iiasaa 
2905 QUME CRYSTALPRINTpusueea 

PLEASE QUOTE WHERE AD SEEN WHEN ORDERING. All prices, except where staled are ex VAT and based on cash 
or cheque wih order. Prices correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without no Ice Purchase orders sc¬ 

ooped from PLCs and Government bodies. Carriage on warranty repairs Is paid by customer. E 4 OE 

OUR COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER CARE 

Ale believe our customers have less problems 
:han those who deal with some of our 

competitors. However if you do have any 

jrievances, please contact Linda in our 

Customer Services Department who will do 

jverything possible to help. 

rEST ON REQUEST 

Equipment is generally reliable and all items 

ire batch-tested before despatch. However, 

jlease state if your purchase is to be given as 

» present, so that we can fully test, just in 

:ase and ensure that we have no Christmas 

norning disappointments. 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

* No subscription fee * Free catalogue on request * 
* Monthly bulletins containing news, offers, competitions etc * 

* Wide range of disks rapidly growing * 
* All our disks are virus free * 

* All disks cost £2.00 each ten or more £1.50 each * 
* Immediate despatch on all orders * 

* Full range of commercial software * 
* 10 3.5" unbranded Sony DS/DD disks £7.50 * 

FREE.with your first order of ten or more disks you will obtain a 
disk full of virus killers....! 

Write now for details. 

WCA Business Systems 
250 Carmarthen Road, 
Swansea, 
SA1 1HG 

Tel: (0792) 772745. 

COMPUTERWISE 

BRIGHTON c£ 674626 

AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
We have lOO's of software titles; 

many are now discounted, books and 
peripherals in stock at all times. 

Up to £1,000 instant credit with Lombard 
Tricity. Finance subject to acceptance. 

Full written details upon request 

Open 10 am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday 

44 George Street, Kemptown, Brighton 

Opposite American Express building. 

AMIABLE PUBLIC DOMAIN 
105 Denmark Square, Aldershot, 

Hants GU12 4TP. 0252 23738 

Quality Public Domain &Shareware for the Amiga 

★ Over 600 Disks ★ Virus Free 
★ From less than £2 ★ Fast Service 
Send blank disk & return P&P or £1 for 

Catalogue Disk & Latest Virus Killer. 

We also distribute Newsflash Europe's 
leading Amiga Disk magazine 

ORDERING 

To place your order: 

send cheque, postal order or offical order, 

plus £8 per box - (software free) fornext day 

courier delivery and VAT to Dept 

Hobbyte Computers Ltd, 10 Market Place, St. 

Albans, Herts AL3 5DG, or call in with a copy 

of this ad at our branches in St. Albans and 

Luton. 

You may also phone your order to our 

sales desk on St. Albans (0727) 56005. 

Access/Visa and official orders from 

government, education, medical authorities 

and PLCs are accepted. 

A500 PC CABKIT 
Separate keyboard - boot DFO/1 mouse/ sticks I 

all on side - both drives on front - 
DFI disable - reset on front - both 

L.E.D.S. on front - easy access. Internal 
modulator - low price. 

D.I.Y. or tree fitting service plus lots of options. 
For details send large SA-E to: 

DEPT AF 
COMPUTER CONVERSION SERVICES 

THE HOLLOW, CREETOWN, 
WIGTOWNSHIRE, DG8 7HZ. 



• FFISH254 - UEdit V2.5b the excellent word processor. 
• FFISH 176 - AnalytiCalc V23.2a of the large and powerful 
spreadsheet. Requires I Mb RAM and 2 drives. 
• FFISH 143 - RIM V5.0 is a Relational Information Manager, a fully 
relational DBMS that is suitable for very large databases using B-Tree 
data storage. Versions of RIM run on a variety of micro systems both 
small and large, and produce compatible databases. Includes a built in 
HELP database and a programming language. 
• AMP1: Home Business Pack. RIM the relational database and 
HyperBase database. UEdit the brilliant word processor, spell checkers. 
VisiCalc and VC spreadsheets.A 3 disk pack for only £7.50! 

UTILITY DISKS 

• FFISH253 - Elements an interactive display of the periodic table. 
FFISH258 - BACKUP V2.04 allows you to backup anything, any¬ 

where! 
• PDOM93 - ARP VI.3 the Amiga DOS Replacement Project. 
• PDOM 62 - The Public Dominator Anti Virus Disk: Virus X V4.0. 
VCheck V1.2 (for memory). VCheck V1.9 (for disk drives). Zero Virus 
VI.3 the fully integrated virus detector and killer. Also Boot Block 
Champion the utility. 
• PDOM 59 - Ameteur Radio Disk: StarTerm V3.0. P8I and P1027 2 
packet terminal programs, TA Term V5.0, a HAM Database for the 
Amiga Amateur Radio Group. Morse Code. Satellite Tracking and 
loads of HAMutilities. A real must for the serious HAM user. 

FFISH 243 - NoClick V3.5 stops the disk drive clicking if there is 
no disk in the drive. PassWord V1.21 p you specify the password tor 
your system security. Pcopy V2.0 the excellent disk copier. SimGen 
adds a 2 or 4 colour picture to your WB screen. 
• FFISH 213 - Bitplanes the 8 colour icon user and 300 8 colour pro¬ 
gram icons! 
• FFISH 188 - Boot Intro V 1.0 displays a scrolling and a still message 
of your choice at boot up. DiffDir V1.0 compares 2 directories. 
FracGen VI.23 fractal generator a real fully featured fractal program. 
• FFISH 168 and FFISH 169 - The Matt Dillion disk special includes 
loads of utilities and source: Config V1.0. Clock V1.0. DME V1.31. 
DMouse V1.1. Backup V2.01. SUPLIB. LIBREF. DRES V1.0. 
DASM V2.11, FILES V1.2, SHELL V2.1. FINDIT V 1.0. LIBS 
V1.0, SCAT V1.0, ADDCR V1.0. REMCR V1.0 and CMP 
V1.0.You will need both disks @ £3.00 each. 
• FAU(J 41 - Rain Bench. Amiga Arc V0.2 compatible with 
ARC V5.0. 

AMICUS 22 - Printer Driver Generator V2.3. Show 
Print II.3 IFF screen dump. 

FFISH 158 - DiskX is a sector based disk editor, 
MemBoardTest V2.4. MSDOS V0.1 lists files written in 
standard MSDOS or ST format, then copies them to 
RAM then rewrites to disk in AmigaDOS format. 
PCBTool V2.6 is an early version of PC Board layout 
program that does not support printers, ScreenX is a 
small clock/memory counter, TaskX V2.0 is a ‘realtime* * * 
task editor,. 
• FFISH 157 - Xlcon V2.01 allows you to call up 
scripts containing CLI commands from an icon.60 or 80 
toggles 60/80 column text. BootBack is a disk boot block 
save/rewrite and copy program, ECPM is a CP/M 
emulator. 
• FFISH 145 - Dmouse V 1.06 is a versatile program that 
includes screen/mouse blanker, auto window activator, mous 
accelerator, popcli, pop window to front, push to back etc. 
• FFISH 131 - DFC is a disk copier that multi-tasks. 
Hyperbase V1.6 is a database system. Mackie is a PopCLI 
replacement. Micro Emacs VMglb the text editor. 
• FFISH 130- DirMaster VI.I is a disk cataloguer. HpVl.Oanice 
RPN calculator which supports calculations with binary, decimal, hex 
float & complex numbers. Mach V1,6a the mouse accelerator. 
• FFISH 129 - DosKwik a pair of progs which allow you to save files 
or groups of files to one or more disks tor quick loading. MRBackup 
V2.0 and V2.1 a hard disk back up utility. 
• FFISH 69 - Spool VI.2 : a queue manage, printer driver and SPOOL 
requester and Wc a file word counter. Asm68K V 1.0.3 fully featured 
macro Assembler. Blitlab a blitter exploring program in C Conman 
V0.9 a sort of CLI shell. Dk decays the screen bit by bit. Frags displays 
memory fragmentation by listing the size of free memory blocks. 
Icontype changes the icon type. MonProc monitors processes for packet 
activity, MouseClock turns mouse pointer into a digital clock. Spew 
generates News of The World type headlines, Sb a sytem browser. 
• FFISH 65 - Sunmouse VI.O automatically clicks in windows when 
the mouse is moved over them. RunBack starts programs from CLI 
allowing CLI window to close. 
• FFISH 55 - ASDG-rrd a RAM disk that survives reset, BigView dis¬ 
plays any size IFF picture, EGraph creates graphs from X.Y pair text 
files. Hyperbase V1.5 a neat database management system. MemClear 
Zero fills free memory, NewZap V3.0 disk sector editor. Rainbow 
makes Workbench background a rainbow. 2 Smusplayers to play 
SMUS IFF music files. View a tiny IFF picture viewer. WB to JX-80 
screen dump. 
• FFISH 244 - BBChampion V3.1 the Boot Block Champion load, 
save and analyze boot blocks. Bootlntro VI.2 you specify The headline 
text of up to 44 characters and the scrolling text of upto 300. FMC VI.2 
is a no fast memory program. SizeChecker VI.O uses a list of file sizes 
to check unexpected file changes.TextDisplay V1.52 the great text dis¬ 
play that handles all screen formats. XColour V1.2 the screencolour 
setter. 
• FAUG 67 - Disk X V2.0 the sector editor. Hand Shake V1,06b a 
VTI00 terminal emulator. Pack It a whole disk compressor. 
• FAUG 62 - Access! V2.6 very powerful telecommunications pack¬ 
age. Hide II allows you to turn off and on your RAM expansion. Cron - 
runs a table of background tasks. Add Icon V1.0 adds icons to files 

without icons. IFF Mirrors is an ILBM slide show with X and Y mirror¬ 
ing. FFormat VI .a fast formattor. 
• FAUG 50 - Dir Util V VI the disk manager. Roll Back VI.O rolls 
back text that has rolled off the top of the screen. Short Cut allows you 
to define text to a single key stroke, thus CLI commands are simpler to type. 
• FAUG 47 - FunKey assign any text string to a function key. 
• PAN 25A - Disk Wipe very quick disk contents wiper. SELECT 
allows you to select in your Startup-Sequence from a number ofscripts. 
Virus Check VI. I. 
• PAN 19D - ZOO V1,42a a very good file compressor. Con Man 
V0.99b provides line editing and command line histories. Distinguish 
type of files with File Type. Pipe Handler, Pop CLI V3.0. 
• PAN 17B - AmiGazer 1573 stars to view any time, date or lattitude 
CLI only. DateBook the diary, bind any text string to a function key, 
use CLI froma menu, a disk cataloguer Lightning Logger V1.2. 
• APDC 18 - Floppy Disk Utils: Quick Copy VI.O. Disk Mapper. Disk 
Salvage. Viruscheck, System Utils: Blitz V1.0 text editor. TimeSet. 
ACalc calculator Amiga Monitor VI. I. MeM Grab fast memory grab¬ 
ber. Directory Master V1.1 
• APDC 15 - Icon utilities: full of icon files and creators. Some 
animated! Brilliant disk for icon manipulation. 
• AMICUS 24 - Sectorama - disk sector utility. Iconize VI.O reduce a 
full screen picto an icon. BMon system browser. Virus Check v2.2l 
checks disk & memory, Boing Machine. 

DEMO DISKS 

• PDOM89 - AMOS the Amiga Games Creator Demo. A demo of the 
popular Atari ST games creator now available for the Amiga. 
• PDOM91 and PDOM 92 - Ghostbusters II demo by Hellhound, 
requires 2 disk drives and I MB RAM! Great digitised pics and sound 
from the movie Ghostbusters 
II. 2 disks @ £3.00 
a disk. 

• PDOM 42 and PDOM 43 - DeathStar Blasting II - Enlightment 
demo a 2 disk set of mega mega good demos. 
• PDOM 44 and PDOM 45 - The Walker demo. This is the original 
2Mb RAM. 2 Disk version. It is absolutely stunning! The 1Mb RAM 
version is on PDOM I. 
• PDOM 67 - IPEC UK demo Disk 10 includes: Nice Scroller. 
Sunriders. 178 Bobluni and others. 
• PDOM 68 - Rebels Mega Competition demo includes: Pirazy, 
Nabob. Subway, Smiley, Aloha and Sin o’Delic. 
• PDOM 69 - High Class UK compilation: Triangle, New BS1. Zoom 
First. W.O.W.. RAF First. Spreadpoint. Subway/TNTand others. 
• PDOM 70 - Rebels demo: Nabob. Clones Demtro. Sunriders, 
Bloodsuckers. Flash and Vision Factory. 
• PDOM 73 - AGAtron Special disk 10: Star Trek Dry Dock Demo. 
Excellent! Mega! Brilliant!Prefers 1 Mb RAM. but you will get part of 
the demo on a l/2Mb RAM. 
• PDOM 74 - Star Trek the Starship Enterprise flying around in a circle. 
• PDOM 76 - Agatron Animation 14: Star Trek Shuttle landing on the 
SS Enterprise.Prefers 1Mb RAM. but you'll get part of it on l/2Mb 
RAM. GAME DISKS 
• PDOM90 - Tennis game by C Dreke. excellent tennis action game, 
fully working. 
• FFISH252 - Star Trek Trivia V2.0 
• FFISH259 - Escape from Jovi V3.0 
• PDOM79. PDOM80 and PDOM8I the StarTrek game! An amazing 
3 disk fully working amazing graphics game! Requires 1MB RAM. 
• FFISH 194 - Moria V3.0 the single player dungeon simulation 
adventure game. Requires 1Mb RAM. 
• FFISH 205 - Bally the arcade game. Battle Force V3.0I simulated 
battle between 2 robots. Chess V2.0. 
• SOFT 042 - Chinese Checkers excellent version. 
• SD 21 - Monopoly. 
• SOFT 078 - Pac Man. Great implementation of the classic game. 
• SOFT 118 - Amoeba Attack, Lander. Gravity Attack, World text 
adventure and Bullrun a battle simulation. 
• PAN 29B - Amoeba space invaders, CosmoRoids, Stone Age a 
Boulder Dash type. BackGammon, Chain Reaction. Master Mind. 

Reversi, Black Jack, Crazy Eights. Klondike. Jig Saw. Keno, YachtC, 
Daleks and Ratmaze. 
• SOFT 042 - Chinese Checkers excellent version. 
• FFISH 259 - Escape From Jovi a fast action mega graphics 

games with stereo sound, hi res scrolling etc. 
• SOFT 068 - Clue as in Cluedo. Othello. Klondike. 

Canfield and Cribbge. 
• SOFT 069 - Backgammon. Yahzee, TVision. Missle 
Command. Cosmo 2 and 3D Breakout. 
• SOFT 117 - Empire, Gravity Wars, Hanoi, Hockey, 
Bikoff. Jackland. Othello Master.Pacman, all brilliant 
PD games. 
• AMP 8: Game Pack: 3 disks SOF68, SOF69 and 
SOF117. A 3 disk pack for only £7.50! 

• XCo 
PDOM 
86-The 
Memory Expansions 
Systems demo Nol. Excellent graphics! Requires I MB RAM. 
• PDOM 87 - The Memory Expansions Systems demo No2. Amazing 
graphics! Requires I MB RAM. 
• PDOM 88 - The Ghostbusters and Hungry Horse demo. Requires 
1MB RAM. 
• PDOM 89 - AMOS demo.Product demo from Mandarin of their 
games creator package for the Amiga. 
• PDOM 82 - Batman Remix demo. Sampled sounds of Prince's BAT¬ 

MAN. 
• PDOM 83 - Space ACE Demo an excellent demo of the game with 
fabulous animation and incredible sampled sounds! 
• PDOM 65 and PDOM 66 - Red Sector Mega Demo. THE best 
demo on the Amiga! A mega good demo that only needs I drive. 
Amazing graphics, fabulous sounds, astounding vector 
graphics!!!!!!!!!!!! 
• PDOM 84 and PDOM 85 - R.A.F. - Royal Amiga Force Mega 
Demo, astounding! 2 disks but you only need 1 drive. Requires 

PDOM85. 
• FFISH 196 - Stunning digitised HAM pictures. Excellent! The qual¬ 

ity is astounding. 
• PDOM 01 - The Walker Demo I is a mega animation demo that 

requires 1Mb RAM. 
• PDOM 02 - The Walker Demo II the mega mega animation demo 

that requires I Mb RAM. 
• PDOM 06 - The Mahoney and Haktus sounds of the knome music 
disk II. great graphics and mega sounds. With abouncy mouse pointer 
and things flying everywhere. A really good demo with loads going on. 
• PDOM 40 and PDOM 41 - Northstar Fair Light mega demo III a 2 
disk set of incredible demos! Including Mahoney and Kaktus with Blue. 

GRAPHICS DISKS \ 

• SOFT 013 - Mandelbrot Explorer. Excellent full fea¬ 
tures mandelbrot designer. 
• FAUG 42 - DBW Render a very good Ray Tracing 

utility. 
• SOFT 123 - Amiga MCAD VI.2.2 excellent Computer 

Aided Design package. 
* SOFT 022 - Disk Full of graphic utilities: Clip It! clip any 

part of the screen and save to disk. Filter Pics manipulate pic¬ 
tures with enhancers, edge definition, colour and size shifters, 

plus loads of excellent packages 
• APDC 13 - VDraw V1.19 brilliant painting program. Ray Tracer 

Generator. MCAD VI.2 an object-orientated drawing package. IFF to 
pieces jigsaw program. ROT 3D draw ing program. 
• AMP^3: Graphics Pack: 3 disks SOF123. SOF22 and APDC 13. A 3 
disk pack for only £7.50! 

LANGUAGE DISKS 

• FFISH 171 - Sobozon C a port of the Atari ST version of this full 
K&R C compiler, assembler and linker. It has been tested on an A2000 
and appears to work well. Not for the beginner due to lack of disk info. 
• FFISH 193 - Zc V 1.01 modified version of the Sobozon c compiler 
from disk FFish 171. It now generates codecompatible with A68k 
assembler and has a front end to allow easier useage. 
• FFISH 140 - Stoney Brook PROLOG v2.3.2. This disk contains the 
executables & libraries. In addition to providing a compiler SB-Prolog 
also offers advanced features such as dynamic loading, mixing of com¬ 
piled and interpreted code, macros, extension tables & a debugging 
facility. The Source for SB prolog is contained on FFISH 141, but this 
is not needed to operate FFISH I40.SB PROLOG requires I Mb of 
RAM. 
• FFISH 91 - The Adventure Definition Language (ADL). 
• FFISH 201 AND FFISH 77 - Draco VI.2 is a compiled - structured 
language reminiscent of both C & Pascal. A full interface to 
AmigaDOS & Intuition is supplied. Be sure to get both FFish 201 
AND FFish 77 <§> £3.00. 
• APDC 25 - Logo, XLisp. Modular 2, MVP Forth. 
• PDOM 60 - Modula II compiler. Apparently fully working, complete 
and ready to use version with on disk documentation and examples. 

MUSIC DISKS 

• AMP 11: Sonix Music Pack. Includes the PD player for Aegis Sonix 
music program and 4 disks full of music scores. A 5 disk pack for 
only £12.50! 

Most of the disks in this advert actually contain more files than is listed. 
The ad also only shows a small portion of our catalogue, we have in stock TBAG, AMUSE, 

APDC, FAUG, Panorama, Amicus. Slipped Disk, The latest Fred Fish and our own PDOM collection, 
so for details of the service and a free copy of the 56 page bumper catalogue send a Stamped S.A.E. 
(If you are ordering you will get the latest catalogue). Disk Prices I to 5 disks are £3.00 each, 6 to 10 

disks are£2.75 each and 11 or more disks are only £2.50 each! 

*** PDom Supplies *** 
Excellent qualitv blank disks including labels: l0-£7.00, 50-03.00. 100-£6I.00. 

Blank disk labels: 100-0.00. I000-C20.00. 
Disk boxes: 10 capacity £1.50, 20 capacity £3.00. and lockablcs: 50 capacity £4.50, 100 capacity £7.00. 

Disk and box: 10 - £8.00, 20 - £16.00, 50 - £35.00 and 100- £65.00. 
Disk cleaning kits - £2.50. 

All prices are fully inclusive. Foreign Orders must add 10% for shipping costs. 
To order please send a cheque, postal order payable to Pdom FI) Amiga 

.or credit card details to: 

Pdom PD Amiga , 1 Bartholomew Road, 
Bishop’s Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM23 3TP. 
-1 Mail Order Answerphone r—— 

mm 0279 757692. Ji 
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Mandarin’s AMOS, the 

Amiga version of their 

hugely-successful Atari 

ST STOS games writing utility, is 

rapidly becoming one of the most 

eagerly-awaited Amiga products of 

all time. Even Version 1.4 of the 

operating system has suddenly 

taken a back seat to what is set to 

be the most important games-writ- 

ing utility ever released. 

Here at Amiga Format, we’ve 

been swamped with enquires from 

readers trying to get their hands 

on a product that promises to 

bring the art of games program¬ 

ming to the masses. Does AMOS 
actually exist, or is it just a ploy to 

make Amiga owners’ lives a mis¬ 

ery? Of course not: and just to 

prove it, here’s a quick preview to 

whet your appetites. 

What Is AMOS? 

First and foremost, AMOS is a 

complete development system 

geared towards the quick and 

easy production of games soft¬ 

ware. However, as users of the 

original STOS proved, AMOS will 
ho ranahlp of much more than 

AMOS PREVIEW 
AMOS still isn’t here, and the wait is 

unbearable. To ease the pain, JASON 

HOLBORN provides relief with a look at 

the latest version of Mandarin’s long- 

awaited games-writing system. 

AMOS OVERVIEW 
I know what you're saying: 
‘Go on, impress me.’ Just 
take a look through the next 
few paragraphs and you’ll be 
more than impressed by 
what AMOS has to offer. 

Screens - Multiple screens 
from BASIC are pretty old hat 
these days, but AMOS takes 
them a step further. Because 
AMOS’s screen handling is 
hardware based, multiple 
screens can be displayed 
simultaneously with their 
own resolution, size, colour 
palette etc. Even HAM and 
Extra Half Brite screens (64 
colours) can be implemented 
with ease. 

AMOS includes direct 
support for IFF files, there¬ 
fore allowing any standard 
IFF picture to be pulled into a 
screen with a single com¬ 
mand. Once your screen is 
defined, use AMOS’s power¬ 
ful scrolling facilities to push 
the Amiga hardware further 
than any BASIC has ever 
dared to take it. 

If this isn’t enough, 
AMOS includes complete 
support for blitter operations 
and even the copper. Those 
rather overused copper 
colour-bars can be added to 
any program with the AMOS 
Rainbow command. 
Mandarin originally intended 

to include a copper list edi¬ 
tor, but the growth of AMOS 
has made it redundant. If you 
must write your own copper 
lists, AMOS will accept any 
copper list in hardware for¬ 
mat (two 16-bit words per 
instruction). 

Sprites - As Dave Jones 
pointed out last month, the 
secret to any game lies in the 
quality of the on-screen 
sprites. AMOS allows you to 
define and display upto 400 
sprites simultaneously. If you 
find hardware sprites too 
restricting, then AMOS's 
powerful Blitter OBject 
(BOBs) commands are the 
key. AMOS allows you to use 
as many BOBs as memory 
will allow. Not only are AMOS 
BOBs redrawn at a blistering 
rate, but AMOS even handles 
the complicated business of 
double-buffering for you 
(which is something that 
assembler programmers 
have to do themselves!) 

To make the task of 
sprite creation simpler, 
AMOS even includes a com¬ 
plete sprite editor tool that 
allows you to build up 
sprites quickly and easily. If 

you don’t fancy yourself 
much as a sprite designer, 
then you can even ‘borrow’ 
sprites from commercial 
games using AMOS’s sprite 
grabber utility (naughty, but 
oh so nice!) 

Animation - Producing com¬ 
plex animations is simple 
with AMOS’s powerful 
Animation Language, AMAL. 
Using the included AMAL 
editor, complex animations 
can be built up just by click¬ 
ing points to make up a 
movement path using the 
mouse. 

Sound & Music - Blow away 
those who play your game 
with startling digitised sound 
effects. Just load in any stan¬ 
dard Amiga sound sample 
and AMOS will play it 
through any specified 
sound channel. 

Music tracks can be 
written using AMOS’s 
included music editor which 
is a Sound Tracker-like pro¬ 
gram that offers up to 256 
sampled instruments in 
memory at once, multiple 
pattern and song memories 
and much more besides. If 

the AMOS editor isn’t to your 
liking, then A/tfOSwill also 
allow you to pull in scores 
created using lesser pack¬ 
ages such as Aegis’ Sonix, 
Sound Tracker and Andreas 
Tadix’ excellent Game Music 
Creator {GMC). Even if you 
have no musical talent, the 
PD libraries are filled with 
many pre-written tunes that 
could be used in games. 

AMOS Extensions - Even if 
you should reach the limits 
of AMOS (which is unlikely 
for most of us), the system is 
designed in such a way that 
extra commands can be 
added simply by installing 
additional modules. Already 
Mandarin are hard at work on 
a 3D extension which will 
provide AMOS programmers 
with the ability to produce 
StarGlider-type effects with 
genuine ease. 

Extras - The AMOS package 
comes complete with a com¬ 
prehensive manual, extra 
tools such as a map editor 
(called TAME - Total AMOS 
Map Editor) and a number of 
example games. The 
included games are Frog 
Jump (a Fun School 2 game), 
Magic Forest (platform and 
ladders-type affair) and an 
Asteroids clone. 

this. Although STOS was originally 

badged as a game-creation sys¬ 

tem, ST owners have used it to 

produce applications as diverse as 

dental databases to lightning 

research. Mandarin themselves 

see AMOS as being of particular 

use for the the likes of education 

software and training systems. 

The heart of AMOS is a power¬ 

ful BASIC-like programming lan¬ 

guage called (not surprisingly) 

AMOS BASIC. Since BASIC has 

earned itself a bad reputation 

where games programming is con¬ 

cerned, it comes as no surprise to 

learn that many are dubious about 

AMOS’s potential. 

However, the good news is 

that you can forget all the precon¬ 

ceptions developed after previous 

contact: AMOS BASIC is a different 
beast altogether. Not only is it 

fast, but it includes all the con¬ 

structs that you’d expect to find in 

a modern programming language. 

Although AMOS provides a 

powerful implementation of BASIC, 

the real power shines through 

when you start to access the fea¬ 

tures that only the Amiga can pro¬ 

vide. Read on for an overview of 

what AMOS has to offer. 

Conclusion 

All too often a product is hyped 

before its release and fails to 

deliver even a fraction of what was 

promised. Thankfully this isn’t 

likely to be the case with AMOS. 

From the various demos and pre- 

production copies we have seen, 

AMOS looks set to be the most 

important games-writing utility 

ever. If you want to harness the 

power of your Amiga, but lack the 

know-how, then AMOS is for you. 

AMOS looks set to be the realisa¬ 

tion of every BASIC programmer’s 

dream and to provide the first real 

opportunity for you to unleash the 

game ideas that have been waiting 

to burst out all these years. ■ 

The heart of the beast: AMOS 
Basic, a powerful language. 

AMIGA FORMAT 97 
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out of this world! 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Send cheques to: Dept AF 
Memory Expansion Systems Ltd. 
Britannia Buildings, 46 Fenwick Street, 
Liverpool L2 7NB 

(051) 236 0480 
PRICES ARE SUBJECTTO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

(051) 236 0480 • 24 Hour Sales 
(051)227 2482 *24 Hour Fax 



Only from ASHCOM, 10 The Green, Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire, LE6 5JU 

Telephone: (0530) 411485 

0530 
ASHCOM RAM 

EXPANSION 
without Clock 

only 
£59.95 

44C 256/12 
DYNAMIC RAMS 

£10.00 
inc VAT each 

for A590 Hard Disk 

411485 24 hour answer service 

512K RAM Expansion 
with Clock for Amiga 500 

Features: 
★ RealTime Clock 

with High Capacity 
NICAD Battery Backup 

★ Memory Disable Switch 
★ Low Power 

Consumption. 
★ Latest Technology 

1MBit RAMS 
★ Low Chip Count for 

High Reliability 
★ Direct Replacement 

for A501 Expansion ONLY £69.95 
All prices include VAT and Delivery. British made. 

Trade Enquiries Welcome 
Please make Cheques and P.O's payable to Ashcom. 

★ * ★ SOFT EXCHANGE ★ * * 
01 653 9094 

A500 BATMAN PACK 
Includes - A500, Modulator, Batman Game, New Zealand Story, Interceptor, Ppaintz Software, Power Supply, 

Mouse, Workbench, Manuals and very fast tutorials 

£399.99 

A501 RAMPACK 
+ It Came From The Desert 

ONLY 

£109.99 

AEGIS SONIX 

£35.99 

PUBLISHERS CHOICE 
Kindwords and Protext 

£65.99 

£4.99 EACH OR ANY THREE FOR £12.99 

BMX Simulator Jump Jet Rocky 
Nitro Boost Challenge Challenser Grid Start 
Interceptor Tracers Suicide Mission 
Joe Blade 1 Espionage Eye 
Joe Blade II Saint & Greavsie Seconds Out 
War Machine Pac Boy Plutos 
Extensor Rocket Attack Warzone 
Hollywood Poker Final Trip Kwasimodo 
Captain Blood President is Missing Flight Path 737 
Ice Hockey Firezone Artura 
Space Battle Hotshot He Ilf ire Attack 
Demolition Adv. Ski Simulator 

Space Fight 
Mousetrap 

Suicide 
I.S.S. 

Blasteroids 

Protector 
Cruncher Factory 

Tr. Island Dizzy 
Drum Studio 

HR35 
Quantos 
Thai Boxins 

Eagles Nest 
Amegas 

Karting G. Prix 
Dr. Fruit Fire Blaster Terrorpods 

Space Station Starways Conflict in Europe 

Frost Byte Artificial Dreams Sorceror Lord 

Vader Brainstorm Thexder 

GRAPHICS STARTER KIT 
VOL I 

Includes Aegis Draw, Aegis 
Animator, Aegis Images, Aegis 

Clipout, Arazok's Tomb 

ONLY 
£35.99 

BUSINESS COLLECTION 
VOL I 

Includes Protext - Superbase II & 
Maxiplan 500 

£89.99 

PARROT 
Box of 10 2mb disks £29.99 

or £2.99 each 

To avoid disappointment, please always include an alternative. All prices include VAT and delivery. 
Send Cheque/P. O. to: 

SOFT EXCHANGE, 
101 CLIFTON ROAD, SOUTH NORWOOD, LONDON, SE25 6QA. 



PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
TITLE PRICE ■ TITLE PRICE ■ TITLE PRICE 

3D Pool.11-99 
Adv Ski Sim.4.99 
Afterburner.16.99 
Airborne Ranger.14.99 
Altered Beast.16.99 
Alien Legion.16.99 
•Amos.34.99 
APB.12.99 
Archipelagos.9.99 
Austerlitz.16.99 
Bal of Power 1990.16.99 
Barbarian 2 Pal.14.99 
Barbarian Pal.7.99 
Bard's Tale 1 or 2 Hint Book .5.99 
Bards Tale 2.17.99 
Batman Caped Crusader.15.99 
Batman The Movie.16.99 
Battlehawks 1942.16.99 
*Battle of Britain.16.99 
Battle Squadron.16.99 
Beach Volley.16.99 
Bionic Commando.7.99 
Blasteroids.14.99 
Blood Money.16.99 
Bloodwych.16.99 
Bloodwych Data Disc.9.99 
Bloodwych + Data Disc.19.99 
BMX Sim.4.99 
Bomber.21.99 
•Cabal.16.99 
California Games.16.99 
Captain Blood.4.99 
Carrier Command.14.99 
Centrefold Squares.9.99 
Chase HQ.16.99 
Chessmaster 2000.16.99 
Chronoquest.18.99 
Colossus Chess X.9.99 
Commando.13.99 
Conflict Europe.16.99 
Continental Circus.13.99 
Cosmic Pirate.14.99 
Crazy Cars 2.14.99 
Cybernoid 2.11.99 
•Day of the Viper.16.99 
Dominator.13.99 
Double Dragon.11.99 
Double Dragon 2.13.99 
Dragon Ninja.15.99 
Dragon Spirit.12.99 
Dragonslair 1 meg (1 Meg)...29.99 
•Drakkhen.21.99 
Drum Studio.4.99 
Dungeon Master.15.99 
Dungeon Master Editor....7.99 
•Dynamite Debugger.16.99 
Eagle's Nest.4.99 
Elite.14.99 
Empire Strikes Back.11.99 
Espionage.11.99 
F16 Combat Pilot.16.99 
F29 Retalitator.16.99 
Falcon F16.19.99 
Falcon Mission Disc 1.13.99 
Fantavision.29.99 
Fast Lane.9.99 
Fed of Free Traders.19.99 
Fighting Soccer.16.99 
•Final Battle.16.99 
Fish.14.99 
Flight Sim 2.26.99 
Fit Disc 7 or 11.13.99 
Fit Disc European.13.99 
Fit Disc Japan.13.99 
Foot Man 2 Exp Kit.8.99 
Football Director 2.11.99 
Football Manager 2.11.99 
Footballer of the Year II.13.99 
Foundations Waste.7.99 
•Full Metal Planet.16.99 
Fun School 2 (6-8).11.99 
Fun School 2 (over 8).11.99 
Fun School 2 (under 6).11.99 
Fusion.7.99 
Future Wars.16.99 
Galactic Conqueror.14.99 

Galdregons Domain.12.99 
Garfield.9.99 
Ghostbusters 2.16.99 
Ghouls n' Ghosts.16.99 
Gilbert Escape Drill.11.99 
•Golden Shoe.16.99 
Gold Rush.16.99 
•Gravity.16.99 
•Guerilla War.14.99 
Gunship.14.99 
Hard Drivin.13.99 
Hawkeye.12.99 
Helter Skelter.9.99 
Heroes of the Lance.16.99 
Hostages.14.99 
•Hounds of Shadow.16.99 
Hunt for Red October.14.99 
Indy Jones Action.13.99 
Indy Jones Adventure.16.99 
Interphase.16.99 
Iron Lord.16.99 
It Came from Desert (1 Meg).. 19.99 
•It Came from Desert Data ....9.99 
Jaws.12.99 
J Nicklau’s Golf.15.99 
Jet.26.99 
Joe Blade 2.4.99 
Kennedy Approach.14.99 
Kick Off.11.99 
Kick Off X-tra Time.7.99 
Kind Words 2.34.99 
King’s Quest 1,2,3 or 
4 Hint Books.6.99 
King's Quest 4.21.99 
King's Quest Triple.26.99 
Knightforce.14.99 
Kristal.17.99 
Kult.16.99 
Leaderboard Birdie.16.99 
Laser Squad.12.99 
•Lost Patrol.16.99 
Legend of Djel.16.99 
Leisure Suit Larry...16.99 
Leisure Suit Larry Hint Book.6.99 
Leisure Suit Larry 2.19.99 
Licence to Kill.12.99 
Light Force.16.99 
Lombard RAC Rally.14.99 
•Loom.16.99 
Lords of Rising Sun.19.99 
Magnum 4.16.99 
Manhatton Dealer.7.99 
Manhunter New York.21.99 
Manhunter N.Y. Hint Book....6.99 
Maniac Mansion.16.99 
Menace.12.99 
Microprose Soccer.14.99 
•Midwinter.15.99 
Millenium 2.2.16.99 
Motorbike Madness.4.99 
Mr Heli.15.99 
Music X.149.99 
New Zealand Story.16.99 
Ninja Warriors.13.99 
Nitro Boost.4.99 
North and South.16.99 
Omega.21.99 
Onslaught.16.99 
Operation Neptune.14.99 
Operation Thunderbolt.16.99 
Operation Wolf.14.99 
Outrun.7.99 
•Overlander.13.99 
P47.15.99 
Paperboy.12.99 
Passing Shot.9.99 
Peter Beardsley.12.99 
Phantom Fighter.13.99 
Phobia ..9.99 
Pioneer Plague.9.99 
Police Quest.16.99 
•Police Quest 2.  ...16.99 
Police Quest Hint Book.6.99 
•Pool of Radiance.19.99 
Powerdrift.16.99 
Precious Metal.15.99 
Prison.9.99 

Purple Saturn Day.14.99 
R Type.16.99 
Raider.11.99 
•Rainbow Islands.15.99 
Rally Cross.12.99 
Reach For The Stars.16.99 
Red Heat.15.99 
Return of the Jedi..9.99 
Return to Genesis.11.99 
Rick Dangerous.15.99 
Road Blasters.13.99 
Robocop.15.99 
Rocket Ranger.14.99 
Rolling Thunder.7.99 
Run the Gauntlet.15.99 
Running Man.14.99 
RVF Honda.14.99 
Scrabble Deluxe.13.99 
Sim City.19.99 
Shadowgate.14.99 
Shadow of the Beast.22.99 
Shinobi.12.99 
Shoot em up Con Kit.19.99 
Sidewinder 1 or 2.4.99 
Silent Service.14.99 
Silkworm.12.99 
Skate or Die.17.99 
Sleeping Gods Lie.14.99 
Space Ace.26.99 
•Space Harrier 2.16.99 
Space Quest 1 or 2.16.99 
Space Quest 1 or 2 Hint Book..6.99 
Speedball.11.99 
Sporting Triangles.9.99 
Spy V Spy 1.2 or 3.6.99 
Star Wars Trilogy.16.99 
Starglider 2.14.99 
Stealth Fighter.16.99 
Steve Davis World Snooker.. 12.99 
Stormlord.13.99 
Street Fighter.7.99 
Strider.16.99 
Strip Poker 2+.9.99 
Stunt Car Racer.15.99 
Super Cars.13.99 
Super Wonderboy.16.99 
Take Em Out.9.99 
"Talespin.17.99 
Tank Attack.9.99 
Tech.13.99 
Teenage Queen.11.99 
Test Drive 2 The Duel.21.99 
Thargan.15.99 
The Cycles.16.99 
Time and Magik.12.99 
Times of Lore.14.99 
Titan.14.99 
Toobin.13.99 
Tracers.16.99 
Tracksuit Manager.11.99 
Triad.11.99 
Triv Pursuit New Begin.12.99 
Turbo Outrun.16.99 
•TV Sports Basketball.19.99 
TV Sports Football.17.99 
•Typhoon Thompson.11.99 
•UMS2.15.99 
•UMS Scenario 1.8.99 
•UMS Scenario 2.8.99 
Univ Military Sim.14.99 
Untouchables.16.99 
Verminator.14.99 
Victory Road.14.99 
Vindicators (Domark).9.99 
Virus Killer.8.99 
Voyager.15.99 
Warlocks Quest.4.99 
W C Leaderboard.8.99 
W Gretzky Hockey.14.99 
War in Middle Earth.14.99 
Waterloo.16.99 
Weird Dreams.14.99 
Xenon 2 Megablast.15.99 
•Xenomorph.16.99 
Xybots.12.99 
Zak McKracken.16.99 
Zany Golf.16.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
AT £3.99 EACH' 

NAME PRICE 
Alien Strike.3.99 
Challenger.3.99 
City Defence.3.99 
Fortress Underground.3.99 
Jump Jet.3.99 
Mike The Dragon.3.99 
Phalanx 2.3.99 
Quantox. 3.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
AT £7.99 EACH 

NAME PRICE 
Armageddon Man. ...7.99 
Alien Syndrome. ...7.99 
Blackjack Academy. ...7.99 
Bombjack. ...7.99 
Bombuzal. ...7.99 
Brian Clough. ...7.99 
Craps Academy. ...7.99 
Crazy Cars. ...7.99 
Dark Castle. ...7.99 
Fernandez Must Die. ...7.99 
Galactic Invasion. ...7.99 
Gee Bee Air Rally. ...7.99 
Gold Runner. ...7.99 
Hacker 2. ...7.99 
Hellfire Attack. ...7.99 
Insanity Flight. ...7.99 
Incredible Shrinking Sphere.... ...7.99 
Manix. ...7.99 
Mindfighter. ...7.99 
Nigel Mansell GP. ...7.99 
Nord And Bert. ...7.99 
Outlands. ...7.99 
Pacland. ...7.99 
Romantic Encounters. ...7.99 
Skychase . ....7.99 
Sea Stalker. ....7.99 
Seconds Out. ....7.99 
Soldier of Light. ....7.99 
Spellbreaker. ....7.99 
Strike Force Harrier. ....7.99 
Tetra Quest... ....7.99 
Tetris. ....7.99 
Thexder. ....7.99 
Tracers . ....7.99 
Typhoon. ....7.99 
Vixen. ....7.99 
Winter Olympiad 88. ....7.99 
Zynaps. ....7.99 

ELECTRONIC ARTS 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

NAME AMIGA 
Archon Collection.8.99 
Arctic Fox.8.99 
Bards Tale 1.8.99 
Battlechess.16.99 
Deluxe Music Con Kit.69.99 
Deluxe Paint 3.59.99 
Deluxe Photolab.59.99 
Deluxe Print 2.59.99 
Deluxe Production.89.99 
Deluxe Video.59.99 
Ferrari Formula 1.16.99 
Fusion.16.99 
Interceptor...16.99 
Marble Madness.8.99 
Populous.16.99 
Populous Promised Lands.8.99 
Powerdrome.16.99 
Sky fox 2.8.99 
World Tour Golf.8.99 

Titles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. 
Please send Cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: 

Dept AF04, Trybridge Ltd, 8 Buckwins Square, Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI3 1BJ. 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering. P&P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less 

than £5.00 and Europe add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for airmail. 
These offers are available Mail Order only. 

Tel. Orders: 0268 590766. 



The word is PROTEXT... 
Britain’s favourite home-grown word processor 

has now been joined by Prodata, the Arnor database 

"Protext - the real joy 
comes only from using it. 
I can say without any 
fear of contradiction it is 
the best word processor 
available at the price, in 
my view, at any price in 
facC Am 3/89 

"Protext really is the best 
text processor on the 
Amiga" 

ST/AMIGA FORMAT 2/89 

"Wins hands down as the 
all round package" 

ST USER 8/88 

7 couldn't be more 
impressed"... 

"So a big thanks to Amor 
for writing a brilliant 
piece of software" 

COMPUTER SHOPPER 

PROTEXT is now Britain’s fastest selling Word 
Processor on Atari ST and Amiga computers, and is 
used by many of the leading computer publications 
and journalists, as well as thousands of businesses. 

Protext's powerful features indude:- 
• fast spell checker with 70000 word English dictionary. 
• background printing. You can print and type at the same time. 
• box manipuation. Columns can be moved around on the screen. 

• macro recording. Any key sequence can be assigned to a single key. 
• use of foreign languages • headers, footers and footnotes 
• flexible configuration program • comprehensive set of printer drivers 
• Wysiwyg (’what you see is what you get’) display shows bold, 

underlining and italics on the screen. 
• two file editing. You can edit two documents at the same time. 
• find and replace. Powerful search facility. 
• mail merging. The most comprehensive mail merging facilities 

available in any program. 
• 300 page manual with full index. 
• Swedish version also available. French and German coming soon. 

Protext was awarded the "Best Buy41 accolade in PC 
Buyers Guide, and was given a bottom line verdict of 
5 stars in What PersonaI Computer? 

"Protext is probably the 
most powerful word 
processor on the Atari 
ST ST USER 4/88 

"the best value for money 
in word processing on the 
Amiga" AUI9/89 

"Protext deserves to be 
the system by which all 
other word processors are 
judged... Amor has given 
the market a superb 
product" 

YOUR COMPUTER 

"Amor's Protext 4 is just 
about unbeatable ... this 
really is an excellent 
program" PC AMSTRAD 

Protext... truly the professional’s choice 

Just some of the features of Prodata:- 
• Multiple indexes for accessing data 
• Full editing facilities for data 
• Comprehensive printing options 
• Importing and exporting 
• Undo changes facility 
• Powerful filtering feature 
• Easy to use layout design 
• Password protection (5 levels) 

And of course, Prodata is fully 
compatible with Protext. 
Amiga owners please note that you 
need 1MB to run Prodata - see below 
for special price for Prodata plus A501 
(512K memory + clock expansion) 

PRODATA 
"Designing layouts is incredibly easy" YOUR AMIGA 

Invoice Address 

Select field none 

Field 4 : Address 3 
Field S : Address 4 
Field 6 : Address 5 
Field 7 : Del Addr 1 
Field 8 : Del Addr 2 
Field 1 : Del Addr 3 
Field 10 : Del Addr 4 
Field 11 : Del Addr 5 
Field 12 : Telephone 
Field 13 : Fax 
Field 14 : Contact 
Field 15 : Invoice Hunber 

Field 17*: Quantity 1 
Field 18 : description 1 
Field 18»: Unit Cost 1 

Top left = (8,8). Pos = (3,17). Length=28. 
gariafal^nan^JATE_Use to n 

"Totally menu driven, Prodata 
must rank among the top database 
systems..." st user 12/89 

"Prodata is a very sophisticated 
database package, and at £79.95, it 
is most certainly worth the money" 

YOUR AMIGA 12/89 

"Amor have a quality product at a 
very reasonable price" 

POP COMP WEEKLY 19/10/89 

ORDER FORM - Send to: Arnor (AF), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough 

Please send me (indicate where applicable): 3HA Name 

_ PROTEXT v4.2 @ £99.95 Address 

_ PRODATA @ £79.95 

_ PRODATA + A501 (Amiga) @ £179.95 

Further information Protext demo disc Postcode 

Computer: PC 5V^’* / PC 3Vfe" / Atari ST / Amiga 

I enclose Cheque / Postal order for £_, or debit my 

Access/Visa card no._ Exp.. 

Releasing your micro's potential. b^?w 
Arnor (AF/, 611 Lincoln Foad, Peterborough PEI 3HA. Tel: 0/33 68909 (24 hr/ Fax: 0/33 6/299 
All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Credit card orders will be despatched by return of post. If paying by cheque please allow 10-14 days for delivery. 



REVIEW 

NEWTEK-NOLOGY 
JASON HOLBORN plays with the latest 

release of NewTek’s highly acclaimed Amiga 

video digitiser, Digi-View. 

In the beginning there was the 

Amiga. A machine with a lovely 

specification, but nothing to really 

show off what all that custom 

hardware was capable of. Then 

along came Tim Jenison of 

Kansas-based NewTek with an 

ingenious little device called Digi- 

View. Simply by plugging a mono 

video camera into this matchbox¬ 

sized widget, images from the real 

world could be displayed on the 

monitor screen of your Amiga - in 

up to 4096 colours. 
When Digi-View was finally 

released to an unsuspecting 

public, the sound of jaws dropping 

could be heard for miles. Even the 

original Los Gatos-based develop¬ 

ers of the Amiga couldn’t quite 

believe the feats that NewTek had 

achieved with the machine that 

they had designed! 

Since those early days, both 

NewTek and Digi-View have gone 

from strength to strength. Indeed 

the company's activities have 

earnt them almost cult status 

amongst Amiga owners in both the 

States and in Europe. After over 

four years on the market, Digi- 

View is now recognised as the 

most successful Amiga peripheral 

of all time. Units have been sold to 

users all around the globe includ¬ 

ing countries such as the Soviet 

Union and Japan. Could a Digitiser 

that is generally seen as the 

market leader get any better? 

NewTek certainly think so. 

Hardware Corner 

Digi-View Version 4 is a software- 

based upgrade, rather than a full¬ 

blown overhaul of both hardware 

and software. Although Digi-View 4 

can be bought as a complete 

package consisting of all the nec- 

cessary items, existing Digi-View 

users can upgrade by just pur¬ 

chasing the program disk at a min¬ 

imal cost without having to fork 

out for a new digitiser unit. 

For those of you who haven’t 

been fortunate enough to play 

around with Digi-View, the unit con¬ 

sists of a small black box (cue for 

a song?) that plugs into the parallel 

port of the Amiga 500 and 2000 

(A1000 users will have to buy an 

adaptor). Poking out of one end of 

the digitiser is the parallel port 

connector and from the other a 

single phono connector for feed¬ 

ing in the video signal. Unlike 

many other units, Digi-View doesn’t 

have any extra knobs or sliders for 

altering the brightness and con- 

strast of the input signal: all this 

tweaking can be controlled from 

within the software. 
Recommended input to Digi- 

View takes the form of a 

monochrome composite video 

signal from a mono video camera 

such as those produced by Hitachi 

and Panasonic. Although a colour 

signal can be used, the results are 

far less impressive. If you’re not 

the owner of a video camera, but 

wish to use Digi-View in conjunc¬ 

tion with a video recorder, the 

video must be paused every time 

you wish to digitise an image. 

However, for best results a mono 

video camera is most definitely 

recommended. (We used a Hitachi 

MV-720K mono camera). 

As mentioned previously, Digi-View 

does not operate in ’real time'. 

According to NewTek, the reason 

for not converting to real-time 

(which they could quite easily have 

done) is because Digi-View uses a 

more accurate successive-approxi¬ 

mation type converter in conjunc¬ 

tion with a low-noise sample-and- 

hold amplifier. Although this 

system is considerably slower 

than the 4-bit flash converters 

used by most of the competition, 

it is of a higher quality and allows 

Digi-View to produce sharper 

images and to provide increased 

control over the attributes of the 

final picture. 

New Screen Modes 

Digi-View 4's main claim to fame is 

NewTek's new ‘Dynamic’ display 

system. This new system provides 

two new digitising methods: 

Dynamic HAM and most exiting of 

all, Dynamic HiRes. 

Dynamic HiRes provides 

something that has never been 

seen before - 4096 colours 

onscreen at the same time in high 

resolution. This immense feat is 

achieved by using the Amiga’s 

copper co-processor chip to 

change the values contained with 

the Amiga hardware colour regis¬ 

ters on every scan line. While only 

sixteen colours can be displayed 

on a single line (which is the limit 

for high resolution displays), the 

overall effect is breathtaking: 

easily the best images ever seen 

on an Amiga screen. If you don’t 

believe me, just take a look at 

some of the pictures accompany- 

Digi-Paint in action. Buy Digi- 

View 4 and get this wondrous 

paint package free of charge! 

The Digi-View control menu is 

used to alter the type of image 

to be grabbed. 

Altering the colour palette after 

the image is built is simple using 

the software control. 

ing this review and I’m sure your 

doubts will soon disappear! 

Dynamic HAM is very similar 

to Dynamic HiRes, and allows the 

almost complete elimination of 

many of the problems which are 

usually associated with Hold and 

Modify displays. 

Grabbing a Dynamic image is 

a slow process that can take up to 

10 minutes before anything resem¬ 

bling the image you require is 

actually produced. Don’t be sur¬ 

prised if your supply of coffee 

starts to get used up rapidly! 

Unfortunately for 512K Amiga 

owners, all the extra goodies that 

Digi-View supports all screen 

resolutions, including full over¬ 

scan - no other digitiser does. 
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mm 

DIGI-PAINT 

FOR FREE 

Grabbing loads of HAM 
pictures is all very good, 
but what are you going to 
do with them? Unless you 
have a paint package 
such as Digi-Paint 3 or 
Photon Paint, the answer 
is invariably 'not a lot, 
matey’. However, when 
you buy Digi-View 4 not 
only do you get a damned 
good video digitiser, but 
NewTek (in a fit of 
admirable generosity) 
have started bundling 
their original Digi-Paint 

program within the Digi- 
View package. 

Although the original 
Digi-Paint is far less pow¬ 
erful than its follow-up, 
Digi-Paint 3, it is still a 
powerful HAM paint 
system that should fulfill 
the needs of even the 
most demanding of Amiga 
artists. Areas of the 
screen can be picked up 
and pasted down else¬ 
where, smoothed, tints 
applied and much more. 
For touching up digitised 
graphics, Digi-Paint is the 
ideal thing. 

Digi-View offers are unavailable 

unless you’ve got at least a 

megabyte of RAM. Even then, at 

least two megabytes are needed if 

you wish to grab images in 

Dynamic HiRes mode. 

Grabbing Facts 
Because Digi-View is not a true 

colour digitiser such as Marcam's 

Frame Grabber and JCL’s Super- 

Pic, both of which grab the full 

range of colour tones in one 

‘pass’, colour images are grabbed 

using the now familar system of 

colour filters. For a colour image 

to be digitised, Digi-View must 

The sample pictures included 
with Digi-View make a fine 
demonstration of Dynamic HiRes. 

scan the source image three times 

using red, green and blue filters 

(which are provided). Once all 

three ‘separations' are grabbed, 

Digi-View then combines these into 

the resulting image. 

Because Digi-View stores the 

image internally in a much higher 

resolution than the Amiga can dis¬ 

play, attributes of the image can 

be quickly altered without having 

to re-digitise your image from 

scratch. To further enhance any 

grabbed image, the Digi-View soft¬ 

ware includes a whole host of 

image processing tools to max¬ 

imise the quality of grabs. 

The subtlety of the 4096 colours 
available gives an almost phot- 
realistic quality to these grabs. 

Conclusion 
Getting the very best from Digi- 

View 4 is not a cheap affair. At the 

very least you’ll need a mono 

video camera and an Amiga with 

two megabytes of RAM if you wish 

to use all the features that Digi- 

View 4 has to offer. One-megabyte 

Amiga owners will probably just 

get by, but even then you can 

wave goodbye to any hopes of 

using Dynamic-HiRes. Digi-View is 

probably not the best choice if you 

own an unexpanded A500 with just 

a video recorder as an input 

source: Rombo's Vidi Amiga is 

more immediately usable. 

Flesh tones and natural subjects 
from the real world can often 
show up badly: not now! 

This situation is an indication of 

how developers can be held back 

by the lack of memory available on 

a basic Amiga. If developers stuck 

to producing software to run on a 

standard A500, new developments 

such as NewTek’s Dynamic screen 

modes would be practically impos¬ 

sible to implement. As a result, the 

quality and power of Amiga prod¬ 

ucts would never advance. 

Digi-View may be slow, but as 

the saying goes ‘the best things 

come to those who wait’, and this 

is certainly true of the images 

obtainable from Digi-View 4. The 

combination of complete support 

for all Amiga screen modes, pow¬ 

erful support software (and a free 

copy of Digi-Paint!), makes Digi- 
View 4 even better value for 

money than the previous version 

was already. Highly recommended 

for its high-quality output. 

Digi-View Gold 4 

£149.95 ■ All Amigas, 1 Mb+ 

Recommended ■ NewTek/HB 

Marketing 0895 444433 
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THIRD COAST TECHNOLOGIES LTD 
Amiga A500 + Batpack.^69.00 
Amiga A500 + Batman Pack + Tenstar Option. £386.00 
Amiga A2000 full UK spec machine.Call for details 

A500 HARD DRIVES 

Xetec Hard Drives are the fastest hard drives 
for the A500 & A2000 Commodore A590 22 Meg.£365.00 
IVS 32 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£499.00 
Xetec 45 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£649.00 
IVS 50 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£599.99 
Xetec 65 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£699.00 
Xetec 85 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£799.00 
Xetec 109 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£999.00 
Xetec 251 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£1995.00 

A2000 HARD DRIVES 

Xetec 22 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£399.00 
45 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£499.00 
50 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£599.00 
65 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£649.00 
85 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£799.00 
109 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£949.00 
251 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£1899.00 

AMIGA A500 & A2000 RAM UPGRADES 

Amiga A500 1 Meg Ram Upgrade (inc clock & switch).£69.99 
Amiga A500 2 Meg internal Ram Expansion (populated).£339.00 
Amiga A500 2 Meg internal Ram Expansion (unpopulated).£149.00 
Amiga A500 4.0 Meg internal Ram Expansion. £699.00 
Amiga A500 8.0 Meg internal Ram Expansion.£1099.00 
Amiga A500 8.0 Meg Board expands in 2, 4 and 8 increments (takes 1x1 

D RAMS, unpopulated).£249.99 
Amiga A500 2 Meg External Ram Expansion (unpopulated).£l49'2x 
Amiga A500 2 Meg External Ram Expansions (populated).£379.99 
Golam 22 Meg. Full SCSI 25 Milliseconds Head Park.£399.99 

PRINTERS 

Star LC-10 Mono Printer.SI??-?? 
Star LC-10 Colour Printer.£215.00 
Star LC-24-10.£239.00 

FLOPPY DRIVES FOR THE AMIGA A500 + 2000 

Internal 1 Meg Floppy Drive. Direct replacement.££4 ££ 
1 Meg External 82 Track Count.£69-99 
1.44 Meg 89 Track.-£99-99 
1 Meg External with Track Counter.£124.99 
5.25 with Track Display.£]4999 
5.25 without Track Display.29.99 

NEW PRODUCTS 

PC AT Emulator for all Amigas.££99.00 
Professional Colour Digit with built in RGB splitter.£249.00 
Professional Monochrome Digitiser Low Medium and High Res. 
RGB Splitter for colour cameras allows full colour digitising.£99.99 
Minigen Amiga A500 & A2000 Genlock...£95.99 
Professional Genlock Overscan, Fader, built in RGB Splitter, too 

many features to list.£499.00 
Rendale 8802 Genlock.£] 95.00 
Microtext Teletext Adaptors built in tuner.£139.99 
X-Specs 3D Glasses, excellent for Cad Cam Liquid Crystal shuttering 

gives a whole new outlook on your Amiga.£149.99 
Processor Accelerator 16 MHz Accelerator will support MC68881. Offers 

between 45-50% more performance whilst maintaining complete 
compatability with software 8-16MHz switch.^^49.99 

Replacement Amiga Mouse A500 & A2000.-£24.99 
A-Max Mac Emulator Roms.£249.99 
Amiga A2000 8 Meg Expansion Board (Unpopulated).£149.99 
Amiga A2000 8 Meg Expansion Populated, 2 Megs.£349.00 
Amiga A2000 8 Meg Expansion Populated 4 Megs.Z5J9.00 

Amiga A590 Upgrade Chips.£11.00 

D.I.V kits to Interface embedded SCSI hard drive or IBM PC ST506 drive 
to Amiga A500 or Amiga A2000. 

Trumpcard includes power supply, enclosure, software, auto-boot roms. Will accept 3.25 inch 
embedded SCSI drive any capacity. Simply plugs into side of A500 can draw power from 
machine or external source. Up to 4 megs of desk cache or system memory can be installed. 
Offers transfer rates up to twice that of A590. Board can be removed and used in A2000 at a 
later date offering future expansion.£199.99 

ALF MFM drive kit for A500. Offers support of ST506 IBM PC drives. Available with or without 
power supply and enclosure. Host board and controller available. Entire kit including 
Enclosure host board and controller auto boot roms cables and software.£299.99 
ALF RLL kit available at the same price for people with RLL IBM ST506 
type drives.£299.99 
A500 ALF controller arid host board without power supply and enclosure.£199.99 
A500 ALF host board will accept standard PC hard card full software 
including enclosure for host..--£139,99 
Toolbox 3 slot or 2 slot box available, allows the A500 user to have A2000 power at A500 
prices, the toolbox clips onto the side of the A500 and allows support of A2000 products on 
the A500. eg 8 meg ram board, hard card, 68020 accelerator board. Features 2 or 3 slots, 40 
watt supply, on/off power.£299.00 

HARDWARE 

Virus protection device eliminates all viruses.J34.99 
Lightpen for Amiga A500 + 2000.£79.99 

UNIT 8, BRADLEY HALL TRADING ESTATE, 
STANDISH, WIGAN WN6 OXQ 

TEL: 0257 472444 FAX: 0257 426577 
We accept Bank Drafts, Company and Personal Cheques and also Access and Visa Cards 

All prices include VAT at 15%. A full warranty is offered on all 
products. All prices correct at time of going to press. 

We reserve the right to alter prices.] E + OE._ 

E.M.P.D.L. 
Amiga Public Domain Library. Open 7 Days 9am - 9pm 

Latest Edition catalogue, disc, plus 
lifetime membership only £2.50 

700 discs catalogued. 
Updated monthly. Range of accessories. 

Cheques & P.O.'s payable to: 

E.M.P.D.L. 54 WATNALL ROAD, HUCKNELL, 

NOTTS, NG15 7LE. 

0602 630071 

100% 
CERTIFIED 

ERROR 
FREE 3 

DS/DD 
„ DISKS 36, 

exc. VAT 

Inc 
Labels 

Only while 
stocks last 

AMIGAS 
Batman Pack.£358 
A500 + Tenstar Pack ...£375 
A500 Class of the 90’s.£495 
Hi Res Colour Monitor .£249 
A501 RAM Pack.£69 
3 1/2 External Drive.£60 

31/2 DS/HD 
51/4 DS/DD 

109p 
20p 

5 1/4 DS/HD 45p 

DISK BOXES 
AVAILABLE 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshot.£5.55 
Navigator.£13. 95 

Black Cruiser.£9.45 
Zip Stick.£13.25 
Mouse Mat.£4.20 

ADD £3.40 P&P per disk order. ADD £8 next day delivery. 
On Amigas ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. 

CALL OR SEND CHEQUE TO B.C.S LTD, 
349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON BN1 6SJ 

0273 506269 24 hours 

SLOUGH SOFTSTORE 
410 BATH ROAD 

Authorised Government & Education Dealership 

1.3 Roms, Fatter Agnus, 
Memory Boards etc 

Star LC10, LC10 Colour, 
LC24-10 all in stock, 
Panasonic KXP1124 
Xerox 4020 CRIHG 

ACCESS, VISA 
& CREDIT 

Many other P.C 
configerations MUSIC SYSTEMS 

PRINTERS 

£1499 

Roland CM Modules, 
Cheetah Keyboards, 

Midi Units. Software - 
Dr. T's, Music X, C Lab 

etc all in stock 
Ajiu m sam 

jt 

Software:- exc vat 
Word Perfect V5.£255 
Lotus 123.£259 
Wordstar 2000.£245 
dBase IV.£320 
Framework III.£325 
Aldus Pagemaker.£450 
Xerox Ventura.£520 
Smart System V3.1.£350 
Symphony V2.0.£370 
Sage modules.phone 
Timeworks.£79 

&®<s) iVtsJuy j 
-i-|-— 
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permanently on display larse 

stock of software 



IFF TUTORIAL 

MARK SMIDDY reveals the inner secrets of 

the Interchange File Format - the key to 

Amiga graphics standardisation. 

When the Amiga was first 
introduced it took the 

world by storm. For the 

first time an affordable computer 

had graphics that average users 

could hardly dare to dream about. 

Yet this could have created a 

serious problem - with such a 

wealth of screen formats, it would 

be impossible for art packages to 

‘talk' to each other (exchange 

data) without some form of stan¬ 

dard. The problem already existed 

on the PC. Users would have to 

use conversion software to update 

their images when they wanted to 

use another package, or simply 

view an alien file - always assum¬ 

ing such software was available. 

This is totally unacceptable - 

and Amiga knew it - so they 

teamed up with Electronic Arts 

and developed the Interchange File 

Format (IFF). 

As things have developed in 

the five years since its introduc¬ 

tion, the IFF covers more than just 

pictures - it has addressed every 

possible common file structure 

from animated graphics to sam¬ 

pled sound and music. An IFF file 

can conceivably contain any mix¬ 

ture of sound, graphics, animation 

and text, which is what makes the 

standard so powerful and so out¬ 

wardly complex. 

For the purposes of simplicity 

this introduction to IFF will cover 

the most used area, graphics. It 

must be said, this article assumes 

a certain amount of knowledge of 

Amiga programming; beginners 

are directed to the panels giving 

brief explanations of some of the 

terminology used. 

How IFF Works 
IFF is essentially a very simple 

standard. The idea was to develop 

a standard file format which was, 

for most purposes, completely 

self-sufficient. Each file is based 

on a series of data segments or 

blocks called ‘chunks’. Chunks 

consist of three distinct parts: the 

identity - 4 bytes of ASCII data - 

the size of the chunk in bytes, and 

the data itself. The last number is 

important because it is the num¬ 

ber of bytes in the chunk, NOT, as 

may be expected, the relative off¬ 

set to the start of the next chunk. 

A theoretical C fragment rep¬ 

resenting a chunk could perhaps 

look like this: 

typedef struct 

ID ckID /* chunk identity 

*/ 

LONG ckSize /* sizeof 

ckdata */ 

UBYTE ckData[/* ckSize /*] 

} chunk; 

in Assembler: 

dc.l "BMHD" chunk identity 

dc.l BmhdLen size of this 

chunk 

bitmap dc.w 320,200 X,Y 

resolution 

ds.w 8 and so on. . . 

BmhdLen equ *-bitmap 

Calculate chunk size 

even Insert pad byte if 

reqd. 

or in Basic: 

1000 DATA "B", "M", "H", "D" 

:REM chunk identity=BMHD 

1010 DATA 20 : REM chunk 

size 

1020 DATA 1,64,0,200 :REM 

X,Y resolution (320*200 as 

bytes) 

1030 DATA 0,0,0... :REM 

more data 

These examples are meant as 

illustrations; they are not intended 

to represent each other, just the 

important parts of chunks. Table 

One has a complete list of the 

chunk IDs used by Amiga graphics 

programs. Typically, an IFF picture 

file will consist of several of these 

chunk types all chained together 

and enclosed in an IFF ‘form’. 

Think of the chunks as biscuits 

and the form being the wrapper 

•that contains them - each IFF form 

is a complete package. 

How Chunk Data Is 
Arranged 

When writing (or reading) an IFF 

chunk, the following points must 

be observed: 

1) All 16 and 32-bit wide numbers 

(words and longwords) must be 

arranged high byte first. This is 

normal practice on the 68000 

series of CPUs so your assem¬ 

bler/compiler should perform the 

conversion automatically. Basic 

programmers must ensure data is 

written in the correct sequence. It 

is essential the byte order is main¬ 

tained for chunk size and chunk ID 

strings - but CPU ordering of 

chunk word and longword data is 

allowed. This last point will only 

affect IFF file transfers to/from 

CPUs which store the low byte 

first - for example the Intel range 

and the 6500 series. 

2) Word and longword data MUST 

be aligned on an even address rel¬ 

ative to the start of the file. 

3) Every odd length chunk must be 

padded with an extra byte to 

ensure correct alignment of the 

next chunk. This pad byte must 

not however be counted in the 

chunk’s data length. 

4) IDs are constructed of four 

bytes of ASCII data in the range “ “ 

(space) through to (tilde). 

Leading spaces are not allowed. 

Also note, because IDs are 

matched using a longword 

(unsigned long int) comparison, 

case matters. This system is used 

primarily for speed. 

The Form Wrapper 
When the chunks have been set up 

the whole file is enclosed in a 

wrapper which tells other pro¬ 

grams this file is a valid IFF struc¬ 

ture. The letters FORM (CAT or 

LIST) denoting the wrapper are 

always present as the first four 

bytes of any IFF file. If these are 

not present, the file can be identi¬ 

fied as not IFF compatible. 

Example #1 (pl08) is an 

assembly language fragment 

showing how a partly initialised 

wrapper could be defined. The 

code is for an eight colour, 320 x 

200 raster constructed from five 

chunks. The first chunk forms the 

IFF picture wrapper. The next three 

contain data specific to the layout 

and colours of the picture, the last 

is an array of interleaved bitmaps 

This is an IFF Form 
and it is 11806 bytes long 

This is a graphics image 

The bitmap header (pictures only) 

640x400 raster - starting .at*0,0 

3 planes, no mask, ByteRunl=On 

No transparency 
1:1 Aspect ratio 

Source page is 640x400 

12 bytes for the colour map 

4 bytes for screen mode info 

11520 bytes of ILBM body data 

TABLE ONE: IFF files are complicated beasts, but this diagram 
should make their structure a little simpler to understand. 

FORM 

11806 

.ILBM 

.BMHD 

20_ 
640,400,0,0, 

3,0,1,0 
0 
1,1 
640,200_ 

. CMAP 

12 
128,64,128;.. 

. CAMG 

4 
-BODY 

11520 
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DATA TYPES AND 
THEIR MEANINGS 

BYTE - 8 bit byte or signed 
integer. Range -128..+127 
BYTE[ ] - an sequence of one 
or more bytes 
UBYTE - unsigned BYTE. 
Range 0..255 
WORD - 16 bit signed integer. 
Range -32768..+32767 
UWORD - unsigned WORD. 
Range 0..65535 
SHORT - psuedonym for 
WORD 
USHORT - pseudonym for 
UWORD 
LONG - 32 bit signed. Range 
-2,147,483,268..+2,147,483 
,267 
ULONG - 32 bit unsigned inte¬ 
ger. Range 0..4,294,967,295 

The unsigned versions of 
these types are often used as 
bitwise flag variables: a BYTE 
has eight 1 bit flags. 
Assembly language program¬ 
mers should make careful 
note of data typing when cal¬ 
culating addresses and off¬ 
sets. 

AMIGA SCREEN 
TALK 

ViewPort - A window in the 
current screen (usually) 
RastPort - The current screen 
(usually) 
Raster - The horizontal lines 
making up an image 
ILBM - Interleaved BitMap, 
how images are store in 
memory 

WHY ACBM FOR 
BASIC? 

AmigaBasic uses an unusual 
form of bitmap structure 
called an ACBM or Amiga 
Basic Contiguous BitMap. The 
main file is very similar to a 
standard picture file with the 
important difference: the bit- 
planes are stored in such a 
way only one AmigaDOS 
read/write is required per bit- 
plane. This results in a sub¬ 
stantial increase in speed for 
reading IFF files from Basic. 
Converting to and from the 
two formats is a simple mat¬ 
ter of using the utility files 
supplied with AmigaBasic on 
the extras disk. 

for the picture itself. Some of this 

data has not been initialised, for 

that, the contents of the individual 

chunks must be considered. 

Chunk #0 (FORM): The start of 

any IFF form. This marks the start 

of all forms. See also: LIST and 

CAT. The structure of the FORM 

chunk is: 

UBYTE[ ] ID Longword ASCII ID 

‘BMHD’ 
LONG length Number of bytes in 

this structure 
UBYTE[ ] formType Longword 

ASCII type must be ILBM for 

graphics 

Chunk #1 (BMHD): The bitmap 

header tells the reader program 

what to expect from the BODY 

data. Its contents are as follows: 

UBYTE[ ] ID Longword ASCII ID 

‘BMHD’ 
ULONG length Number of bytes in 

this structure 
UWORD w,h The raster’s width and 

height 16 bits each 
WORD x,y The pixel position for 

this image (normally 0,0) 
UBYTE nPlanes Number of bit- 

planes in the BODY (source) data 

UBYTE mask Type of masking 

used: 
0 = no masking (normal opaque 

image) 
1 = has a mask (interleaved with 

BODY data) 
2 = mask has a transparent colour 

3 = Lasso 
UBYTE compression Type of com¬ 

pression used for BODY data 

0 = no compression 
1 = ByteRunl (repetition) com¬ 

pression 
UBYTE pad Padding byte only - 

must be=0 
UWORD transparent This colour 

should be treated as transparent 

UBYTE Xasp,Yasp Pixel aspect 

ratio. Width:Height 
WORD pageW,pageH Source 

page’s width and height. 

Chunk #2 (CMAP): Colour map 

data (palette) has three 8-bit 

entries with possible values from 0 

to 255 for each colour register 

used. The Amiga uses four bits 

per register (12 bits=4096 

colours) which must be packed in 

thee high order bits so: for writing, 

shift each register value four bits 

left; reading, shift four bits right. 

Expect to find up to 96 bytes (32 

colours) in the colour map. To 

achieve correct alignment an extra 

byte may be added at the end of 

the data. Reader programs may 

ignore extra entries in the map. 

The CMAP’s structure is a follows: 

UBYTEl ] ID Longword ASCII ID 

‘CMAP’ 

ULONG length Number of bytes in 

this structure 
UBYTE red Colour register n red 

value 0-255 
UBYTE green Colour register n 

green value 0-255 

UBYTE blue Colour register n blue 

value 0-255 

. Repeated for all colour registers 

UBYTE pad Optional padding byte 

for word alignment 

Chunk #3 (CAMG): This chunk 

is only required by the Amiga and 

must be supplied and read by all 

Amiga IFF software. As the stan¬ 

dard holds at the moment, only 16 

of the possible 32 bits of the 

CAMG flags are used. Some of the 

existing flags are not appropriate 

and must be masked out. 

Examples #2 and #3 show how 

this is performed in C and assem¬ 

bler although similar code will be 

required for all languages. The 

data structure for the CAMG chunk 

is simply: 

UBYTEt ] ID Longword ASCII ID 

‘CAMG’ 
ULONG length Number of bytes in 

this structure (currently 4) 

ULONG camg The Amiga display 

(viewmodes) flags 

Chunk #4 (BODY): This is the 

simplest structure to define since 

it is usually just a copy of the 

BitMap (image) from the screen. 

Sometimes, software may incorpo¬ 

rate a mask or template inter¬ 

leaved with the body data. If this is 

present, reader programs may 

wish to remove it; masks are 

defined in the BMHD chunk. The 

body is defined thus: 

UBYTE ID Longword ASCII ID 
‘BODY’ 

ULONG length Number of bytes in 

this structure 

UBYTE data[ ] Array of data repre¬ 

senting the image 

The Big Squeeze 
Getting a quart into a pint pot is 

not always possible, but ILBMs 

Start 

As the ancient Chinese always said - a picture tells a thousand 
words. Here's the ByteRunl algorithm in flowchart form. 
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AmiMail Order 
I FREE DELUXE PAINT III I 

To enter our competition to win a FREE Deluxe Paint III package all you have to 

do is purchase 10 or more 3.5" disks. All disks are fully guaranteed and come 

with labels. Only £6.80 per 10, £8.40 in a disk box including P & P 
Winner chosen by computer so come on and send off today! Details available on request. 

Amiga BATMAN Pack.£360 3.5" D/drive ON/OFF Switch ...£83 
With 1084(P) colour monitor ..£605 Fish Disks.£L90 

3 Stonechat Close, Meadow Court, Durford Road, 
PETERSFIELD, Hampshire, GU31 4RE 

TEL: (0730) 69273 

AMIGA POWER SUPPLY 
L Genuine Commodore 
C Full 1 year warranty 

C Fast Delivery 
Price including VAT & Delivery 

£39.99 

Omnidale Supplies (Dept FI), 
23 Curzon Street, Derby, 

DEI2ES 
Tel: 0332 291219 

AtUft! 
ARENA ACCOUNTS 

Fully Integrated Professional 
Accounts Management System 

for the AMIGA 
Features^ 
Sales Ledger 

Sales Invoicing 

Purchace Ledger 

Nominal Ledger 

Management Reports 

PC Version Soon 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS 
or contact ARENA TECHNOLOGIES LTD 

Queensway Business Centre, Brigg Road, Scunthorpe, DN16 3RT. Tel .(0724) 280222 

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

commodore 

FROM £349! 

AMIGA 
Prices Include VAT, delivery & warranty. 
Please add £15 for overnight delivery. 
All systems are tested before despatch. 
On-site maintenance options available. 

■ Amiga A500 complote, now only £349 

■ Amiga A500M with Al 084 £ 615 
hi-res colour monitor 

■ Amiga B2OO0 latest UK model, £949 
with 1.3 Roms and 1MB chip-RAM 

| Amiga B2000 As above, plus £ 495 
A2286 PC-AT bridge board & 5|” disk 

| Amiga B2000 With A2286, plus £ 1795 
A2090A/2092 20MB autoboot hard disk 

B200^^A^Brldg^Boar^^40M^autobooniard^isl^2095j 

PERIPHERALS 

mmGA 
■ A2286 PC-AT board & 5$" drive £ 595 

■ A2088 PC-XT board & 5$" drive £249 

■ 20MB Amiga/MS-Dos hard disk £229 

■ A2090A/2092 20MB autoboot h/d £375 

■ A2090A/2094 40MB autoboot h/d £675 

■ A2620 68020 Accelerator Card £ 129 5 

■ C2058 8MB Board, 2MB installed £375 

■ RAM for above, per 2MB ... £ 199 

■ Flicker Fixer Multiscan Adaptor £349 

■ 14" Multisync high-res monitor £445 

■ C2010 NEC 3$" internal drive £79 

■ 3]" DS/DD diskettes, per 10 £ 10 

■ C1010 NEC 3$" half-height drive £79 

■ A501 plug-in RAM/clock 512K £119 

■ A1084 High-res colour Monitor £249 

■ A590 20MB autoboot hard disk £375 

■ RAM for A590, per MB ... £99 

■ Amdrlve 20MB SCSI hard disk £339 

■ Amdrlve 50MB SCSI hard disk £425 

■ Star LC10 Multifont Printer £ 179 

■ Star LC10C colour, 120 cps, NLQ £229 

■ HP DeskJet* 300 dpi inkjet, B/W £695 

■ HP PaintJet colour inkjet 180 dpi £ 889 

■ DXY1200 A3 8 pen plotter £1159 

■ Trackball Marconi RB2 £ 59 

■ FrameGrabber Phone 

■ Superpl^enlock/Digitise^^^Phon^ 

■Bi^E^MTalMTelgh^NE^externaMrlv^wlt^wltct^^throughpor^^79j 

Why not enjoy the free Teletext databases 
with the MIcroText Teletext adaptor... Fully 
programmable, with Fastext facility, instant ___ 
access to last 16 pages, double page view, 
telesoftware loader, auto-start/background \21c_ 
operation... Pages can spoken, printed as ASCII or graphics, saved as ASCII or IFF files... 
And it turns your 1081/1084/8833 monitor into a digital TV! Available now for only £1391 

SUPERBASE II half-price special offer, while stocks last.. £49.95!~| 

PRODUCTIVITY 

mUGAi 
SuperBase Personal 
SuperBase Personal 2 
"" Professional v3 
SuperPlan 
VlzaWrlte Desktop v2 
Professional Page vl.3 
Excellence! 
Arena Accounts 
Personal Tax Planner 
A/C Basic vl.3 
SuperBack 
B.A.D. Disk Optimizer 
Publisher’s Choice 
ProText v4 
Amiga C for Beginners 

Lattice C v5 
Dos-2-Dos 
PC Emulator vl.1 
C64 Emulator v2 
BBC Emulator vl.2 
Workbench vl.3 Enhancer 

Relational database power, without programming! 
As above, plus text, mail merge, batch entry etc. 
With Forms Editor and DML programming language 
Pro Spreadsheet with business graphics, time planner 
High performance desktop WP, now with HQ fonts 
Includes WP, Desktop, colour separations, CAD 
WP with graphics, thesaurus, dictionary etc. 
Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers plus invoicing 
UK Income Tax computation program, from Digita 
By Absoft. Compiles Amiga Basic... FAST! 
Backs up 20MB in 20 minutes, any Amiga hard drive 
Speeds disk access up to 500%, WorkBench or CLI 

£79.9S ■ System Programmer’s Guide 
79.95 ■ Amiga Basic Inside & Out 
18.45 ■ AmlgaDos Inside & Out 

■ Amiga C Advanced Programmer* 24.95 ■ Amiga Tricks & Tips 

£179.95 
34.95 
24.95 
39.95 
44.95 
14.95 
39.95 
49.95 

154.95 
49.95 
69.95 

189.95 
129.95 
168.95 
39.95 

149.95 
37.95 
34.95 
32.95 
18.95 
18.45 
14.95 

SUPERPLAN half-price special offer, while stocks last.. £49.95! || 

CREATIVITY 

mWGA\ 
■ Graphics Starter Kit 
■ Sculpt-Anlmate 4D 
■ Sculpt-Anlmate 4D Jr. 
■ Sculpt 3D XL 
■ Muslc-X 
■ Pro-Video PAL Plus 
■ Pro Video font sets 
■ TV-Text Professional 
■ SummaSketch Plus 
■ PAL Rendale Pro 
■ Rendale 8802 Genlock 
■ MlnIGen 
■ DlglVIew Gold 
■ De Luxe PhotoLab 

De Luxe Paint 3 
De Luxe Video 3 
Dlgipalnt 3 
Design 3D 
Anlmaglc 
Photon Paint 2 

£62.95 
89.95 
59.95 
69.95 
64.95 
69.95 

Aegis Images/Aegis Animator/Aegis Draw/Aogis Artpak 69.95 
3D graphics and animation for the professional user 369.95 
As Sculpt 4D above, without HAM ray-tracing 109.95 
Much faster than Scuplt 30, with 24-bit plane option 129.95 
"Without doubt the best piece of MIDI software to date" 199.95 
Professional video titler with fonts, extra fonts available 189.95 
Choice of 4 sets of 4 anti-aliased fonts, each... 89.95 
Latest full-feature video titler, includes Zuma fonts 139.95 
12x12 Graphics Tablet with fast driver software 425.oo 
Broadcast quality genlock for the professional user 625.oo 

£199.95 ■ Fantavlslon 34.95 
109.95 ■ Professional Draw 114.95 
89.95 ■ Aegis Draw 2000 179.ss 
49.95 ■ PageFlIpper ♦ F/X 79.95 

IF YOU WANT IT TOMORROW... CALL US TODAY! ON 01-546-7256 ■■■ 

Prices are POST FREE & include VAT. 
Order by phone with your credit card, 
or send cheque/PO or your credit card 
number. Official orders welcome. We 
despatch same day by FIRST CLASS 
post. Please allow 5 days for delivery 
of hardware orders. Prices are quoted 
subject to availability. Ret. ao9 mare 

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY, KT2 70T. TEL 01-546-7256 



IFF TUTORIAL 

are, by their very nature, large 

files, so they are sometimes com¬ 
pressed into smaller versions. In 

the IFF standard, just the BODY 

data is compressed, it would be 

nonsensical to code the complete 

file. The technique used is called 
‘ByteRunl Encoding’ and relies on 

byte repetition that is: if you find 

two or more sequential bytes are 

the same then count the number, 

and save the number found and 

the value. ByteRunl compression 

is defined in the BMAP chunk. 

Pseudocode for the unpacker 

looks like this: 

UnPacker: 

LOOP until finished with the file 

READ the next source byte into n 

SELECT 
IF n [1..127] THEN copy the next n 

bytes literally 

IF n [-1 ..-127] THEN replicate the 

next byte n times 

IF n [-128] THEN do nothing 

WHY A STANDARD? 

At first glance the whole idea 

of standardisation seems a 

little eccentric, however, as 

EA point out, this trick has 

been successfully employed 

by word processors for years. 

Every word processor has (or 

should have) some method to 

read and write raw ASCII files 

- remember ASCII is an 

acronym for American 

Standard Code for 

Information Interchange. 

Internally the software can 

employ any methods the pro¬ 

grammer sees fit to make the 

program do its job most effi¬ 

ciently, externally all the user 

sees is a series of bytes rep¬ 

resenting plain text. In this 

way, word processors and 

text editors can exchange 

data very easily. 

ENDSELECT 

ENDLOOP 

The packer is similar with a 

couple of extra considerations. A 

two byte repeat run should be 

coded as a replicate run unless it 

is preceded and followed by a lit¬ 

eral run. In this case the complete 

run should be merged, then coded 

as a literal run. Three byte runs 

should always be coded as repli¬ 

cate runs. One extra caveat, every 

scanline of a raster is coded sepa¬ 

rately. 

Using ChkIFF 
This article would be very difficult 

to understand without some exam¬ 

ples so to ensure this situation is 

not exacerbated, this month’s 

coverdisk includes a simple IFF 

structure viewer. Unlike the ubiqui¬ 

tous VILBM or ShowlFF, the soft¬ 

ware - written specifically for this 

article - searches and displays all 

the chunks in an IFF file. To use 

the program simply type its name 

from the CLI and select the file to 

view from the file selector. Output 

can be redirected to the printer by 

typing ChkIFF >PRT:. 

If ChkIFF encounters a chunk it 

understands, like a bitmap header, 

it decodes any relevant informa¬ 

tion. Lastly, because all IFF files 

follow roughly the same pattern, 

ChkIFF can decode IFF sound, 

music, animation and brush files 

too. To keep things simple, the 

program loops continuously until 

you select Cancel gadget on the 

file request. 

Caveats: ChkIFF makes exten¬ 

sive use of the ARP system so you 

must have the ARP.LIBRARY pre¬ 

sent in the LIBS: directory of your 

boot disk. The program is not very 

intelligent, and cannot decode 

LISTs, CATs or other special 

forms. These are rare anyway so 

should not prove too much of a 

problem. ■ 

SHELL) Check IFF 

IFF List! 
FGfftf 

iBitnap Header chunk found, , , 

ing o( 
424% 

of FILES IQ&8BER6. iff 
ILBN 

.CHAP 

.DPPS 
-CRNG 
.CRNG 
.CRNG 
.CRNG 
.CRNG 
CRNG 

Raster width: 
Pixel X offset: 
Masking: 
X aspect ratio: 
Page width: 
Transparency: 

96 
11§ 

8 
8 

328 

,CANG found 

Raster height: 
“ ‘’offset: 

1 
320 

Pixel Y _ _ 
Conpression: 
Y aspect ratio: 
Page height: 
No. of bitplanes: 

256 

1 
1 

256 
5 

.BODY 42125 

Written by Guilder for Aniga Fornat 19%,. 

SHELL) 

The CheckIFF program in action. 

Table #1: Amiga IFF graphics ‘chunk’ types and their meanings 

ILBM - Interleaved bitmap 
BMHD - Bitmap header 
CMAP - The colour map information 
BODY - The ILBM data for the image 
CAMG - Amiga specific information on screen 
modes: EHB, HAM etc 
FORM* - Start of an IFF standard form 
PROP - A shared properties chunk, information 
common to all forms 
CAT* - A set of concatenated IFF forms 
LIST* - Holds a set of PROPS and FORMs. 
Sometimes LISTs and CATs 

Other ‘chunk’ and ‘form’ types for Amiga 
graphics IFF files 
GRAB - The ‘hotspot’ of a sprite or brush 
DEST - Bitplane scatter information 
SPRT - This image is a sprite 
CRNG - Colour Register Range info used by 
EA’s Deluxe Paint 
CCRT - As CRNG used by CBM’s Graphicraft 
software 

ACBM - Amiga Contiguous bitmap (form type 
used by Amiga BASIC) 
ABIT - Amiga BITplanes (none interleaved 
bitmap from ACBM) 
ANMB - Animated bitmap (form type used by 
Framer and Deluxe Video) 
FSQN - playback sequence information for 
ANMB forms 
ANIM - form type for animations developed by 
Aegis 
ANHD - Animation header chunk for Aegis ANIM 
forms 
DLTA- Delta mode data for Aegis ANIM forms 

- Four spaces! A filler chunk - contains noth¬ 
ing useful. 
* These IDs may also appear in the form USn, 
CATn or FORn where ‘n’ is the version number 
of the standard in use (09). All IFF reader soft¬ 
ware should be aware of these. LIST, CAT and 
the associated ID, PROP are advanced features 
of IFF beyond the scope of this article. 

Example #1: Simple assembler include file for an IFF picture 
form dc.l “FORM” Chunk #0 (The IFF wrapper) 
dc.l FormLen 
dc.l “ILBM" of type ILBM (graphics) 
dc.l “BMHD" Chunk #1 the bitmap 
dc.l BmhdLen 
bitmap dc.w 320,200 Raster size in pixels 
ds.w 0,0 start position of this image 
dc.b 3 # of bitplanes 
dc.b 0,0 no compression plus padding byte 
dc.w 0 transparent colour 
dc.w 10,11 aspect ratio 
dc.w 320,200 size of source page in pixels 
BmhdLen equ ‘-bitmap 
even 

dc.l “CMAP" Chunk #2 
dc.l CmapLen 
cmap ds.b 21 Colour data 21 bytes 
CmapLen equ *-cmap 
even 
dc.l “CAMG” Chunk #3 
dc.l CamgLen 
camg dc.l 0 ViewModes 
CamgLen equ *-camg 
even 

dc.l “BODY” Chunk #4 
dc.l BodyLen 
body ds.b 24000 The picture ILBM (3 bitplanes) 
BodyLen equ ‘-body 
even 

FormLen equ ‘-form 

Example #2: Setting CAMG flags in 
#include <graphics/view.h> 

#define BADFLAGS (V_SPRITESIVP_HIDEENLOCK_AUDIOENLOCK_VIDEO) 
#define MASK (-BADFLAGS) 
#define CAMGFLAGS (MASK & OxOOOOFFFFL) 

camg.ViewModes = MASK & myScreen->ViewPort.Modes /* writing */ 
NewScreen.ViewModes = MASK & camg.ViewModes /* reading */ 

Example #3: Setting CAMG flags in assembler 
include graphics/view.i 

* on entry aO -> pointer to your screen’s ViewPort! 

write move.I vp_Modes(aO),dO For writing the structure 
and.I #CAMGFLAGS,dO 
move.I dO,camg 
rts 

read move.l camg.dO For reading the structure 
and.I #CAMGFLAGS,dO 
move.l dO,vp_Modes(aO),dO 
rts 

GENLOCK.AUDIO equ $200 
VP.HIDE equ $2000 
BADFLAGS equ (V_SPRITES!VP_HIDE!GENLOCK_AUDIO!GENLOCK_VIDEO) 
MASK equ (-BADFLAGS) 
CAMGFLAGS equ (MASK & $FFFF) 
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Amiga System 
Programmer's Guide 

AI.. 

Amiga 
Advanced System 

Programmer's Guide 

Abacusi 

ABACUS BOOKS 
FOR THE AMIGA 

Amiga System Programmer’s Guide 
A comprehensive guide to what goes on inside the Amiga in a single volume. 
Explains in detail the Amiga chips (68000, CIA, Agnus, Denise, Paula) and how to 
access them. All the Amiga’s powerful interfaces and features are explained and 
documented in a clear precise manner. 450 pages. 
Topics include: 
* EXEC Structure 
* Multitasking functions 
* I/O management through devices and 

I/O requests 
* Interrupts and resource management 
* RESET and its operation 
* DOS libraries 
* Disk management 
* Detailed information about the CLI and its commands 

OFFER PRICE: £29.95 (normal shop price £32.95) 

Advanced System Programmer’s Guide 
A follow up volume to the internals of the Amiga covering even more topics 
including Kickstart and Workbench 1.3. Presents the conventions for systems 
programming. Very thorough explanations of accessing the facilities provided by 
the libraries, input and output using the Devices, using and changing the 
preferences. Describes the various standard IFF formats - graphics, text and 
music. 560 pages. 
Topics include: 
* Interfaces - audio, video, RGB, Centronics, serial, disk 
access, expansion port, keyboard. 
* Programming hardware - memory 
organisation, interrupts, the Copper, Blitter and 
disk controller. 
* EXEC Structures - Node, List, Libraries and 
Tasks. 
* Multitasking - Task switching, intertask 
communication, exceptions, 
traps and memory management 
* I/O - device handling and requests 
* DOS Libararies - functions, parameters and error messages 
* CLI - detailed internal design descriptions 
* Devices - Trackdisk, Console, Narrator, SER, PAR, PRT, and gameport 

OFFER PRICE: £29.95 (normal shop price £32.95) 

Amiga Graphics Inside & Out 
This book will show you simply and in plain English the super graphic features 
and functions of the Amiga in detail. You will learn the graphic features that can 
be accessed from AmigaBASIC or C. The advanced user will leam graphic 
programming in C with examples of points, lines, rectangles, polygons, colours 
and more. Includes a complete description of the Amiga graphic system - View, 
ViewPort, RastPort, bitmap mapping, screens and windows. 
Topics include: 
* Accessing fonts and type styles in AmigaBSIC 
* CAD on a 1024 x 1024 super bitmap using 
graphic library routines 
* New ways to access libraries and chips from 
BASIC - 4096 colours at once, 
colour patterns, screen and window dumps to 
printer 
* Graphic programming in C - points, lines, rectangles, 
polygons, colours 
* Amiga animation explained including sprites, bobs and 
AnimObs, Copper 
and blitter programming. 

OFFER PRICE: £29.95 (normal shop price £32.95) 

OPTIONAL DISKS £9.95 
Save hours of typing. Disks are available containing all programs listed in the 
books. In addition, runtime versions of C and Assembler programs are usually 
provided on the disk. 

SPECIAL OFFERS - end 10/4/90 
* Purchase any two of the above books for £55 
* Purchase all 3 books for £75 
* Book plus corresponding disk for £37.50 
* Two books plus disks for £70 
* Three books plus disks for £92.50 
All other Abacus books available. Send SAE for full details or phone for current 
prices. Trade enquiries welcome. 

Post free in UK £1 per book for Europe + service mail worldwide 
£5 Airmail outside Europe 

ADAMSOFT Dept af 

18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lancs OL11 5JZ 
Tel: 0706-524304 (9am to 10pm Mon-Fri) 

Note: incorrect address and tel. no. omitted from last month's advert Therefore last month s offers 
are still available this month 

Amiga Graphics 

Inside A Out 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Save, at least "10% KejeJ 
■ ov\ over "120 ^Amiga 

Software Xitles... * 

_DATi aik>ns That's right, with ©very software title you 
I co^Gtb aCK buy from Track you'll not only save money, 

T° * . but you'll benefit from our experienced 
Co«J)PetlJ', and helpful staff. We try to offer the... 

Winners.^ serviceyou need, when you need iti 
mmes******* we re always pleased to welcome customers 
to our shop in Derby, or talk you through the jargon of the 
computer industry and...help you make the right choice 
with software or hardware purchases. 
Shown below are just a few examples of our vast range of Amiga Software, IN STOCK NOW! 

AREXX £39.95 
5 AEGIS GRAPHICS + (RRP £250) £99.95 
ANIMATION 
DIGI PAINT 3 £55.95 
DIGIVIEW GOLD 4 £119.95 
EXCELLENCE £129.95 
HOME OFFICE KIT £119.95 
KIND WORDS 2 £39.95 
LATTICE C++ £249.95 
LINKWORD - French, Spanish, £23.95 
German etc. + Many More 
MUSIC X £199.00 
PHOTON PAINT 1 £10.75 
PHOTON PAINT II RRP £89.95 £39.95 
PRO BOARD £179.95 
PRO NET £179.95 
PRO VIDEO + £199.95 
PUBLISHERS CHOICE £79.95 
QUARTERBACK £34.95 
RUBY COMM £69.95 
SCULPT 3D XL £119.95 
SCULPT 4D Junior £95.95 
SCULPT 4D Professional £399.00 
SONIX RRP £69.95 £39.95 
STARTER KIT £55.96 
SUPERBACK 2 £39.95 
SUPERBASE 2 AND RRP £200 £99.95 
SUPERPLAN 
SUPERBASE 2 & RRP £249.95 £99.95 
PROTEXT & MAXIPLAN 
SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL £199.95 
TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL £105.95 
TV SHOW £79.95 

waeeaaee 
Keep on me Ki0nr u*aci< wirn 

this months Feature Products! 

SUPER BASE 2 
♦PROTIXT & MAXiPLAN 

In one package you 

get the top setting... 

Database, Word Processor 
and Spreadsheet in one 

AMAZING PACKAGE! ■nivitiKai 

AEGIS PACK 

AEGIS DRAW, ANIMATE, 

CUP ART, PAINT AND 

AZROKS TOMB. 

Greet Value package, 
fully integrated 

gfclWt 1 

L1NKWORD 
LANGUAGE PACK 
Be fluent la MORE THAN 

A Different Languages 

with this new series 

Save while you learn 
but only with Track 

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 
At a TRULY AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

Send for YOUR copy of the Track PD listing. 
At the super low prke of £1.50 per disk our titles 

re probably ...THE CHEAPEST ANYWHERE IN THE UK! 

AMIGA BOOKS, TOO MANY TO UST...Phone Telesales Now! 

TRACK COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
Pept AMF, 2 Blacksmiths Yard, 
Sadler Gate, Derby. DEI 3PP. 

IT IT IT IT 71 24 HOUR ORDER LINE ts_ Trirzrg 

Tel: (0332) 41817 Fax: (0332) 44001 

ALL PRICES INC. VAT & CARRIAGE 
♦ TRACK ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS^ 



SUBSCRIBE 
TO AMIGA FORMAT 
ONLY £29.95 FOR 12 ACTION-PACKED ISSUES 

YOUR MAGAZINE DEDICATED TO YOUR MACHINE 
I wish to subscribe to Amiga Format at £. . 

Name. 

Address. 

Postcode. 

Tel. 

I wish to pay by Access / Visa / Cheque / P.O. 

No././ ./. 

Exp. date./. 

Please make cheques payable to "Future Publishing Ltd” 

Send to Amiga Format, The Old Barn, Freepost, 
Brunei Precinct, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR. 

■ Britain's leading magazine package for 
Amiga owners. 

■ Remember our unique guarantee: we will 
refund the cost of all unmailed issues, if 
you are not completely satisfied with our 
subscription service. 

■ Use the coupon or ring our hotline 
number having your credit card handy. 

■ Hotline Number 0458 74011. 

■ Be sure you get your copy before the 
newsagent sells out. 

Overseas Prices: 
Air Mail Europe £55.95 
Surface Europe and World £40.95 
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Ladbroke Computing 
International 

uga\ 

ST World 
Best Dealer’ 1989 Open Mon, to Sat. 9:00 am to 5.00pm 

I’hone us for best prices. We will try to match any price. 
wc were voted Best Dealer by the matters of ST Worid bccaiae wc give our customer* the best available service from, both our drop premises * 33 OmAiik road aid through our Mail order department * the sair« addresa TO TTm BECT SERVICE I 
AND PRICKS, SHOP WITH US. All Software and Hardware is fully tested prior to purchase. All hardware is aborted by on site engroeersao that quick turnaround on all 2” "5 "? 11^!™ VAT I 
Delivery is free on orders ewer £100, in Mainland UK (add £5 far courier delivery ). An prices are correct at time of go rog to press and are roigect to change wthou poor nonce. Phone for to dree prices and adv sre, we are always happy to heljx^^M 

Amiga Drives 

Vortex 40Mb £ 499.99 

Supra 30 Mb £ 674.99 

Third Coast 65 Mb £ 659.99 

Cumana 1 Mb floppy, disable switch and 
through port (New slimline low noise model 
CAX 354) £ 74.99 

Cumana 1Mb 5 1/4” floppy drive, disable 

switch and through port, 40/80 track 

switch(CAX 1000S). £ 129.99 

|spisk drive dustcover £ 2.99 

A4 Flat Bed Scanner 

This high quality 200dpi flat bed scanner is 
also a thermal printer and photocopier. It can 
scan high resolution images in up to 16 grey 
scales. Software and cable are provided for the 
ST or Amiga. The software allows capture, 
printing, load and save of images in a 
number of formats(ST software includes 
image editor). Ideal for DTP this is probably 
the most cost effective peice of office 
equipment you could own. 

£449.99 

Peripherals 

A2000 PC-XT bridgeboard 

A2000 PC-AT bridgeboard 

Master sound sampler 

2Mb RAM expansion for A500 

Midi Master 1 in, 1 thru, 3 out 

AMAX Mac emulator 

AMAX with 128K Mac ROM’s 

AMAS Sound sampler 

Digi-view gold V3.0 

Semi-Professional quality genlock 

Studio quality genlock 

in 
£ 558.99 

£ 792.99 

£ 34.99 

£ 539.99 

£ 32.99 

£ 124.99 

£ 229.99 

£ 91.99 

£ 137.99 

£ 275.99 

£ 793.99 

Monitors 

Philips 8833 colour, stereo monitor. A best¬ 
selling monitor which exploits the excellent 
sound quality of the Amiga. £249.99 

Philips 8802 colour mono monitor £239.99 

Philips 15” FST Remote, Scart input. Teletext 
TV with 60 tuner presets. £ 259.99 

Commodore 1084 phone 

Quality 3.5” Disks 

Quantity 

Unbranded Sony 
Loose Boxed Boxed 

10 £6.99 £7.99 £9.99 

100 £64.99 £74.99 £89.99 

AU our disks are top quality Son); Maxccll or Kao products. AU 
disks carry an unconditional lifetime guarantee. Please add 60p 

p&p for each pack of ten disks. 

An Amiga to scart cable is included with 
monitors only. 

Price Beaters 

Joysticks from £4.99 

Trak ball converted to work as mouse on 
Amiga 

Mouse mats from 

A500 Dustcover 

Printer Dustcover 

Monitor Dustcover 

3.5” disk care kit 

80/100 disk box 

£19.99 

£5.99 

£3.99 

£7.99 

£4.99 

£5.99 

£9.99 

Memory Upgrade Boards 

* Available with or without calendar/clock. * Plugs easily into A500 slot 
so no soldering. * Switch provided to switch RAM in/out. * Battery 
backed calendar/clock, retains time/date on switch off. * Amazing low 
price. 

512K RAM Extension board £19.99 

512K RAM Extension board + clock £29.99 

512K RAM Extension board, populated £59.99 

512K RAM Extension board + clock, populated £69.99 

Our trained technicians can repair all hardware, including 

Amiga Packs 

PackbBatman pack, mouse, modulator £369.99 

Pack2= Batman + pack, mouse mat, joystick, Tenstar pack £399.99 

Pack3-Batman class of 90’s pack £549.99 

Pack 4=Packl + 512K RAM extension £424.99 

Pack 5= Pack 1 + CM8833 Colour Monitor £609.99 

Pack 6 -Pack 4 + CM8833 Colour Monitor £669.99 

Amiga 2000 Pack includes A2000, PC-XT bridgeboard, 5 1/4” drive, 

20Mb Amiga/MS-DOS hard drive, 1084S colour monitor £1585 

Phone for other combinations of hardware / software. 

Quality Low Price and Professional Series Printers 

Star LC-10 Best-Selling mono 9 pin £ 

Star LC-10 2 faster version of LC-10 £ 

Star LC-10 Colour 9 pin, 7 colour printer £ 

Star LC-24/10 24 pin mono excellent quality £ 

Citizen Swift 192/64cps 24 pin mono. £ 

Citizen 120D 9 pin mono. Lowest price £ 

Atari SLM804 Laser Printer 90 days on site warranty £ 1099.99 

159.99 * 

189.99 * 

199.99 * 

239.99 * 

319.99 * 

134.99 ♦ 

Star FR-10 mono 9 pin, 300 cps draft elite, 16 NLQ fonts £ 527.99 

Star FR-15 15” carriage version of above 

Star XB-24/10 24 pin SLQ, LQ, 240cps draft elite 

Star XB-24/1515” carriage version of above 

7 colour upgrade kit for XB-24/10 and XB-24/15 

Star Laser Printer 8,1 Mb memory, 8 resident fonts, 

8 pages per min, 300 Dpi 

688.99 * 

688.99 ♦ 

907.99 ♦ 

39.99 

£ 1599.99 * 

* All these printers carry a 12 months on site warranty and come complete with Amiga cable 

ftuev. (0772) 203166 Fax 561071 
Ladbroke Computing International is a trading name of Walton Marketing Limited. Copy date 13/02/90 



BENCHMARK 
DISKS AND 
BOX OFFER 

20 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI + 
80 Cap. Box.£20.00 

40 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI + 
80 Cap. Box.£34.50 

50 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI + 
80 Cap. Box.£40.00 

70 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI + 
80 Cap. Box.£54.00 

All disks 100% certified & guaranteed 
135TPI 

All boxes inc. Lock & Dividers 

BENCHMARK 
DISKS DS/DD 

135TPI 

25.£17.80 

50.£34.80 

100.£63.25 

200.£117.88 

400 .£223.68 

600 .£319.13 

1000 .£503.13 

DISK 
BOXES 

3 1/2" 100 Capacity Lockable. £6.95 
3 1/2" 80 Capacity Lockable.£6.50 
3 1/2" 40 Capacity Lockable.£5.25 
3 1/2" 10 Cap. Library Case x 5.£4.75 
3 1/2" 10 Cap. Wallet Type Library Case x 5.£4.75 

ACCESSORIES 
3 1/2" Head Cleaner.£2.50 
Mouse Mat Rigid.£4.50 
Mouse Bracket.£2.50 
Parallel Printer Cable.£7.25 
25 Pin M - 25 Pin M Cable.£7.25 
36 Pin M - 36 Pin M Cable.£8.25 
2 Way 25 Pin Data Switch.£12.50 
2 Way 36 Pin Data Switch.£14.50 

UNBRANDED 
DISKS 

DS/DD 135TPI 
25. 
50. 

100. 
200. 
400. 
600. 
1000. 
2000. 
5000. 

inc. labels 

PLEASE NOTE: 
ALL DISKS SUPPLIED ARE 100% 
CERTIFIED & GUARANTEED MIN. WRITE 
TO READ CLIP 60% INDUSTRIES 
STANDARD IS 40%. 

.£17.00 

.£32.00 

.£55.00 

...£109.00 

...£210.00 

...£298.00 

...£471.00 

...£892.00 

.£2097.00 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. UK & BFPO ORDERS ONLY 

Cheques and 
Postal Orders to: 

■F3! 24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784 

Manor Court Supplies Ltd 
Dept AF4, Glen Celyn House, 
Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, 

Powys, LD1 5SY 

Tel: 
0597 

87792 

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

WORLDWIDE 
SOFTWARE 

106A Chilwell Road, Beeston 
Nottingham NG9 1ES 

Commodore 
Amiga Software 

A.P.B. .£14.95 
After the War. .£14.95 
Airborne Ranger. .£16.95 
Altered Beast. .£17.95 
Aquanaut. .£17.95 
Armada. .£22.95 
Armalyte. .£14.95 
Austerlitz. .£17.95 
Australian Rules Football. .£14.95 
Axels Magic Hammer. .£14.95 
Bad Company. .£16.95 
Barbarian 2 (Psygnosis). .£17.95 
Barbarian. .£9.99 
Bards Tale 2. .£17.95 
Bards Tale. .£7.25 
Batman the Movie. .£17.95 
Battle Squadron. .£17.95 
Battlehawks 1942 .£17.95 
Battletech. .£17.95 
Beach Volley. .£17.95 
Betrayal. .£16.95 
Beverley Hills Cop. .£16.95 
Beyond Dark Castle .£22.95 
Black Tiger. .£17.95 
Blade Warrior. .£17.95 
Bloodwych Data Disk. .£11.99 
Bloodwych. .£17.95 
Blue Angels. .£17.95 
BMX Simulator. .£4.99 
Bomber. .£22 95 
Borodino. .£22.95 
Boxing Manager. .£14.95 
Cabal. .£17.95 
Carthage. .£16.95 
Chase HQ. .£17.95 
Cloud Kingdoms. 
Colossus Chess X. 

.£17.95 

.£16.95 
Commando. .£14.95 
Commandoes (Infogrames). .£17.95 
Conflict. .£4.99 
Conflict in Europe. .£17.95 
Conqueror. .£17.95 
Continental Circus. .£14.95 
Crossbow. .£14.95 
Cyberball.. .£17.95 
Damocles. .£16.95 
Dan Dare 3. .£14.95 
Dark Century .£16.95 
Datastorm. .£14.95 
Days of the Pharoah. .£16.95 
Day of the Viper. .£16.95 
De Luxe Scrabble .£14.95 
Debut. .£16.95 
De Luxe Strip Poker. .£14.95 
Dominion. .£17.95 
Double Dragon 2. .£14.95 
Dr Dooms Revenge. .£17.95 

Commodore 
Amiga Software 

Dragons Breath. 
Dragons of Flame. 
Drakkhen. 
Drivin Force. 
Dungeon Master 1 meg 
Dungeon Master Editor. 
Dynamic Debugger. 
East V West Berlin. 
Elite. 
European Space Shuttle. 
FI 6 Combat Pilot. 
FI 6 Falcon. 
FI 6 Falcon Mission Disk. 
F29 Retaliator. 
Ferrari Formula One. 
Fiendish Freddie Big Top. 
Fire Brigade 1 meg. 
Fire. 
First Contact. 
Flight Path 737. 
Flight Simulator 2. 
Fit Sim 2 Scenery Disk 11 . 

BY PHONE 

0602 252113 
_(24 Hours) 
Fit Sim 2 Scenery Disk 7. 
Fit Sim 2 Scenery Disk 9. 
Fit Sim 2 Scene Disk Europe. 
Fit Sim 2 Scene Disk Hawaii. 
Fit Sim 2 Scene Disk Japan 
Football Director 2. 
Football Manager 2 Exp Kit... 
Football Manager 2. 
Footballer of the Year 2. 
Full Metal Planete. 
Fun School 2 (6 to 8 years)... 
Fun School 2 (over 8). 
Fun School 2 (under 6). 
Future Wars. 
Games Summer Edition. 
Garrison. 
Garrison 2. 
Gauntlet. 
Gauntlet 2. 
Gazzas Super Soccer. 
Ghostbusters 2. 
Gold of the Americas. 
Grand Prix Circuit. 
Gravity. 
Gridiron. 
Grimblood. 
Gunship. 

WORLDWIDE 
■SOFT WA R E • 

Commodore Commodore 

..£22.95 
Amiga Software 

Hard Drivin. ...£14.95 
Amiga Software 

Outlands. ...£14.95 
..£17.95 Heroes Quest. .. £26.95 Overlander. ....£14.95 
..£21.95 Highway Patrol 2. ...£16.95 P47 Thunderbolt. ....£16.95 
..£16.95 Hillsfar. ...£17.95 Paperboy. ....£14.95 
..£16.95 Hollywood Poker Pro. .£9.99 Paris/Dakar Rally. ....£17.95 
.. £7.99 Hound of Shadow. ...£17.95 Pinball Magic. ....£17.95 
..£17.95 Hunter Killer. .£4.99 Pipe Mania. ....£16.95 
..£16.95 Infestation. ...£16.95 Player Manager. . £14 95 
..£16.95 Indy Last Crusade Adv. ...£17.95 Populous. ....£17.75 
..£28.95 ...£17.95 Populous Promised Lands. .£7.99 
..£16.95 £22.95 Powerdrift. ....£17.95 
..£21.95 It Came from the Desert (1 meg) . £21.95 Powerdrome. ....£17.95 
..£14.95 Ivanhoe. ...£17.95 Prince. ....£17.95 
..£17.95 Jack Nicklaus Golf. ...£16.95 Pro Tennis Tour. ..£17.95 
..£17.95 Joan of Arc. .£9.99 Pursuit to Earth. ....£14.95 
..£17.95 John Lowe Ultimate Darts. ..£14.95 Quest for the Time Bird. . ..£22.95 
..£21.95 Jump Jet. .£4.99 Rainbow Islands. ....£17.95 
..£17.95 Keef the Thief. ...£17.95 Reach for the Stars. ...£17.95 
..£16.95 Kennedy Approach. £16.95 Red Lightning. ..£22.95 

£4.99 Kenny Dalglish Soccer Match. ...£14.95 Renaissance. ..£14.95 
..£28.95 Kick Off. ...£14.95 Robocop. ...£17.95 
..£14.95 Kick Off Extra Time. .£7.99 Rock n Roll. ....£14.95 

Fast Delivery On All Stock Items By 1st Class Mail In UK. 
Special Overseas Service By Air Mail Worldwide. 
Credit Card Orders Accepted by Phone Or Mail. 

Overseas tel no: Nottingham 225368 

Credit Card Order Telephone Lines 

BY PHONE 

0602 225368 
Kid Gloves.. 
Killing Game Show. 
Kings Quest 4. 
Kings Quest Triple Pack . 
Lancaster. 
Laser Squad. 
Leisuresuit Larry. 
Light Force. 
Lombard RAC Rally. 
Lords of the Rising Sun ... 
Lost Patrol. 
Magnum 4. 
Maniac Mansion. 
Matrix Marauders. 
Microprose Soccer 
Midwinter 
Mindbender 
Never Mind. 
New Zealand Story 
Ninja Warriors. 
Nitro Boost 
North and South. 
Oil Imperium. 
Omega. 
Omni Horse Racing. 
Onslaught. 
Operation Thunderbolt. 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

....£9.99 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£17.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

....£9.99 
...£9.99 

....£9.99 

.. .£9.99 

..£16.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

..£16.95 
£4.99 

..£16.95 

£17.95 RVF . 
...£14.95 Scramble Spirits. 
.. £26.95 Seven Gates of Jambala. 
. . .£26.95 Shadow of the Beast. 
...£14.95 Shinobi. 
...£14.95 Shoot em up Construction Kit... 
...£17.95 Sidewinder 2. 
...£17.95 Silent Service. 
...£16.95 Silkworm. 
...£21.95 Sim City . 
...£17.95 Skidz. 
.. .£22.95 Soldier 2000. 
...£17.95 Space Ace. 
. . .£14.95 Space Harrier 2. 
...£16.95 Space Rogue. 
...£17.95 Star Blaze. 
...£14.95 Star Command. 
...£14.95 Starflight. 
...£17.95 Stellar Crusade. 
...£14 95 Strider. 
.£4.99 Stunt Car Racer. 
...£16.95 Super League Soccer. 
...£16.95 Super Wonderboy. 
. £21.95 Supercars (Gremlin). 
...£17.95 Switchblade. 
...£17.95 Swords of Twilight. 
...£17.95 Targhan. 

...£16.95 

...£17.95 

...£17.95 

...£28.95 

...£14.95 

...£22.95 

.£4.99 

...£16.95 

...£14.95 

. £21.95 

...£14.95 

...£14.95 

.. £34.95 

...£14.95 

...£22.95 
£14.95 

...£22.95 

...£17.95 
..£27.95 
..£17.95 
..£16.95 
..£16.95 
...£17.95 
..£14.95 
..£14.95 
..£17.95 
..£16.95 

WORLDWIDE 
SOFTWARE 

106A Chilwell Road, Beeston 
Nottingham NG9 1ES 

Commodore 
Amiga Software 

Test Drive 2 California Challenge 
Test Drive 2 Musclecars. 
Test Drive 2 Supercars. 
Test Drive 2 The Duel. 
The Cycles. 
Their Finest Hour. 
Toobin. 
Tower of Babel. 
Tracksuit Manager. 
Treasure Island Dizzy. 
Turbo Outrun. 
TV Sport Basketball. 
TV Sports Football. 
Twin World. 
Ultimate Golf. 
Untouchables. 
Vaux. 
Vortex. 
Vulcan. 
Waterloo. 
Wayne Gretszky Hockey. 
Wild Streets. 
Windwalker. 
Wings of Fury. 
X-Out. 
Xenomorph. 
Xenon 2 Megablast. 
Xenophobe . 
Zak McKracken. 
Zombi. 

...£11.20 

...£11.20 

...£11.20 
..£17.95 
..£17.95 
..£17.95 
..£14.95 
..£16.95 
..£14.95 
. ..£4.99 
..£17.95 
..£22.95 
..£22.95 
£16.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£14 95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

..£16.95 
£22.95 

..£14.95 

..£14.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

..£16.95 

..£17.95 

..£17.95 

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★-A- 

512K Expansion + Dungeon Master.£89.99 
10X3.5" Blank Disk.£9.95 
20X3.5" Blank Disk.£17.50 
30 X 3.5” Blank Disk.£24.95 
40X3.5" Blank Disk.£32.95 
50X3.5" Blank Disk.£37.50 
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

Lockable Disk Storage Boxes 
40 Disk Storage Box.£7.95 
80 Disk Storage Box.£8.95 
100 Disk Storage Box.£9.95 
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

Joysticks 
Cruiser.£8.99 
Quickjoy 2 Turbo.£9.95 
Quickjoy 2 Pilot.£7.95 
Quickjoy Supercharger.£12.95 
Cheetah 125 Plus.£6.95 
Quickshot Turbo.£10.95 
Speedking Autofire.£10.99 
Zip Stick Autofire.£14.95 
Competition Pro.£12.95 
Competition Pro Extra.£14.95 

Europe (other than UK) 
shipping costs are: 

£1.50 per disc for normal airmail 
£2.50 per disc for express airmail 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE 

All prices include postage and packing in the UK. 

ADVERTISED PRICES ARE FOR MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS 

Outside Europe shipping costs are: 
£2.00 per disc for normal airmail 
£3.00 per disc for express airmail 



MUSIC 

It's a funny old world. One 

minute the postbag is full of 

brand new software awaiting 

your immediate attention and the 

next your reviewing desk is as 

bare as a baby’s backside. There 

are all sorts of goodies on their 

way, as you can see from the pre¬ 

view boxes, which will be reviewed 

in future issues. Don’t despair, this 

month's cupboard isn’t bare. We 

couldn’t let you leave the music 

section empty handed and we do 

happen to have a couple of pro¬ 

grams in the goody bag. 

MU 
ENLKHTENMENT 
From Holland the UGA boys have 

been at work again and as 

promised a month or two back we 

have a copy of Musical 
Enlightenment Although not a PD 

program in itself it is a relatively 

low-cost program that works very 

much on the basis of Sound 
Tracker. Apart from the basic 

sound sequencing program/page, 

there are three other sides to this 

program; the instruments module, 

effects module and sample module. 
The sequencing module works 

in a similar fashion to Sound 
Tracker and several other 

sequencers including MED, which 

was on the Coverdisk of Issue 7. 

The principle is that you set up 

short sequences of notes that are 

typed into a ‘contents’ list - it 

seemed a bit more logical to me 

to think of it as a pattern. These 

are then set into a macro control¬ 

ling window - here labelled a 

Table. The concept is simple. Any 

pattern created can be altered, 

transposed and the sound altered 

by the main controlling table. Note 

pitches and lengths are sorted out 

from within the smaller track con¬ 

tents window. The pitch is typed in 

by letter name plus octave. You 

can only have sharps so Eb would 

have to be written in as D#. 

There are a large amount of 

steps listed down the screen and 

so the number of steps you leave 

empty between writing each note 

determines the length of the note 

and ultimately the rhythm of the 

pattern. You can also specify if 

there are any effects to be used 

on the note, which part of the 

sample envelope is to be used for 

Top Right: The sequencer page 
off Musical Enlightenment has 
the smaller sequences on the 

right off the screen and these are 
chained together by the large 

table on the left. 
Bottom Right: Alter the sound 

of the instruments... 

JON BATES checks out the latest develop¬ 

ments on the music scene and looks 

forward to things to come. 

the sound and the instrument num¬ 

ber from the list of instruments. 

Once a pattern is created with its 

appropriate number it can be put 

into position by the overall track 

table. In both the pattern and con¬ 

trolling track table there is a possi¬ 

bility of 255 entries. A very power¬ 

ful controller of sounds, once you 

get used to the idea. 
There are simple controls for 

locating points in the track table. 

Start and End can be fixed any¬ 

where and the current location is 

displayed. You can start at any 

location by running the cursor to 

that part and by hitting F3. A 

speed control slider, low pass fil¬ 

ter and play icon complete the 

controls. Other features are a 

buffer which enables transfer of 

patterns from place to place; cut 

and paste if you like. 

The instruments module is 

used to alter the sound of the 

instruments by allowing you 

access to the actual shape of the 

sound - known as the sound enve¬ 

lope. Instruments and samples in 

IFF format can be loaded up and 

altered at will. The lower half of 

the screen has an envelope dis¬ 

play in which the attack, decay, 

sustain and release of the sound 

can be modified. Effects like 

vibrato, tremulo and delay can 

also be assigned to sounds and 

AMIGA FORMAT 113 



UNIQUE TECHNIQUE j 
FOR AMIGA EXPANSIONS | 

AMIGA A500 HALF MEG (51210 
MEMORY EXPANSIONS 

MX SERIES EXPANSION (direct A501 replacement) : Our 
expansion board uses the latest 1 Megabit Dynamic RAM (DRAM) 
chips to produce a very compact, low power memory expansion at 
an unbelievable price! 
The board is also fitted with an expansion memory disable switch 
and an auto-recharging battery backed real time clock. 

Our expansions are so reliable we give them a 1 year guarantee 
(unlike other suppliers!) and full instructions for trouble free fitting. 

ALL THESE FEATURES FOR ONLY £79.95 (inc. VAT & P&P) 

AMIGA A5Q0/20Q0 EXTERNAL 3.5" 
DISK DRIVES 

AMIGA EXTERNAL DRIVE: Our drive has been designed to the 
highest technical standards for performance, reliability and 
quietness. The drive gives a full 880K formatted capacity and 
comes in a slim line, colour matched, strong metal case with a 
long connecting cable. A drive disable switch is also fitted for 
100% compatability and a throuah-port for daisy chaining further 
drives. 

Reliability is our drives strong point so we can provide a 1 year 
guarantee as standard. 

AMIGA EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE FOR ONLY £74.85 
(inc. VAT & P&P) 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. P&P FREE (UK ONLY). 
Please phone or write for a FREE price list. 

Unique Technique, Dept. AF, 25 Middlefield Road. 
Bessacarr, Doncaster, S. Yorkshire. DN4 7EB. 

^ Cardnet credit card hotline (0302) 539955 or 
cheques/postal orders payable to Unique Technique. 

Unique Technique is a division of C & M Micros. 

LIVE IN LEEDS ? 
Why not visit the only 

dedicated Amiga and ST 
dealer in town? 

We specialise in DTP, CAD, MIDI, 
Graphics, and Business applications. 
Together with the full range of Amiga 
and Atari Computers, Star Printers, 

Genlocks Digitizers, Interfaces, Second 
Drives and more. 

So for a better service, product 
range and the keenest prices call 
P.S. Selected games software now in stock. 

Miditech 
MIDITECH, THE COLOSSEUM, 

COOKRIDGE STREET, LEEDS LS2 3AW 
0532 446520 

Access & Visa Welcome 
MAIL ORDER AND TRAINING PACKAGES AVAILABLE 

INCREDIBLE AMIGA SOFTWARE GIVEAWAY 
ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!! 

Batman - The Movie, Deluxe Paint II, Interceptor, New Zealand Story 
ALL 4 TITLES FOR ONLY 

£29*99 

Batman - The Movie 
Deluxe Paint II 

INCLUDING VAT & POST 
Or Buy Them Separately: 

£12.99 Interceptor 
£14.99 New Zealand Story 

£14.99 
£12.99 

THIS OFFER MUST CLOSE BY APRIL 30TH 
We regret that only one pack is available per household 

Telephone 01 482 1711 for Credit Card Orders 

Send Cheques or Postal Orders to: 
DATASTAR SYSTEMS, 

UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, 
LONDON, NW1 9NN. 



MUSIC 

..then you can add lots of superior custom effects.. 

called up from codes from the 

pattern page. One problem is that 

you can’t actually hear the sound 

change, other than by setting the 

sound into a pattern and running 

the pattern whilst the instrument 

page is displayed by hitting 

the space bar. 

The effects page lets you 

design your own special effects. 

You can opt for a variety of low 

frequency waveforms. Low fre¬ 

quency waves are used to modify 

sounds in all synthesizers and you 

can double or treble its effect and 

also create harmonics. You can 

draw your own waveform and as 

an additional bonus define an 

arpeggio - a run of notes that can 

be fired up when the command is 

inserted into the pattern page. The 

arpeggio feature greatly enhances 

the sound possibilities and saves 

lots of programming on the main 

sequencer page. The notes of the 

arpeggio, of which you can use up 

to eight, are written from an over¬ 

laid piano keyboard on screen. All 

the effects have their overall level 

and speed set individually. 

...and then edit the samples or 
create your own waveforms. 
Samplers look out. This is a very 
powerful editor and sound 
creator indeed. 

The sample altering page is 

quite a tour de force and has 

many features which the designers 

of sampling programs could take 

note of. ME does not sample 

sound in itself but its editing facili¬ 

ties put most samplers to shame. 

Check this lot out. 

You can choose a section of 

each sound that you want to sus¬ 

tain by drawing on the waveform 

display. Fine editing is achieved by 

moving cursor line to the start and 

end of the displayed sample. 

Sections of the sample that you 

wish to keep can be either saved 

to disk or put into a storage 

buffer. As well as the customary 

features such as data compres¬ 

sion and expansion, altering the 

pitch of the sample and it's overall 

volume, you can also add another 

note to it whilst not loosing any of 

the Amigas note capability. It 

merely splits the sample frequency 

and plays it through the same 

sound channel. Anything that is 

stored in the buffer can be 

swapped or mixed with the exist¬ 

ing new screen display. You can 

also draw your own samples and 

waveforms. The latter can be com¬ 

bined with the waveforms available 

from a menu so that you can in 

effect imitate an analogue synth. 

SNIPPETS 
MUSIC-X 

Music-X Junior was promised before Christmas but has finally 

arrived. Its progenitor, Music-X, has sold very well in the UK but we 

are led to understand that there have been various hiccups in the 

USA with the development company Microillusions. New software 

modules have been developed in the UK for the full-blown version 

of Music-X and these are now in America and in the process of 

being grafted on to the main program. However the Junior version 

is reviewed on Page 87, so check it out for the low-down on the 

low-price option. 

PRO-24 

The long awaited Pro-24 for the Amiga has had its sections re-writ¬ 

ten according to the importers Evenlode and under the title of 

Amiga 24000 will be unveiled at the Frankfurt Music Show. Just 

exactly what the new extras are is still a mystery. Bets are being 

laid as to whether it is a major re-write of the whole system that 

will pave the way for a whole series of new and interactive Amiga 

programs from Steinberg or features that program the internal 

chip. Perhaps they are stuffing in features from Cubase. Perhaps 

not. One thing is for sure, since the tentative rumours and a pre¬ 

view at the 1989 Frankfurt show it is taking an awful long time. 

One hopes it will still be a viable product when it arrives. Expect a 

full report soon. 

DR T’s KCS V3 

Also winning a place in the long list of ‘we are expecting delivery 

any day now’ is the latest version of Dr T’s KCS. According to our 

reckoning this upgrade should be version 1.7 but with a stroke of 

the marketing policy pen it is retitled KCS V3. One of its little 

goodies will be 32 tracks of automated mixdown with moving 

faders on screen and will cost about £225. Level II - the superior 

version - will set you back £299. 

TIGER CUB 

Tiger Cub, also from Dr T, is a small 12-track sequencing package 

with graphic and notation scoring and editing and this will retail for 

£99. Again it is due out soon for the Amiga. 
o 

COMING SOON 

Thanks to some heavy-duty transatlantic phone calls we are await¬ 

ing some American software direct from the software developers 

themselves. Can’t reveal what is on offer at the moment but you 

can be sure that they will be hot. Other things in the Amiga Format 

musical pipeline are reviews of studios that are using Amigas for 

programming and creating music. Commodore UK have recently 

hired a consultant for the promotion of the Amiga as a serious 

music tool to get it into studios etc, so watch this space, as they 

say. Next month we also hope to cover some of the products 

previewed this time. 

OF COMMODORE AND KING’S 

As an aside to the mainstream reviews, it may interest you to know 

that the Dr T MRS entry-level sequencing system (reviewed in 

Issue 2) has been bundled up by Commodore UK as part of their 

education package for schools and colleges. This package is the 

subject of some serious advertising and there are some pretty 

impressive sales figures already. Consequently MRS should turn up 

in many a music classroom and should make for a more interest¬ 

ing future in popular music when the current 12 to 15-year-olds hit 

the streets with homespun tapes. 
Meanwhile Commodore in America have taken to using leg¬ 

endary blues guitarist BB King for promoting the Amiga as a musi¬ 

cal tool. The full-page ad portrays the 64yearold BB draped 

around a monitor which appears to be running DeLuxe Music while 

also getting his arms around Lucille. Animal lovers and feminists 

should take note that Lucille is his guitar and the coat looks like a 

reworked acrylic car seat cover. Perhaps by choosing the least 

likely famous name to use an Amiga they hope to convince the US 

public at large that the Amiga is a musical tool for beginners. 
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MUSIC 

Generally the program is a very 

powerful sound creating and 

sequencing package and offers 

the user many sonic possibilities 

for a very reasonable price. Since 

it will work on IFF samples you can 

hone up sounds from other pro¬ 

grams and the sample page is one 

of the most powerful I have seen. 

While missing out on some of the 

standard features that most sam¬ 

plers have, like cross-fade and vol¬ 

ume fade, it has the best editing 

features I have seen to date.The 
sequencing section will appeal 

directly to those of you who fall on 

the computing rather than the 

musical side of the fence. 

Although easy to use, it does 

lack the directness and visual dis¬ 

play that can be seen in other, 

albeit much more expensive, 

programs and I would have like to 

have seen some way of following 

the progress of the tune as it is 
being played through. ■ 

MUSICAL 

ENLIGHTENMENT 

£TBA (probably £15-20 ■ 

All Amigas ■ 

Softville 0705 266509 

snnio magic 
The other item in this month of scarce products 

is Studio Magic, programmed in America 

by SunRize Industries. 

Although it has been around in the States 

for some time, Studio Magic has only quite 

recently been commercially available in this 

country. It is another budget sequencing, sam- 

ple/sound creating and editing package. It also 

has a MIDI department and this is where the 

sequencing section is operated from. 

All functions are accessed from one 

screen. Across the top of the screen is the 

sample buffer, with slider underneath that sets 

the sound editing sections. Two windows to the 

left of the main screen provide fine editing for 

the front and back of the selected section. The 

chosen section can then be expanded, com¬ 

pressed, reversed, phased, flanged, echoed, 

have a comb filter put across it with user-set fil¬ 

ter frequencies and several other features (like 

echo with a user-definable number of repeats 

and duration). Once you have finalised the sam¬ 

ple it can be stored in one of 16 storage 

buffers and put to use as a mapped sound 

across an external MIDI keyboard. 

Below: The simple layout off Studio Magic 
with the sample buffer displayed across the 

top off the screen. Fine editing windows are 

on the left, play controls are on the right. 

Easy, isn’t it? 

The sequencing section will allow you to 

overdub and it is also velocity sensing. 

However there are no editing features and this 

is really a considerable drawback as one mis¬ 

take and it’s back to the drawing board. There 

is also no possibility of quantizing any timing 

errors and this too gets a thumbs down. It can 

be set to work with external sequencers and 

drum machines as you can opt to have it syn¬ 

chronize itself with an external MIDI clock pulse. 

However it will only accept and transmit on one 

MIDI channel at a time, which is rather limiting. 

It will accept and modify IFF instruments as 

well as samples. Stereo or mono playback 

is switchable from the menu and all sequences 

can be saved and loaded separately from 
the samples. 

Studio Magic is more for fun, for discover¬ 

ing the world of music and the Amiga, rather 

than serious composition and sampling work. It 

is definitely an entry-level program and as such 

it is very easy to get on with if you can work 

with its limitations.■ 

STUDIO MAGIC 

£56.00 ■ All Amigas ■ Sabre Computer 

Discount Centre 01 760 0274 

Thanks to Tony Clarke for sending me his 

copy for review. 

Duration 
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TURBOSOFT 
Dept (Amiga Format) 

41 South Street 
Leighton Buzzard 

Beds. LU7 8NT 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 

Tel: 0525 377974 
Fax: 0525 852278 

FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 
F 29 Retaliator.£19.99 
Cyberball.£13.99 
Blue Angels.£16.99 
A.M.O.S *.£32.99 
European Superleague.£13.99 
Pool of Radiance.£19.99 
Rock 'n' Roll.£13.99 
Hillsfar.£16.99 
TV Sports Basketball.£19.99 
Adidas Golden Shoe.£16.99 
U.M.S.II.£15.99 
Damocles.£16.99 
Myth.£16.99 
Dragons Breath.£19.99 
Blade Warrior.£16.99 
Ultimate Golf.£16.99 
Liverpool - The Game.£16.99 
Onslaught.£15.99 
Manchester United.£16.99 
The Punisher.£16.99 
Chaos Strikes Back.£16.99 
Space Harrier II.£16.99 
P-47 Thunderbolt.£16.99 
Ultima V.£16.99 
Austerlitz.£16.99 
Starflight.£16.99 
Last Nfinja II.£16.99 
Rainbow Islands.£16.99 
Manhunter in San Francisco.£20.99 
Dr Dooms Revenge.£14.99 
Renegade 3.£15.99 
Player Manager.£13.99 
Wild Streets.£14.99 
Star Trek V.£16.99 
Tusker.£16.99 
Verminator.£15.99 
Mid Winter.£16.99 
Barbarian II (Psygnosis).£15.99 
Ivanhoe.£15.99 
Neuromancer.£16.99 
Keef the Thief.£16.99 
Lost Patrol.£15.99 
Delta Armalyte.£13.99 
Risk.£13.99 
Infestation.£15.99 

THE CHART TOP 30 MOVERS 
Xenon II.£15.99 
Double Dragon II.£13.99 
F-16 Combat Pilot.£15.99 
Gazzas Soccer.£14.99 
Ninja Warriors.£13.99 
Ghostbusters II.£16.99 
Operation Thunderbolt.£16.99 
Chase HQ.£16.99 
Bomber.£19.99 
Populous New Worlds.£7.99 
Future Wars.£16.99 
Iron Lord.£16.99 
Kick Off Extra Time.£7.99 
Battle Squadron.£16.99 
Hard Driving.£13.99 
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts.£16.99 

Stunt Car Racer.£16.99 
Pro Tennis Tour.£16.99 
Shadow Of The Beast.£24.99 
It Came From The Desert (1 Meg) .£19.99 
North & South.£16.99 
Sim City.£19.99 
Turbo Outrun.£16.99 
Drakken.£19.99 
Space Ace.£26.99 
Maniac Mansion.£16.99 
Drivin Force.£16.99 
Super Wonderboy.£16.99 
Hound of Shadow.£16.99 
Cabal.£16.99 
Untouchables.£16.99 

TRIPLE PACK ONLY £16.99 
Hostages, Purple Saturn Day, 

Kult. 

MAGNUM 4 ONLY £19.99 
Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation Wolf, 

Batman, The Caped Crusader 

COMPUTER HITS II ONLY £8.99 
Tetris, Black Shadow, 

Golden Path, Joe Blade 

PREMIER COLLECTION ONLY £9.99 
Exolon, Nebulus, 

Netherworld, Zynaps 

PRECIOUS METAL ONLY £15.99 
Captain Blood, Xenon, 
Arkanoid II, Crazy Cars 

LIGHT FORCE ONLY £16.99 
Bio Challenge, lk+ 
R - Type, Voyager. 

SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • 
Time & Magik.£7.99 
Leaderboard.£6.99 
Rocket Ranger.£9.99 

Marble Madness.£7.50 
Strip Poker II +.£6.99 

Bards Tale I.£7.50 
Dragon Spirit.£7.99 
New Zealand Story.£9.99 

Shufflepuck Cafe.£7.99 
TV. Sports Football.£12.99 

Galaxy Force.£7.99 
Alternate Reality.£5.99 

Casino Roulette.£3.99 
Brian Clough's Football ...£6.99 
FI 8 Interceptor.£9.99 
Eliminator.£5.99 

Fish.£7.99 
Trivial Pursuit New Begin.£6.99 
Saint & Greavsie.£7.99 

Kristal.£9.99 
Football Manager II.£7.99 

Emmanuelle.£9.99 
Lords of the Rising Sun .£11.99 

Speedball.£9.99 
Batman the Movie.£9.99 

Fernandez Must Die.£6.99 

Flintstones.£6.99 
Hunt for Red October.£9.99 
Sorceror Lord.£6.99 

Pacland.£8.99 

Pacmania.£8.99 
Terrorpods.£6.99 

Starglider II.£8.99 

Conflict in Europe.£7.99 

Bismark.£8.99 

Seconds Out.£4.99 

Roger Rabbit.£8.99 

ShadowGate.£8.99 

Joan of Arc.£7.99 

Quest for the Time Bird ...£9.99 

Blasteroids.£6.99 

Trivial Pursuits.£9.99 

Nebulus.£5.99 

Cybernoid II.£5.99 

Netherworld.£5.99 

Hollywood Poker Pro.£7.99 

Please Note that the majority of the forthcoming attractions are not released at time of going to press. 
These will be despatched within 24 hours of release, subject to availability. 

Please make Cheques & 
Postal Orders payable to: 

TURBOSOFT. 
P&P in UK FREE 

elsewhere please add 
£2.00 per item. 

N.B. Please state make of 
computer when ordering 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 
Dungeon Master (IMeg). 
Dungeon Master Editor. 
Battlechess. 
3D Pool. 
Colossus Chess X. 
Steve Davis Snooker. 
King's Quest Triple Pack. 
Falcon. 
Flight Simulator II. 
Lombard R.A.C. Rally. 
Operation Wolf. 
Scenery Disk 7, 9 or 11. 
Scenery Disk Japan or Europe. 
War in Middle Earth. 
Airborne Ranger. 
Robocop. 
Waterloo. 
Twin World. 
Bloodwych. 
Battletech. 
Wayne Gretzky's Hockey. 
Deluxe Paint 3. 
Deluxe Scrabble. 
Dragon's Lair (IMeg). 
Bard's Tale II. 
Ferrari Formula 1. 
Grand Prix Circuit. 
Sword of Sodan. 
Ultima IV. 
Zak McKraken. 
Forgotten Worlds. 
Blood Money. 
Test Drive II. 
Gunship. 
Shoot 'em Up Contstruction Kit. 
Balance Of Power 1990. 
R.V.F. Honda. 
Indy Jones The Adventure. 
Kick Off. 
Falcon Mission Disc. 
Populous. 
Populous Promised Lands. 
Continental. 
Altered Beast. 
Super Cars. 
California Challenge. 
Muscle Cars. 

..£15.99 
...£7.99 
.£16.99 
.£13.99 
.£15.99 
.£13.99 
.£24.99 
£19.99 
.£26.99 
.£15.99 
.£15.99 
.£13.99 
.£13.99 
.£13.99 
.£15.99 
.£16.99 
.£15.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£15.99 
.£54.99 
.£13.99 
.£26.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£13.99 
.£15.99 
.£16.99 
.£15.99 
.£19.99 
.£19.99 
.£16.99 
.£16.99 
.£12.99 
.£13.99 
.£16.99 
...£7.99 
.£11.99 
.£11.99 
...£8.99 
...£8.99 
...£8.99 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
FROM MJC SUPPLIES 

WORD PROCESSING 

PROTEXT V4.2 
This must be the most powerful word 
processor available for the Amiga. 
Excellent speed and wide range of 
features make it the only WP to buy. 
Includes Mail Merge and Spell 
Checking. 
RRP£99.95.Our Price £64.95 
Useable demo disc available - £5.00 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
Publishers Choice.79.95 
Digicalc (spreadsheet).26.95 
K Spread II (spreadsheet).49.95 
Home Account.20.95 
Personal Tax Planner.28.95 
K Data (database).32.95 
Home Office Kit.129.95 
Amiga Appetizer.34.95 

PRO DATA 
The long awaited Database from 

Amor, authors of Protext. 
Requires 1MB. 
RRP - £79.95 

OUR PRICE - £59.95 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
FROM DIGIT A 

System 3.£37.95 

Cash Book Controller.£37.95 
Final Accounts.£21.95 
Cash Book Combo.£54.95 

PRINTERS 
All printers listed have a ten-inch (A4) 
carriage, are Epson compatible and 
accept cut sheet or continuous paper. 
The relevant printer cable is also 
included free of charge. Delivery is 7- 
10 days from date of cheque/credit 
card clearance. For next day (after 
clearance) delivery add £5. 

CITIZEN 120-D 
Cheap Epson FX-80 compatible giving a 
range of text sizes and effects in draft 
mode, limited sizes and effects in NLQ. 

£139.95 

PANASONIC KXP-1081 
Good print and build quality, very 
reliable. Offers all the draft mode sizes 
and effects of the FX-80 compatibles 
in NLQ as well. Best Value. 

£159.95 

STAR LC-10 
As well built and reliable as the 
Panasonic. Four different typefaces all 
available in the full range of sizes and 
effects. Well worth the little extra. 

£179.95 

STAR LC-10 COLOUR 
All the features of the LC-10 but with the 
addition of 7 colours in several shades. 
Uses the Epson JX-80 printer driver 
from Workbench or your graphics program. 

£229.95 
STAR LC-24/10 

24 pin version of the LC-10. Has 5 
typefaces, all usual sizes and effects, 
two extra effects (Outline and Shadow) 
and excellent print quality. 

£259.95 

EDUCATIONAL 
Each Fun School has 8 educational 

games per disc. 
Fun School 2 (2-6 years).13.95 
Fun School 2 (6-8 years).13.95 
Fun School 2 (8-12 years).13.95 

The "Discover" range have 6 games 
per disc 
Discover Alphabet (6+ yrs).15.95 
Discover Numbers (6+ yrs).15.95 
Discover Maths (10+ yrs).15.95 

GRAPHICS 

Digi Paint.41.95 
Phantavision.29.95 
Photon Paint II.68.95 
Deluxe Video III.64.95 
Deluxe Paint III.59.95 

VIDI AMIGA 
NTSC Version (300 x 200 res) -£79.95 

PAL version (300 x 256 res) - £99.95 
VIDI CHROME 

Colour upgrade for any Vidi Amiga. 
Requires video camera. 

£14.95 

SOUND 
AMAS-Sampler & MIDI Interface ..74.95 
Aegis Sonix.44.95 

Master Sound Sampler.34.95 

Trilogic Midi interface.34.95 

(In, Out, Thru, 2x Out/Thru Switchable) 
Trilogic Stereo Audio Digitiser.34.95 

(requires software) 

GAMES 

We stock a range of 
Amiga Games, available mail 

order or at our premises at 
discount prices. 

Write or call in for latest lists. 

ACCESSORIES 
A500 Dust Cover.3.95 
Mouse Mat.3.95 
A500/2000 - Printer Cable.6.95 
Quickshot Turbo Joystick.10.95 
Competition Pro 5000 J/S.12.95 
3.5" Disk Head Cleaner.5.95 
Kempston Mouse.29.95 

PROGRAMMING 
K-Seka (assembler).34.95 
Hisoft Devpac V2.39.95 
Hisoft Basic VI .05 (1 meg only) ...59.95 
GFA Basic 3.49.95 
Extend (for Hisoft Basic).15.95 

BOOKS 

Amiga For Beginners.10.95 
Kickstart Guide.12.95 
AmigaDos Ref.Guide.14.95 
Amiga Tricks & Tips.12.95 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out.18.95 
Elementary Amiga Basic.14.95 
Amiga Dos (Burgess).14.95 
The C Language (by K&R).23.95 
Pascal Beginners Guide.6.50 

VISA 

All prices include Postage, Packing & VAT. Please send Cheques/PO's to: 

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (AF), 40A Queen Street, Hltchin, Herts SG4 9TS 
Tel: (0462) 420847, 421415 or 432897 for enquiries/Credit Card Orders 



FIRST 
micro 

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 
SPECIALISTS 

NEW! SHOWROOM 
13 LANSDOWNE RD 

BOURNEMOUTH 
DORSET, BH11RZ 

EXC. VAT @(0202)24927 £5 - DELIVERY 

AMIGA A500 + BATMAN 2 
GIVE AWAY! 

INCLUDING:- •BATMAN THE MOVIE • NEW ZEALAND 

STORY • FI8 INTERCEPTOR • Buggy Boy • Ikari Warriors 
• Barbarian • Thundercats • Terrorpods • Amegas • Deluxe 
Paint II - Mega • Paint Package • Microblaster Autofire • 
Microswitched Joystick • 10 blank 3.5" Disks *%*%#%*% 
• Mouse Mat • Mercenary • Insanity Flight £339 
• Art of Chess • Wizball • Dust Cover • DiskBox 

AMIGA A500/ 
PHILIPS 8833 £476 

AMIGA A500 
INCLUDING:- 
• MOUSE • WORKBENCH 
• UTILITIES • MANUALS 
• BASIC • TUTORIAL • TV MODULATOR 

AMIGA B2000/ 
PHILIPS 8833 
INCLUDING:- 
• MOUSE • WORKBENCH 
• BASIC • UTILITIES • MANUALS ^ 
• XT BRIDGE BOARD • 20Mb HARD DISK £ 1 250 

AMIGA B2000 
INCLUDING: 
• MOUSE • WORKBENCH 
• BASIC • UTILITIES • MANUALS 

AMIGA A500 BATPACK 

£750 
• NEW ZEALAND STORY 
• FI 8 INTERCEPTOR • DELUXE PAINT 
• MOUSE# TV MODULATOR £309 + vat 

A500/A2000 
MONITORS 

1084(s) High res monitor. .£209 

Philips CM8833 High res. .£199 

1901 C64-colour. .Call 

1900 C64-Mono. .£119 

AMIGA EXTERNAL 
DRIVES 

Cumana Cax 354E. .£79 
AF880. .£78 
RF302C. .£74 
Supra 20mb H/disk. .£499 

★ All drives 1 mb + on/off switch ★ 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
A501 -512k RAM. .£109 
TV Modulator. £22 
Mouse Mat. .£4.39 
Amiga dust-cover. .£6.89 
3.5 135TPI DS/DD. .£9.99 

NEC 3.5" 1 MB 1 
2ND DRIVE £59 

COLOUR PRINTERS 
Citizen HQ40.£362 
Epson EX 1000.£543 
Hewlett Packard Desk Jet.£718 
NEC P6+.£469 
NEC P7+.£589 
Star LC10.£194 
Xerox 4020.£949 

Hugely successful 9 pin printer, the 
Star LC10 provides 4 NLQ fonts (with 
96 print combinations) at 36cps and 
144cps draft. Has a large 4K buffer and 
IBM/parallel interface built in. Includes 
a comprehensive front panel operation 
and features paper parking, allowing 
single sheets to be used without 
removing tractor paper. 

2&IL 

COMPUTER PRINTERS 

LC24-10 

£199 

LCIO 
COLOUR 
£169 

PRINTERS 
(P) 130CDS.Cl 39 

Star LCIO colour.El89 
Star LC24-10(24 pin).E260 
Citizen 120D.£109 
Commodore MPS 1230.£119 
Panasonic KXP1124 (24 pin).£279 
Panasonic KXP1081.£148 
Epson LX800.£158 
Epson LQ500.£250 
Epson FX850.£409 
Epson FX1050.£382 
Epson EX800.£369 
Epson EX1000.£419 

LASERS 
Citizen Overture.£1299 
HP Lazerjet II.£1825 

A2000 HARDWARE 
A2000 + 1 Mb RAM. .£869 
A2000 + 1084(s) monitor + 
bridge BD + 20Mb H/disk. £1369 
A2000 + 1084(s). £1049 
20Mb hard disk. .£299 
XT bridge BD. .£299 

BATMAN SALE 
• BATMAN II 
• THE NEW ZEALAND STORY 
• F/18 INTERCEPTOR 
• DELUXE PAINT II 

SUMMER 
SALE 

A501 512K 
RAM EXPANSION 
£75 inc VAT + Delivery 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 
CREDIT CARD MAIL ORDER 

AND EXPORT HOTLINE 

(0202) 24927 
OPEN MON-SAT 9am-5.30pm 

All prices and manufacturer's specifications 
subject to change without notice. 

Please call before ordering 

To: First Micro, 13 Lansdowne Rd, Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 1RZ 

I wish to order --- 

My computer is- 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ 

Or charge my Access/Visa No. 

_inc VAT. 

Exp. date 

T1 
Marrv a Sianature 

Postcode _Tel No: 

i 
i 
j 



OMPUTER REPAIRS 
FIRST AID 

FOR 
TECHNOLOGY 

ATARI ST/AMIGA 
Simply send your machine along 
with a £15 diagnostic fee an*' 
you will be sent a written 
quotation for the cost of 
repairing your machine. 

★ TYT>\m^Y&45. 1 WEEK TURNAROUND 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

0582 491949 (4 LINES) 

A.B Computer Supplies 
Amiga A500 Bat Pack inc. modulator, Batman 

D Paint II, F18 and New Zealand Story.£369 

Amiga 2000 XT Pack inc. 1084s col. monitor, 

XT Bridgeboard and 20MB PC DOS Hard Disk....£1349 

Commodore A501 Ram Expansion 512K.£112 

Commodore 1084s Colour Monitor.£249 

Cumana CAX354 on/off switch, daisychain.£89 

Branded Sony 3.5" DSDD per box of 10.£12 

All Prices Include VAT and Delivery U.K. 
Please send Cheque/P.O. to: 

A.B. Computer Supplies, 103a Shellfield Road, 
Marshside, Southport, Merseyside PR9 9UL. 

Tel: 0704-213544. 

AMIGANUTS UNITED . 
RAYS PD LIBRARY IS NOW INTO ITS THIRD YEAR AND OFFERS THE LOWEST 

COPYING FEES IN THE U.K. 
,Y STOP PAYING OVER THE ODDS FOR YOUR.V 

-V PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE „Y 

PRICES START AT ONLY FIFTY PENCE SELECTED FREEBIES WITH EVERY TEN 
PROGS ORDERED. 

NO MEMBERSHIP OR OTHER HIDDEN FEES 

A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO THE FASCINATING WORLD OF PD 

DISK 230 CONTAINING 44 GREAT SELECTABLE TUNES 
DISK 260 THE EXCELLENT SCROLLING SPACE GAME CALLED BLIZZARD 
DISK 389 THE VERY FUNNY PUGGS IN SPACE ANIMATION 
DISK 401 PSEUDO-OPS LATEST AND BEST VIRUS KILLER/BRAINFILE 
DISK 443 SIX EXCELLENT DEMOS. INCLUDING THE CAPT S LOG/LASER DEMO 
DISK 453 THREE NICE GAMES BY ANDERS BJERGEN AND A GREAT FILE WINDOW UTILITY 
DISK 454 STARFLEET 1. A NICE VERTICAL SCROLL SPACE GAME BY DOMINIC BEADLE 
DISK T34 ONE OF THE LATEST TBAG DISKS OF THE MONTH FROM TAMPA BAY U.S.A. 

ONLY £1.85 EACH INCLUDING THE DISK AND RETURN POST/PACKING. 

IF YOU DONT HAVE A COPY OF THE 1990 LIBRARY DISK. LISTING HUNDREDS OF PD PROGS. 
(INCLUDES THREE NICE GAMES). SEND £1.85 AND ASK FOR THE 1990 LIBRARY DISK NOW! 

UPDATES TO THE LIBRARY DISK ARE AVAILABLE AT REGULAR INTERVALS 

r Cheques/Postal Orders payable t<>: Ray Burt-Frost, 
169, DALE VALLEY RD, HOLLYBROOK, 

SOUTHAMPTON SOI 6QX 
PLEASE NOTE: Some PD disks contain language that may be considered offensi 

j AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * " 
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AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga B2000 only.949.00 

B2000 + NEW 1084D Colour Monitor.. 1169.00 
B2000 + 1084D + 20/30/48Mb 
Autoboot.1399/1589/1629 

Amiga 500 BATMAN PACK Interceptor/ 
Batman/DPaint 11/ NZ Story.359.00 
Amiga 500 BATMAN PACK + 
Tenstar Pack.389.00 

Amiga 500 BATMAN PACK + 1084D 
Cotour Mon.579.00 

Amiga 500 CLASS OF THE 90's 
Education Pack Comprising: DPaint 11/ 

Stoase/Maxiplan/Publ Choice/ Dr T’s 
Midi/BBC Emul etc.529.00 

PRINTERS 
Citizen 120D Parallel.129.95 
Star LC-10 Parallel.159.00 
Star LC-10 Colour Parallel.205.00 

Star LC24-10 24 pin Multi-font 
170/57 cps.239.00 

All Oki 20 consumables normally in 
stock.PHONE 

MONITORS 
Philips 8833 Stereo Colour Monitor...249.00 
Quadram Hi-Res Monitor + A2000 
Video Card.649.00 

Commodore 1084D (NEW).229.00 

DISK DRIVES 
A2000 Autoboot 30Mb Drive.439.00 
A2000 Autoboot 48Mb Drive.469.00 
^miga A590 Autoboot 20Mb Drive 
(RAM expandable).369.00 

20Mb Disk Drive for PC/A2000 Inc 
Controller.150.00 

Internal 3.5” Disk Drive for A2000 ....99.95 
External 3.5" Drive for Amiga - Disable 
Sw & Thro' Port.79.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Commodore A501 RAM/Clock Exp ..99.95 

RAM/Clock 512K Exp for A500.89.95 
Kickstart VI.3 ROM for A500/2000 ..28.00 
A2000 RAM 8Mb Populated with 
2Mb.319.00 
MiniGEN low cost Genlock.109.00 
Vidi-Amiga Colour PAL Frame 

Grabber.129.00 

Surge Protector 4-Way Distrib Unit...15.95 
Surge Protector 13A Plug/3-Way 
Adaptor.12.95/19.95 

SOFTWARE 
Arena Business Accounts Sales/ 

Purchase / Norn/ Invoice.149.00 

TV*TEXT Professional (NEW).129.00 

Pro Video Plus.189.00 

Digiview Gold V4 (NEW).119.95 

Home Office Kit: Kindwords 2, 

Pagesetter 1.2, Maxiplan 1.9, InfoFile, 

CaleFonts & Artists Choice.129.95 

Starter Kit: KindWords 2, Golf, 

Crazy Cars, Super Ski.59.95 

Professional Page.179.95 

X-CAD Designer.79.95 

Music-X.175.00 

Midi Interface for above 

(1 -in/3-out/1 -thru).34.99 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT 
CARRIAGE £5 (EXPRESS £10) SOFTWARE £2 

Prices subject to change without notice. E. & O. E. 
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CheckMate Systems Limited, 
80 Mildmay Parle, London N1 4PR 

Telephone: 01-923 0658. Fax: 01-254 1655 

Checkmate A1500 details: 
BASE UNIT - Includes the following:- 
System unit for housing the A500 circuit board. Plus - DFO will be 
turned round to face the front; DF1 will fit next to DFO, or you can fit 
any half height 3.5inch hard disk unit eg. the A590. The hard disk 
interface will fit inside the base unit. 

The standard edge connector will remain so as to allow use of existing 
bulky equipment. The joyports and keyboard case will be extended to 
the fornt of the base unit. A new keyboard cable will house the existing 
A500 keyboard. The whole system can be mounted in a standard 19 
inch rack. Most important is that this equipment can be assembled by 
most confident people. Or we can assemble it for you and give you a new 
warranty, the length of which will depend upon the age of your machine. 

OPTIONS 
We can fit a full Amiga video slot 
for use with equipment, such as the 
Flicker fixer, Genlocks etc. All this 
is inside the base unit out of sight. 
This is the only part that must be 
fitted by us. 
We can fit a full MIDI interface 
internally if required. 

01 923 0658 

EXPANSION UNITS 
This simply plugs into the top of the 
base unit, and gives you three 
expansion slots which will take any 
A2000 card, including processor 
boards. This box is also designed to be 
rack mounted. Purchasing this unit 
will probably need a higher rated 
power supply which we will supply as 
an option. Extra expansion units can 
be bought for installing more cards, or 
for fitting extra 3.5” half height hard 
drives. 
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A bumper selection of tips to help you get the very best from 

your Amiga and your queries answered by resident technical 

guru of no fixed intelligence, JASON HOLBORN. 

OFF TO THE FLICKS 

Help! Having recently gained an 

interest in the world of DTP, WP 

and CAD, there is one major prob¬ 

lem that I have encountered - that 

damned interlace flicker! 

I can't afford a 'Flicker-Fixer' 

and I don’t have an Amiga 2000, 

so what can I do to rid myself of 

this monstrosity? I have heard of a 

screenm referred to by many as 

‘those widely available plastic 

screens', but I have yet to see one 

advertised. What is it, where can I 

get it and how much will it cost 

me? 

Finally, will ECS solve the 

flicker problem? 

D Harris 

Bradford 

So you think interlace flicker looks 

awful on a standard Amiga moni¬ 

tor? You should see it on a multi¬ 

sync monitor like mine! 

The plastic screens that you 

refer to are available for many dif¬ 

ferent makes of computer, includ¬ 

ing the Amiga, and their sole role t 

in life is to cut down screen-glare 

to a more useable level. There are 

basically two types available - 

Mesh and Polarised filters. The 

best type to go for is the 

Polarised filter, but they do tend 

to be rather expensive. The 

cheaper mesh variety do a similar 

job, but picture quality does tend 

to be degraded. 

If you require such an item, 

then Cavendish Commodore 

Centre sell a filter called Jitter-Rid 

for £15.95. Cavendish can be 

contacted on 0533 510066. 

In a way, the Enhanced Chip 

Set will indeed fix the interlace 

problem - but only if you have an 

expensive multi-sync (just like the 

Flicker Fixer!) The ECS does not 

completely rid the Amiga of inter¬ 

laced screen modes, it just adds 

new (non-interlaced) screen modes 

to the existing ones. For video 

work Interlace is very important, 

so removing it altogether would 

be a big mistake by Commodore. 

Most software will not immedi¬ 

ately be able to take advantage of 

the new ECS screen modes and 

will therefore have to be re-issued 

in an ECS-compatible form. 

Flowever, some software, for 

example Pro-Page and A-Max, will 

be able to take advantage of ECS 

immediately. 

EXPLODING PROBLEMS 

I am having problems trying to run 

a program in my Workbench 1.3 

StartUp-Sequence. The program in 

question is Exploding Windows 

included on the March ‘89 

coverdisk of ST/Amiga Format. I 

have edited my StartUp-Sequence 

file so that Exploding Windows is 

automatically loaded during boot 

up, but the initial CLI window 

remains open. How do I close this 

window? I have tried the EndCLi 

> nil: command, but the win¬ 

dow still will not open! 

What you require is a little PD util¬ 

ity program called RunBack, that 

is available within the Fish collec¬ 

tion of public domain disks. 
Contact any of the PD libraries 

listed in the PD Update section to 

get hold of a copy. 

1.4 QUESTIONS 

I have seen adverts for the 

Starboard 2 RAM expansion which 

I think is a good 2Mb board, but it 

is rather expensive. Are there any 

2Mb RAM packs available for the 

Amiga 500 for under £300? 

I am told that 2Mb RAM 

boards for the 500 need their own 

mains power supply to work, 

which could be a problem for me 

as I already have a socket filled 

with more plugs than is probably 

safe. Is this correct? 

While I’m here, could you 

answer the following questions 

about the soon to be released 

Kickstart and Workbench 1.4 (or 

should that be Workbench 2.0?). 

1. I read an article that 

claimed that Kickstart/Workbench 

1.4 will no longer include those 

infamous guru meditation mes¬ 

sages. Does this make the Amiga 

completely crash proof? (Is such a 

thing possible?) 
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Unlike the vast majority of software, Pro-Page will take advantage 

of the ECS immediately - others will have to be modified. 

Is games software safe from Kickstart/Workbench 1.4? 
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2. How much is the upgrade 

going to cost me? 

3. I have been told that 1.4 

will not run all my games software 

that previously worked with 

Kickstart/Workbench 1.2/1.3. Is 

this true? If this is the case, I think 

I’ll give 1.4 a miss as myself and 

my brother will miss playing 

games such as Xenon II. I don’t 

want to buy the ‘Change Kickstart’ 

board that you featured in your 

January issue as I am worried that 

I may damage my Amiga. 

4. Will 1.4 work with the A500 

and when will it be available? 

A Parker 

London 

You're right, 2Mb RAM expansions 
are rather expensive. The cheap¬ 
est that I have been able to find is 
available from Memory Expansion 
Systems Ltd, for £289. This is an 
internal unit which (you'll be 
pleased to hear) doesn't require a 
separate power supply. 

The Guru is indeed dead - 
shame, I say! According to 
Commodore, the infamous guru 
meditation numbers have now 
been replaced with System 
Messages. 

It is certainly not true that all 
games will not work with 1.4 - if 
this was the case, Commodore 
would certainly not be very popu¬ 
lar with software developers. This 
would also be suicide for the 
Amiga, as no developers are 
going to write software that will 
only work with 1.4, cutting off 
users who still use 1.2 and 1.3. 

LISTEN 
HERE, 

LUVVIES! 
Ok, luvvies, so you’re not talk¬ 
ing to your Amiga and it’s 
causing you a lot of heartache? 
Am I right? What I advise you 
to do is to get in touch with 
your friendly Workbench 
Helpline. They’ll provide guid¬ 
ance concerning just about any 
problem that comes between 
an Amiga and its owner. Don’t 
be embarrassed, these prob¬ 
lems are quite common. Do 
you hear me, luvvie? 

For an understanding 
shoulder to cry on, write to 
JASON HOLBORN, Amiga 
Format’s resident Amiga agony 
aunt, at the following address: 
WORKBENCH HELPLINE, 
Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2AP. Jason is 
waiting for your letter! 

Just like when 1.3 was launched, 
it is inevitable that some games 
will stop working with 1.4 - not 
because of Commodore, but 
because of rule-breaking coding 
on the part of some game pro¬ 
grammers. If developers don't fol¬ 
low the guidelines laid down by 
Commodore, then they have 
nobody to blame but themselves 
when software fails. 

Price and availability of 1.4 is 
still undecided, but it's a fair bet 
that 1.4 won't appear until at least 
early next year - see how long it 
took Commodore to finally release 
1.3 - and that was nothing more 
than a bug fix in comparison to 
the complexity of 1.4! 1.4 will defi¬ 
nitely work with the A500. 

KICKIN’ THE TURBO 

Could you please enlighten me as 

to the effects of upgrading the 

standard Amiga 500 with one of 

the 68020 or 68030 accelerator 

boards with co-processor that I 

have seen in various adverts within 

Amiga Format. Is the fitting of 

these boards a complex task and 

what effect will one of these 

boards have on the performance 

of my Amiga. Will standard Amiga 

games still run? If my machine is 

speeded up considerably, will the 

games also be speeded up to a 

point where they become 

unplayable? 
I Saunders 

Runcorn, Cheshire 

Processor cards are really only of 
use if you use your Amiga for par¬ 
ticularly complex number crunch¬ 
ing applications such as Ray 
Tracing, Solid Modelling etc. For 
such applications, the time taken 
to generate the final image is ham¬ 
pered by how fast the processor 
can perform the necessary calcu¬ 
lations. With the addition of a 
maths co-processor such as the 
68881 (or the faster 68882), 
things really start to cook. 
Processor cards are expensive 
beasts, therefore they really are 
only worth buying if you are truly 
serious about your number 
crunching applications. 

A cheaper solution is to treat 
yourself to one of the 16 MHz 
68000 cards that are available 
from companies such as Third 
Coast Technologies. These cards 
consist of a faster version of the 
68000 that is already installed 
within your Amiga. Some older 
software will not work with ‘020 
and ‘030 cards, but all software 
will work with a ‘turbo-charged' 
68000. These cards are also con¬ 
siderably cheaper than even the 
cheapest ‘020 card. Third Coast 
sell their 16 MHz CM/ board for 

just £180 pounds. Third Coast 
can be contacted on 0257 
472444. 

Early IBM PCs suffered from 
these speed-up problems. These 
days, most games are written to 
abide by strict timings that remain 
the same regardless of the pro¬ 
cessor used. However, some 
games that involve complex math¬ 
ematics (Virus for example), are 
enhanced by the addition of a 
faster processor. 

gram itself and the virus. If you 

can work out which cruncher was 

used to pack the program, it may 

well be worth your while to 

decrunch the program, run it 

through your virus killer and then 

recrunch it. Recently packed pro¬ 

grams are probably crunched 

using the excellent Power Packer 
utility that is available from most 

PD libraries. 

Greg Hewitt-Long 

Devises 

VIRUS ADVICE BE MY PA1 
Although the common ‘boot block’ 

virus is practically extinct, the IRQ 

virus still continues to wreak havoc 

throughout the Amiga world. 

‘Parasite’ viruses work by attach¬ 

ing themselves to the front of 

other programs. If the virus hasn’t 

already been loaded into memory 

when you run the infected pro¬ 

gram, IRQ will be brought to life 

before running the actual parent 

program. 

If you get a warning from a 

virus killer that this type of virus is 

in memory, normal procedure is to 

check the programs within your C 

and root directories. However, 

tracking down infected programs 

isn’t as easy as it may first 

seem... 

Although tracking down 

infected programs is usually a 

straightforward task (as long as 

you have a program such as the 

PD killer, KV), there are often 

cases where the infected program 

can be disguised. This can happen 

if an infected program is packed 

using a cruncher program. If the 

program was infected with IRQ 

before crunching took place, the 

crunching process could well hide 

the tell-tale signs that allow such 

viruses to be tracked down. 

However, when the crunched pro¬ 

gram is run, the de-cruncher that 

is attached to the crunched pro¬ 

gram will decrunch both the pro- 

PAL Amigas are wonderful - while 

our cousins across the pond have 

to put up with a maximum vertical 

screen resolution of 400 lines, we 

Europeans have access to a wack- 

ing 512 lines! Not only are screens 
displayed in a high resolution, but 

for applications such as DTP, 

those extra lines can be a real 

life-saver. 

Unfortunately, not all software 

supports a PAL resolution screen - 

games and many older serious 

packages are the main culprits. 

While this is not a particularly 

great loss for games players, it 

can be a real pain for serious 

applications. For example, what’s 

the point in using a video titling 

package if your text can only 

appear in the top two thirds of the 

screen? 

There is, as always, a way 

around this problem which should 

make most of those NTSC pack¬ 

ages work with a full PAL resolu¬ 

tion screen. The solution comes in 

the form of a little known program 

called Overscan, which can be 

found on Fish Disk 133. Once run, 

Overscan tells the operating sys¬ 

tem to try to open every window 

and screen that would normally 

have only stretched to 200 lines, 

to a full 256 lines (or 512 if in 
high resolution). 

D Walton 

Grimston 

POKER PEAK PowerPacker 2.3b_MPl 

hmifuim by 

Version 2.3b 
Free Chip : 
Largest : 
Free Fast : 
Largest ; 

r-/—ccr<—r~ r~ <— r cj 
r* ff r r r* r* r" <- r~ (. 
r H rr>—rr r <—r rr 

File Nane : 

File Length : 

(De)Crunched : 

Scanning file 'FH1:GFA_BASIC/PICTRANSLATOR'... 
Loading connand file. 

3 hunks (0 to 2). 
Hunk 0 : (20516 bytes) 

Hunk 1 : (1240 bytes, 0 BSS) 
Hunk 2 : (19716 bytes) 

Crunching connand file... 
Press left and right button to abort. 

36/ crunched. (28/ gain) 

Power Packer - a virus’ best friend? 
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A500 CASING UPDATE 
The search is finally over. After 

many months of hard investigat¬ 

ing, Amiga Format has finally 

tracked down a replacement case- 

kit that will turn your A500 into an 

A2000 look-alike - complete with 

detachable keyboard, the works. 

The kit is available from HB 

Marketing on 0895 444433. At 

the time of going to press, no 

details are available but as soon 

as we get more info, you’ll be the 

first to know. 

IMMUNISING 
WORKBENCH 

Workbench is without doubt the 

most used of all program disks 

that you’re likely to own for your 

Amiga (apart from Tetris, of 

course!) Chances are that when 

using your Amiga, you’ll load 

Workbench eventually. However, 

what happens if your Workbench 

disk becomes infected with a 

virus? Basically, you've got prob¬ 

lems, as that virus will eventually 

find its way onto any disks that are 
is it an a2000 or an A500? Read ‘A500 casing update’. inserted after Workbench is 

loaded. There is a way to make 
your Workbench disk check that it 

is always clean of viruses, using 

the enhanced Install command on 
1.3 Workbench. All you have to do 

is to edit your StartUp-Sequence 
file and add the following lines: 

Echo "** Checking for 

Bootblock Virus. . . 

Install DFO: CHECK 

IF WARN 

Echo "*** VIRUS FOUND 

k k k " 

ELSE 

Echo "Workbench boot- 

block is still clean." 

ENDIF 

If a virus is found while 

Workbench is booting, wait until 

the boot process has finished, 

remove the Workbench disk and 

TURN OFF your Amiga and load 

your favourite virus killer. If you 

just re-install the disk using the 

virus-infected disk, chances are 

that the virus (which will be in 

memory) will automatically write 

itself back to the disk as soon as 

it thinks you are trying to erase it. 

M Fleming 

Paisley, Scotland 

DigiPaint 3 it may not be, but at least you can add HAM graphics to 

your AmigaBasic creations. 

Ever wished you could access HAM (Hold and Modify) mode from 

AmigaBasic? Just think, 4096 colours on screen at the same time! 

With the current releases of both HiSoft Basic and AmigaBasic, 32 

colours is about as colourful as things get, but with the source code 

below you can ‘HAM up’ your AmigaBasic programs with ease. 

To be able to use this listing, you’ll need both exec.bmap and 

intuit ion. bmap to be present within either your current directory 

or within the LIBS: directory of your boot disk. Exec.bmap can be 

found within the BasicDemos drawer of your Extras disk, but 

intuit ion. bmap will have to be constructed using the ConvertFD 

program on the Extras disk. 

SCREEN 1,320,200,1,1 

WINDOW 1,"HAM MODE DEMO",(0,0)-(300,180),0,1 

PALETTE 0,0,0,0 

PALETTE 1,1,1,1 

FOR i% = 2 TO 6 

CreateNewPlane 

NEXT i% 

Ham 

' ** DEMO ** 

' ** The following Lines are here to demonstrate the 

' ** HAM-From-BASIC code. These can be removed. 

DemoLoop: 

x=MOUSE(1):y=MOUSE(2):f=MOUSE(0) 

b=INT(RND*16)+16 

r=INT(RND*16)+32 

g=INT(RND*16)+48 

LINE (oldx-1,oldy)-(x-1,y) , r 

LINE (oldx,oldy)-(x,y),g 

LINE (oldx+1,oldy)-(x+1,y),b 

oldx=x:oldy=y 

IF f<>0 THEN CloseNicely 

GOTO DemoLoop 

' ** End Of Demo Source ** 

CloseNicely: 

WINDOW CLOSE 1 

SCREEN CLOSE 1 

LIBRARY CLOSE 

END 

SUB CreateNewPlane STATIC 

bitmaps = PEEKL(WINDOW(7)+46)+184 

bitplane&=PEEKW(bitmaps)*PEEKW(bitmapS+2) 

wdepth%=PEEK(bitmapS+5) 

IF wdepth%>5 THEN EXIT SUB * 

newplaneS=AllocMemS(bitplaneS,65538s) 

IF newplaneS=0 THEN ERROR 7 

POKEL bitmaps+8+wdepth^*4,newplaneS 

POKE bitmapS+5,wdepth%+l 

IF wdepth%<5 THEN CALL RemakeDisplay 

END SUB 

' ** HAM MODE FROM AMIGABASIC ** 

' ** WRITTEN BY NIKI MURKETT ** 

LIBRARY "exec.library" 

LIBRARY "intuition.library" 

DECLARE FUNCTION AllocMemS LIBRARY 

SUB Ham STATIC 

viewmodeS=PEEKL(WINDOW(7)+46)+76 

POKEW viewmodeS,2*11 

CALL RemakeDisplay 

END SUB 
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STAND ALONE NOTEPAD 
How to create a disk that will 

automatically boot NotePad. 
Notepad 

"EllNotepad V2~ 
mm\ 

AMIGA FORMAT 
£ver wanted to run ‘^Ylvte 

tpad |rom ■■■J Odell 

cw you can ! 

SL 
Fed up with having to load NotePad from the Workbench? Now you 

can create your own NotePad boot disk. 

So you want to create a bootable disk that will automatically load and run 

the Workbench NotePad program, eh? That certainly seems to be the 

general consensus of opinion if the amount of phone calls we have 

received is anything to go by. Well, Amiga Format listens to what it's 

readers want, so here's all the info you need to create your own 

NotePad disk. 

The first thing you must do is to load Workbench into your machine. 

Once the Workbench screen appears, double click on the Workbench 

disk icon, then double click on the System drawer to get to the CLI icon. 

Once the CLI icon appears, double-click on it and the CLI springs to life. 

First of all, we need to format a disk that will be used to hold the 

NotePad program. At the CLI, enter the following command and then 

press Return. 

Format DRIVE DFO: NAME "NotePad" NOICONS 

After a few seconds of disk access, the Format program will ask you to 

insert the disk to be formatted. Now is the time to remove your 

Workbench disk and insert your blank disk. Once you’ve done this, press 

Return and the formatting process will begin. 

After what will seem an eternity, the disk format will finish and you 

will be returned back to the usual CLI prompt. Remove the disk, re-insert 

the Workbench disk and enter the following commands (press Return 

after each): 

Copy C:Copy!MakeDir!Install!Ed RAM: 

Path-RAM: Add 

You have now set up your working environment to allow you to copy files 

to your new NotePad disk without having to constantly swap disks. Now 

enter the following commands to start constructing your NotePad disk 

(don’t forget to press Return after each): 

Copy DEVS:clipboard.device!printer.device RAM: 

Copy DEVS:parallel.device!serial.device RAM: 

Copy DEVS:system-configuration RAM: 

Copy LIBS:icon.library!diskfont.library RAM: 

Copy SYS:Utilities/NotePad£? RAM: 

Copy DEVS:Printers/<Printer Driver> RAM: 

In the last command, the <Printer Driver> should be replaced by 

the filename of the printer driver that you use. In most cases, this will 

probably be EpsonX. 

If everything went OK, you’re ready to start transferring the neces¬ 

sary files to your NotePad disk. Remove your Workbench disk and re¬ 

insert the disk that you have just formatted. Now enter the following 

commands: 

MakeDir DF0:S 

MakeDir DFO:LIBS 

MakeDir DFO:DEVS 

MakeDir DFO:DEVS:Printers 

Copy RAM:NotePad£? DFO: 

Copy RAM:£?.device DFO:DEVS 

Copy RAM:£?.library DFO:LIBS 

Copy RAM:system-configuartion DFO:DEVS 

Copy RAM:<Printer Driver> DFO:DEVS/Printers 

Once again, the <Print Driver> must be replaced with the file¬ 

name of the printer driver that you copied earlier. Once all disk activity 

has ceased, you’re ready to configure the disk ready for use. Enter the 

following command: 

Install DFO: 

All that now remains is to create a StartUp-Sequence file that will tell 

the Amiga to load NotePad every time the machine is booted from your 

NotePad disk. This is achieved by entering Ed dfo ^/startup- 

sequence. After a second or so, the CLI text editor will appear. Just 

enter the line NotePad and press Return. To save your StartUp-Sequence 

to disk, press the Escape key (an asterisk will appear at the bottom of 

the window), followed by V and finally Return. 

Your NotePad boot disk is now complete. To test it, just reset your 

Amiga with the NotePad disk in the internal drive and you’re away. Note 

that this version of NotePad will only give you access to the standard 

Topaz font - if you want others you’re going to need to create a FONTS 

directory and copy across the fonts that you require (speak to your 

friendly Amiga expert for help on this). Happy Word Processing! 

EVERYTHING COUNTS! 

We want your tips! If you’ve discovered a little tip-ette or trick that 

will help other Amiga owners to get the most from their Amigas and 

software, then Workbench wants to hear from you. Not only will you 

be helping out tens-of-thousands of fellow Amiga owners, but you 

stand a very good chance of picking up £50 for your troubles! If your 

tip is the best of the month, then there’ll be a cheque winging its way 

to you faster than you can say ‘Where’s my blooming cheque?’. 

You don’t have to be a techie to send in tips to Amiga Format. If 

you've mastered a particular item of software, then why not send in 

some tips that will help other users of that package - DPaint, Music- 

X, Aegis Sonix and Professional Page are prime examples of pack¬ 

ages that could do with some attention. For the techies among you, 

we ll take anything from AmigaBasic dabbling to advanced hardware 

programming in Assembler. 

Send your tips to: WORKBENCH, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH 

BA1 2AP. Don’t forget, there’s £50 waiting for you! 

This month's Workbench winner is Niki Murkett for his amazing 

HAM-from-Basic tip. 
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COMPUTER 
SUPPLIES 

SPECIALISTS IN 
QUALITY 

JAPANESE 
3.5" DSDD DISKS 

SONY Bulk 3.5" DS/DD Disks 
100% Certified Error Free 

10 25 50 100 
6.95 16.95 32.50 58.95 

Disks & 80 CAP. Box Offer 
12.75 22.45 37.75 63.95 

80 Capacity Lockable Storage Boxes @ 5.99 ea. 

* * * UNBEATABLE OFFER * * * 
3.5" DSDD BULK DISKS FROM A 
LEADING JAPANESE MANUFACTURER. 

ONLY 55p EACH 
MINIMUM ORDER 25 DISKS: DISCOUNTS FOR QTY 

amiga 51 2k ram expansion: £59.95 with clock £69.95 

ALL OUR PRODUCTS HAVE A NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE 

TELESALES HOTLINE:- 0782 315148 

CHEQUES/PO’S TO:- 

B & B COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

11 MEAKIN AVENUE, CLAYTON, 

NEWCASTLE, STAFFS, ST5 4EY 

TEEETEEIT A world of information 
at your fingertips 

Now you can keep it informed with the latest weather, financial news, sports results, current 
affairs and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this valuable infor¬ 
mation isn't trapped behind glass. Now you can. 

Save to disc. Pages may be saved in Compact (over 800 pages per disc) or IFF format. 

Print. You can print as just text (for a fast result) or as a screendump. 

Review. instini access io the last 16 pages which have been received. 

Speak. Thanks to the Amiga's speech capability, it will even read the newto you. 

Multiple display. It can display and update two pages on screen simultaneously! 

FastText. True FastText - gets pages in advance and reduces the waiting time. 

Tuning. Just connect an aerial - it tunes itself ini Although the prime function is to receive 
Teletext, it also will convert a 1081 or 1084 monitor to a colour TV. 

Programmable. The system can be programmed to get a series of pages and then save or 
print them. Your own programs can access the data on Teletext. 

Only a Microtext adaptor can provide all these facilities, it's easy to use and connects to the 
parallel port, a printer can be reconnected to the adaptor. Everything is supplied, all you 
need is your Amiga and a normal TV aerial. 

Educational Software from 3 Years to Adult 

My Paint is a painting program for 
youngsters aged 4 to 8. It is very 
easy to use and understand and no 
reading skills required. Various 
special effects are included such as 
colour cycling and sampled sounds 
to go with the 28 colouring pictures 
provided. The child can either 
colour the pre drawn pictures or 
design their own pictures. 
A pictorial guidebook Is included. 

My Paint 
£34.95 

At the Zoo is part of the Electronic 
Crayon colouring book series. Over 
thirty animal pictures are provided to 
cotour with information and realistic 
sound effects for each picture. At the Zoo 
When each picture is finished it can 
be printed in a variety of ways using £24.95 
any preferences printer. Banners, 
sideways prints and calendars can 
be created by using the special print 
options provided. 

Kidtalk is an amazing talking word 
processor for the young student. It 
can be used as a first word 
processor to write and read stories 
and reports. The real difference is 
that this WP actually talks and can 
speak the words or sentences as 
you type them. The voice can even 
be changed to suit! Great for 
homework and general fun and 
learning. 

Kid Talk 
£34.95 

Designasaurus is a dinosaur 
construction kit and information data 
base. Using the program you can 
study the habitats and details of 
many dinosaurs and print them out. DosignQSQUrUS 
You can even take a dinosaur into ^ ^ ^ _ 
its environment and live out the £34.95 
cruel world as It was. When you 
have had enough of studying then 
you can design your own dinosaur! 
T-Shirt printer routine is included. 

MICRO 
MATHS 

0) 
Micro Maths, 24 easy to use 
programs for self-tuition or revision 
to GCSE level. It takes the user 
from simple topics like percentages MiCTO MQthS 
and averages to more advanced 
ones such as calculus and matrices. £29.95 
Each program includes instructions 
and full worked examples in the 
case of an incorrect answer. 

The ultimate typing tutor by 
Mindscape. The program features 
sophisticated monitoring and builds 
a typing course around your ability. 
Your progress is monitored every 
step of the way and impressive 
graphics help make the program a 
joy to use. To help the new 
computer user there are on screen 
help windows at each option and 
lessons are selected by an easy to 
use menu system. 

Mavis 
B. Typing 
£29.95 

At iust £124.80 + VAT inc p/p for an advanced Teletext TV it's excellent value for money. 
Make sure you're always up to date, and get yours now from:- 

S MICROTEXT S 
Dept AF, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW 
Telephone: 0705 595694 Fax: 0705 593988 

Over 50 Top Class Educational Titles for the Amiga 
Send Now For A Complete Cataloque 

TELEPHONE 

E3 0702 600557 5 
sc The Educational Software Club 

32a Southchurch Road • Southend-on-Sea • Essex SSI 2ND 
Fax 0702 613747 



AMIGA MAIL 
THE LATEST AND GREATEST PRODUCTS AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES! 

HOTLINE 
0458 74011 

HOW TO ORDER... JUST 

MAKE A NOTE OF THE 

PRODUCT NAME AND ORDER 

NUMBER AND FILL IN THE 

ORDER FORM OPPOSITE OR 

RING OUR HOTLINE NUMBER 

ON 0458 74011 

TO ORDER PLEASE SEE 

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER ON 

PAGE 81 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, 

PACKING AND VAT 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

. t 

t |d i 



SUBSCRIPTION 

AMIGA 
FORMAT 

EVBtW 
YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO 

I 

FOR ONLY £29.95 YOU CAN RECEIVE 

12 ISSUES OF AMIGA FORMAT, 

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR. DO 

NOT RUN THE RISK OF THE 

NEWSAGENT SELLING OUT! 

SEE PAGE 107 FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS OR CALL THE HOTLINE 

NUMBER ON 0458 74011 

ORDER CODE AM100 

BACK ISSUES 
Want to complete your collection of the 
ultimate Amiga magazine? Complete 
with disks, we even pay the postage! 

AMIGA FORMAT 

ISSUE PRICE ORDER NO 

ISSUE 1, 2 & 3 SOLD OUT SORRY! 

ISSUE 4 £2.95 AMF04 

ISSUE 5 £2.95 AMF05 
ISSUE 6 £2.95 AMF06 

ISSUE 7 £2.95 AMF07 

ISSUE 8 £2.95 AMF08 

OR WHY NOT BUY SOME OF 

THE VERY RARE ORIGINAL 

ST/AMIGA MAGAZINES... 

HURRYf THERE ARE LIMITED 

STOCKS! 

ST/AMIGA FORMAT 
ISSUE_PRICE ORDER NO 

ISSUE 1-10 SOLD OUT, SORRY!! 

ISSUE 11 £2.95 AM211 

ISSUE 12 £2.95 AM212 

ISSUE 13 £2.95 AM213 

A BASEBALL SHIRT Description Price Order No 
Designed in the USA, this black and white 
shirt is a must for every Amiga owner 

(Logo on left breast and centre back) 

Medium £6.50 AM106 

Extra Large £6.50 AM107 

AMIGA BINDER 
Keep your issues together in this high 
quality binder with the Amiga Format logo 

printed on the front and spine. 

Description Price Order No 

One binder £4.95 AM 108 

Two binders £9.00 AM109 

CONQUEROR Rainbow Arts 

Authentic World War II tactical wargaming. 

SAVE £6 

Fight your way through massed ranks of 
enemies tanks. Non-stop action, stimulation and 

Description Price Order No 

excitement! Conqurer £17.95 AM 154 

MAGNUM 4 Ocean 

A FOUR game compilation conssiting of 
Double Dragon, Batman - The Caped 

Crusader, Afterburner and Operation Wolf. 

SAVE £8 

Description Price Order No 

Magnum 4 £21.99 AM 155 

A RPS DISK PACK 
Buy 20 top quality 3.5 inch disks and 
receive a smart disk box and disk 

FREE DISK BOX & CALCULATOR 

Description Price Order No 

calculator FREE Disk Pack £29.95 AM 145 

DRAGON S BREATH 
Palace. • A cult computer game of using 

SAVE £8 

your dragon to conquer villiages and then 
tax them! "Prepare yourself for some engrossing, 
entertaining and thoroughly enjoyable playing 
sessions" Andy Smith Amiga Format 

Description Price Order No 

Dragon's Breath £22.99 AM 156 

QK MASTERSOUND Microdeal 

The best sound sampler for your Amiga. As 
featured on issue 7 cover disk. Complete 

with cut and paste, fade, volume and other features. 

SAVE £10 

Description Price Order No 

Mastersound £29.95 AM 153 

DEVPAC 2 HiSoft 

Program directly into 68000 assembler 
language. See the cover disk demo then 

buy the full product at this remarkable price. 

SAVE £15 

Description Price Order No 

Devpac £44.95 AM 157 

SIM CITY Infogrames 

Build a city from scratch, cope with the 

SAVE £10 

dramas of earthquakes, etc. Compulsive 
gameplay. "Once you're into it you can't get out of it" 
Andy Smith Issue 6 

Description Price Order No 

Sim City £19.99 AM 147 

ftj\ PIPE MANIA Ent Int 

See the demo on Issue 9. This superb pipe 
game has you hooked for ever! 

SAVE £7 
Description Price Order No 

Pipe Mania £12.99 AM 158 

/IV RAINBOW ISLANDS 
Ocean. • Paint your world with a rainbow. 

SAVE £7 

This brilliant, fun, unusual, addictive game 
will have you hooked for hours. It certainly had the Description Price Order No 

Rainbow Islands £17.99 AM 160 Amiga Format team begging for more! 

|*T\ FUN SCHOOL 2 Database 
Software • Bumper packages of 

SAVE £7 
Description Price Order No 

educational software for children. Fun 
School consists of three different suites of eight 
programs." Fun School 2 lives up to both parts of 
its title. It is fun and your child will almost certainly 
learn too." Steve Carey 

Fun School 2 

Under 6 years £12.95 AM 150 

6-8 years £12.95 AM 151 

Over 8 years £12.95 AM 152 

[ AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Phone number 

Credit Card No 

Expiry date 

Description Price Order No 

Visa • Cheque • PO TOTAL ORDER • For overseas orders 
call Trevor for prices on 

SEND THIS FORM TO: Trevor Witt, Amiga Format, 
The Old Barn, Freepost, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7PY 

Please make all cheques payable to 

Future Publishing Limited No stamP required if posted in the UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man 



16 BIT CENTRE 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND COURIER SERVICE 

CALLERS AND MAIL ORDER 
OPEN MONDAY to SATURDAY 9am-6pm 

WELCOME 

I-1 

| STAR LC-10 
| COLOUR PRINTER j 
I Including Free Printer Lead | 

ONLY £199.00 
i_i 

i-1 

PHILIPS 8833 
STEREO MONITOR 

Including Lead for Amiga 

ONLY £249.00 
i_i 

r Asoo XMAS PACK n 

j Includes: A500, Mouse, Modulator, Leads, Workbench, Basic, j 
I Tutorial, Joystick, Mouse Mat, Disk Bank, 10 Blank Disks, | 

1 Amiga Dust Cover, Batman, New Zealand Story, F18 Interceptor, j 
I Deluxe Paint II, Amegas, Art of Chess, Wizball, Terrapods, | 

I Buggy Boy, Barbarian, Ikari Warriors, Mercenary, Insanity Fight, I 

j Thundercats, Manuals, 

ONLY £399.00 
i_i 

i-« 

STAR LC-10 
MONO PRINTER 

I Including Free Printer Lead I 

| ONLY £159.00 
i_i 

TARGET MIDI 
INTERFACE 

In, through, 3x out 

J LED's signal data transfer , 

ONLY £29.00 
i_i 

HARDWARE 
i - i 
I COMMODORE A590, 20Mb Hard Disk, Unpopulated.£369.00 I 
I COMMODORE A590,20Mb Hard Disk, Populated to 2Meg.£519.00 I 
I COMMODORE official A501 Ram expansion.£115.00 I 
I COMMODORE 1084 P/D monitor.£239.00 ■ 
! AMIGA COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE On/Off, Through Port.£74.95 

PHILIPS 8833 Stereo Monitor inc Lead for Amiga.£249.00 
TARGET Ram, 512K Ram expansion with clock.£69.00 
SOPHUS 55 Professional Sound Sampler.£99.00 

JNAKSHA Mouse.£28.50 | 

I_I 

PRINTERS 

I STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER.£159.00 I 
I STAR LC-10 COLOUR PRINTER.£199.00 j 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24, 24 Pin Mono Printer, (Upgradeable to Colour) £315.00 j 

I CITIZEN SWIFT 24, 24 Pin Colour Printer.£349.00 | 
I CITIZEN 120D.£139.00 I 
J STAR 24-10 24 Pin Printer.£259.00 j 

l All printers supplied with 1.8M cable suitable for Amiga or any i 
computer with standard centronics port 

I_I 

I- SOFTWARE AND DISKS —i 

I SONY DS/DD Disks, Box of Ten Inc Labels.£12.95 | 
I 3M DS/DD Disks, Box of Ten inc. Labels.£12.95 I 
I MUSIC X Midi Package.£169.00 I 
I SUPERBASE PERSONEL.£39.00 » 
• KIND WORDS V2.£39.00 

PUBLISHERS CHOICE.£79.00 
XCOPY V2.1, Copier + Text Editor (H/W V6.4 £29.00).£19.95 
F18 INTERCEPTOR.£11.50 

I AEGIS Sonix.£35.00 | 
I PC TRANSFORMER IBM Emulator.£25.00 | 
I PHOTON PAINT II.£49.00 I 
I_I 

r- NEW LOW COST DISK DRIVE TARGET RAM EXPANSION 
□ FULLY AMIGA COMPATIBLE □ SLIM DESIGN 
□ ON/OFF SWITCH □ 880K FORMAT CAPACITY 
□ THROUGH PORT □ HIGH QUALITY CITIZEN 

MECHANISM 

512K RAM EXPANSION FOR A500 

WITH BATTERY BACKED CLOCK FOR A500 

ONLY £69.00 (£59.00 Without Clock) 
ONLY £74.95 

i_ j L 

OPTIONAL MEMORY SWITCH ONLY £2.00 
J 

AMIGA PACKS 

1 AMIGA Class of 90's Pack, includes professional business software.£549.00 
AMIGA BATMAN PACK, Includes A500, Modulator, Mouse, Manuals, Batman, F18 Interceptor, Deluxe Paint II, New Zealand Story.£365.00 j 

I AMIGA STARTER PACK Includes A500, Modulator, Mouse, Workbench, Basic, 5 Commercial Games + Joystick £369.00 | 
I AMIGA A500 10 Star Pack, Photon Paint and Aegis Sonix.£399.00 I 
1 AMIGA 1 MEG PACK Includes A500, Commodore A501 Ram Expansion + Deluxe Paint III.£499.00 [ 
j 1 MEG SPECIAL, Amiga A500, with Fitted 512K Target Ram.£415.00 [ 
I AMIGA B2000, PHILIPS MONITOR, PC XT BRIDGEBOARD, 20Mb HARD DRIVE, Rom 1.3, Workbench 1.3.£1349.00 | 
I ALL AMIGA'S SUPPLIED WITH MOUSE, MODULATOR, MANUALS, LEADS, WORKBENCH, BASIC + TUTORIAL I 
I_I 

HOW TO ORDER: Either call our number below with your credit card details, or send a cheque/PO or 
credit card number and expiry date to our address. Make cheques payable to THE 16 BIT CENTRE 

Prices subject to change without notification. 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Unit 17, Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 



GAMEBUSTERS 

GAMEBUSTERS 
It can be jolly tough saving the world from impending doom, 

especially if you can’t get past the end-of-level guardian, so 

here’s what every good pixel hero needs — Gamebusters! 

ROCK AND 
ROLL 
This great marble game may be 

giving you so problems, so over to 

the man that’s played the game to 

death, Mark Robinson. 

Level 1 - Easy Living. Warp to 33 

by using the third repair kit you 

come to on the hole next to it. 

Level 2 - Up and Down. Warp to 

20 by going clockwise around the 

outside level of eggs about 

halfway through the level. 

Level 3 - Silent Moving. Warp to 

24 by filling in the middle row of a 

3x3 hole near the start with the 
nearby repair kits. 

Level 4 - Time is Money. Warp to 

11 by using the single repair kit 

opposite the middle of three 

arrows, then keep rolling right 

across the hole before smashing 

up all the eggs. 

Level 5 - Words R Easy. Crush all 

eggs for extra ball - use repair 

kits to get to those in the shape of 

GO IN and the second pipe takes 
you to the other two. 

Level 6 - Geometric. Warp to 8 

by using one repair kit on each 

space where the railing is missing 

in an area of many ventilators. 

Level 7 - Secret Area. The secret 

area that is here can only be dis¬ 

covered from Level 27. 

Level 8 - Varied Offer. First level 
with a continue shop. 

Level 9 - Crossroads. Throw all 

four switches in top half to remove 

ventilators and magnets. Crushing 

all the eggs puts your energy back 

to maximum, but this is hardly 

worth bothering with because you 

do get a full energy charge at the 

start of each level. 

Level 10 - Try the Tree (time limit 

9.00 mins). Tight time limit. A total 

of six red keys are needed and at 

least 2700 coins before going to 

the bottom of the tree. 

(+ one blue key). 

Level 11 - Beam Me Up. Crush 

all eggs for 15,000 points. Five 

smashable walls need breaking 

and with one armoured ball you 

can do this. 

Level 12 - Bombastic. Crush all 

eggs for a 500 coin bonus. 

Level 13 - Tricky Track (time limit 

8.00 mins). Take icy U-turns by 

bouncing off walls. 

Level 14 - Way Out. Warp to 

Level 18. There are four potential 

routes to the transporter to the 

exit. The right hand one is the one 

to go for but do take care not to 

waste any of your keys. 

Level 15 - Fragile Action. Second 

level with a continue shop. To get 

through the green lock in the 

repair kit area, the fragile floor 

must be completely cleared to 
reveal a green key. 

Level 16 - Air Fortress. Trickiest 

level yet in the shape of an aero¬ 

plane plus the word FLY. 

Level 17 - Open and Close. 

Level 18 - Running Man (time 

limit 3.30 mins). Going all the way 

round the outside is easiest but 
nets no points. 

Level 19 - Helping Hand. 

Level 20 - Your Choice. The 

quickest way to the exit is to con¬ 

tinue right from the furthest repair 

kit and follow the obvious route - 

make sure you have plenty of 

repair kits as you can't return. 

(+1 parachute). 

Level 21 - Push and Fall. 

Level 22 - Riddle Rooms. Crush 

all the eggs for an extra life. Make 

certain to get all available repair 

kits, ‘cos they’re handy. 

Level 23 - Disk Access. 

Level 24 - Skating Rink (time 

limit 7.00 mins). Make certain you 
buy the spikes. 

Level 25 - Arrow Action. At the 

arrow junctions, the directions 

required are: up, up, right, up, left, 

up, left, and finally up for the 

transporter. Crush all the eggs for 

a boost back up to full energy. 

Level 26 - Don’t Panic. 

Level 27 - Radiation. Warp back 

to Level 7 by moving all the balls 

on the platform out from the cen¬ 

tre. You now have a bomb to visit 

the secret area when you warp to 

7. On visiting the secret area the 

balls must be moved two spaces 

to left and right to warp to 30. 

Don’t use the green key to go 
through the pipe. 

Level 28 - Think Twice. 

Level 29 - Free Fall. 

Level 30 - Roller Coaster. 

Level 31 - Crazy Dreams. Crush 
all eggs for full energy. 

Level 32 - Castle of Doom. 

Level 33 - Bonus Level. All exit 

holes go to Level 2. 

General tips 

Buy repair kits and parachutes 

whenever possible. Before buying 

armoured balls check for smash¬ 

able walls in the vicinity. Speed- 

ups help in areas with ventilators 

and magnets, and to go against 

the flow of arrows. Using eyes will 

help you get round levels with time 

limits. Enter your name as COUN¬ 

TRY on the high score table and 

you’ll be able to pick the tunes. 

Mark Robinson 
Caine 

GEMINI WING 
To choose a start level, 

load the game, press P 

to bring up the pass¬ 

word system and enter: 

LEVEL 2 = MR WIMPEY 

LEVEL 3 = CLASSICS 
LEVEL 4 = WHIZ KID 

LEVEL 5 = GUNSHOTS 

LEVEL 6 = D00DGUYZ 

LEVEL 7 = D GIBSON 

Robert Lisowski 
High Wycombe 
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OFTWARE CITY 
CALL US ON* II We welcome customers at: 

0785 41899 | SOFTWARE CITY SOFTWARE CITY 
0902 25304 11GOODALL STREET, 59 FOREGATE STREET, 

AMIGA SELLERS 

3D Pool.£13.99 
A.P.B.£13.99 
Airborne Ranger.£16.99 
Ant Heads (It Came 
From Desert Add-on).£9.99 
Aquanaut.£16.99 
Archon Collection.£6.99 
Axels Magic Hammer.£13.99 
Bad Company.£16.99 
Balance of Power 1990.£16.99 
Barbarian 2.£16.99 
Bards Tale.£6.99 
Batman the Movie.£16.99 
Battle Chess.£16.99 
Battle Hawks.£16.99 
Battletech.£16.99 
Battle of Austerlitz.£16.99 
Beach Volley.£16.99 
Bionic Commando.£6.99 
Black Tiger.£16.99 
Bloodwych.£16.99 
Bloodwych Data Disc.£9.99 
Blue Angels.£16.99 
Bomber.£19.99 
Bridge Player 2150.£19.99 
Cabal.£16.99 
California Challenge (U.K.)...£8.50 
Carrier Command.£16.99 
Centrefold Squares.£13.99 
Chase H.Q.£16.99 
Conflicts Europe.£16.99 
Continental Circus.£13.99 
Crazy Cars 2.£16.99 
Cyberball.£13.99 
Cycles.£16.99 
Daily Double Horse Racing.£9.99 
Damocles.£16.99 
Danger Freak.£9.99 
Dark Century.£16.99 
Days of the Pharoah.£16.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker.£13.99 
Demons Tomb.£16.99 
Demons Winter.£16.99 
Double Dragon 2.£13.99 
Dragon Ninja.£16.99 
Dragons Spirit.£13.99 
Dragons Breath.£16.99 
Drakken.£19.99 
Dungeon Master.£16.99 
Dungeon Master Editor.£6.99 
Dynamic Debugger.£16.99 
Dynamite Dux.£16.99 
Elite.£16.99 
FI 6 Combat Pilot.£16.99 
FI 6 Falcon.£19.99 
F-29 Retaliator.£16.99 
Faery Tale.£13.99 
Falcon Mission Disc.£13.99 
Federation of Free Traders ..£19.99 
Fighting Soccer.£16.99 

TEL: 0922 24821 

Fire Brigade (1 Meg Amiga) .£19.99 
Football Director 2.£13.99 
Football Manager 2 
+ Expansion Kit.£13.99 
Fruit Machine Sim 2.£4.99 
Future Wars.£16.99 
Galdregons Domain.£9.99 
Garrison 1 or 2.£6.99 
Gauntlet 2.£6.99 
Ghostbusters 2.£16.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts.£16.99 
Gin and Cribbage.£19.99 
Grand National.£13.99 
Gravity.£16.99 
Grid Iron.£16.99 
Gunship.£16.99 
Hard Drivin1.£16.99 
Heavy Metal.£16.99 
Hillsfar.£16.99 
Hollywood Poker Pro.£6.99 
Honda RVF 750 .£16.99 
Horse Racing.£16.99 
Hound of the Shadow.£16.99 
Indiana Jones Last Crusade....£16.99 
Indiana Jones the Adventure.£16.99 
Infestation.£16.99 
Interceptor.£16.99 
Iron Lord.£16.99 
Iron Tracker.£13.99 
It Came From The Desert 
(1 Meg).£19.99 
Ivanhoe.£16.99 
Jack Nicklaus Golf.£16.99 
Joan of Arc.£6.99 
Jumping Jackson.£16.99 
Keef the Thief.£16.99 
Kennedy Approach.£16.99 
Kenny Dalglish Soccer Match .£13.99 
Kick Off.£13.99 
Kick Off Extra Time Add On...£6.99 
Knightforce.£16.99 
Lazer Squad.£13.99 
Leaderboard Collection ....£16.99 

L.E.D. Storm.£9.99 
Lombard R.A.C. Rally.£16.99 
Lords of the Rising Sun.£19.99 
Lost Patrol.£16.99 
Marble Madness.£6.99 
Mazemania.£13.99 
Microprose Soccer.£16.99 
Midwinter.£16.99 
Millenium 2.2.£16.99 
Moonwalker.£16.99 
Muscle Cars (Test Drive 
2 Add-on).£8.50 
Never Mind.£13.99 
New Zealand Story.£16.99 
North and South.£16.99 
Oil Imperium.£16.99 
Operation Thunderbolt.£16.99 
Outrun.£6.99 
Overlander.£13.99 
Paperboy..£13.99 

STAFFORD, 

TEL: 0785 41899 

Paul Gascoigne Super 
Soccer.£16.99 
Phobia.£9.99 
Pinball Magic.£16.99 
Pipemania.£16.99 
Pirates.£16.99 
Populous.£16.99 
Populous New Worlds.£6.99 
Powerdrift.£16.99 
Pro Tennis Tour.£16.99 
Rainbow Island.£16.99 
Realm of the Trolls.£6.99 
Renaissance.£13.99 
Rick Dangerous.£16.99 
Roadwars.£6.99 
Robocop.£16.99 
Rocket Ranger.£19.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.£13.99 

SAS Combat Sim.£4.99 
Scapeghost.£13.99 
Scrambled Spirits.£13.99 
Shadow of the Beast.£24.99 
Shinobi.£13.99 

Shoot 'em up 
Construction Kit.£19.99 
Soldier of Light.£6.99 
Space Ace.£29.99 
Space Harrier 1 or 2.£13.99 
Space Rogue.£16.99 
Starglider 2.£16.99 
Starwars Trilogy.£16.99 
Street Fighter.£6.99 
Strider.£13.99 
Stunt Car.£16.99 
Super Cars.£13.99 
Super Wonder Boy.£16.99 
Sword of Sodan.£16.99 
Swords of Twilight.£16.99 
T.V. Sports Basketball.£19.99 
T.V. Sports Football.£19.99 
Test Drive 2.£16.99 
Three Stooges.£9.99 
Times of Lore.£16.99 
Toobin.£13.99 
Tower of Babel.£16.99 
Tracksuit Manager.£13.99 
Turbo Outrun.£16.99 
Ultimate Darts - John Lowe .£13.99 
Ultimate Golf - Greg Norman .£16.99 
The Untouchables.£16.99 
Vigilante.£9.99 
Vulcan.£13.99 
War in Middle Earth.£13.99 
Warlocks Quest.£4.99 
Wayne Gretzky Hockey.£16.99 
Waterloo.£16.99 
Wild Streets.£16.99 
Windwalker.£19.99 
World Class Leaderboard ....£6.99 
X Out.£16.99 
Xenomorph.£16.99 
Xenon 2 Megablast.£16.99 

SOFTWARE CITY 
3 LITCHFIELD PASSAGE, 

WOLVERAMPTON, 

TEL: 0902 25304 

SIXTEEN BIT 
COMPILATIONS 

MAGNUM FOUR 
Operation Wolf, Afterburner, 
Double Dragon & Batman the 

Caped Crusader 
£19.99 

THRILLTIME PLATIGNUM VOL 2. 
Ikari Warriors, Buggy Boy, 

Bombjack, Space Harrier, Live 
and Let Die, Thundercats, Beyoncj 

the Ice Palace and Battleships 
£16.99 

LIGHT FORCE 
R-Type, I.K.+, Voyager & Batman 

the Caped Crusader 
£16.99 

WINNERS 
Thunderblade, L.E.D. Storm, 
Blasteroids & Imp Mission 2 

£19.99 

GIANTS 
Gauntlet 2, Rolling Thunder, 1943 

& Outrun 
£19.99 

THE STORY SO FAR VOL 1 
Ikari Warriors, Buggy Boy, Beyond 

the Ice Palace & Battleships 
ST £13.99 AG £13.99 

THE STORY SO FAR VOL 3 
Space Harrier, Live and Let Die, 

Bombjack & Thundercats 
ST £13.99 AG £13.99 

PRECIOUS METAL 
Captain Blood, Xenon, Arkanoid 
2 (ST only),SuperHang On (AG 

only), Crazy Cars 
ST £13.99 AG £16.99 

3.5" DS/DD.1.£0.79 
with labels.10.£6.99 
.25.£16.99 
Mouse Mats.£2.99 
Mouse Cover.£4.99 
ST & AG Extension leads.£5.99 
Amiga V2 Meg Expansion...£79.001 
Amiga V2 Meg + Clock.£89.0c| 



GAMEBUSTERS 

AUSTERLITZ 
This superb wargame may just be 

giving novices a few problems, so 

take some advice from a veteran: 

GENERAL HINTS 
1. Before you can get very far into the 

game you must understand the order¬ 

ing system. A handwritten order is dis¬ 

patched by a rider who takes it to the 

relevant corps commander while (hope¬ 

fully) avoiding the enemy and any rout¬ 

ing units. If received, orders are not 

carried out immediately - relevant com¬ 

manders must be informed and their 

units may be several miles from the 

HQ. You may never even know whether 

your orders have reached their destina¬ 

tion or if they have been misunder¬ 

stood down the chain of command. 

2. It is a good idea to ask for battle 

reports every 1/2 hour or so, espe¬ 

cially from units which are heavily 

engaged. The corps commander will 

normally send a couple of messages 

with the rider who returns his combat 

reports, giving information concerning 

the status of his men. Even if the news 

seems irrelevant, you will learn more 

about how your troops are doing than if 

the corps commander only seldomly 

sends a report. 

3. Artillery is precious and should not 

be wasted. Royal Horse Artillery can 

move very fast - they can shell one tar¬ 

get and abruptly change location to 

shell another. Move your artillery to 

high ground as soon as possible where 

it has a clear field of fire all around and 

is difficult to dislodge. 

4. Do not try ordering units which are 

disordered or routing because they will 

ignore you. Routing units usually retreat 

away from the enemy, but are in dan¬ 

ger of blundering into deadly artillery 

fire. Beware if they pass near your HQ 

because several important riders may 

be caught up in the rush and killed. 

Routes are worse than disorders and 

routing units may finally become disor¬ 

dered before they rally and can be 

ordered again. Keep a unit out of battle 

for a while when it rallies and when 

engaged, ensure allied units are ready 

to give support if necessary. 

5. Surround stubborn enemy units 

instead of assaulting them head-on. 

This will ensure that no messages 

leave or reach the unit and it is com¬ 

pletely isolated making it easier to 

destroy. 

6. It is possible for ‘Blitzkrieg’ tactics 

to succeed. Your cavalry, while being 

supported by horse artillery, can pene¬ 

trate the enemy lines. When the enemy 

is sufficiently weakened, he can be 

routed by the slower moving infantry 

and foot artillery units. 

HINTS FOR GENERALS: 
NAPOLEON 

1. Davout's corps are several miles 

from the H.Q. and your riders will take 

time to reach him. He, with Merle, Fery 

and Margaron, are in danger of being 

cut off from the rest of the army. Order 

these corps as soon as possible or 

they will form a defense line and retreat 

if they can't hold ground. 

2. Trielhard’s divisions can form a rear¬ 

guard to replace lost or routing units. 

At the end of the day, they can be used 

to charge the enemy off the field when 

he’s weak. 

3. Reinforce Lannes as he prepares to 

repel the attacks of Bagration, two 

miles to the east. He is heavily outnum¬ 

bered with his 16 units facing 

Bagration’s 24 and although an offen¬ 

sive line will need more men, he can 

defeat Bagration with minimal casual¬ 

ties when defending, especially on 

rough ground. 

4. Girschkowitz, Puntowitz and 

Schlapanitz (are you taking the pitz? - 

ed) are usually the scenes of fierce bat¬ 

tles so try to hold them if you can. Your 

troops can later regroup here. 

Remember, the terrain favours a defen¬ 

sive stance. 

HINTS FOR GENERALS: 
ALEXANDER 

1. The Austrian militia under 

Kollerwrath are poor quality and can be 

relied on to rout very easily. However, 

they are good cannon fodder and can 

be sacrificed to off artillery fire while 

your crack troops attack the enemy 

elsewhere. 

2. Bagration is in a prime position to 

attack the northern French flank and if 

he advances fast enough (by smashing 

Lannes’ corps) he can be a serious 

threat to the enemy HQ. Napoleon may 

even have to move the HQ further from 

his troops and waste valuable time rein¬ 

forcing Lannes troops. 

3. You have enough forces to split the 

French army in half, possibly at 

Kobelnitz. If this is achieved, communi¬ 

cations will be cut because all the rid¬ 

ers trying to barge through your troops 

will be killed. Napoleon must now either 

send his riders on a long detour or try 

to break through your troops, both of 

which will be costly and time consum¬ 

ing. During this period the French com¬ 

manders will use their own initiative and 

(hopefully) launch unsuccessful and 

uncoordinated attacks. It’s doubtful the 

French can recover the position and 

victory should be complete. 

Stuart Hardy 
Sheffield 

NINJA 
WARRIORS 
Try out these handy 

martial arts cheats. 

Put CAPS LOCK on and then type 

the cheat you require and then 

turn CAPS LOCK off. 

THE TERMINATOR - Ninja body 

parts explode when you die. 

MONTY PYTHON - Enemies 

walk on backwards. 

SKIPPY - Enemies bounce. 

A SMALL STEP FOR A MAN - 
Moon gravity. Jumping baddies 

jump right off the screen. 

STEVE AUSTIN - Pressing S 

during play toggles slow motion 

on and off. 

All of the above cheats can be 

combined and run together if you 

are feeling in a really silly mood! 

Dan Marchant 

TREASURE 
ISLAND 
DIZZY 
Here are some objects 

and where to use them. 

Chest: below cliff 

Snorkel: in water 

Gravedigger spade: in the grave, 

which is on Island 2 

Magic stone: Totem pole, which 

is also found on Island 2 

Detonator and dynamite: in the 

mine which is on Island 1 

Axe and bible: bridge on island 1 

Pogo stick: pogo place on ship 

Sack of gold coins: shop 
Fire-proof suit: in the smuggler's 

cave on Island 2 

Brandy: shop 

Gold egg: shop 

Brass key: smuggler’s cave 

Crowbar: rock in water. 

Ian Whitaker 
Buxton 
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UNIT 1 DRAKE HOUSE 
160 DRAKE STREET 
ROCHDALE, LANCS 

0L16 IPX 
TEL: 0706 43519 

* A500 BAT PACK * 
A500, TV Modulator, Deluxe Paint II. Interceptor. 

Zealand Story, & Batman - The Movie 
New 

£ * * * * 

A500 BAT PACK + 
This Pack as above 
Plus Ten Star Pack. 

1: Amegas, 2: Art of Chess, 3: Barbarian, 4: Buggy Boy , 
5: Ikari Warriors 6: Insanity Flight, 7: Mercenary Comp, 

8: Terrorpods, 9: Thundercats, 10: Wizball. 

fLSo 2 

COMMODORE 1084 g§§§o®® 
PHILIPS CM 8833 ! @§4®n®® 

All Monitors Include Leads! 

~ Class ^ 

90 S % 

Now in stock^i 

Class 

of 90 s 

Now in stock 
Only £515 

monitor" pack? 
Buy any pack & we will 
offer a Philips CM8833 
FOR ONLY £335 inc lead 

Universal Monitor 

Stands 

Only SlLtB.edS 

PRINTERS 

STAR LC 10 MONO 
STAR LC 10 COL. 

£159.00 
£199.00 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
ALL MAKES AVAILABLE, LOW PRICE 

EG: STAR LC-10 MONO £4.49. 

ALL OUR PRINTER PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF LEADS 

N.E.C. 1 Meg 3.5" EXT DRIVE, Low Power, Throughport, Slimline, Only £79.95 

MARCONI * RB2 - TRACKER BALL - ONLY £49.95 

Naksha Mouse Upgrade version - £38.00 

TARGET RAM EXPANSION WITH CLOCK - ONLY £64.95 

ACCESS 

VISA 

& 
STYLE 

WELCOME 

Please note, all our prices include VAT & Courier Delivery. 
All hardware items despatched within 24 hrs, dependent on availability & cheque clearance, 

prices subject to change without prior notice at any time. Personal callers welcome. 
We are open from 09.00-17.30 Monday to Sat., Late night closing Friday 20.00. E & OE. 

RAMSOFTS BOOK SHOP 
******************* 

Amiga DOS Quick Reference (Abacus). 
Motorola 68000 Programmers Ref Man (Motorola). 
1001 Things To Do With Your Amiga (Tab) PLEASE CALL. 
Amiga for Beginners (Abacus). 
Kickstart Guide to the Amiga (Ariadne). 
Kids and the Amiga (Compute!). 
Elementary Amiga BASIC (Compute!) (D). 
Amiga Machine Language (Abacus) (D). 
Amiga Programmers Guide (Compute!). 
Amiga DOS Reference Guide (Compute!). 
Amiga Tricks and Tips (Abacus) (D). 
Inside Amiga Graphics (Compute!) (D). 
Amiga C for Beginners (Abacus) (D). 
Amiga Applications (Compute!) (D). 
First Book of the Amiga (Compute!) (D). 
Amiga DOS - Inside & Out (Abacus) (D). 
Advanced Amiga BASIC (Compute!) (D). 
Computer Viruses - A High Tech Disease (Abacus - NEW!). 
Amiga Users Guide to Graphics, Sound, Telecom (Bantam). 
Becoming an Amiga Artist (Scott-Foresman - NEW!). 
Amiga 3D Graphics Programming in BASIC (Abacus - NEW!) (D).. 
Amiga Machine Lang Programming Guide (Compute!) (D) CALL ... 
Using Deluxe Paint II (Compute!). 
Learning C - Graphics on Amiga & Atari ST (Compute!) (D). 
Amiga BASIC - Inside & Out (Abacus) (D). 
Amiga Microsoft BASIC Programmers Guide (Scott-Foresman). 
Inside the Amiga with C (Sams) Special Offer!. 
Amiga DOS Manual (Bantam). 
Programming the 68000 (Sybex). 
Amiga Disk Drives - Inside & Out (Abacus) (D). 
Programmers Guide to the Amiga (Sybex). 
Amiga Programmers Handbook (Sybex). 
Amiga Programmers Handbook, Vol 2 (Sybex). 
Amiga ROM Kernel Ref. Man.: Includes & Autodocs (A.W. NEW!).. 
Amiga C for Advanced Programmers (Abacus - NEW!). 
Amiga System Programmers Guide (Abacus) (D) CALL. 
Amiga Graphics Inside & Out (Abacus - NEW) (D). 

.£9.95 
< . .£9.95 
< .£9.95 
< . .£12.95 
<t . .£12.95 
«t . .£14.95 
< .. .£14.95 
< .£14.95 
c .£14.95 
ct .£14.95 
ct .£14.95 
cl .£14.95 
< .£14.95 
*t . .£14.95 
< . .£14.95 
t; .£16.95 
< . .£16.95 

.. .£16.95 
rj .£16.95 

.£16.95 
< .£17.95 
< .£18.95 
< . .£16.95 
< .. .£17.95 
it .£18.95 
cj .£18.95 
it .£14.95 

.£22.95 
it .£22.95 
4, .£24.95 
it .£24.95 
*t . .£24.95 
it .£24.95 
< . .£29.95 
< . .£29.95 
«v . .£29.95 
«=t _ .£29.95 

Books Marked (D) have a Disk Available, £9.95...Disk may be purchased separately. 

######## RAMSOFT EXTRAS ######## 

— NEW POSSO -150 CAP DISK BOXES NOW IN...ONLY £16.00 — 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 

Beast:- £24.99 **** Falcon Mission Disk:- £12.99 **** Promised Lands:- £6.99 
Space Ace:- £32.00 **** Photon Paint 2:- £26.00 **** Black Magic:- £9.99 

*** Please ring for price on other titles...All Prices are Inclusive of Postage. 

HU1 

r YUPPIES 
COMPUTER CLUB 

==iinii 

APB.£12.99 
Batman The Movie.£15.50 
Beach Volley.£15.50 
Blasteroids.£13.75 
Blood Money.£15.50 
Bloodwyck.£15.50 
Bomber.£20.50 
Bombuzal.£14.50 
California Games.£15.75 
Chase HQ.£15.49 
Continental Circus.£13.50 
Cybernoid 2.£12.00 
■&Day Of The Viper.£15.75 
Double Drason.£12.00 

^•F29 Retaliator.£15.85 
Falcon FI 6.£18.50 
Future Wars.£15.75 
Ghostbusters 2.£16.00 
Ghouls N Ghosts.£15.50 
Gunship.£13.50 
Hard Drivin'.£13.40 
Hores Of The Lance.£15.85 
Hunt For Red October.£13.50 
Int Karate +.£15.85 
Iron Lord.£15.99 
J. Nicklaus Golf.£14.75 
Kristal.£16.50 

Operation Wolf.£13. 
Peter Beardsley.£11 
Populus.£15. 
Powerdrift.£15 
Purple Saturn Day.£12 
^Rainbow Island.£14 
Red Heat.£13 
Robocop.£13 
Runnins Man.£10 
RVF Honda.£13 
Shoot Em Up Const Kit ....£18 
Space Ace.£28 
Stunt Car Racer.£14 

Double Drason 2..£12.50 Maqnum 4.£15.50 Test Drive 2 The Duel.£20 

l;UerNewyork ko.* to** ***,.£13 
Elite.£14.50 
FI6 Combat Pilot.£15.75 

Netherworld.£16.50 
Operation Thunderbolt ...£16.00 

Untouchables.£15 
Waterloo.£15 

00 
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90 

Please add £1 00 P&P Jor each game purchased and send Cheques/Postal Orders to: 

YUPPIES COMPUTER CLUB 
81 Thurmond Crescent, Stanmore, Winchester, Hampshire, SQ22 4DH. A 
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GAMEBUSTERS 

STORMLORD 
Handy hints and helpful tips. 

OAt the start of the game go 

left and over the statue. 

Avoid the bouncing ball by 

moving as close to the volcano as you 

can and be ready to pass over it as the 

ball goes up. Once through, collect the 

key and be ready to blast the enemy 

wizard who appears in front of you. Go 

back through the volcano and over the 

statue, then on to the skull and finally 

on to the tall stone. 

Avoid the blue caterpillars by 

jumping on to the top ledge first and 

then down on to the middle ledge and 

finally to ground level blasting any you 

see as you go. Move towards the oak 

door which will disappear, and then 

hop up on to the teleport stone. The 

eagle will carry you left and to the first 

fairy. Waste no time and as soon as 

she is free get back on the teleport 

and the eagle will take you back 

(remember, you only have a limited 

amount of time to complete your task). ©When the eagle returns you, 

go left and collect the pot of 

honey. Go back right again, 

avoiding the teleport stone at this 

stage, and jump on to the little ledges. 

Be careful however as these have a 

tendency to crumble from underneath 

you dropping you in to the venus fly 

traps. Once over, continue on above 

the bees and exchange the honey pot 

for the key. Don’t hang about though 

as the bees waste no time getting 

there, so be ready to jump up immedi¬ 

ately. You can now go down and free 

the second fairy. ©Continue right, over the bees 

and be ready to blast the 

green goblin coming toward 

you. Jump up and over the white 

daisies and prepare to do battle with 

the falling eggs. These hatch into flying 

demons and they are nasty pieces of 

work so try to blast the eggs as soon 

as possible, even while they’re still 

falling. Remember to keep on the 

move at all times. Once through the 

egg bombardment another green gob¬ 

lin confronts you so be ready to blast 

him. Continue on, avoiding the bounc¬ 

ing ball as described earlier, and open 

the oak door freeing the elusive fairy 

number three. ODo not go on to the teleport 

in front yet, but go back in 

the direction you just came. 

You will re-engage the egg-demons so 

be prepared. Once through them, jump 

back over the white daisies but watch 

out for the green goblin. When he turns 

his back on you get ready to blast 

(note: he does not go beyond the 

daisies so you are safe behind them). 

Once he is out of the way, continue left 

back over the bees and over the little 

ledges (this is when they are especially 

likely to crumble!). Before you go on 

the teleport stone continue left, jump 

up and get the blue brolly which will 

protect you from the acid rain. Go back 

right and on to the teleport stone and 

the eagle will carry you right. 

When he drops you, jump over the 

tall stone and the teleport stone and 

you will arrive at a set of volcanoes. 

Ignore the blue acid rain drops as you 

are protected by the brolly. 

Concentrate on the bouncing balls only 

and as soon as you’re through you are 

attacked by a group of flying dragons, 

so be ready to blast as they come at 

you fast and furiously - jumping as well 

as blasting helps a great deal as they 

swoop down on you. Others come 

along at ground level which may be 

avoided by the jumping. Once through, 

an enemy wizard will confront you so 

be ready for him. Once he is out of the 

way continue right, jump up and pop - 

fairy number four is freed. ©As soon as the fourth fairy is 

set free the flying dragons 

attack again, so blast them 

as you make your way back. Continue 

on to the volcanoes, through them and 

to the teleport stone. The eagle 

swoops down and carries you back 

left. Once you are dropped, waste no 

time and go back right. Once again, go 

over the small ledges and past the 

bees. Destroy the green goblin coming 

towards you and continue on. Jump 

over the daisies and do battle with the 

egg demons. 

Once through, blast the other 

green goblin you encounter, avoid the 

bouncing ball and go on to the teleport 

stone in the little cove to your right. 

Here the eagle takes you on a one way 

trip. This is the last fairy to be rescued 

on this level and there is no teleport 

stone to take you back. Should you for 

some reason not have released any of 

the other four fairies then your quest 

on this level is over and you have, I’m 

afraid, failed in your task. 

When the eagle drops you, go for¬ 

ward - destroying the enemy wizard 

that confronts you. Continue on and 

jump on to the ledges. Get the pot of 

honey and go back left. Here you’re 

confronted by another enemy wizard. 

Blast him then jump and swap the 

honey for the blue brolly above you. 

Immediately the bees surround the 

honey pot and you will find they are 

buzzing a little too low to get past. Go 

back right so they are off the screen 

and when you return they should have 

moved up making your passage past 

easier. Unfortunately, this causes 

another enemy wizard to appear but he 

is easily dealt with. 

Continue left, jump up and get the 

key leaving the brolly. By this time 

another enemy wizard will have 

appeared so be ready as he wastes no 

time firing at you. Once destroyed, go 

right and presto! Yes, yet another 

enemy wizard on the scene. Dispose of 

him too and continue on. Avoid the 

bouncing ball and don’t swap the key 

for the blue brolly as you pass over it. 

Once on the top ledge, whatever you 

do, don’t jump over and open the oak 

door ahead of you, because this is a 

trap and if you do you’ll waste your last 

key. Drop down instead and a green 

goblin greets you, continue and fairy 

number five awaits. Level one is now 

complete and all five fairies released. 

Richard Cayior 
Brentwood 

DRAKKHEN 
Here come tips from the programmers themselves... 

When you find yourself outside, it 

is still possible to escape from a 

monster. It is very easy but you 

must be quick. The method is as 

follows: when the monster 

appears, press the RETURN key, 

you will automatically do a half 

turn, then take advantage of this 

and run away... beware, if you 

stay in the same place the mon¬ 

ster will return. This trick is very 

useful, especially when you're not 

feeling 100% on form. 

To help guide you in the exte¬ 

rior world (outside dungeons), 

note that the sun rises in the east 

and, of course, sets in the west. 

Following a disaster, the moon 

can be found in the south. The 

moon will not move. Another way 

of guidance is observing the 

shape of the mountains. For this 

method it is best if you draw a 

small plan to help guide you when 

you move. 

Beware! Certain monsters are 

poisonous, for example, certain 

spiders, snakes and maybe even 

the scorpions. If you have been 

stung by their poison you will not 

die by the sting, but your life 

points will decrease rapidly until 

you are dead. After each fight you 

must check the fitness of your 

character. If you see the word ‘poi¬ 

soned’, drink the flask (if you have 

it). If not, you must look for it 

immediately. You can also escape 

this stinging situation by using the 

healing powers of the group. 

When you are with Hordtkhen, 

the dragon prince of the first dun¬ 

geon you encounter, go immedi¬ 

ately to the sister Hordtkha who 

can be found immediately due 

south. With a little luck you will find 

the temple. It is the magic place 

where you can recuperate and 

recover lost life points. 

Again with our friend 

Hordtkhen, to de-activate the field 

of magnetic forces, all you need 

to do is press the button which 

can be found under the triangle 

with the point on top. Then you 

can take the path to the left - be 

careful not to be too aggressive 

and you will find information. The 

door which you will see to the left 

of you is the door for the kitchens 

and the cellars. Take a torch from 

the kitchen, if you have the inten¬ 

tion of going down to the cellars 

however, be careful. The door is 

locked with a key that be found 

somewhere in the dungeon. And 

be extra careful because a snake 

lurks in the kitchen and the cellars 

and it's poisonous. 

When you are with Hordtkhen, 

you can enter the armoury (the 

right hand door at the entrance), 

but only at night because the 

guards are sleeping. Once inside 

you can help yourself to the arms 

that are there (these take the form 

of swords and shields). 

If your magician has enough 

experience points you are going to 

benefit from quickly made spells. 

You can for example use magic to 

quickly explore an unfamiliar dun¬ 

geon. It is dangerous and unnec¬ 

essary to send all your troops to 

explore. For this type of situation 

the invisible spell is also useful. 

Using all this you will be well pre¬ 

pared for the dangers. 

Do not attack everyone you 

meet. You will follow many paths 

and meet many strangers who are 

a vital source of information. 

Saving a situation can only be car¬ 

ried out if your characters have 

come to a stop. 
Drakkhen Programmers 
Courtesy of Infogrames, 

France 
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GAMEBUSTERS 

FUTURE WARS: 
TIME TRAVELLERS 
Palace’s great arcade adventure has some tricky 

problems buried in it, so here’s the complete solu¬ 

tion. The best way to use this guide is to find the bit 

you’re stuck on, read a clue and then close the mag 

until you’re completely flummoxed on another bit. 

Take bucket. Examine buttons. Operate 

red button. Operate window. Go north 

through window. Go wastebasket. Take 

plastic bag. Go top right corner of car¬ 

pet. Operate carpet and take key. Go 

washroom. Operate cupboard door. 

Take insecticide. Go toilet door. 

Operate door. Take red flag. Go sink. 

Use bucket on sink. Go north door. Use 

bucket on door. Go east door. Operate 

door. Go east when door opens. 

Use key on second bottom cup¬ 

board door from left. Examine type¬ 

writer - 40315. Go desk. Operate 

drawer. Take paper. Examine map. Use 

flag in hole in centre of map. SAVE 

game at this point. 

Exit east. Examine keypad. 

Operate keypad - punch in each num¬ 

ber (40315) before ceiling descends. 

Go north then east. Examine photo¬ 

copier. Use paper on opening. Operate 

green button. Operate red button. Take 

documents and move quickly to pool of 

light to make use of the teleport. 

Walking only on the green, go to 

mosquitoes (don’t get too close). Use 

insecticide on mosquitoes. Go west. 

Look for glint of light. Examine glint. 

Take pendant. Go west. Go to foot of 

tree on left. Examine base of tree. Take 

rope. Use rope on right hand branch of 

tree. Wait until man comes to swim. 

Take tunic and slacks. Exit west. 

Approach guard. Use pendant on 

guard. Go north and exit west behind 

castle. Go to base of large tree. 

Operate tree. Examine ground. Take 

coin. Exit east. Go thatched building. 

Operate door and enter. Use coin on 

innkeeper. Listen to gossip. Leave pub. 

Go guard. Use pendant on guard. Exit 

west into castle. After talk with Torin 

exit east. Take lance from sleeping 

guard. Go north and exit west behind 

castle. Go tree and operate lance on 

habit. Return to lake. Use plastic bag 

on lake. Quickly go west, south, centre 

bridge and use bag on wolf. Go door. 

Operate door. 

Follow monks clockwise round 

room always. Go west door. Operate 

door. Enter and go to monk. Go hall. 

Go east door. Operate door. Enter and 

talk to monk. Go hall. Return west 

room. Take cup. Go north room. Use 

cup on barrel to right of ladder on sec¬ 

ond tier. Return to east room. Examine 

Father Superior when asleep. Take 

device. Use device on cupboard to 

right. Take card. Return to wine cellar. 

Use device on barrel at top of ladder. 

Exit north. Examine the base of the 

glass case to find the gas canister. Use 

the card on the console. 

In ruins. Examine rubble bottom 

right to find blowtorch. Exit middle 

east. Go east bottom of screen. Go 

west to white rubble. Examine white 

rubble. Take fuses. Operate rubble in 

centre. Operate manhole cover. Go 

down. Go east until you find the tap on 

wall. Use blowtorch on tap. Go south 

and west, continue until you see crea¬ 

ture attacking woman and child. Use 

blowtorch on creature. Exit up. Go 

doors. Use lance on camera. Enter. 

Examine coin return of newspaper 

machine. Take coin. Use coin on 

money slot. Examine coin return. Use 

coin on money slot. Take paper. Enter 

train. Off train go south, down stairs. 

Use fuses on fuses at base of stairs on 

left. Go up to stand behind inspector. 

When hostess makes-up, exit through 

arrows up elevator. 

In cell. Use key on airduct. Use 

gas on airduct. Quickly use newspaper 

on airduct. Exit east (don’t panic, all is 

well!). In cave, go girl. Take gun. Follow 

girl. SAVE game. The next sequence is 

an arcade game in which you have to 

kill all Crughons - concentrating on the 

red squares first. Shoot leader on plat¬ 

form when he enters the second time. 

Examine girl three times to get invisibil¬ 

ity pill and pendant. Use pendant on 

girl. Examine Crughon body. Take card. 

Up ramp to enter ship. Use card on 

Card Reader. Go case. Operate case. 

Take garment. Use garment on cam¬ 

era. Go case to lie down. SAVE game. 

Operate case. When land base go to 

left/right of door. Use pill on hero when 

door starts to open. Quickly exit and 

hide behind boxes at front of screen. 

Operate box on left and climb in. The 

six minute countdown starts when exit 

north through door. 

Go right. Descend second ladder 

down. Go right. Descend second lad¬ 

der down. Go right. Descend first lad¬ 

der down. Go left. Descend first ladder 

down. Go right. Descend first ladder 

down. Go right. Descend first ladder 

down. Go left. Descend first ladder 

down. Go left. Descend first ladder 

down. Go left past symbol. Descend 

first ladder down. Go left, descend first 

ladder. Go right, descend first ladder. 

Go right, descend first ladder. Go right 

and up first ladder. Go right and up first 

ladder. Go right and up first ladder. Go 

right and up first ladder. Go right and 

up first ladder. Go right and down first 

ladder. Go right and down first ladder. 

Go right and down first ladder. Go left 

and down first ladder. Go left and down 

first ladder. Go left and down first lad¬ 

der. Go right and down first ladder. Go 

left. Keep going, and down first ladder. 

Go right to computer room. Enter. 

Use card on console on left (you 

should now have about 2 mins 30 secs 

left). Quickly exit room and go left and 

up first ladder. Go right up first ladder. 

Go left up first ladder. Go right up first 

ladder. Go right up first ladder. Go 

right up first ladder. Go left up first lad¬ 

der. Go left up first ladder. Go left down 

first ladder. Go left down first ladder. 

Go left down first ladder. Go left down 

first ladder. Go left down first ladder. 

Go left up first ladder. Go left up 

first ladder. Go left up first ladder. Go 

right up first ladder. Go right past sym¬ 

bol up first ladder. Go right up first lad¬ 

der. Go left to exit... 

Happy ending (unless you do just 

happen to be a dinosaur). 

Brian Burke 
Nottingham 
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COLOUR PRUVTOUftl 

Now you can have your Deluxe Paint and 
Photon Paint pictures printed out in full 

colour on our Xerox 4020 printer. 
Small 5 " x 8 "£1.50 
Large 8 "x 11" £3.50 

Post and Packing £1.50 
Larger prints, up to 10 feet square, and overhead 

transparencies are also available, prices on application. 

Red Computers, P.O Box 222, 
Taunton, Somerset TAl 1LG 

Phones 0823 276768. 

E3 TEL: 0983 79496 B 
ACCOUNTS 
Arena Integrated Acc. 1MB. .129.95 
Cashbook Controller.39.79 
Cashbook Combination.59.80 
Desk Top Budget.34.96 
Home Accounts.23.92 
Panmead Modules.39.79 
Personal Tax Planner.34.96 
Personal Accounts Plus.29.90 
Small Bus. Acc. Cash 1 MB.54.97 
Small Bus. Acc. Xtra 1MB.89.93 
BOOKS 
Please Call 
COMMUNICATIONS 
A Talk 3.64.86 
BBS PC.88.78 
K Comm 2.24.84 
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
Design 3D 1MB.57.96 
Draw 2000 1MB.149.96 
Professional Draw 1MB.99.82 
X Cad Designer 1MB.79.81 
X Cad Professional 1 5MB 339.94 
DATABASE MANAGERS 
Acquisition.159.85 
Data Retrieve Pro 1MB.179.86 
Mailshot Plus.37.95 
Microfiche Filer Plus.117.76 
Microfiche Filer.49.91 
Prodata.57 96 
Race Horse Form Master.39.79 
Superbase Personal.39.79 
Superbase Personal 2 1MB .62.79 
Superbase Professional 1 MB 159.85 
Who What When Where.29.90 
DESKTOP PUBLISHERS 
Pagesetter 2 1 MB.74.98 
Pagestream 1MB.129.95 
Professional Page 1.5MB.179.86 
EDUCATION 
My Paint.34.96 
EDITORS 
CygnusEd Professional.59.80 
GRAPHICS 
Animagic Effects 1MB.54.97 
C Light.39.79 
Comic Setter 1 MB.39.79 
Deluxe Art Parts Volume 1.9.89 
Deluxe Paint 3 1MB.57.96 
Deluxe Video 3. 54.97 
Digi Paint 3.52.90 
Elan Performer.44.85 
Impact Presentations.49.91 

Lights, Camera. Action. ...47.84 
Movie Setter.51.98 
Photon Paint 2 1MB.57.96 
Pixmate.38.87 
Professional Draw Clip Art.44.85 
Sculpt 3D XL.99.82 
Sulpt 4D Professional 1MB . .329.82 
Sculpt Animate 4D Junior.79.81 
The Director.39.79 
Turbo Silver.99.82 
Zoetrope 1MB.79.81 
HARDWARE 
1.3 Kickstart ROM for A500.64.86 
1 MB Mini Max A500 RAM 199.87 
3.5” NEC Drive Switch/Port.68.77 
512K A500 RAM Clock/Switch.79.81 
A Max Mac Emulator No ROMs 109.94 
A4 Flat Bed Scanner.459.77 
A590 20MB Hard Disk Drive . 379.96 
AMAS Sampler & Interface.77.74 
Casio MT 240 MIDI Keyboard 129.95 
Digi View Gold 4.119.83 
MIDI Master Interface.34.96 
Minigen Genlock.99.82 
RAM's 256x4 CMOS (4=512K) 11.96 
Vidi Amiga PAL Digitiser.99.82 
PACKAGES 
Appetizer.29.90 
Graphics Starter Kit.54.iT 
Home Office Kit.109.94 
Publishers Choice.68.77 
Starter Kit.59.80 
The Works Platinum.134.78 
PROGRAMMING 
ArgAsm.Query 
Devpac 2.42.78 
Hisoft Basic Compiler.57.96 
Lattice C 5.169.97 
Modula 2 Developers.109.94 
SOUND 
Deluxe Music Constr. Set.52.90 

Instant Music 22.77 
Music Modules Starter Kit.37.95 
Music X (UK Ver).179.86 
Sonix.39.79 
Studio Magic.49.91 

SPREADSHEETS 
Advantage.Query 
DGCalc.31 97 
Superplan 1MB.67.85 

UTILITIES 
AmigaDOS Toolbox.39.79 
Amikit For Beginners.29.90 
ARexx Macro Interpreter.34.96 
Award Maker Plus.34.96 
B A D. Disk Optimiser.31.97 
BBC Emulator.34.96 
Calligrapher.64.86 
Disk Master Housekeeper.37.95 
DOS 2 DOS File Transfer.29.90 
Enhancer 1.3 S/W Upgrade.14.72 
Face 2 .23.92 
Gomf 3 Guru Interceptor.29.90 
MAC 2 DOS .59.80 
Masterpiece Fonts.129.95 
Mavis Beacon Typing.27.83 
Project D Backup/Editor.31.97 
Superback 2.39.79 
Virus Infection Protection.34.96 
WordPerfect Library.88.09 
X Copy 2 Backup/Editor.17.94 
Your Family Tree Genealogy .. .34.96 

WORDPROCESSORS 
Kindwords 2.35.88 
Outline.29.90 
PenPal.109.94 
Protext.64.86 
Scribble (Platinum).41.86 
Transcript.32.89 
WordPerfect.164.91 

Richard Howe & Angela Hammett 
Applied Research Kernel 

Corve Farmhouse, Chale Green, Ventnor, P038 2LA, U.K. 

POST UK Zero. Europe £4/1000grams. World £10/1000grams. 
CHEQUES London Sterling payable to A.R.K. please 
EXPORT & BFPO Remove U.K. V.A.T. (=price/1.15) 

PHONE Monday to Saturday 9.30am to 6.30pm 
V.A.T. Prices include U.K. V.A.T. at 15% 

DESPATCH Usually within 48 hours 
PRICES Are subject to change 

SOFTMACHINE 
AMIGA HARDWARE SOFTWARE 

A500 BAT PACK 
Amiga 500 (1.3 ROM) 

Mouse + P.S.U. 
Modulator -t- Leads 

Workbench 1.3 
Basic 1.3 + Extras 

The Very First Tutorial 
Introduction to the A500 

WB1.3 Supplement 
Amiga Basic 

Batman, Interceptor 
New Zealand Story 

Deluxe Paint II 
£374.99 

A500 BATPACK + 
Pack 1 plus the following: 

Ikari Warriors + Insanity Fight 
Mercenary 1 + Art of Chess 
Terrorpods + Thundercats 

Barbarian + Buggy Boy 
Amegas + Wizball + Photon 

Paint II 
£394.99 

SOFTMACHINE STARTER PACK 
Mouse Mat 

Mouse Bracket 
10 TDK MF2DD Disks 

80 Capacity Disk Storage Box 
3.5" Head Cleaner 
A500 Dust Cover 

ONLY £25* 
‘When purchased with any Amiga 
computer...Offer limited to 1 starter 

pack per Amiga purchased! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 
V.A.T. AND DELIVERY 

(U.K. ONLY) 

Courier/Overseas 
rates on request 

See our Advertisement 
in Last or Next Month's 
Amiga Format for 
Business/Productivity 
Software 

AMIGA B2000 
SYSTEM BUNDLES 
Latest revision B2000's 

available in PC-XT/AT and 
20Mb/40Mb 

Hard Drive configurations 

RAM EXPANSIONS 
0.5Mb complete with dock + 

switch £74.99 
Minimax/Minimax Plus 
2Mb populated to 1Mb 

complete with dock + switch 
from £196.99 

Woro Processing 

Amiga 500 + A1084S.£594.99 
A590 20Mb Hard Drive .... £374.99 
A501 RamExp/Clock.£94.99 
A520 Modulator.£24.99 

MPS1230 Printer.£144.99 
A1084 Colour Monitor.£224.99 
A1900M Mono Monitor.£99.99 
A1010 Disk Drive.£91.99 
A1352 Mouse.£33.99 

A2000 .P.O.A. 
A2000 + A1084 .P.O A 
A2024 HiRes Mono Monitor P.O.A. 
A2010 Internal Drive.P.O.A. 
A2090 20Mb Hard Drive.P.O.A. 
A2093 20Mb A/boot Drive .. P.O.A. 
A2095 40Mb A/boot Drive ..P.O.A. 
A2092 20Mb MS-DOS Drive P.O.A. 
A2088 PC-XT Bridgeboard.. P.O.A. 
A2286 PC-AT Bridgeboard..P.O.A. 
A2058 Ram Expansion.P.O.A. 
A2620 68020/68881 .P.O.A. 
A2621 Unix Card.P.O.A. 
A2300 Genlock.P.O.A. 
A2350 Prof Video Adaptor.. P.O.A. 
A2032 PAL Comp Vid Card , P.O.A. 

Excellence. 
Kind Words 2. 
Protext.. 
Protext Filer. 
Protext Office. 
Pro Write 2.5. 
Transcript. 
Word Perfect. 
Scribble Platinum.. 

Databases 

Spreadsheets 

Utilities 

..£136.95 
£35.50 
£69.95 

...£1875 
£24.95 

....£70 60 
. £32 50 
£177.40 
£41.40 

Acquisition 1.3.£192.80 
K-Data.£35.50 
Microfiche Filer.£62.95 
Microfiche Filer Plus.£123.95 
Superbase Personal.£43.20 
Superbase Personal 2.£69.95 
Superbase Professional ...£170.55 

K-Spread 2.£43.20 
Maxiplan A500 .RING 
Maxiplan Plus.£133.55 
Superplan.£68.50 

[Ian G U AG ES/COM Pit EAS/Etc] 

APL 68000 .£99.95 
A-Rexx.£36.30 
Aztec C Developer.£137.15 
Aztec C Professional.£99.65 
Aztec C sed .£61.25 
Benchmark Modula 2.£132.50 
Benchmark C Libraries.£70.60 
Devpac 2.£43.60 
GFA Basic V3.£47.55 
Hisoft Basic.£57.35 
K-Seka Assembler.£35.50 
Lattice CV5.£174.75 

A-Max.£134.95 
A-Max with Roms.£249.95 
Amikit.£28.65 
Ashas Caligrafonts.£47.75 
B.A.D.£32.50 
B B C. Emulator.£39.95 
Butcher 2.£28.65 
CLImate.£32.50 
Cygnus Ed Professional ....£70.60 
Disk 2 Disk.£39.95 
Dos 2 Dos.£39.95 
Diskmaster.£39.95 
Enhancer (WB 1.3).£13.85 
Face II .£24.85 
Fancy 3D Fonts.£39.95 
Gomf V3.0.£28.65 
Grabbit.£24.85 
HiSoft Extend.£15.75 
Interchange.£39.95 
Interchange Objects 1 .£17.25 
I/change Mod V3D/FinF.£17.25 
I/change Mod V3D/Turbo ..£17.25 
Kara Fonts.£55.35 
K-Gadget.£21.95 
K-Roget.£35.50 
Lions Fonts.£47.75 
Mailshot Plus.£35.50 
Newsletter Fonts.£24.85 
Power windows V2.5.£55.35 
Project D.£32.50 
Quarterback.£47.75 
Studio Fonts.£24.85 
Superback.£41.95 
Text Ed Plus.£55.35 
The Calligrapher.£70.60 
Transformer.£26.35 
X-Copy V2.£16.90 

Desk Top Publishing 

City Desk.£83.20 
Pagesetter.RING 
Professional Page.£193.50 
Publishers Choice.£78.75 

I Home Office Kit.£116.65 I 

Please ring for prices/availability on any hardware/software/peripherals not listed. (Full price list on request) 

E3 
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All prices are inclusive of V.A.T. 

All prices subject to change without notice. All items subject to availability. E.& O.E. 

SOFTMACHINE 
Dept. AMF 4, 36 Guernsey Road, Sunderland SR4 9RR. Telephone: 091 385 7426 

1 CAO/Graphics/Animation | 
Animagic.£62.95 
Animate 3D .£97.35 
Animator/Images/Draw.£55.00 
'Architectural Design.£23.20 
C-Light...£39.95 
Comic setter.£39.95 
Comic Setter Clip Art.£17.25 
Deluxe Paint III.£60.50 
Deluxe Photolab.£53.15 
Deluxe Print II .£38.55 
Deluxe Productions.£104.35 
Deluxe Video III.£56.95 
Design 3D.£62.95 
Digi Paint 3.£55.35 
Digiworks.£78.75 
Draw 2000 .£172.95 
Fantavision.£32.30 
Forms in Flight 2.RING 
'Future Design.£23.20 
'Human Design.£23.20 
Icon Paint.£18.20 
Impact.£55.35 
'Interior Design.£23.20 
IntroCAD .£47.75 
Lights Camera Action!.£51.55 
'Microbot Design.£23.20 
Modeler 3D .£62.95 
Movie Setter.£39.95 
Page Flipper + F/X.£93.50 
Photon Paint 2.£60.95 

PIXmate. 
Professional Draw. 
Pro Video Plus. 
Sculpt 3D 

.£39.95 
£108.75 

...£193.50 

.£66.80 
Sculpt 4D. . £367.45 
Sculpt 4D Junior. ... £103.80 
The Director. .£47.75 
The Director's Toolkit ... .£28.65 
Turbo Silver. ... £108.75 
TV Show. .£70.60 
TV Text. .£70.60 
Video Effects 3D. ...£123.95 
Video Generic Master... .£55.35 
Video Titler. .£86.20 
Video Wipe Master. .£55.35 
Videoscape 3D. ...£123.95 
X-CAD Designer. .£89.75 
X-CAD Professional. ...£352.80 
Zoetrope. .£86.85 

'state Sculpt or Videoscape! 

Music 
A Drum. 
Audiomaster 2.... 
Deluxe Music. 
DrT's KCS. 
Dynamic Drums . 
Dynamic Studio .. 
Instant Music. 
Music X. 
Opus 1. 
Pro Midi Studio... 
Sonix. 

....£32.50 
. £62.95 

.... £53.15 
. £154.50 
....£47.75 
..£116.35 
....£20.25 
. £184.15 
.... £79.95 
.. £111.35 
....£51.55 

Sound Oasis. 
Studio Magic . 

... £62.95 
. £69.85 

Synthia. 
Track 24. 

...£74.70 

... £74.95 

1 Com MU HI CATIONS 

A Talk III. 
BBS PC 

...£70.60 
.. £93.50 

Ruby Comm. 
Ruby Comm Plus. 

..£54.65 
.RING 

[ Accounts I 

Arena Accounts.£140.95 
Desk Top Budget.£32.50 
Home Accounts.£21.95 
Personal Accounts Plus ....£24.95 
Small Business Accounts .... RING 
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YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
MORE SOFTWARE THAN YOU CAN HANDLE! 

MORE HARDWARE THAN YOU CAN USE! 

r 

% 

AMIGA 512K MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

Brings your Amiga up to 1 Meg in seconds. 
Enable/disable switch. Now you can run 
ALL software. 
Easy to fit - no technical knowledge 
needed. 
Reliable, fast, high quality chips on a 
robust through plated P.C.B. Do not 
confuse with cheaper, inferior products. 
DOES NOT INVALIDATE GUARANTEE. 

AMIGA EXTERNAL 3.5“ DISK DRIVE 
* LOW PROFILE UNIT. 
* TOP QUALITY DRIVE MECHANISM. FULLY 

COMPATIBLE. 
* ENABLE/DISABLE SWITCH. 
* THROUGH PORT ALLOWS DAISY-CHAINING OTHER 

DRIVES (AMIGA ONLY) 
* SUPERBLY STYLED CASE IN AMIGA COLOURS. 
* 1 MEG UNFORMATTED CAPACITY. 

WE STOCK MOST 

dAtel 
PRODUCTS 

ONLY .99 

ONLY £69.99 

ONLY £79.99 FOR VERSION 

WITH CLOCK/CALENPAR A 

1J ’ IGA A500 
'MAN PACK 

HALF PRICE 
R.R.P. 

A500.£399.99 
TV MODULATOR.24.99 
BATMAN (THE MOVIE).24.99 
NEWZEALAND STORY.24.99 
DELUXE PAINT II.49.99 
INTERCEPTOR.29.99 
TEN STAR PACK.229.50 
TOTAL R.R.P.£784.44 

LESS DISCOUNT.£384.45 

OUR PRICE.£399.99 
m *OR £15 MONTHLY 

WE HAVE 
EVERYTHING 
YOU COULD 
POSSIBLY 
NEED FOR 

YOUR 
COMMODORE 

CALLERS ONLY i 
10 BLANK 3.5" DSDD DISKS 

CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

in a LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX 
COMPLETE WITH LABELS (BOX HOLDS 40 DISKS) 

ONLY £9.99 
I WHEN YOU BRING THIS VOUCHER TO ANY OF OUR STORES. I ■ BUT HURRY STOCKS ARE LIMITED SO ONLY ONE VOUCHER a 

PER CUSTOMER SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
_ A FI VOUCHER VALID UNTIL 124/90 _ 

1 YEAR ON-SITE 1 

MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £10 EXTRA 

ON ANY PRINTER 

Licensed 
Credit 
Broker 

1 MEG AMIGA 
as above plus half meg upgrade, 
mouse, mat, mouse holder, lockable 
disk storage case, dust cover 
and 10 disks 

OUR PRICE 

♦(subject to 
status) Written 
details on re¬ 

quest. 

ONLY £499.99 

MAIL 
ORDER:- 
Carriage 
at Cost 

ORDER HOTLINE 
(MON to FRI) 

(0782)202269 
ADVICE HOTLINE (0782) 268620 
for FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE 

♦OR £19 MONTHLY 

STAR LC10 
Acclaimed "Best Buy" budget printer. 
Now massively under-priced at just 

£169.99 ♦OR £8 MONTHLY 

STAR LC10 Colour 
The perfect printer for every Amiga. 
Colour output from all the better art 
packages - or just slot in a black ribbon 
for word processing. Cheap to run 

too. Very affordable 

£229.99 ♦OR £9 MONTHLY 

STAR LC24 - 10 
24 Pin quality at a price you can afford. 
8 Fonts, 3 print variations, paper park¬ 
ing, 170 CPS draft, 57 CPS LQ 

£259.99 ♦OR £10 MONTHLY 

FREE Cable with every Printer 

STOKE-ON-TRENT 
11 Market Square Arcade, 

Hanley Stoke-on-Trent 
Manager: Wayne Tel: 0782 

268620 Open 6 Days 

SHEFFIELD 
6 Waingate. Sheffield 

Manager: Tony 
Tel: 0742 721906 

Open 6 days 

ST HELENS 
27 Baldwin Street. 

St Helens 
Manager: Adrian 
Tel: 0744 27941 
Closed Thursday 

STOCKPORT 
6 Mealhouse Brow. 

(Off Little Underbank), 
Stockport. Manager: Ray 

Tel: 061 480 2693 
Closed Thursday 

% 
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GAMEBUSTERS 

EYE OF 
From Logotron come these 
handy maps and a nice cheat. 

In the credits section of the game 

type SPAM and the game will 

start. You will now have infinite 

HORUS 
lives and you will not need colour- 

coded keys to be able to use the 

locked lifts - this means that you 

can easily access most of the 

game. If you want to meet Set, he 

is through the blue locked lift. 

WINNERS’ BOX 
Cheats prosper with Amiga Format! Brian Burke, Mark Robinson and Stuart Hardy agree because they’ve each earned them¬ 
selves £50 of software simply by putting pen to paper and passing on their hints, tips and maps. Get in on the act, send useful 
info to: GAMEBUSTERS, AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH ST, BATH BA1 2AP. 
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Evesha 
US3HK 
All prices inclu 
VAT and Delivery 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
MiniGEN Genlock adapter.£95.00 
Omega Projects MIDI Interface, Including 30" serial cable.£29.95 
Contriver Hi-Res Mouse, includes Mouse Mat & Pocket.£22.95 
A500 Dust Cover.£4.95 
Philips CM8833 14"colour monitor, suits for Amiga 500.£249.00 
GFA BASIC Version 3.£49.00 
Home Accounts.£18.95 
Kind Words Version 2.£37.95 
Superbase Personal.£69.00 
Superbase Professional.£179.00 
Super-Plan.£74.95 
Track 24 (MIDI sequencer package).£60.00 
Word Perfect.£183.00 

An AMIGA COMPUTING Gold Medal winner - 
allows Amiga users to emulate a Mac Plus in 
order to run Apple Mac and Mac Plus software. 
Mac disks can be read directly in when an 
external Mac Drive is connected to the cartridge 
hardware. Runs at least as fast as a Mac Plusl 
Software compatible with the A-Max includes 
MacPaint, MacDraw (V1&2), MacWrite, 
Pagemaker (VI &2) plus all versions of System. 
A-Max without 2 x Mac 128K ROMs ... £129.00 
A-Max WITH 2 x Mac 128K ROMs.£249.00 

A-MAX 
MACINTOSH 
EMULATOR 

AMIGA 500 
LOW COST 
RAM UPGRADE 

I ONLY £55.0 
inc.VAT & 

U delivery 

512K RAM/CLOCK EXPANSION FEATURES : 

☆ Direct replacement for the A501 expansion 
☆ Convenient On / Off Memory Switch 
ft Auto-recharging battery backed Real-time Clock 
ft Compact unit size : Ultra-neat design 
ft Uses only 4 D-RAMs for High Reliability 
ft Low power consumption_ 

RAM expansion without clock, only ... £49.00 

vortex system 2000 
40 Mb hard disks 

These high specification units offer 
versatile high capacity storage 
suitable for use with the Amiga 500 
or 1000. Autobooting capability, a 
formatted capacity of over 42Mb, 
with an average access time of 
45ms. Includes cables, Amiga 
interface module, plus utilities 
software including hard disk backup. 

System 2000 40Mb 

Hard Disk Package.£499.00 

Low Cost 5.25" 
External Drive 

The RF542C is a high quality 5.25" drive 
compatible to the Amiga. Capable of a 
number of configurations including 40/80 
track switching, 360/720K format, giving 
full ‘Transformer’ compatibility. Colour 
matched to the Amiga, quiet in operation, 
and includes a throughport connector. 

£114.95 & delivery 

3.5“ EXTERNAL DRIVES 
using Teac / Citizen drive mechanisms 

• Suits Amiga 500 or Amiga 1000 
• Teac / Citizen drive mechanism 
• On / Off switch on rear of drive 
• Throughport connector 
• One megabyte unformatted capacity 
• Slimline design 
• Very quiet 
• Long cable for location either 

side of computer 
• Full 12 months guarantee 

Ultra low price! 

£69.95 
inc.VAT and 

delivery 

We use ;md recommend Slat printers 
because they oiler an unbeatable com¬ 
bination of features print quality, reliabil¬ 
ity and value When buy in q please note 
we are now olfennq 12-month on-site 
maintenance contracts tor £5 75 extra 

1 
O 
Hugely successful 9 pin printer, the Star M 
LC10 provides 4 NLQ fonts (96 print VJflly LlbS.UU 
combinations) at 36cps and 144cps draft. Colour version also available, 
Includes 4K buffer and IBM/parallel inter- r>0*I HH 
face, front panel operation, plus paper Willy *-Z. IO.UU 
parking, allowing single sheets to be used Prices include 2 extra 
without removing tractor paper. black ribbons free of charge. 

Star LC24-10 multifont 24pin printer, super low price.£239.00 
Star LC24-15 wide carriage version of LC24-10, 200/67cps.£409.00 
Star LC15 wide carriage version of LC10, 180/45cps.£329.00 
Star LC-10 Mk.ll faster version of LC10, 180/45cps.£199.00 
Olivetti DM100S 9-pin 10" printer 200/30cps inc. 1 year on-site warranty I.... £129.95 
Panasonic KXP1081 reliable + sturdy 9pin 10" printer 120/24 cps.£159.00 
Panasonic KXP1180 super new feature-packed multifont 9 pin 11".£179.00 
Panasonic KXP1124 new good specification multifont 24pin 11".£269.00 
Epson LX400 (was LX800) 10" 180/25 cps.£179.00 
Epson LQ550 good 24pin 150/50cps.£349.00 
Epson LQ400 new 24 pin 180/60 cps with 8k buffer.£229.00 
Citizen 120D budget 9 pin printer 120cps.£139.00 

DOUBLE TAKE! 

PYE 15" 
TV/MONITOR 
(MODEL 2325) 

High quality medium resolution 
colour TV/monitor now available to 
suit the Amiga. Features teletext 
full Infra-red remote control, 
SCART connector. Video/Audio 
Input and headphone output 
connectors, 39 tuner presets, 
external aerial connector and a 
loop aerial. Supplied with 
connection cable for the Amiga. 

ONLY A 

£249.00 
price includes 
VAT, delivery 

ond cobto J 

3.5" Disks 
10 Bulk packed DS/DD 3.5" disks 
with labels, fully guaranteed.£ 9.95 
25 bulk disks as above.£22.95 
10 disks as above with plastic case.£11.95 
25 disks as above, with 40 capacity 
lockable storage unit.£29.95 
Kodak DS/DD 3.5" disks, top quality 
storage media. Box of 10.£17.95 

How to order from 

B333lEniC2lJZQ 
All prices include VAT and delivery. Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra. 

fwl Send chequey Postal Order 

^ or ACCESS/VISA card details 

Evesham Micros Ltd 
UNIT 9 ST RICHARDS RD 

EVESHAM 
WORCS WR11 6XJ 

0 0386-765500 
fax 0386-765354 

E3 
MAIL ORDER SALES: 
© 0386-765500 

Govt., educ. & PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

All products covered by 1 year guarantee 
All goods subject to availability, E.&O.E. 

1 Technical Support (Mon-Fri): 
0386-40303 

Retail 1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge, Birmingham B30 3BH Tel: 021 458 4564 
outlets 63 Bridge Street, Evesham, Worcs WR11 4SF Tel: 0386 765180 

at : 5 Glisson Road, Cambridge CB1 2HA Tel: 0223 323898 



LETTERS 

Another batch of contentious communications. Your own 

contributions should be addressed to BOB WADE, 30 

Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2EP. Sorry, but we can’t give 

any personal replies. None of your drawings can be returned... 

p 
WORKBENCH REVIEW 
I I ■ ■ I have owned 

H I Z C my Amiga for 

i I Wm two years now 

^LmlMand have uui ini decided that jt 

is time to expose what a con 

these so-called ‘Workbenches’ are. 

To try and show what a rip-off 

they are I have given ratings to the 

different aspects I think are impor¬ 

tant, to show the pointlessness of 

owning one. 

Sex Appeal - 11% It doesn’t do 

much for me. Being flat and 

square, I can see no possible use 

in this important area. 

Flavour - 23% One lick confirmed 

it all, the disk tastes like plastic. 

Aerodynamics - 74% Flies well 

when thrown properly, but the 

landing was shoddy and my origi¬ 

nal disk smashed. Good job I 

made a back-up. 

Disco Effects - 05% Only two 

lights (one red, one green), which 

are very small, make up the laser 

effects and they don’t even strobe 
in unison. The irritating whirring 

soundtrack when I put disks in is 

pathetic - I thought the Amiga was 

state-of-the-art? Come on, 

Commodore! 
Communications - 10% When I 

typed in chatty lines of conversa¬ 

tion my Amiga replied with 

garbage like “Error 120, argument 

line invalid or too long.” Are other 

Amigas as nasty as this? 

Gameplay - 00% None of the 
Workbench sprites would even 

move until I shot them with the 

primitive arrow weapon. 

Sound - 09% Only the crappy 

soundtrack I mentioned earlier. 

Addiction - 23% I soon gave up. 

Overall - 20% I hope to have 

shown the horrors of ‘Workbench’ 

to prevent young children from 

parting with their money until the 

above gripes are improved. Well, 

my job is done, back to the 

Can you tell 

the difference 

between these 

two objects? 

Someone can’t 

in ‘Workbench 

Review’. 

cushioned white room. 

PS My mouse is faulty because it 

will not squeak and its tail is too 

long. Any suggestions? 

PPS I got electrocuted when 

putting water in the slot^ at the 

right of my Amiga, so it is useless 

as a replacement kettle as well. 

Anyone know what the slot is for? 

PPPS I’ll review my football next 

week. What a con they are! 
Karl Drinkwater 

Stretford, Manchester 

I have a similar problem with my 

kettle - I keep trying to load Kick 

Off into it but it just seems to melt 

the disk. For making the whole 

team laugh you get a T-shirt and 

binder, but they probably will not 

let you have the metal spokes for 

the binder where you are. Never 

mind, the T-shirt has longish arms 

that can be tied behind your back. 

GET YOUR BACK UP 
, The main reason that I am writing 

to you is that I need a good file 

copier to allow me to make back¬ 

up copies of my games and ‘seri¬ 

ous’ software. Before moving on 

to this point though, I wish to 

make a confession. When I had a 

C64 I used to swap many pirated 

games with my friends and I will 

not try to make excuses for this 

as there are none. 
I was greedy and immature, 

as most pirates are who will not 

work for, then appreciate, a game 

that they have bought. Instead 

they, as I did, want it all. But the 

funny thing is, no matter how 

many games I stole (I believe that 

is the term) I was never happy. I 

did not realise that true satisfac¬ 

tion stems from getting a good 

game you can spend some time 

on and feel you have deserved. 

Anyway, I grew up and 

upgraded to the beloved and pow¬ 

erful Amiga. I now detest piracy 

and although I have had many 

opportunities to receive ‘free’ 

games I have turned them all down 

and will continue to do so. I realise 

the issues involved in piracy and 

respect the trouble the program¬ 
mer and publisher have gone to, 

to produce our silicon entertain¬ 

ment. Anyway, I choose carefully 

and only buy good games which 

will last and are good value, eg 

Blood Money, Speedball, 

Starglider 2. The only distributing I 

have done is PD and shareware 

with all files and text intact. 

Anyway, back to the point of 

my letter. Can you recommend a 

good file copier for making back¬ 

ups? I am not bothered about any¬ 

thing being compressed, I just 

want exact copies. 

Karl Drinkwater 
Stretford, Manchester 

I have no intention of recommend¬ 

ing any copiers, because you are 

not allowed to take back-ups of 

games and virtually all serious 

software is unprotected, so you 

do not need a copier to make 

legitimate back-ups for personal 

use. I agree it would be nice to 
back-up games so that disk failure 

is not a disastrous occurrence, 

but until'key' disks and other such 
systems are widely available on 

Amiga games, you can't - so don't. 

Remember, kids - just say no! 
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Every week New Computer Express is packed with vital 

information about the Amiga. New games. New products. 

New prices. New bargains. New sensations that you simply 

cannot afford to miss. 

Every week New Computer Express provides expert 

news coverage. A hand-picked team of journalists 

brings the fastest, most authoritative news week in, 

week out. From all around the world, anything exciting 

about the Amiga will be in Express. 

Every week New Computer 
Express is simply 
irresistible. If you’re at 

all serious about getting 
the most out of your 
machine, then you just 
have to have Express. 

New Computer Express 

New Computer Express 

Name.. Age. Machine owned. 

Address. 1 would like my money back on New Computer Express because 

Postcode. 

I enclose four consecutive mastheads from New Computer Express March /April 1990 issues 
Send to: The Express You Can't Say Fairer Than That Promotion, 
Future Publishing, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7PY. 
Newsagents: New Computer Express is distributed by Comag 

Offer closes May 4th 1990 



LETTERS 

WIRED FOR SOUND 
As an avid reader of your maga¬ 

zine I am aware that you aim to 

help people wherever and when¬ 

ever possible. In view of this, 

would it be too much for me to 

ask you to send me a circuit dia¬ 

gram and component list of a suit¬ 

able audio digitiser for connection 

to a Commodore Amiga. I have 

tried to obtain such a document 

from several outlets but have, as 

yet, been unsuccessful. 

A few months ago I sought the 

same for a midi interface and had 

no problems in getting one, since 

when I have built a successful pro¬ 

ject. I now wish to build a sampler 

for myself, as I feel that even the 

lowest priced model available is 

still too expensive for such a sim¬ 

ple piece of equipment. 

Shaun Payne 
Nelson, Lancs 

Our parent magazine ST/Amiga 

Format did carry a project for 
making a sound sampler, but 
sadly the back issues of this have 
sold out Plans are still afoot to 
arrange some DIY projects 
though, so / will have a think very 
hard about whether to re-run it in a 
future issue of AF. 

REPAIR DESPAIR 
Having read in various magazines 

the advantages of purchasing a 

computer from a specialised 

dealer as opposed to one of the 

larger chains such as Dixons, I feel 

I should put pen to paper and 

inform your readership of the prob¬ 

lems I have incurred with one 
such dealer. 

I bought my first Amiga from 

them some two years ago and 

upon returning home and eagerly 

setting it up was presented with, 

two hours later, those immortal 

words “Something wonderful has 

happened.” One phone call later 

and a couple of days’ wait and I 

was in possession of a new set of 

disks and a virus killer. 

Things went well for some 6 

months until the sound chip 

decided to pack up and, after 

returning it to the shop, off it went 

to be repaired. Shortly after 

receiving my computer back I 

moved up to Carlisle (it’s a nice 

place really) and upon it reaching 

II months of age it decided to 

quit altogether. A couple of phone 

calls to the dealer I bought it from 

and nothing, they just didn’t want 
to know. 

Eventually, after a visit to a 

helpful shop in Carlisle, I was put 

in contact with Granada Services 

who promptly collected and 

repaired it - thanks Granada. The 

following month saw me on the 

move yet again and approximately 

four and a half months after the 

last repair it suffered from a RAM 

chip failure (one and a half months 

outside the warranty from its 

last repair.) 

Being only some 40 miles 

from the original specialist dealer I 

decided to return it for a quote, 

£180.00, at which point I decided 

to purchase a replacement with a 

512K expansion. They didn't have 

a board in stock but would forward 

it on to me. Upon returning to 

Bedford I plugged in my Amiga 

and it didn’t work at all. So, after 

checking through everything 

again, I decided the power supply 

was at fault. As I already had 

another I decided to check it out... 

wrong! They had managed to lose 

that as well. So, following another 

phone call and a lot of arguing, it 

was agreed that a replacement 

computer would be delivered. Still 

nothing. Another phone call also 

inquiring as to the whereabouts of 

my expansion board and they 

claim to know nothing about it but 

they will order me another one. 

Eventually receiving my expan¬ 

sion board, I am still three months 

later no nearer to receiving my 

power supply unit back, despite 

several calls, and I am now having 

to resort to legal action to get my 

property back. So anyone else 

thinking of buying a computer, try 

to purchase one from a firm that's 

recommended by someone you 

know and who’s used them. I know 

one firm I will not recommend. 

A V Taylor 
Houghton, Carlisle 

BARNES STORMING 
Who the hell is Neil Barnes? After 

going through AF Issue 7 letters, I 

just couldn't believe what I was 

reading. I have never had a letter 

published in a magazine in my life, 

yet here was someone with four in 
one issue. 

Has he got some embarrass¬ 
ing photos with which he is black¬ 

mailing you to print all of his let¬ 
ters, or was it simply a few 

hundred quid in unmarked bills 
that did the trick? 

Anyway, as to good examples 

of Amiga games music, surely 

Shadow of the Beast boasts some 

of the best around? 

I now challenge Mr Barnes to 

slag me off in FIVE letters in the 

same issue. 

Roger Isaac 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire 

FEMALE FORMAT 
Is Neil Barnes of Kingstanding, 

Birmingham a relative of yours? I 

see he had four letters printed in 

AF Issue 7. It was quite humorous 

when letter three begins “I am writ¬ 

ing to Amiga Format for the first 
time...” 

Could we please have more 

letters from females - regardless 

of content - and more reviews and 

software for wives, like myself, 

fiancees, daughters and mothers. 

To say there is a hole in the mar¬ 

ket is an understatement, a crater 

would be a more accurate descrip¬ 

tion - manufacturers please note. 

PS I think it quite a cheek 

expecting free market research 

from your questionnaire - espe¬ 

cially the income question. What 

do you intend doing with all the 

names and addresses? 

Mrs I Burns 
Spennymore, Co Durham 

Neil only actually wrote one letter, 
but I took the liberty of splitting it 
up into four chunks because each 
one dealt with very different mat¬ 
ters. However, the two printed this 
month from Karl Drinkwater really 
were two separate letters. 

You are right about the free 
market research — it allows us to 
research what you want from the 

magazine. The more we know 
about you, the better equipped we 
are to provide the magazine you 
need. As for the names and 
addresses, I do not intend doing 
anything with them, they are a 
guarantee of authenticity, not a 
cheap mailing list. 

LOST YEAR OF LIFE 
I am 16. 

Your questionnaire gives two 
options: 

1) Under 16 

2) 17-24 

What happens to me? 

Well, I’ll tell you shall I? I get 

irritated, that’s what happens 

to me! 

I told you about that last time. 

Now, either sort it out or give back 

your O-level maths. ‘16 and under’ 

is the expression, or ‘under 17’ or 

‘16-24’. I don’t care, but stop 

using 80386 maths routines 
please. 

Michael Ashton 

Ooooops. Sorry about that - it 
escaped me at the proofreading 
stage. It's probably an attempt by 
my subconscious to wipe out my 
16th year when I had that nasty 
experience with the egg whisk and 
a space hopper. 

MAGAZINE RATIONING? 
I have been purchasing AF since 

Issue 1 and have been very 

pleased with the standard of news 

and reviews, but I have not failed 

to notice that the magazine gets 
harder to find every month. 

After finding Issue 5 after two 

weeks of looking into my most fre¬ 

quently visited newsagents, I read 

that Issue 6 would be on the 

shelves on Tuesday 14th 

December 1989, including a demo 
of Chase HQ. 

On 14th December 1989 I 

started to look for the shy and 

Are software 

houses leaving 

a hole in the 

market by 

ignoring 

women? See 

‘Female 

Format’. 
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DATAPLEX 
10 Petersfield Avenue, Slough, 

Berkshire SL2 5DN 
Tel 0753 35557 

All prices excluding 
VAT and delivery 

AMIGA HARDWARE 
A500 complete.279.00 
A500 + TV Modulator.289.00 
New Amiga Batman Pack.£299.00 

Includes: 
DPaint 11 
Batman The Movie 
FI8 Interceptor 
New Zealand Story 
TV Modulator 
while stocks last 
New Amiga Batman Plus lO 
GamesPack Plus 
Photon Paint.£345.00 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
A501 - 512K Ram + clock .99.00 
TV Modulator.10.00 
Mouse Mat.4.00 
Amiga to Philips Lead.10.00 
Amiga to Printer Lead.10.00 
Quickshot II/Stick.10.00 

DATAPLEX DRIVES 
1MB 3.5" External Drive.68.00 
1MB 3.5" Internal Drive.63.00 
1MB 5.25" External Floppy Drive.95.00 

NEW AMIGA CLASS OF 90 S 
Including: 
Art & Design feature. Word Processing. Desk¬ 
Top Publishing. Spreadsheet. Music. Logo 
and BBC Emulation.429.00 

PHILIPS MONITORS 
CM8833 14" RGB/CVBS mon.199.00 
CM 8833 14" RGB/CVBS mon 
(including cables).219.00 

Epson FX850.310.00 
Epson FX1060.410.00 
Epson LQ400.215.00 

Epson LQ500.249.00 
Epson LQ550.289.00 
Epson LQ850.445.00 
Epson LQ860.525.00 
Epson LQ1060.654.00 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
Thinkjet.265.00 
Quietjet.343.00 
Quietjet+.412.00 
Deskjet.443.00 
Deskjet +.535.00 
Paintjet.665.00 
Rugged Writer.865.00 

All Hewlett Packard printers come with 
12 months on site warranty 

Star LC10 mono.135.00 
Star LC10 Colour.168.00 
Star LC24-10.225.00 
NEC P2 +.245.00 
NEC P6 + 80 character.389.00 
NEC P7 136 character.523.00 
Colour upgrade kit.69.00 
Panasonic KXP 1081.119.00 
Panasonic KXP1124.219.00 
Sheetfeeder.89.00 
Panasonic KXP1180.144.00 
Panasonic KXP 1592.253.00 
Panasonic KXP 1595.319.00 
Panasonic KXP 1540.404.00 

NEW MANNESMANN TALLY LAUNCH OFFER 

PRINTERS 
Amstrad LQ3500 DI.195.00 
Amstrad DMP4000.195.00 
Amstrad LQ5000 DI..310.00 
Brother HR20 Daisywheel.380.00 
Brother HR40 Daisywheel.688.00 

DOT MATRIX RANGE 
Citizen 120D.115.00 
Citizen 180E.127.00 
New 24pin swift 24.255.00 
Colour upgrade for swift.42.00 

All Citizen printers come with 2 year 

warranty 
Epson LX400.139.00 
Epson LX850.182.00 

MT81 (dot matrix).115.00 
Sheetfeeder.62.00 
Serial I/F.35.00 

RIBBONS 
KXP1081/1090/1/2.4.00 
DMP 2000/3000/3160.2.80 
DMP 4000.4.40 
PCW 8256/LQ3500.4.50 
Panasonic 3131/MP26.4.40 
FX800/RX/MX/FX80.3.15 
FX1000/FX/RX100.4.40 
NL 10.4.40 
LQ500/800/850.4.40 
LC 10.4.40 
NEC.5.00 

Professional Repairs Carried Out. 

MAKE YOUR EARN 
Yes making money with your Amiga becomes incidental when you know how. Your 
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant. Make the 
initial effort NOW by starting your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS 
This may be the most important move you will ever make! 

REMEMBER: You’ll never get rich by digging someone else’s "ditch". Anyone in the 
country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively short period of time just 
by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than playing games. The benefits 
are many and varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to: 

31, PILTON PLACE (AF 9) 
KING AND QUEEN STREET, 

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR 

Matrix Hire 
Makes the Software 
World Your Oyster! 

Join the Matrix and enjoy access to our huge library of the 
most popular titles. For Amiga, Atari ST, Commodore 

and Amstrad machines. 

' For full details send large SAE stating your machine to:- 

Matrix Leisure Club, Dept AM/F, 
271 Stanstead Road, Bishops Stortford, 

Herts CM23 2BT. 
Free Membership for quick replies. 

STAR LC10 MONO 
9 Pin Printer Inc Lead 

£159.00 

PRINTERS (inc lead) 

MONITORS (inc lead) 

I Star LClOCol.£209.00 
Star LC2410.£259.00 
Citizen Swift 24 pin.£319.00 
Colour option for Swift.£34.99 
NEC pin writer P2+.£299.00 

I Comm 1084P.£224.99 
Comm 1084D.£239.00 
Philips 8833.£249.00 
Atari SMI24.£119.00 ICumana ST 3.5.£89.99 
Cumana Amiga 3.5.£84.99 
Senator Amiga 3.5.£79.99 
Power Drive Amiga 3.5.£76.99 

DISC DRIVES 

AMIGA BATPACK 
|lnc. Modulator, Mouse, Batman, 

FI 8, New Zealand Story 
£369.99 

CLASS OF THE 90's PACK 
including Kind Words 2.0, Pagesetter, Artist's 

Choice. BBC Emulator, Doctor T's 
Midi Music Package. 

£515.00 

All our Products are UK specification 

OTHER COMPUTERS 
AMIGA A500 
with Out games pack 

£349.00 
AMIGA BATPACK 

+ 10 Star Pack 
£389.OQ 

OTHER HARDWARE 
TELETEXT ADAPTOR 

Watch Neighbours on your Amiga 
£129.99 

AMIGA 1 MEG MEMORY UPGRADE 
with battery backed real time clock 

 £79.99 
COMMODORE A590 20 MB HARD DISK 

unpopulated to 2 Meg 
£386.00 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
Deluxe Paint 2.£14.99 
Photon Paint 2.£29.99 
Deluxe Video 3.£59.00 
Digiview Gold V4.£139.99 
Kindwords V2.£39.99 
Protext.£74.99 
Superbase Personal.£74.99 
Publishers Choice.£74.99 
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..£21.99 
Hisoft Devpac 2.£49.99 
Transcript 4 in 1.£34.99 
Appetizer.£25.99 
Deluxe Paint 3.£65.00 
Doctor T.£49.00 

v SONY UNBRANDED a 

X 3.5 DISKS DS/DD W 
ONLY £6.99 for 10. £31.99 for 50, 

£59.99 for 100, Sony 3.5 DS/DD Branded 
| ONLY £11.99 for 10. THREE M 5.25 DS/DD ONLY £6.99 

FOR 10, THREE M 5.25 DDHD ONLY £11.99 for 10 

ACCESSORIES 
Dust Covers from. ...£4.99 
80 Capacity Lockable Disk Box... ...£6.99 
40 Capacity Lockable Disk Box... ...£5.49 

Mouse Pads. ...£4.99 

Printer Leads. ...£5.99 

Scart Leads. ...£9.99 

Midi Leads from. ...£2.99 

JOYSTICKS 
Comp Pro Extra. .£15.99 

Quickjoy 3. .£11.99 

Quickjoy 5. .£18.99 

Cruiser Black. .£9.50 

Cruiser Clear. .£11.99 

UNIT 8, ARMLEY PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY ROAD, LEEDS LSI2 2AE 
ilia, mWEWWM mf a WWUWMW, Wj. 



LETTERS 

extremely reclusive AF Issue 6. To 

this day I have not seen the maga¬ 

zine once, despite looking in all 

my newsagents, the town centre 

and Milton Keynes. 

Because the date is now 22nd 

January 1990, I would assume I 

am too late to purchase this issue. 

Therefore I have started looking 
for AF Issue 7. 

When I eventually find this 

issue I will no doubt be using the 

mail order form to order last 

month’s magazine that I have 

already spent a lot of time 

looking for. 

My temper has slowly been 

rising beyond my control since I 

started looking for Issue 2 of your 

high-standard magazine. I am sure 

that I am not the only regular 

reader who has experienced the 

anger of not being able to find an 

issue on time. 

Therefore, I ask you to make 

your magazine more widely avail¬ 

able to the public who wish to buy 

it, because soon people are going 

to change to a magazine that is 

more widely available. 

Christopher Murphy 
Luton, Bedfordshire 

Surprising as this may seem, we 

are not actually trying to hide the 
magazine. Since we came into 
existence nine months ago, the 
number of copies of the magazine 
we print (the ‘print run') has gone 
from 49,000 on Issue One to 
70,000 on Issue Eight. The circu¬ 
lation keeps rising and although 
we do our best to keep up with 
demand and predict the rise each 
month, it does mean we sell out in 
many areas. 

The thing to do is reserve a 
copy with your newsagent or get a 
subscription. That way you are 
guaranteed to get your copy as 
soon as it comes out. 

GOBSMACKED BY DJ 
Whenever I read in a magazine a 

congratulatory letter pointing out 

what a marvellous job the colum¬ 

nists et al are doing, I usually 

reach for the sick bag. However, 

after reading AF Issue 7 I was 

totally gobsmacked at Dave Jones’ 

games programming column. 

The idea that we are going to 

get the business regarding games 

programming is excellent. I have 

always felt that when the Amiga 

community talks to each other and 

divulges the machines secrets to 

all, we will all get some serious 

software written (and none of this 

Guru nonsense either!) 

Would it also be possible to 

specifically mention some of the 

techniques employed in 3D filled 

vector stuff? 

Finally, I would like this letter 

to point out what a marvellous job 

the columnists et al are doing and 

that I look forward to following 

Dave Jones’ column and hope that 

AF and especially Mr Jones have 

continued success in 1990. 

Mike Pearson 
Inverkeithing, Fife 

I am glad you like Dave's series - 

we think he is doing a great job 
too. We are also planning more 
such tutorials on programming, 
from the people who really know. 
You can speculate on who that 
maybe... 

A THIEF WRITES 
Dear Dude, 

I am writing to express my grow¬ 

ing concern about the state of 

software piracy in this country. As 

we all know there is a lot of 

pirated software around and it is 

much easier to pay the price of a 

disk than to pay over £30 for a 

manual and a nice shiny box. 

I get about £5 a week and 

have a software collection of 

around £5000 - am I Paul Daniels? 

No, I’m a pirate and although I 

think it is unfair on the program¬ 

mers, I am not ashamed to copy 

programs. 
Most people will tell you that 

you cannot have your cake and 

eat it too. But at the moment, with 

copying programs available, piracy 

and hacking will go on until the 

programmers outwit the hackers. 

Till then, I, and 90% of Amiga 

users, will go on the way we 

always have. 

The programmers have 

already proven that not all pro¬ 

grams are easy to copy. For 

instance, on a Kickstart 1.3, a 

copy of Falcon will result in your 

plane blowing up before you get 

off the ground, owing to the pro¬ 

tection on the first disk. After dis¬ 

covering this I went out and 

bought an original copy of Falcon 

and have never regretted it since - 

nice one Spectrum Holobyte. 

Anonymous 

Dear Dope, 
Of course piracy will go on while 

numbskulls like you think the way 
you do. You clearly have no con¬ 
cept of right and wrong - if you 
were really concerned about soft¬ 
ware piracy you would not do it. 
As for claiming that 90% of Amiga 
users are pirates, that's drivel. If 
everyone took your attitude, a 
software industry would not exist. 
Trying to find safety in numbers 
does not justify your actions. If 
you want good software then be 
prepared to pay for it - program¬ 
mers, artists, musicians and 
designers do not work for nothing. 

RACKED OPINION 
Being an avid games player, I am 

pleased to see a regular game 

review section in Amiga Format, 
but the reviews are always based 

around the views of three people, 

who give a very opinionated view 

of the games. 

Perhaps, to get a broader 

view of the software, you should 

get some of your readers to 

review games for you. I know of 

several times when my friends and 

I have seen a review of a game, 

gone and bought it and been thor¬ 

oughly disappointed. And at £25 I 

cannot afford to do that. 

Mark Dawson 
Oban, Scotland 

I would question your suggestion 
that we are overly opinionated 
about games. Certainly we do give 
an opinion, but the main function 
of a review is to inform you of 
what goes on in the game, 
enabling you to judge for yourself 
whether you will like it. It's 
inevitable that opinions disagree 
about games, but I am confident 
that AF has some of the most reli¬ 
able reviewers around. 

HOT, GASSY LETTER 
I own an Amiga and am getting 

tired of playing slow and repetitive 

games. People say that the Amiga 

is a better computer that the C64 

but I have never had a jerky or 

slow 64 game. Perhaps they 

should bring back hanging for this. 

Another comment, I must say, 

is why are your readers so boring. 

Going on about binders, CD RAMs 

and other useless and boring infor¬ 

mation - do they think we care? 

Next comes the question, why 

is your mag £2.95? I know for a 

fact that disks only cost 45p from 

the duplicators and that you your¬ 

selves don't exactly pay a lot for 

the software on it. Do you have 80 

people reviewing the one game? 

What happened to fun games 

like Manic Miner and Jet Set Willy? 
Today’s software houses have one 

thing on their minds - money, 

no pride. Today’s programmers 

have become like factory workers 

who pass each section on to 

the next person who processes 

it on. It has already begun, games 

no longer differ from the last one. 

Finally, the sun is a hot gassy 

ball (perhaps I will win the ‘star’ let¬ 

ter now.) 
I know you will not print this 

letter because it wasn't boring 

enough, but if you do I will con¬ 

tinue to buy your mag and know 

that not all factors of Amiga 
Format are run on commercially 

viable aspects. 

Alan Barnes 

1) There were loads of slow, jerky 
64 games. 
2) I wouldn't call readers boring if 
I were you — they are a mean 
bunch when aroused. 
3) There are a lot of factors deter¬ 
mining the price of the magazine: 
disk cost, duplicating, cover¬ 
mounting the disk, printing the 
magazine, buying the paper it's 
printed on, distribution, paying the 
people that write and lay out the 
mag, etc - not forgetting making 
a profit at the end of all that. I will 
leave calculating all that lot to the 
accountants. 
4) Manic Miner? See the News 
pages. 
5) Specialisation in design, pro¬ 
gramming, graphics, music etc, 
gets you better quality. Combining 
them into a whole does not always 
work, but the hit rate is getting 
better. 
6) Of course all aspects of AF are 
run on a commercially viable basis 
- the magazine simply would not 
exist otherwise. 

TOP TEN 
FRIDGE BEATERS 

What a great cover for AF Issue 7! 

Pity the rest of the mag and disk 

was a let-down. 

Since you supplied the 

Menace source code, is there any¬ 

way of reassembling it to play? 

That way I will be getting some¬ 

thing this month! 

I am writing because you 

wanted anybody’s Top Ten for 

games music. Here you go - for¬ 

give me if my games collection is 

antique. Hanging on to its slot at 

No 10 is R-Type, followed by the 

singing spaceship at No 9, Star 
Ray... oh sod it, let’s do it the 
boring way. 

TOP TEN GAMES FOR MUSIC 

10. R-Type (OK) 

9. Star Ray (Quite good) 

8. IK+ (Nice) 

7. Starglider (Neat) 

6. Beach Volley (Quite nice) 

5. Ikari Warriors (Quite neat) 

4. Xenon (Good) 
3. Bionic Commando (Bloody 

Good) 
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2. Obliterator (Cor, amazing) 

1. Ninja Warriors (Fab, brill, love, 

wow, cor!) 

TOP TEN GOOD GAMES TO PLAY 

10. Commando 
9. Obliterator 
8. Xenon 
7. Dungeon Master 
6. Guild of Thieves 
5. Rocket Ranger 
4. It Came From the Desert 
3. R-Type 
2. Operation Thunderbolt 
1. Ninja Warriors 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE TOP TEN 

10. Pixmate 
9. Fractal Graphics Generator 
8. Instant Music 
7. Music Studio 
6. Iconiser 
5. Deluxe Paint 2 
4. FutureSound Software 
3. Handy Painter 
2. Comic Setter 
1. Deluxe Paint 3 

WORST THINGS ABOUT MY AMIGA 

(l=bad, 10=diabolical) 

10. The brick 

9. CLI 

8. Its size 
7. Its memory (it should be lmeg 

internally) 
6. Loud internal drive 

5. Its price 

4. Adventures 

3. Language 

2. Games 

1. Its mouse 

My Amiga is better than your 

fridge. 
Paul Tompkins 

Harrow, Middlesex 

SITTING COMFORTABLY? 
I am a 16-year-old A-level student 

taking a technology course at 

school. As part of my examination 

I have to design and make an aid 

of some kind containing mechani¬ 

cal and/or electrical components. 

Being interested in computers for 

many years (I currently have an 

Amiga), I decided my ideal project 

would be something I myself could 

use with my computer. To this end 

I decided to make a motorised 

chair that, when connected to the 

computer, would simulate the 

movements the games player is 

making on the monitor - similar to 

those frequently found in the 

arcades on games such as Out 
Run and Afterburner. 

In order to design the best 

possible chair I am trying to col¬ 

lect as much data as I can on any 

similar products, both in the 

arcades and on computers. I have 

written to you hoping that you can 

supply me with any information on 

how similar systems work and any 

other companies who could help 

me achieve the best possible 

marks for my project. 
M C H Watering 

Bicknacre, Essex 

In this country your best bet is to 
contact the people developing the 
chair that goes with the Konix con¬ 
sole, but I am not sure how keen 
they will be to part with any techni¬ 
cal information. You can but try. 
Konix are contactable on 0495 
350101. 

BATTERY BACKED UP 
LETTER 

As you are currently polling input 

from your readership you maybe 

interested in my views: these are 

not intended as criticisms (well, 

not all of them) merely a state¬ 

ment of the difference between 

what I would view as ‘THE’ maga¬ 

zine to read and what you actually 

produce. Of course, I expect you 

to produce what will sell best, not 

what I would like. With this in mind, 

please read on. 
As a professional computer 

programmer I would like to see 

greater emphasis put on ‘systems' 

as in reviewing a complete midi 

system: sampler, keyboard, 

sequencer, amplifier, etc, rather 

than just a voice editor in isolation 

- or a scanner, DTP package and 

printer rather than just a ‘frame 

grabber’. Helpful as product 

reviews are, I believe demonstrat¬ 

ing uses for complete computer 

systems would give such articles a 

much wider base of interest. 
The products I am currently 

interested in seeing reviewed are 

the Amstrad fax/printer, the Silver 

Reed SP11 scanner/printer, hand¬ 

held scanners vs genlocks and 

cameras, and what ever happened 

to A/D and D/A converters to 

enable your computer to control a 

power station (copyright Sinclair)? 

Now some criticisms - AF 
Issue 7, Page 20, Column 1 - are 

new users going to understand the 

switch from CLI to shelf and back 

to CLI all in 2 paragraphs? Page 

124, column 1, paragraph 1, the 

reply to ‘Memory and Monitors’ - 

is Mr Holborn, by saying he’s too 

lazy to use the battery backed-up 

clock, implying that his start-up 

sequence does not load the sys¬ 

tem time? No user action is 

required to take advantage of this 

device and the benefit is the cor¬ 

rect time and date on all your files! 

If that is not worthwhile, nothing is. 
Paul Perrin 

Tooting, London 

I like the idea about systems and, 
as you may have noticed, we have 
been leaning that way with our 
recent articles on video and multi- 
media. Individual software and 
hardware reviews are mostly time 
dependent - we do them when 
they come out. However, we will 
carry on doing features and pro¬ 
files that take the ‘system' method 
of approach. 

ANAMONOLOGUE 
In AF Issue 7, 

in the feature 

article on Page 

19 under the 

heading “Take 

Control”, it states “The Amiga will 

only accept digital...joysticks”. I 

would suggest that it should read 

“...but will work with analogue joy¬ 

sticks if the program permits.” I 

am, of course, referring to FSII - 
the only flight simulator which 

behaves remotely like a full-sized 

aircraft. 
As a retired ‘full-size’ pilot I 

feel that I am qualified to make 

that statement. I read rave reviews 

for games such as Falcon, F29 
Retaliator or Gunship (and that’s a 

horror) and I am forced to think 

that none of the reviewers have 

ever actually tried to fly a real 

aeroplane. 
If real ‘planes behaved like 

Falcon, for example, the Wright 

bros would have been better 

employed building bikes. Can you 

imagine the results if the pilot of 

Concorde, flying at Mach 2.05, 

had to momentarily apply FULL 

Down elevator to correct a slight 

nose-up deviation. This is what, in 

effect, you have to do using a digi¬ 

tal joystick. The same applies to 

all the driving or space flight 

games. When you are driving your 

car I hope that you are not turning 

the wheel to full lock and back to 

go around a gentle curve... well, 

maybe some do! 

Surely these games would be 

so much more enjoyable if the 

controls were proportional, ie ana¬ 

logue. May I suggest that you start 

a campaign for greater realism in 

all flying and driving programs. 
Mike Pitchers 

Newtown Linford, Leicester 

Our local friendly RAF pilot highly 
recommends F-16 Combat Pilot 

for its realism, but rally drivers 
seem to agree with you on the 
value of proportional steering in a 
driving game. The experts seem 
to back your campaign For your 
enlightening thoughts on the 
nature of realism, you get a T-shirt 
and binde*r. Neither of which flies 
at all well. 

BUT WHAT OF 
ROMFORD’S GARDENS 

I HEAR YOU ASK? 
I work as a landscape gardener 

and am looking for a garden 

design program, either a commer¬ 

cial one or a public domain disk. I 

have an Amiga 500 with one 

megabyte of RAM and a Star 

colour printer and would like a pro¬ 

gram that utilises both of the latter 

upgrades. 
Jon Williams 

Romford, Essex 

We certainly don't know of such a 
specialised program - perhaps 
someone could inform us of one, 
or even write one for us to publish 
on the Coverdisk. 
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We offer a comprehensive digitising service for the AMIGA. 

WE will supply the disc. Just send your picture/photo/etc., to us and we 
will digitise it in HAM and also in an enhanced 16 grey-scale 
MONOCHROME both in standard IFF format. 
If desired we can also produce 32 colour, 16 colour, or interlace frames, 
please specify. 

1 colour & 1 mono frame.£5.00 
Each extra frame.colour.£ 1.50 

mono.£1.00 
All prices include VAT., disc and return postage. 
Please allow 1 week for delivery. 
Cheques & P.O. payable to: 

BITMAN LTD., Tel: 0480 412355 
B10 Riverside Mill, Godmanchester, Huntingdon, CAMBS., PE18 8ER. 

0 

FULLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS ON _ 
SITE TO UNDERTAKE REPAIRS OF, i 

COMPUTERS, DISC-DRIVES, 
PRINTERS AND MONITORS* 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR 1; 
3 MONTHS* FREE ESTIMATES. 

Teh MARK OR MARTIN (0527 85) 3374 f% 
BUSINESS HOURS Mon-Sat 9am to 8pm 

AMPOWER Jdi 
VIDEO & COMPUTERS 
15a ALCESTER ROAD. STUDLEY. WARKS B80 TAG 

WAR GAMES, ADVENTURE GAMES 
SIMULATORS & SPORTS 

Strategic Plus Software 
Dept. AF 
PO Box 8, Hampton, Middx TW12 3XA 
Telephone 01 941 6163 

’'STRATEGIC' 
a PLUS 
\S0FTWARE/ 

Send £2.50 for Extensive Catalogue. 
Prop S. Harper 

MAIL ORDERS 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 

Take Your Team To The Top And 
Win The Double. 

Or Are You Good Enough To Win The 
Quadruple Crown. Never Yet Achieved 

By A League Team Manager. 

Send £19.95,guaranteed Cheque / Postal Order / Credit Card Details to 

32a Southchurch Road, available 
Southend-on-sea, for immediate 
Essex SSI 2ND. dispatch 

Orders outside the UK please add £1.00 extra. 

The Most AUTHENTIC MULTI-MANAGER Football Game Has Finally 
Arrived. After 2 Years Research & Development The Ultimate Game Is 
Ready And Waiting To Test Your Skills. FEATURES INCLUDE:- 

Multi-Manager Game for 1 to 4 Players. 

Full UK and European Cup itinary including FA, League, Zenith Data, Leyland Daf, 
European, Cup Winners and UEFA Cups. All Cup matches are played to the precise 
rules, eg. 2 Leg Ties, Extra Time, Away Goal Rule, Seeded Draws, Penalties, etc. 

Complete league line up with 201 st division teams and 24 in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th. 
End of season Play-offs with expulsions. 

All team surnames are the real ones for all 92 clubs (CURRENT 89/90 SEASON). 

Historic Records are maintained for 6 seasons with the ability to call up all previous 
results against your next opponent. 

A Lively Transfer Market to Buy and Sell Players with an end of season deadline. 
Player Loans, Free Transfers with Approach & Offers on players or trainees. 

Managers can be sacked or offered jobs at better teams. 

All screens are displayed in a pleasant format, which is easy to use and comfortable 
to read. PRINTER facilities also exist. 

Complete Instructions, for the beginner, are provided in a 16 page booklet. 

...and would you believe it doesn’t stop there! We have included many other fine 
details which are just impossible to list in this space. They include all the regular 
features you would expect like loading & saving your game, player injuries plus much, 
much more. The most genuine implementation of a Football Managers hectic 
season awaits you for only £19.95. 

(0702)600557 FAX (0702) 613747 
Out of hours Answer Phone 

& 
Available for the Amiga & All Atari ST's. PC Version Coming Soon. 



GURU’S MEDITATION 

PHOTOFILE 
FUNNIES 
We printed the winning tie-breaker from 

AF Issue 6’$ Photofile competition last 

month, but we thought you would like to 

hear some of the other clever, witty and 

downright silly suggestions we got to the 

question “Which historical event you 

would like to have photographed and 

why?” So here we go... 

"Hitler’s expression as Jessie Owens won 

his fourth gold at the 1936 Olympics, to 

record the first defeat of the Nazi ideal.” 

R Allen, Egham, Surrey 

"The Tunguska (Siberian) explosion of 

1908 to see and understand the cause of 

such devastation in a pre-nuclear age.” 

Mat Broomfield, Langdon Hills, Essex 

"Nicephore Niepce about to take the first 

photograph, as this would really annoy 

him.” 

N P K Cotter, Mannamead, Plymouth 

“Me winning this competition." 

Stuart Yaxley, Sprowston, Norwich 

“The Battle of Trafalgar, where Admiral 

Nelson was shot, to see whether Captain 

Hardy really kissed him." 

Dean Butcher, Stamford, Lines 

“Adam and Eve discussing apples, 

because mummy and daddy never talked 

to me.” 

D P A Cook, Newcastle Upon Tyne 

“Lady Godiva riding through Coventry, 

because I am very interested in horses.” 

Anthony Croxford, Hatfield, Herts 

“The creation of the ozone layer so we 

could all see what it looked like without a 

hole.” 

E V Lovesey, Huntingdon, Cambs 

“The great fire of London lighting up the 

night sky for miles and the reflection on 

the river would be a sight to be cap¬ 

tured." 

HoaNTo, London SE17 

“The formation of the Mediterranean sea 

as the Atlantic broke through the rock of 

Gibraltar. The most impressive fall of 

water hundreds of feet deep.” 

Anonymous 

GURU’S MEDIATION 

NEW TEAM MEMBERS 
We have a whole new art team this month with Angela Neal and 

Marcus Dyson taking over from Trevor and Martin. Here at AF, we 

reckon Trev and Mart have made this the most stylishly-presented 

computer mag there is and would like to thank them for their unstint¬ 

ing efforts. They are now doing similar wonderful things for our sis¬ 

ter mag, ST Format. 
We're sure Ange and Marcus will keep up the high standard you 

have come to expect. Ange has been with Future Publishing for some 

time now, working on ACE and New Computer Express and contribut¬ 

ing to most of the other mags too. Her experience can only strength¬ 

en the look of AF. 
Marcus is new to working at Future, but not to the magazine, 

because he is an Amiga owner and read AF before joining. He has 

moved down to Bath from Wakefield, where his previous job was 

designing a body-building mag. 
We would like to welcome them both to the team and are sure 

the mag will look even better for their arrival. 

OH DEARY, 
DEARY ME 
Despite going over last issue 

with a magnifying giass, I 

was unable to find any major 

mistakes - at this rate I’m 

going to be out of a job (and 

about time too - Ed). 

CAPTAIN 
WHTNGF ▼ Y JL JLJLIII VJ M2j 

...and exactly how am I supposed to 

have a half-way decent whinge in two... 

NEXT MONTH 
Next month’s issue is out on Thursday 12th April, just in time for Easter. A landmark in AF history, as 

we go bursting into double figures with Issue 10. Like any self-respecting person turning 10 we’re 

going to whine bitterly until someone buys us a bike, roll around in large vats of jelly and ice-cream, 

and get so drunk that we can’t tell the difference between Shake’n’Vac and margarine - OK, maybe not 

your average 10th birthday, but we’re very advanced for our age. Naturally we will leave the celebra¬ 

tions until after we produce a corking issue, full of digitising, programming, DPaint tutorialling, educa- 

tioninging, gaminginging and much more -ing besides. 
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VIRGIN GAMES • 2-4 VERNON YARD 
119 PORTOBELLO ROAD • LONDON Wll 2DX 

"COPYRIGHT© 1989 AMERICAN TECHNOS INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED" 

"AMERICAN TECHNOS™ " "DOUBLE DRAGON IT™ - THE REVENGE'" 

THIS GAME HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED UNDER LICENSE FROM AMERICAN TECHNOS INC 

AVAILABLE ON 
IBM PC 
ATARI ST 
AMIGA 
CBM 64 CASS 
CBM 64 DISK 
SPECTRUM CASS 
SPECTRUM +3 

COMING SOON! 
AMSTRAD CASS 
AMSTRAD DISK 
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IS HELL... DRIVE THE DEVIL'S MACHINE 
I V 

—:r\ 
Griffiths. 

Action and simulation 
for strategy without 
repetition. Conqueror is 

the ultimate challenge of “leadership under fire” 
to wargamers of all interests. Engage in 

authentic World War II tactical wargaming, 
experience the bloody attrition exacted by 

the might of the armoured divisions, create 
your own scenarios and set your own 
challenges in bringing the elite war 

machines of the German, Russian and 
American forces into head-to-head 

confrontation and combat. 
Fight your way through massed 
ranks of enemy tanks. Live on 
your wits and the strength 

CiM 

of your will as you endeavour to 
outlast the awesome firepower of your 

unforgiving enemy. Plan the campaign 
of action that will outmanoeuvre your . 
opposing platoon commanders and 

lead to their ultimate downfall. 

4LJ 

r-1 __ 

“3D GRAPHIC 
SYSTEMS 

CREATED BY 
DAVID BRABEN - 
CO-AUTHOR OF 

ELITE.” 

Available on= 
MARI ST, AMIGA, 
IBM RC.-E24-99 a 

All the essential elements 
for hours of relentless action, 
excitement and stimulation. 

# Action, Attrition and Strategy. 
Unique 45 viewpoint external to command tank. 180 degree 

and 3D scrolling landscape creates authentic forward movement. 
Select squadrons from the accurately produced tanks. 

American: Chaffee, M36GMC, Sherman Firefly, Pershing. 
German: Panzer III, Panther, Tiger I, King, Tiger. 
Russian: T34/76, KV1S, KV85, Josef Stalin II 

Rainbow Arts, Sketty Close, 
Brackmills Business Park, Northampton NN4 OPL. 

Raittfottl 
** Arts 


